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ABSTRACT
As a major driving force of the global digital economy, Web-Based Shopping Systems 
(WBSS) are diffusing very rapidly across national boundaries. Though the diffusion of 
WBSS is recognized as one of the most important issues of electronic commerce, the 
research on WBSS is just beginning. There is little comprehensive research and only a 
few examples of empirical research on the topic.
This research attempts to examine the phenomenon of WBSS diffusion in different 
national contexts, based on a combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches. In 
particular, this dissertation attempts to answer the following questions: What are 
WBSS? Are WBSS an enabler of new business? What kinds of factors affect the 
diffusion of WBSS? Are there any distinguishing characteristics of WBSS diffusion in 
different national contexts? How do organisations tend to enable WBSS diffusion? What 
kinds of driving forces influence the shaping process of WBSS?
In order to answer these questions, this research introduces several research models: a 
classification model of WBSS, a research model of WBSS diffusion, and a comparison 
model of key impact factors. On the basis of these models, this dissertation examines 
and attempts to explain the phenomenon of WBSS diffusion. It does so by relating 
survey research and interviews in two particular national contexts: the UK and Korea. 
The findings arising from the quantitative and qualitative data collected are applied to 
provide guidance as to the further diffusion of WBSS in both countries. Some of the 
major findings of the dissertation are:
• At the macro level, a systemic view of WBSS diffusion is provided by analyzing the 
characteristics o f f  our t ypes o f WBSS. M ajor c haracteristics o f  WBSS a ssociated
2
with each of these types of WBSS -  their strengths, critical success factors and 
suitable strategic options -  have also been identified. On the basis of this 
background knowledge of WBSS, a research model of WBSS diffusion was derived.
• At the micro level arising from empirical investigations, key impact factors 
influencing the diffusion of WBSS in the UK and Korean contexts have been
identified. Following cross-national analysis, the diffusion of WBSS was observed
\
as a se ries o f  s haping p rocesses b eing i nfluenced b y different c ultural i ssues a nd 
similar ICT-related factors in global Web-based shopping circumstances.
• The implications emerging from the quantitative survey and qualitative interviews 
from both countries are:
-Theoretical implications were highlighted by comparing the WBSS diffusion 
model with previous ICT diffusion studies. It was observed that WBSS diffusion 
in both the UK and Korea is a dynamic, complex, and interactive shaping 
process being influenced by internal organisation and internal system factors, as 
well as external market and external technical factors.
-Practical implications for further WBSS diffusion in both countries have been 
suggested in the interests of both promoting e-commerce, and establishing a 
solid base for the digital economy.
Overall, this dissertation has attempted to provide a theoretical foundation for further 
research relevant to WBSS, electronic commerce and ICT diffusion in different national 
contexts. It is hoped that this research will serve as a catalyst for triggering new 
research agendas on e-commerce and ICT innovation diffusion, paving the way for 
other researchers who wish to build on the research findings of this dissertation.
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Chapter 1. Overview of Research
1.1 Introduction
This dissertation is concerned with the diffusion of Web-based shopping systems 
(WBSS) in two highly distinctive contexts: the UK and Korea. In providing something 
of an introduction to this research, this chapter presents both an overview and a 
contextual backdrop to the overall research project. In particular, the central concepts 
and processes pertaining to the dissertation are introduced, as are the related concepts, 
contextual approach of the research, data collection methods, and structure of the 
dissertation -  all of which are discussed in more depth in the ensuing chapters. Firstly, 
however, some background on digital economy and e-commerce is provided.
1.2 The Backdrop: the Digital Economy and E-Commerce
As the new millennium approached, the world witnessed an unprecedented expansion of 
global electronic markets into the global digital economy associated with the rise of 
information and communication technologies (ICTs), in particular the Internet ande- 
commerce (OECD, 2000; Howcroft, 2001; Brynjolfsson and Kahin, 2002; Hudson, 
2002). According to an OECD report (2000), ICTs are at the heart of the current debate 
about economic growth and performance in advanced economies. The pervasive nature 
of this technology and its widespread diffusion has profoundly altered the ways in 
which business and customers, and business and business interact on the basis of digital 
transactions (Ticoll etal., 1998; Murphy, 1998; Adler and Christopher, 1999; David, 
2002; Varian, 2002).
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As Tapscott (1995; 6) pointed out, the economy for the age of networked intelligence is 
a digital economy, which means information is in digital form rather than the previous 
physical or analog form. As information shifts from analog to digital, the digital 
economy is seen to generate economic growth and social reform, changing the 
metabolism of the economy, the types of institutions and relationships, and the nature of 
economic activity itself (Tapscott, 1995; Tapscott et al., 1998; Brynjolfsson and Kahin, 
2002; Moulton, 2002; Hudson, 2002). However, innovative Internet technologies, new 
business models, new economic forces and new digital-driven policies are needed to 
facilitate the shaping process of the digital economy (Tapscott, 1995; Woolner, 1998; 
Rayport and Jaworski, 2001; David, 2002; Greenstein, 2002; Hudson, 2002).
According to Bill Gates (1999), there are three fundamental business shifts that will 
occur as a result of the new digital economy: First, most transactions between business 
and customers, business and business, and consumers and government will become self- 
service digital transactions. Second, human involvement in service will shift from 
routine, low-value tasks to a high-value, personal consultancy on issues of importance 
to the customer. Finally, the pace of transactions and the need for more personalized 
attention to customers will drive companies to adopt digital processes globally. Gates 
argues that business is going to change even more in the next ten years, because the 
Internet creates a new universal space for information sharing, collaboration and e- 
commerce.
Electronic commerce via the Internet has been actively diffused on the basis of 
advanced Internet technologies, enlarging its sphere of utilization and scale of a global 
electronic market radically (Rayport and Jaworski, 2001; Feeny, 2001; Looney and 
Chatteijee, 2002; Chaudhury and Kuilboer, 2002). To succeed in this kind of Internet 
business, the most well known Internet business models are the so-called dot-coms 
(Porter, 2001), which are adopting several types of Web-based shopping systems 
(WBSS) applications. Dot-coms are doing business online via the Internet, providing
17
the product and service at lower cost, and with greater convenience and customisation. 
These dot-coms are located around the world and are pursuing a variety of opportunities 
for b eing global m arketers, i nteracting w ith g lobal c ustomers a nd b usinesses t hrough 
the Internet (Worthington and Boyes, 2001; Howcroft, 2001; Rifkin and Kurtzman, 
2002; Pinker et al., 2002).
However, early in 2000 many so-called dot-com companies collapsed (Howcroft, 2001; 
Rifkin and Kurtzman, 2002; Pinker et al., 2002). The lesson is that making money on 
the Internet is still not easy, and also that it is necessary to create new ways of doing 
business (Gulati and Garino, 2000; Porter, 2001; Pinker et al., 2002). Even though many 
dot-coms have disappeared, the diffusion of Web-based shopping businesses is 
continuous, increasing both the number of customers and the volume of business (cf. 
about 17,000 Web-based shopping sites in the UK Yahoo.co.uk, and 24,000 Web-based 
shopping sites in the Korean Yahoo.co.uk). However, many Web-based shopping 
businesses are still struggling to find the route to survival and success in the Internet 
business world (Porter, 2001; Howcroft, 2001; Rifkin and Kurtzman, 2002; Pinker et al., 
2002).
On t his b asis, academics i nterested i n e -commerce a nd t he d igital e conomy s trive t o 
provide a theoretical account and some meaningful guidelines for such new social 
phenomena. This thesis aims to do just that, i.e. by opening up new research horizons 
within the chosen research subject -  WBSS diffusion -  and by providing foundations 
for academic research into electronic commerce more generally.
1.3 WBSS: An Introduction
As business transactions have shifted from the physical to the digital, “electronic 
commerce has been a major topic of interest in recent years, with considerable
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importance being placed on the opportunities provided by information and 
communication technologies (ICT) to improve communication between businesses and 
with customers” (Galliers and Newell, 2000; 717). The Internet technologies are also 
creating opportunities to rethink strategic business models, processes and relationships 
(Feeny, 2001). According to Arlitt et al. (2001), Web-based shopping aims to 
personalize online shopping to provide global interactive business, customer 
convenience, and global market efficiency. Koufaris et al. (1999) classified the scope of 
Web-based applications into four general kinds of Web-based systems: 1) Intranets to 
support internal work, 2) Web presence sites that are marketing tools, 3) Electronic 
commerce systems that support consumer interaction such as Web-based shopping, and 
4) Extranets to support business to business communication. This research focuses on 
the third of these -  Web-based shopping systems (WBSS).
There are many similar terms for Web-based shopping (Cheung and Lee, 2000; Arlitt et 
al., 2001; Slyke et al., 2002). These include Internet Mall (Sarkar et al., 1995), Virtual 
Mall (Burke, 1996), Cybermall (Lohse and Spiller, 2000), E lectronic Mall (Batyand 
Lee, 1995; Schumann, 2000), Virtual Storefront (Hamilton, 1997), Online Storefront 
(Riggins, 1999), Online Store (Spiller and Lohse, 1998), Online Shopping Mall (Lohr, 
1997), Electronic Shopping Mall (Lederer et al., 1997; Schumann, 2000), Internet 
Shopping Mall (Rowley, 1996), Electronic Shopping Systems (Baty and Lee, 1995), 
Cyber Mall Systems (Choi et al., 1998), WBSS (Arlitt et al., 2001) and so on. As can be 
seen from these variations, there is as yet no agreed terminology for Web-based 
shopping, primarily because research on Web-based shopping is only just beginning 
(Cheung and Lee, 2000; Arlitt et al., 2001; Slyke et al., 2002). The majority of the 
research that has been carried out thus far has used these varied terms in order to 
explain Web-based shopping from a business perspective. However, Internet 
technologies play a very important part in Web-based shopping and in electronic 
commerce more generally (Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; Korper and Ellis, 2000; 
Porter, 2001; Arlitt et al., 2001). Thus, Internet technologies are providing effective
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searches, security and privacy, increasing networkability between products, services, 
and processes, reducing transaction costs, interacting with a global range of customers 
and business partners and increasing competitiveness (Vetter, 1999; Alt et al., 2000; 
Korper and Ellis, 2000; Feeny, 2001; Papazoglou, 2001; Porter, 2001; Looney and 
Chatteijee, 2 002). Furthermore, i t i s absolutely necessary to have supporting Internet 
technologies to execute Web-based shopping ( Arlitt et al., 2001). Thus, this research 
attempts to reflect on both aspects of the topic: Internet technology as well as the 
business issues associated with Web-based shopping.
As a result of this orientation, this thesis adopts the term “Web-Based Shopping 
Systems” (WBSS) -  a term coined by Arlitt et al. (2001). WBSS are global-oriented 
network systems that consist of Web servers, application servers and database servers (see 
Figure 2-4). Dot-coms (Porter, 2001) such as Amazon.com, eBay.com, Dell.com and 
Tesco.com are some of the well-known applications of WBSS. These applications of 
WBSS provide the foundation of Internet business by allowing organisations to conduct 
digital transactions with customers or business partners, potentially on a global scale 
(Mahadevan, 2000; Laudon and Laudon, 2000; Korper and Ellis, 2000; Arlitt et al., 
2001). In addition, WBSS enable a company to do business that it might not otherwise 
be able to do, as is the case with Amazon.com. For instance, Amazon.com, which is a 
well-known example of WBSS application, has provided a blueprint for entrepreneurs 
who would wish to do likewise, as well as for managers in traditional businesses who 
see WBSS as a new business enabler.
WBSS are diffusing very rapidly across national boundaries. Diffusion is a process 
whereby an innovation spreads across disparate communities (Newell et al., 2000). 
According to Rogers (1995), the diffusion process begins with the introduction of the 
innovation to a population, and ends when the population becomes saturated with 
adoptions. However, Rogers’ diffusion model is limited in explaining such global 
phenomena as WBSS diffusion, because he describes diffusion as a simple, linear, and
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sequential process. However, the diffusion of WBSS takes place between organisations 
and customers, between enterprises and the global market and across countries. 
Therefore, it seems that the extent of WBSS diffusion will be influenced by the broader 
social contexts relevant to the global Web-based shopping circumstances. Despite the 
global context of the phenomenon, little attention has thus far been paid to cross­
national comparisons of WBSS diffusion. In addition, “ICT innovation diffusion is 
heavily dependent on the context of application” (Newell et al., 2000; 246). It may be 
argued, therefore, that in this connection, there are likely to be different characteristics 
of WBSS diffusion in different countries, in particular the West and the East, according 
to the different cultures, customers, political systems, historical backgrounds, 
environments and ICT infrastructure. In consequence, this research will consider WBSS 
diffusion in different national contexts.
1.4 Objective of the Research
While WBSS are a major example of the impact of electronic commerce via the Internet 
(Arlitt et al., 2001), there are still many barriers to the diffusion of WBSS. As recent 
studies indicate, organisations are finding it difficult to address some of the issues 
related to successful WBSS adoption and diffusion (Koufaris et al., 1999; Korper and 
Ellis, 2000; Arlitt et al., 2001). Actually, many dot-com companies, running various 
types of WBSS, are struggling to find new business strategies in order to survive in the 
Internet business world (Gulati and Garino, 2000; Porter, 2001; Howcroft, 2001; Pinker 
et al., 2002).
Although there have been many studies on the Internet and electronic commerce (e.g. 
Buck, 1996, Liddy, 1996, Auger and Gallaugher, 1997; Mason, 1997; Rai et al, 1998; 
Pisanias and Willcocks, 1999; Nambisan and Wang, 1 999; Huizingh, 2000; Li et al., 
2000; Bradlow and Schmittlein, 2000; Walczuch et al., 2000, Van Akkeren and Cavaye,
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2000), there has been little research focusing specifically on the diffusion of WBSS 
(Arlitt et al., 2001). Most recent research into the diffusion of Internet technologies has 
tended to study one particular WBSS technology, for instance the diffusion of the 
WWW (Nambisan and Wang, 1999; Huizingh, 2000), Internet payment mechanisms 
(Buck, 1996; Birch, 1997; Westland et al., 1998), security infrastructure (Liddy, 1996; Li 
et al., 2000), search engines (Bradlow and Schmittlein, 2000; Arasu et al., 2001), the 
Internet itself (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997; Rai et al., 1998; Pisanias and Willcocks, 
1999, Walczuch et al., 2000; Blumenthal and Clark, 2001), or limited aspects of Internet 
technology (Mason, 1997, Van Akkeren and Cavaye, 2000). These studies do not 
provide a comprehensive perspective on WBSS diffusion because they only focus on a 
single component of WBSS technology. For example, research on Web technology has 
tended to focus on a single aspect such as Web technology adoption levels (Nambisan 
and Wang, 1999) or Web site design (Huizingh, 2000). However, WBSS consist of 
several kinds of Internet technologies such as Web, payment, security, search engines 
and Internet, as well as requiring interactions between businesses, customers, banks, 
shipping companies, legal departments, governments, and vendors (Korper and Ellis, 
2000; Arlitt et al., 2001). Thus, it would appear that the studies relevant to one particular 
Internet technology are inadequate in terms of WBSS diffusion research, due to their 
limited focus, scope and explanatory power.
Hence an argument for undertaking this research is that it is necessary to focus on 
WBSS diffusion in general, rather than on the diffusion of a Web site or any other single 
Internet technology. More specifically, this research is centred on the following 
questions: firstly, what are WBSS? This question introduces the detailed concept of 
WBSS that are opening up these new research horizons. Based on this understanding of 
the WBSS concept, what kinds of factors affect the diffusion of WBSS? Are there any 
distinguishing characteristics of WBSS diffusion in different national contexts? These 
are the questions that the empirical study of this research will attempt to answer, using 
qualitative and quantitative data from the UK and Korea. Next, this research attempts to
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highlight the following issues: what are the theoretical implications for WBSS 
diffusion? and what practical implications may be provided for further WBSS diffusion?
In order to answer these questions, this thesis examines the following major question in 
the positive perspective since the diffusion of Web-based shopping business and 
electronic commerce is continuous: What key impact factors influence the diffusion of 
WBSS in different national contexts? Since the nature of this research is exploratory 
enquiry without a priori empirical research, it attempts to investigate this question using 
“triangulation” (Denzin, 1978; Jick, 1 979) -  an empirically-based method combining 
both qualitative and quantitative approaches -  to gain a credible in-depth understanding 
of the phenomenon, as e xplained in greater detail in chapter 4. According to Denzin 
(1978), triangulation is ‘the combination of methodologies in the study of the same 
phenomenon’. A combination of a quantitative and a qualitative approach allow for 
triangulation of the data from two different methods, which improves the reliability and 
validity of research findings (Kaplan and Duchon, 1988; Lee, 1991; Creswell, 1994; 
Gable, 1994; Ranganathan and Sethi, 2000; Bryman, 2000).
The diffusion of WBSS is recognized as one of the most important issues of electronic 
commerce to be addressed (Korper and Ellis, 2000; Cheung and Lee, 2000; Arlitt et al.,
2001), because it can provide substantial e-business interaction with customers and 
businesses all over the world. However, as indicated, there is little empirical research on 
WBSS diffusion (Arlitt et al., 2001). Hence, the intention for this research is to provide 
a theoretical background to facilitate further research on WBSS. This study will also 
provide insights for further research by linking WBSS and new social phenomena, such 
as the digital economy. As a result, researchers might better be able to draw on, and 
extend, their existing knowledge of electronic commerce and the Internet. For 
practitioners, this research might serve as a useful guideline for organisations planning 
their strategies for new Internet businesses.
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1.5 Structure of the Dissertation
As can be seen from Figure 1-1, this dissertation is organized into ten chapters. The first 
three chapters provide a conceptual overview and theoretical background. That is, following 
this introductory chapter 1, chapter 2 explores the fundamental concepts of WBSS, dealing 
with the question: What are WBSS? It aims to provide a comprehensive underpinning for 
research on WBSS. Following this, chapter 3 reviews ICT innovation diffusion theory, in 
terms of its implications for this research.
Chapter 4 deals with the research design and methodology. It presents a brief overview 
of the research undertaken in this study and describes the range of approaches suitable 
for this research -  both qualitative and quantitative. Chapter 5 develops a classification 
model of WBSS, providing a theoretical background for further study. In chapter 6, a 
research model of WBSS diffusion is developed, identifying new fundamental variables 
and generating hypotheses related to the relationship between the research variables and 
the diffusion of WBSS. Chapter 7 describes the data collection procedures undertaken 
in the two countries -  the UK and Korea.
Chapter 8 presents findings from the preliminary data analysis. The respondent profiles 
are first presented, and then the reliability and validity of the survey instruments are 
tested. Further, descriptive statistical analysis of the research variables is carried out, 
examining the key impact factors that influence the diffusion of WBSS in the two 
national contexts. After that, the research findings derived from the quantitative data 
collected will be discussed in terms of their impact on WBSS diffusion, combined with 
qualitative data gathered from interviews. Chapter 9 considers the research findings 
derived from the quantitative survey and qualitative interviews in terms of their 
implications for WBSS diffusion, particularly in relation to theoretical and practical 
aspects. Chapter 10 concludes this dissertation by discussing the contributions and 
limitations of the research, and by suggesting a future agenda for WBSS research.
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To provide a better understanding o f  this research as a whole, the dissertation structure 
is depicted in Figure 1-1, as follows.
Chapter 1
Overview of Research
. .
Theoretical Background
Chapter 2
Web-Based Shopping Systems
r
Chapter 4
Research Design & Methodology
r r 1 t
Chapter 5 Chapter 6 Chapter 7 Chapter 8
Classification 
Model of 
WBSS
Research Model 
of WBSS 
Diffusion
Data Collection 
Procedure
Data Analysis 
& Findings
Chapter 9 
Implications
Chapter 10
Conclusion
Figure 1-1. The D issertation Structure
Chapter 3
ICT Innovation Diffusion
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Chapter 2. Web-Based Shopping Systems
2.1 Introduction
The primary goal of this chapter is to introduce fundamental characteristics of WBSS, 
before addressing aspects of ICT diffusion in chapter 3, and then research design 
considerations in chapter 4. Section 2.2 provides an overview of electronic commerce. 
Section 2.3 provides an overview of the Internet, explaining the relationship between the 
Internet and WBSS. This is followed by a closer look at WBSS in order to clarify the 
terminology used. Section 2.5 reviews previous research relevant to WBSS as a 
background to this study. Section 2.6 provides a comparison between WBSS and other IS, 
and, finally, section 2.7 describes the major characteristics of WBSS as an enabler of new 
business, in comparison with traditional business.
2.2 Electronic Commerce: An Overview
Electronic commerce i s rapidly expanding across national boundaries by  means o f  the 
Internet and the World Wide Web (Kalakota and Robinson, 1999; Timmers, 2000; Nagi 
and Wat, 2002). There is a growing interest in researching electronic commece (EC) on 
the Internet (Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; Wigand, 1997; Timmers, 2000; Galliers and 
Newell, 2000; Feeny, 2001; Looney and Chatteijee, 2002). In relation to this, there are 
many definitions of electronic commerce in the literature. Broadly speaking, according 
to Wigand (1997), “electronic commerce includes any form of economic activity 
conducted via electronic connections.” Zwass (1996) defines e-commerce as “the 
sharing of business information, maintaining business relationships, and conducting 
business transactions by means of telecommunications networks.” In addition, Kalakota 
and Whinston (1996) state that electronic commerce is “the buying and selling of
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inform ation, products, and services via computer networks today and in future via any 
one o f  the m yriad o f  networks.” In spite o f  various definitions o f  EC, it is clear that a 
com m on feature o f  EC is ‘doing business electronically’. The advent o f  the Internet and 
the explosion o f  the Web have facilitated e-commerce to organisations in shifting from 
a local enterprise to a W eb-based global e-commerce com pany (Kalakota and W hinston, 
1996; Ticoll et al., 1998; Timmers, 2000). A m ajor emphasis in m ost discussions o f 
electronic com m erce is the global nature o f  electronic markets, and the lower 
transaction costs that formerly served as a barrier to entry in local m arkets (Kalakota 
and W hinston, 1996; Korper and Ellis, 2000; Timmers, 2000; Feeny, 2001).
To better understand the comprehensive views o f  e-com merce, it is useful to consider 
the e-com m erce model illustrated in Table 2-1. As shown, there are nine segments to 
this e-com m erce model: business to business (B-to-B), business to custom er (B-to-C), 
business to governm ent (B-to-G), custom er to business (C-to-B), custom er to custom er 
(C-to-C), custom er to government (C-to-G), governm ent to business (G-to-B), 
governm ent to custom er (G-to-C), and governm ent to governm ent (G-to-G).
Table 2-1. Electronic Com m erce M odels
EC M odels Business Customer
I
Government
Business B-to-B B-to-C B-to-G
Customer C-to-B C-to-C C-to-G
Government G-to-B G-to-C G-to-G
Source: “The e-commerce matrix, in the E-Commerce Survey,” The Economist, February, 2000, p.6.
Till now, research focused on different aspects o f  the electronic comm erce m odel, based 
on different concerns. For example, Timmers (2000) is concerned about business to 
business electronic comm erce (B-to-B). Others have focused their interest on the 
business to custom er (B-to-C) o f  the model (e.g., Laudon and Laudon, 2002; Elliot,
2002). Yet others provide a more balanced view concerning these two types o f
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electronic com m erce -  business to  business and  business to  c ustom er ( e.g., K alakota 
and W hinston, 1996; Korper and Ellis, 2000). On the basis o f  this observation, an 
attempt is m ade to investigate the phenom enon o f  W BSS diffusion by  focusing on the 
business to business (B-to-B) and the business to custom er (B-to-C) aspects. This is 
because W B SS a re  Internet-based shopping s ystems fo r  selling  an d  buy ing  products, 
information, and services, so that their major clientele are both businesses and 
customers.
As regards technical aspects, Kalakota and W hinston (1996) propose that the 
architectural fram ework for electronic comm erce systems consists o f  six layers: 
application services, brokerage and data m anagement, interface, secure messaging, 
middleware services, and network infrastructure. The application services layer includes 
business-to-business, business-to-customer and intra-organisational transactions. The 
brokerage and data m anagement layer consists o f  paym ent schemes, order processing 
and virtual malls. The interface layer contains software agents, interactive catalogs and 
directory support functions. The secure m essaging layer includes security systems and 
the encrypted protocol. The middleware services layer consists o f  structured documents 
such as SGM L and HTML. The final layer is network infrastructure such as coaxial, 
fibre optic, cellular, and PCS.
Table 2-2. Architectural Framework o f  Electronic Commerce Systems (Kalakota et al., 1996)
Application services • Customer-to-business
• Business-to-business
• Intra-organisational transactions
Brokerage and data 
Management
• Order processing
• Payment schemes
Interface layer • Interactive catalogs
• Software agents
Secure messaging • Secure transfer protocol
• Encrypted protocol
Middleware services • Structured documents (SGML, HTML)
Network infrastructure • Wireless-cellular, radio, PCS
• Wireline-EDI, EFT, e-mail, Internet
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As can be seen from Table 2-2, there are a num ber o f  applications o f  electronic commerce 
such as business-to-business (B-to-B), business-to-customer (B-to-C), and intra- 
organisational transactions, which are based on several kinds o f  network infrastructures 
such as EDI, cable television, electronic funds transfer (EFT), e-mail, personal 
communications systems (PCS), and the Internet. In particular, Kalakota and W hinston 
(1996) call intra-organisational transactions m arket-driven business. This category seems 
to be a combination o f  cross-functional and businesses orientations. On this basis, a B-to- 
B W BSS can be regarded as a type o f  inter-organisational systems ( IOS). Though the 
above framework provides a reasonably comprehensive view o f  electronic commerce 
(EC) systems, it is necessary to focus on Internet systems, as this will provide more 
detailed understanding o f  the research subject -  WBSS.
Based on an overall view o f  e-commerce, an attempt is m ade to review different models 
o f  e- business to provide meaningful insights for further study. A ccording to Timmers 
(2000; 32), a business model is defined as “an architecture for product, service and 
inform ation flows, including a description o f  the various business actors and their 
roles.” B ased  on the two dimensions -  the extent o f  integration o f  functions and the 
degree o f  innovation -  a classification model o f  Internet business is provided by 
Timmers (2000; 41), as shown in Figure 2-1.
Multiple
Functions
Extent < f 
Functio is
Single 
Function
Figure 2-1. Classification o f  Internet Business M odel (Timmers, 2000; 41)
Value-chain integratora o r j j
Collaboration platform
Virtual business community f
e-mall Value-chain service provider
e-auctione-nrocurem ent
Trust services
Info brokerage
Lower Degree of Innovation
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The strengths of this classification model of Internet business is that it helps to 
understand the various applications of WBSS. This is because the various kinds of 
Internet business models suggested by Timmers (2000) carry out their business 
functions on the basis of several types of WBSS application, which can support 
business-to-business and business-to-customer Internet business (ref. Figure 2-4).
In addition, Rappa (2002) suggests various types of business models on the Web, 
including brokerage, advertising, informediary, merchant, manufacturer, affiliate, 
community, subscription, and utility models. These business models are comprehensive 
and are broadly categorized. Furthermore, Looney and Chatteijee (2002) provide four 
types of Internet business models, according to their analysis of firms’ Web sites. These 
are the inquiry, layered, discount, and e-broker models. Unfortunately, however, they do 
not define how each of these four models is classified.
From a review of the Internet business models suggested by these researchers, it appears 
that the Internet business models are defined and classified in many different ways, and 
seem to simply convert the physical business functions into the Internet business models. 
However, what is clear is that Internet business is different from previous business 
processes, business management and business strategies (Tapscott, 1995; Roberts and 
Mackay, 1998; Timmers, 2000; Feeny, 2001, Porter, 2001). Thus, it will be beneficial if 
further research focuses on a more specific Internet business model such as Web-based 
shopping to identify new business types, new business management and new business 
strategies. Based on this introduction to e-commerce and Internet business, an overview 
of the Internet is given in the following section 2.3.
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2.3 The Internet: An Overview
The Internet is an interconnected network of thousands of networks and millions of 
computers, while the World Wide Web (WWW) is the most popular Internet navigation 
tool for finding and retrieving information in a multimedia format (Kalakota and 
Whinston, 1996; Timmers, 2000). The biggest obstacle to commercialization of the 
Internet disappeared rapidly in the early 1990s when the Web emerged on the scene 
(Ticoll et al., 1998; Timmers, 2000). With its easy-to-use and graphical interface, the Web 
seems an ideal medium for electronic commerce. On the basis of this, this section firstly 
sets out to explain the components of Internet systems. Internet systems support a 
worldwide broadcasting capability, a mechanism for information dissemination, and a 
medium for electronic commerce (EC) between organisations and customers across 
countries (Leiner et al., 1997; Koufaris et al., 1999; Levy and Weld, 2000). We can 
classify Internet systems by their functional aspect and their technical aspect.
As regards the functional aspect, Internet systems include intranet systems and extranet 
systems (Cashin, 1 998; Riggins, 1 999; Timmers, 2000). Intranet systems are internal 
network systems that allow information to be shared within an organisation. Extranet 
systems are external network systems that share information, resources and tools with 
an organisation’s business partners, customers, and suppliers. Therefore, Internet 
systems support not only internal/external communication and real time 
interorganisational document sharing and meetings, but also electronic commerce, 
overcoming the limits of time and place (Choi and Whinston, 2000; Korper and Ellis, 
2000; Timmers, 2000).
Recently, Internet systems have been described and classified by Choi and Whinston 
(2000). In terms of a hierarchical perspective, they classified Internet systems into three 
layers, as shown in Table 2-3: network infrastructure layer, network application layer 
and software layer.
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Table 2-3. Hierarchical Framework of the Internet Systems (Choi and Whinston, 2000)
Softw are layer
• Online banking system
• Online shopping system
• Online advertising system
• Supply chain m anagem ent system
• E lectronic paym ent system
• Security system , A uthentication system
• E-m ailing, Teleconferencing system
N etw ork applications layer
• W eb-authoring softw are
• Brow sers, HTM L, H ttp protocols, Java
• Supports m ultim edia content
• N etw ork publishing W eb servers
N etw ork infrastructure layer
• B roadcasting infrastructure
• Telecom m unications technologies
The netw ork infrastructure is the bottom  layer o f  the Internet systems. This layer 
com prises all forms o f  telecom m unications, broadcasting infrastructure, com puter and 
netw ork hardware. Therefore, this network infrastructure can be seen as the backbone o f  
the Internet systems. The second layer is the network applications layer. This consists o f  
m ultim edia content, network publishing Web servers, browsers, HTM L, http protocols, 
Java, W eb-authorising software, and so on. The netw ork applications layer supports user 
interfaces as well as m anaging and distributing the contents. Above the network 
applications layer is the software layer. This includes the online banking, shopping and 
advertising system s, supply chain m anagement system, electronic paym ent system, 
security system, e-mailing, teleconferencing, authentication, etc. Hierarchical 
fram eworks o f  the Internet systems em phasize the complex m ultiplicity o f  roles o f  
netw ork and Internet technologies in electronic comm erce (EC).
The above conceptual exploration o f  Internet systems leads to further insights into 
W BSS. As can be seen in Table 2-3, Internet systems consist o f  several dom ain Internet 
technologies and systems. M ost o f  these systems and technologies have not been used 
in previous inform ation systems such as EDI. Internet systems require new approaches 
to design and developm ent (Koufaris et al., 1999) because they are an example o f  
technology innovation that enhances new and innovative activity at the individual,
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organisational and societal levels, in terms of communicating, networking, and 
conducting business (Wulf, 1997; Nambisan and Wang, 1999). In addition, the Internet 
technologies as a component of Internet systems are also having a profound effect on 
global electronic commerce, and their ultimate potential is considerable, when 
successfully implemented (Porter, 2001; Looney and Chatteijee, 2002). This review of 
Internet systems provides a useful backdrop for further research, pointing to the need to 
incorporate a systems view in researching the diffusion of WBSS.
At this stage, it seems pertinent to briefly discuss the relationship between systems and 
technology. Understanding how to adopt and implement information technology (IT) is 
one of the prominent issues facing the information systems (IS) field (Monk, 1987; 
Brancheau and Wetherbe, 1990; Cooper and Zmud, 1990; Willcocks, 1992; Swanson, 
1994; Prescott and Conger, 1995; Swanson and Ramiller, 1997; Lai and Mahapatra, 
1997; Nambisan and Wang, 1999). According to Lai and Mahapatra (1997; 187), IT can 
be described as “technologies dedicated to information storage, processing, and 
communications”, while Willcocks (1992; 245) defines IT as hardware, software and 
communications technologies. On this basis, we can regard IT as digital computing and 
communications technology (Swanson and Ramiller, 1997; 460). As mentioned by 
several researchers, the Internet technologies and other new ICTs are crucial 
components for several types of e-commerce architecture (e.g Kalakota and Whinston, 
1996; Laudon and Laudon, 2000; Barua et al., 2000; Korper and Ellis, 2000; Load, 
2000; Arlitt et al., 2001; Porter, 2001; Looney and Chatteijee, 2002). Accordingly, as can 
be seen from Table 2-3, Internet systems consist of various systems including online 
banking, online shopping, online advertising, supply chain management, electronic 
payment, security, and authentication systems. Each of these Internet systems is 
obviously made up of several kinds of Internet technologies, which are also essential 
elements of WBSS. Thus, it is reasonable that this research examines WBSS diffusion 
based on both the technical and business aspects of the phenomenon.
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As regards Internet access, broadband access is of particular importance. Broadband 
gives the population of Internet users tremendous access, allowing quicker data 
dissemination and service execution, so that it has been increasingly recognized that 
broadband access would play a significant role in the shaping process of the Internet 
business (OECD, 2001; Banks, 2001; Rayport and Jaworski, 2001). There are two types 
of Internet access: narrowband and broadband. Narrowband access is the traditional 
telephone modem connection generally operating at 56.6 Kbps, while broadband access 
is based on DSL, cable modem, T1 and T3 lines, and satellite technologies (Kalakota 
and Whinston, 1996; OECD, 2001; Banks, 2001; Rayport and Jaworski, 2001). 
According to Kalakota and Whinston (1996; 696), “broadband access has come to mean 
any data rate greater than or equal to T-l speeds (i.e., 1.544 Mbps).” On the basis, the 
broadband accesses are expected to become increasingly important in enabling clients to 
play video on demand or multiplayer games, and providing them with streaming audio 
and video files, and software distribution offered over the Internet at acceptable speeds 
(OECD, 2001; Banks, 2001; Rayport and Jaworski, 2001). For example, one of the 
advantages of broadband access is the ability to easily access advanced WBSS, so that 
customers’ access to WBSS is expected to grow rapidly for bandwidth-intensive digital 
products such as animation, drama, movie, game, and streaming audio and video.
Based on this review, Figure 2-2 provides statistics on the extent of Internet broadband 
access subscription for the G7 countries and Korea as at mid-2001 (OECD, 2001). As can 
be seen from Figure 2-2, among the G7 countries, Canada has the highest broadband 
penetration at 6.22 subscribers per 100 inhabitants. The U.S has a middle penetration of 
broadband at 3.24 per 100 inhabitants. The UK has the lowest penetration of broadband 
at 0.28 per 100 inhabitants. Among all members of the OECD, in terms of broadband 
access to the Internet, Korea has the highest rate of broadband subscribers at 13.91 
subscribers per 100 inhabitants, in an OECD report (2001).
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Figure 2-2. Internet Broadband Access o f  G7 Countries & K orea (OECD, 2001)
It seems that although several factors affect the high penetration in Korea, governm ent 
involvem ent seems to be m ost significantly influenced in broadband deploym ent (Korea 
M inistry o f  Information and Communication, 2001). The Korean Governm ent has 
prom oted t he u se o f  c omputers a nd Internet se rvices t hrough a s eries o f  n ation-wide 
cam paigns to increase public awareness o f  the importance o f  the Internet. The Korean 
governm ent is also committed to developing an advanced inform ation society through 
its Korea Inform ation Infrastructure (KII) initiative. The Korean governm ent launched a 
plan in the m id 1990s to lay fiber-optic cable connecting the entire country, to reinvent 
Korea as an information powerhouse by creating a pro-Internet environment. As a 
consequence o f  this, some 67% o f  Korean households now have broadband connections, 
which are linking 144 cities on the basis o f  40Gbps backbone netw ork (Schofield, 2002).
To sum up, the broadband access is the latest m anifestation o f  technical advance in 
Internet technology. According to the literature (Kalakota and W hinston, 1996; OECD, 
2001; Banks, 2001; Rayport and Jaworski, 2001), the broadband access seems to 
strongly affect the extent o f  WBSS diffusion. W hile the governm ents concerning the e- 
business prom otion are keenly interested in the progress o f  broadband access (OECD,
1 Includes DSL, cable modem, and other broadband technologies
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2001), certain practical implications will be provided in this research, based on 
interview data, regarding it as a significant facilitator of further WBSS diffusion. On the 
basis of this review, an overview of WBSS is provided in the following section.
2.4 Web-Based Shopping Systems
As mentioned in the introductory chapter, the terms related to Web-based shopping may 
vary from researcher to researcher, e.g.: Internet Mall (Sarkar et al., 1995), Virtual Mall 
(Burke, 1996), Cybermall (Lohse and Spiller, 2000), Electronic Mall (Baty and Lee, 
1995; Schumann, 2000), Virtual Storefront (Hamilton, 1997), Online Storefront 
(Riggins, 1999), Online Store (Spiller and Lohse, 1998), Online Shopping Mall (Lohr,
1997), Electronic Shopping Mall (Lederer et al., 1997; Schumann, 2000), Internet 
Shopping Mall (Rowley, 1996), Internet Shopping (Cheung and Lee, 2000), Electronic 
Shopping System (Baty and Lee, 1995), Cyber Mall System (Choi et al., 1998), Web- 
Based Shopping System (Arlitt et al., 2001) and so on. Although there are many terms 
related to Web-based shopping (Cheung and Lee, 2000; Slyke et al., 2002) from a 
business perspective, unified terminology is scant, especially from the perspective of the 
technical aspects. These several terms of Web-based shopping are classified into two 
categories: the business and the technical perspective.
Table 2-4. Two Groups of Terminology Related to WBSS
Aspects Terminologies
Business Perspective Internet Mall (Sarkar et al., 1995), Virtual Mall (Burke, 1996), Cybermall 
(Lohse and Spiller, 2000), Electronic Mall (Baty and Lee, 1995; Schumann, 
2000), Virtual Storefront (Hamilton, 1997), Online Storefront (Riggins, 1999), 
Online Store (Spiller and Lohse, 1998), Online Shopping Mall (Lohr, 1997), 
Electronic Shopping Mall (Lederer et al., 1997; Schumann, 2000), Internet 
Shopping Mall (Rowley, 1996), Internet Shopping (Cheung and Lee, 2000)
Technical Perspective Electronic Shopping System (Baty and Lee, 1995), Cyber Mall System (Choi et 
al., 1998), Web-Based Shopping System (Arlitt et al., 2001)
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As can be seen from the previous section, Internet technology plays a very important 
part in Web-based shopping and in electronic commerce more generally (Kalakota and 
Whinston, 1996; Choi et al., 1998; Korper and Ellis, 2000; Porter, 2001; Arlitt et al., 
2001; Looney and C hatteijee, 2 002). Internet t echnology p rovides e ffective s earches, 
payment, security and privacy, increasing networkability between products, services, 
and processes, reducing transaction costs, interacting with a global range of customers 
and business partners, and increasing competitiveness (Vetter, 1 999; Alt et al., 2000; 
Korper and Ellis, 2000; Feeny, 2001; Papazoglou, 2001; Looney and Chatteijee, 2002). 
Furthermore, as noted in the previous section, Internet technologies are significantly 
affecting the shape of Web-based shopping systems and electronic commerce. It would 
thus appear helpful to attempt to identify a unifying term for this research in 
technological terms.
In v iew o f t  his, t his r esearch adopts t he t erm Web-based s hopping s ystems ( WBSS), 
formally introduced by Arlitt et al. (2001). WBSS can be described as Internet-based 
shopping systems for selling and buying products, information, and services (Arlitt et al., 
2001). According to Porter (2001; 77), “the organisations that will be most successful will 
be those that use Internet technology to make traditional activities better, and those that 
find and implement new combinations of virtual and physical activities that were not 
previously possible.” Though there will be several ways to do this on the Internet, WBSS 
can succeed in this regard due to their particular characteristics, which this study discusses 
in more detail below.
There are various types of configuration of WBSS, such as those adopted by 
Amazon.com, eBay.com, Dell.com, Tesco.com and so on. Figure 2-3 provides a multi­
tier architecture for WBSS -  one which is adopted for the purposes of this research. It is 
taken from Arlitt et al. (2001; 47). As can be seen in Figure 2-3, WBSS consist of Web 
servers, application servers, and database servers. First, Web servers support Web-based 
shopping between seller and buyer, merchant and customer, and manufacturer and
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supplier. Web servers fill the role o f  m iddlem an between the back-end systems and 
front-end clients (Korper and Ellis, 2000). Web clients use Web browsers that supply a 
graphical interface to view and interact with all the inform ation available on the World 
Wide Web (Loshin, 1995; Kalakota and Robinson, 1999; Korper and Ellis, 2000).
Requests
C ustom er
(ET) (c£)
Internet
Web Servers
WS1 WSn
Application Servers
AS1 ASn
Database Servers
Responses
Figure 2-3. Multi-tier Architecture o f Web-Based Shopping Systems (Arlitt et al., 2001)
Second, application servers support information retrieval, personalization, transaction 
m anagement, security management, and paym ent management. They include shopping 
agents or search engines, security systems, certification system s, custom er relationship 
m anagem ent (CRM ) systems, and payment systems (Korper and Ellis, 2000; Arlitt et al., 
2001). For exam ple, Am azon.com  has not only developed its Web site but also 
incorporates W BSS applications for order processing, invoicing, payment, shipment, 
inventory m anagem ent and procurement.
Finally, database servers manage all the data that are related to W eb-based shopping 
between W BSS and custom ers as well as W BSS and businesses. For instance, eBay.com 
runs Web and database connectivity systems to carry out its successful business process 
o f  creating a feedback and rating system for all buyers and sellers on its auction site
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(Barua et al., 2000).
The three systems -  Web servers, payment systems in application servers and database 
servers -  are essential elements of a WBSS architecture (Arlitt et al., 2001; Bichler, 2001). 
For example, when a Web-based shopping customer buys goods or services via a WBSS, 
he or she must pay for products and services. At that time, if the customer pays with a 
credit card, the payment systems should check the card type, the name of the cardholder, 
the card number and expiry date. There are various payment instruments in WBSS: 
credit card, electronic cash, electronic cheques, electronic wallet, smart cards and so on 
(Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; Birch, 1997; Westland et al., 1998; Korper and Ellis, 
2000). The payment option varies from one WBSS to another. Some WBSS carry out 
business transactions with customers based on credit cards whilst others use electronic 
cash or smart cards.
In conclusion, the role of WBSS can be seen as providing product information, 
managing business transactions, supporting payment systems, and ensuring the security 
of systems to customers or buyers. As can be seen in the above examples, dot-coms are 
carrying out their Internet business based on several types of WBSS (Korper and Ellis, 
2000; Arlitt et al., 2001). Web servers, payment systems in application servers and 
database servers are indispensable to WBSS, despite the features and functions of each 
of these components being different. It might be concluded that the application of 
WBSS promises to be a driving force for electronic commerce by allowing 
organisations to create global electronic markets, increase efficiency, and lower 
transaction costs through digital commerce with customers and businesses around the 
world. However, despite these characteristics of WBSS, several kinds of dot-coms, 
which carry out Web-based shopping business on the various types of WBSS 
application, are looking for ways to survive in the Internet business world. On the basis 
of these reviews, it appears that research in this area should attempt to shed light on the 
nature of the forces that drive WBSS diffusion.
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2.5 Review of Previous Research Relevant to WBSS
As previously indicated, although there have been many studies of the Internet and 
electronic commerce, there has been little research focusing on the diffusion of WBSS 
per se (Arlitt et al., 2001). Most current research within this area has tended to study 
one particular technical element of WBSS, for example the diffusion of WWW 
(Nambisan and Wang, 1999; Huizingh, 2000), Internet payment mechanisms (Buck, 
1996; Birch, 1997; Westland et al., 1998), security infrastructure (Liddy, 1996; Li et al.,
2000), search engines (Bradlow and Schmittlein, 2000; Arasu et al., 2001), the Internet 
itself (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997; Rai et al., 1998; Pisanias and Willcocks, 1999, 
Walczuch et al., 2000; Blumenthal and Clark, 2001), or Internet technologies (Mason, 
1997; Van Akkeren and Cavaye, 2000). However, there are some studies relating to 
technical aspects of WBSS. The following review of these studies will provide useful 
background to this research.
Arlitt et al. (2001) investigate the issues affecting the performance and scalability of a 
Web-based shopping system. They find that personalization and robots can have a 
significant impact on scalability. Their study was one of the first to adopt the 
terminology of WBSS. As such, it provides useful theoretical background to this study. 
Prior research by Choi et al. (1998) examines the issue of reducing the volume of 
network traffic in the cyber mall system. They also suggest that the basic architecture of 
the cyber mall system consists of four major technical components: the Cyber Mall 
Creator, t he C yber M all S erver, t he C yber M all P layer and t he W WW S erver. T hey 
argue that the increasing demands of the world of vitual reality are placing excessive 
strain on current network volume. Yet earlier research, by Baty and Lee (1995), 
proposes a functional architecture of electronic shopping systems to promote 
comparison and contrast between product differentiation. This study is limited in 
explaining the WBSS phenomenon, however, given its enormous scale and variety of 
electronic shopping systems.
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In addition, there are a number of studies on Web sites, online stores and virtual markets 
which explore the phenomenon of Internet business as a limited concept of WBSS 
(Hoffman and Novak, 1996; Spiller and Lohse, 1998; Nour and Fadlalla, 2000). While 
not directly related to this specific research subject area, certain aspects are comparable.
Hoffman et al. (1996) propose a framework for evaluating the commercial development 
of the World Wide Web on the Internet. They identify six categories of Web sites: (1) 
online storefront (2) Internet presence (3) content (4) mall (5) incentive site and (6) 
search engine. However, they do not define how each category of Web site is classified. 
Moreover, a search engine is a familiar tool of Internet technology on WBSS, due to its 
effective searching and its effective interaction between diverse shopping processes and 
a variety of product information (Papazoglou, 2001; 71).
Spiller and Lohse (1998) identify five different Internet retail stores: superstores, 
promotional stores, plain sales stores, one page stores and product listings. These are 
classified by size, service offerings and interface quality. However, their model overlaps 
with each online store group and does not consider the technological and systemic 
aspects of the Internet.
Nour and Fadlalla (2000) also classify Internet-based virtual markets according to two 
principal categories: product type and delivery mode. They identify four distinct 
Internet-based virtual markets: electronic publishing & software (EPS), electronic tele­
services (ETS), digitally-enabled merchandising (DEM), and digitally-enabled services 
(DES). However, this is a broad conceptual model for virtual markets rather than a 
model of WBSS. Research such as this therefore seems to be somewhat limited in 
explaining the diffusion of WBSS.
In order to provider further insight into WBSS diffusion, this study attempts to organise 
the above review into two research dimensions: 1) a technical perspective, and 2) a
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business perspective.
Table 2-5. Sum mary o f  Previous Research Related to W BSS
Dimension Author(s) Research Domain Insight and Analysis
Technical
Perspective
Arlitt et al. 
(2001)
Web-based 
shopping system
Examines the issues affecting the performance and 
scalability o f a Web-based shopping system
Choi et al. 
(1998)
Cyber mall 
system
Investigates the issue of reducing the volume of 
network traffic in the cyber mall system
Baty and 
Lee (1995)
Electronic 
shopping system
Provides an architecture of electronic shopping 
systems to promote comparison and contrast between 
product differentiation
Business
Perspective
Nour et al. 
(2000)
Internet-based 
virtual market
Classifies a broad conceptual model for Internet- 
based virtual markets rather than a model of WBSS
Spiller et al. 
(1998)
Internet retail 
Store
Identifies five different Internet retail stores, which 
overlap with each online store group
Hoffman et 
al. (1996)
Web sites Identifies six categories o f Web sites, but it is unclear 
How each category o f Web site is classified
To summ arize, previous research related to W BSS can be view ed as having been 
carried out from two different perspectives: 1) technical and 2) business. As can be seen 
in Table 2-5, the research based on the technical view has a som ewhat narrow focus and 
hardly considers such aspects as human beings, organisation and society, all o f  which 
are clearly closely associated with W BSS diffusion. Conversely, studies based on the 
business perspective are m uch broader in focus but are lim ited in their explanatory 
capability due to their lack o f  technical considerations. Therefore, it can reasonably be 
argued that further research on W BSS diffusion needs to have both a business and a 
technical orientation, because both views together m ay help explain and analyze more 
adequately the diffusion o f  WBSS.
Furthermore, by  reviewing previous research, it can be seen that it is necessary to 
identify the detailed characteristics o f  W BSS for further research. Previous research has 
been unclear in its definitions and classification o f  terms. M ost studies focus on a 
lim ited view o f  W eb sites, Internet retail stores and virtual markets. Therefore, to 
supplem ent the limitation o f  previous research and to provide a detailed understanding
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of WBSS diffusion, this research attempts to develop a WBSS classification model and 
analyze the characteristics of each type of WBSS identified. It also suggests a starting 
point for further research on WBSS and electronic commerce.
Thus, on the basis of the above observations on previous research, an attempt will be 
made to review the characteristics of WBSS from two different perspectives: 1) the 
technical aspect and 2) the business aspect. This approach elaborates a theoretical 
foundation for this research and facilitates a more detailed understanding of WBSS. In 
the following section, a comparison will be made between WBSS and other information 
systems from a technical perspective; then, in the next section, a review of WBSS from 
a business perspective will be attempted.
2.6 Comparison Between WBSS and Other IS
As mentioned previously, WBSS are global oriented network systems which include 
back-end systems, Web servers and front-end clients (Korper and Ellis, 2000). 
Furthermore, WBSS are based on such Internet technologies as a certification system, 
payment system, search engine, agent system, HTML, VRML, SMTP and so on. These 
Internet technologies have not been used in previous information systems such as EDI. 
Thus, Internet technologies are fundamentally different from previous information 
technologies because of their ubiquitous and open nature, low access costs, and the 
global ease of using related applications (Barua et al., 2000; Feeny, 2001). Hence 
“Internet technology provides better opportunities for companies to establish distinctive 
strategic positioning than did previous generations of information technology” (Porter, 
2001; 64). In summary, the advantages of Internet technologies are that they enable 
companies to provide global connectivity, to reduce selling product cost, to enhance 
customer service quality, and to establish new business models.
Among other IS, EDI is closely related to WBSS in that EDI technology immediately
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preceded the use o f  the Internet to conduct inter-organisational commerce. It is therefore 
appropriate to attem pt to distinguish between W BSS and traditional EDI. A comparison 
betw een W BSS and traditional EDI is sum m arized in Table 2-6.
Table 2-6. Com parison betw een W BSS and Traditional EDI
Classification WBSS Traditional EDI
Business Type • Business-to-Business
• Business-to-Consumer
• Business-to-Business
System Object • Electronic Commerce • Data Exchange
System Character • Open • Closed
Data Format • Unstructured Data Format • More Structured Data Format
Information Forms • Multimedia • More Text-Based Data
Network Range • Global Network • More Local Network
Number of Usage Company • Unlimited Number of Firms • Small Number of Firms
M ajor Use Firms • SME and Large Companies • Large Companies
Previous inform ation technology (IT) such as EDI was m ainly used in order to automate 
data processing or to improve effectiveness and com petitiveness at the intra and inter­
organisation level (business-to-business) (Kalakota and W hinston, 1996). However, 
W BSS support all the previous IT functions as well as enabling organisations to provide 
new business such as digital business that had not previously existed (Cheung and Lee, 
2000; Barua et al., 2000; Timm ers, 2000). Also, W BSS are netw ork system s that can 
connect custom ers, suppliers, collaborators and even com petitors in term s o f  business- 
to-custom er (B-to-C) and business-to-business (B-to-B) (K alakota and W hinston, 1996; 
Laudon and Laudon, 2000; Korper and Ellis, 2000; A rlitt et al., 2001; Looney and 
Chatterjee, 2002). Thus, W BSS are creating a global electronic m arketplace that 
integrates economic, social and com m unity activities, com m erce, entertainm ent and 
education, though the extent o f  W BSS diffusion is different according to various 
organisational circum stances (K orper and Ellis, 2000; Choi and W hinston, 2000; Arlitt 
et al., 2001).
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In addition, traditional EDI allowed large corporations such as automotive 
manufacturers, airlines and banks to send a standardized electronic message to each 
other for the interchange of business information (Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; 
Timmers, 2000). This means that EDI message formats and communications methods 
had to be agreed upon between individual trading partners before the EDI could be 
implemented. EDI needed to standardize the data format based on ANSI X.12 and 
EDIFACT (Emmelhainz, 1993; Martin, 1995; Kalakota and Whinston, 1996). EDI 
tended to be costly to adopt and difficult to support in terms of interoperability between 
different industries, since each industry has its own standard for data exchange 
(Timmers, 2000; Li and Williams, 2001). Thus, EDI has been used by a relatively small 
number of companies (Timmers, 2000; 3), because of the need for a standard for EDI 
transactions (Emmelhainz, 1993; Barua et al., 2000). Small-medium enterprises, for 
instance, have tended to resist implementing EDI, due to a lack of standards, lack of 
technical implementation and support, and limited financial resources (Iacovou and 
Dexter, 1995; Barua et al., 2000; Li and Williams, 2001). Moreover, all participants in 
EDI tended to be required to be connected to the same network (Timmers, 2000). EDI 
was not connected with its private customers directly, and there were often difficulties 
for information sharing by all employees within an organisation (Kalakota and 
Whinston, 1996; Timmers, 2000).
Conversely, WBSS are open systems in that the Internet protocols are open (Loshin, 
1995; Timmers, 2000; Laudon and Laudon, 2000; Porter, 2001): anyone in the world 
can interconnect with any organisation running Internet protocols such as TCP/IP 
(Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; Laudon and Laudon, 2000; Korper and Ellis, 2000). 
Small companies or even individual shops can therefore not only directly participate in 
the electronic marketplace based on WBSS, but can also access a broader range of 
trading partners (Korper and Ellis, 2000). Moreover, they can exchange multimedia 
digital data in more than one format, such as the combination of text, audio, video, 
graphics, voice and animation, quickly and cheaply (Laudon and Laudon, 2000; Korper
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and Ellis, 2000; Timmers, 2000). WBSS carries out digital transactions directly between 
businesses and customers (B-to-C) and buyer and seller (B-to-B) with no intermediaries 
(Korper and Ellis, 2000; Barua et al., 2000). Despite the characteristics of WBSS being 
more advanced than EDI, however, since many so-called dot-com companies collapsed 
early in 2000, organisations adopting WBSS should be required to maintain a level­
headed approach based on thoughtful e-business planning.
However, there are some similaries between WBSS and EDI from two aspects: non­
technical and technical. First, from the non-technical aspect, both WBSS and EDI 
provide the means for electronic transactions with businesses, saving time and cost, and 
aiming for profitability and stability (Tapscott, 1995; Martin, 1995; Korper and Ellis,
2000). Second, from the technical aspect, both are a form of IOS which connects 
organisations and businesses, although traditional EDI transactions rely on Value Added 
Networks (VANs) (Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; Timmers, 2000).
To sum up, this section has addressed a review of the different characteristics of WBSS, 
as compared to previous information systems, in particual EDI, from a technical 
perspective. WBSS carry out global electronic commerce and digital business based on 
the following characteristics: WBSS are global network systems which include Web 
servers, application servers and database servers. WBSS are also open systems based on 
TCP/IP enabling them to communicate on different hardware and software platforms. 
WBSS include an electronic payment system which can handle monetary exchange 
transactions, such as credit cards, smart cards, debit cards, e-cash, e-checks, e-wallets 
and so on, electronically. WBSS are based on a multimedia platform which can 
communicate digital data in more than one format, such as the combination of text, 
audio, video, graphics, voice, animation and so on. Thus, it can be seen that WBSS are 
quite different from traditional information systems in terms of system objects, system 
architecture, system application, technical components, data format, and network 
configuration (Korper and Ellis, 2000; Cheung and Lee, 2000; Choi and Whinston,
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2000; Arlitt et al., 2001). Using these characteristics as a backdrop, the following 
section attempts to address the characteristics of WBSS as an enabler of new business, 
this time from a business perspective.
2.7 WBSS as an Enabler of New Business
The application of WBSS can change the ways in which organisations conduct business, 
selling goods, information and services across national boundaries over the Internet 
(Korper and Ellis, 2000). According to Laudon and Laudon (2000), new business on 
Internet technologies has been created using the rich capabilities of these technologies. 
For instance, “Amazon.com, which is adopting WBSS, demonstrates how it is possible 
to dis-intermediate the supply chain and create new value out of it” (Mahadevan, 2000; 
55). In addition, Dell.com uses its WBSS to execute both elements of its business model 
-  direct sales and build-to-order -  and provides valuable insights into how WBSS can 
be applied to achieve competitive advantage in global electronic markets (Korper and 
Ellis, 2000). This is reflected in what is called the ‘new business’ that is a fundamental 
transformation from traditional business (Mahadevan, 2000; Werbach, 2000; Feeny,
2001). This research thus regards the WBSS as an enabler of new business based on the 
following observations.
• Global el ectronic m arkets: “ The s tructure o f  t he W eb i s r apidly e volving from a 
loose collection of Web sites into global electronic marketplaces” (Schonberg et al., 
2000; 53). Since electronic markets based on Internet technologies support the 
exchange of goods and services between buyers and sellers, and customers and 
suppliers, these are new business media as well as foundations for virtual enterprises 
(Lindemann and Schmid, 1999). However, there are some non-technical barriers such 
as different national cultural issues, taxation, logistics and supply chain management, 
legal and regulation issues in the diffusion of global electronic markets (Burrington,
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1999; Huberman, 2001; Smith et al., 2002). In the physical market place, spatial and 
temporal constraints add excessive costs to organizing such seller-to-buyer 
transactions (Nour and Fadlalla, 2000). However, WBSS can enable firms to create a 
global electronic market that is not limited by time and geographical constraints and 
to change the way products are bought and sold. For example, many dot-com 
companies such as Tesco.com (retailers), Chemdex.com (chemicals), and 
BizBuyer.com (small business products) are taking advantage of these WBSS 
characteristics. Among them, eBay.com provides a global electronic market based on 
WBSS for the auction of collectible items. Thus, global electronic markets on WBSS 
can be seen as a new business model that takes place in searching for products, 
exchanging digital transactions and buying goods and services.
• Digital business: “Digital product companies like Yahoo, eBay, and America Online 
offer content and services directly over the Internet” (Barua et al., 2000; 104). One of 
the major characteristics of WBSS is to provide digital business for organisations 
across national boundaries based on such digitized business products as news, literary 
works, images, movies, animation, music, audio, information, books, magazines, 
electronic games, software and so on -  anytime, anywhere (Tapscott, 1995; 
Hammond, 1996; Barua et al., 2000, Kampas, 2000; Nour and Fadlalla, 2000; Ba et 
al., 2002). For example, Korean WBSS can enable online digital business such as 
movies or drama selling (e.g., movie.korea.com; www.cinepark.com) to provide 
hundreds of customers via Internet anytime, anywhere based on broadband access. 
However, this kind of digital business is difficult in the UK, due to narrowband 
network connection, as mentioned by Schofield (2002). WBSS in the UK, for 
instance, is limited to online music sales rather than movies or drama. Since the 
emergence of the Web, digital business has enabled organisations to create new 
business models, new business processes, new business management and new 
business strategies (Tapscott, 1995; Roberts and Mackay, 1998; Timmers, 2000; 
Feeny, 2001, Porter, 2001). Recently, Web-based shopping platforms are being
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recognized as new commercial media for digital business (Cheung and Lee, 2000; 
Barua et al., 2000). Digital product delivery may take place when products are 
purchased online or where information is bartered via WBSS applications (Korper and 
Ellis, 2000; Arlitt et al., 2001). For example, Leamingstore.com carries out digital 
business with educational software products. Customers can buy more than 1000 titles 
of education software online (www.leamingstore.co.uk). Also, over 1 million musical 
items -  CDs, DVDs, videos, and games -  are on sale at 101cd.com (www.lOlcd. 
com). The emergence of these digital businesses having adopted WBSS is entirely 
new, and was not seen when companies were reliant upon previous EDI technology.
• Creating “cybermediaries”: The traditional transaction process from seller to 
buyer involves several intermediaries playing different roles. However, WBSS can 
bypass traditional intermediaries and can suggest new “cybermediaries” to perform 
mediation of business transactions (Sarkar et al., 1995, Schumann, 2000). For 
example, ShopNow.com and Fastparts.com are based on a new intermediary 
business model using WBSS. This cybermediary type of WBSS will doubtless grow 
more and more in several forms of Internet business, due to the advantages of 
transaction cost reduction, faster delivery, quicker responses and better service.
• Virtual value chain: Porter and Miller (1985) proposed the value chain model as a 
basic tool for understanding the role of technology and information in achieving 
competitive advantage. The value chain model consists of two kinds of value 
creation activities: five primary and four secondary activities. The physical value 
chain is composed of a linear sequence of activities between input and output, whilst 
the virtual value chain is non-linear and is a matrix of potential inputs and outputs 
that can be accessed through several channels (Rayport and Sviokola, 1995; 
Christiaanse, 1998; Greenstein, 2002). According to Applegate et al. (1996), 
electronic commerce has affected a wide range of value-adding activities in the 
chain within, and outside, the organisation. WBSS support a new means of adding
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value and value creation between an organisation’s value chain and the value chains 
of its suppliers and customers (Porter, 2001). They do so through the electronic 
interconnection effects: the electronic communication effect, the electronic 
brokerage effect, and the electronic integration effect (Malone et al., 1994; Rayport 
and Sviokola, 1995; Farhoomand et al., 2000). For example, Amazon.com claims 
that this new value-adding and creation activity is achieved through various 
processes in the virtual value chain in such forms as product cost reductions, 
inventory reductions, cash flow improvements, customer service improvements, the 
opening of new digital business marketing, and gains in competitive advantage 
(www.amazon.com).
As mentioned above, previous information technologies such as EDI have been used as 
tools or strategic enablers of businesses to improve inter-organisations’ effectiveness 
and competitiveness in their interactions with each other. WBSS, on the other hand, are 
not merely Internet-based shopping systems but also an enabler of new businesses such 
as cyber auction markets, digital businesses, cyber department stores, cyber shops, 
cyber shopping malls, cyber intermidiaries and so on. As such, this research attempts to 
reflect the characteristics of WBSS as an enabler of new business in a research model of 
WBSS diffusion. It does so in the belief that such a model may adequately explain the 
phenomenon of WBSS diffusion and will contribute towards designing a valuable 
research framework in this emerging topic area.
2.8 Summary
The above conceptual exploration of WBSS provides a theoretical background for 
further research on the diffusion of WBSS. It appears that research relevant to the Web- 
based shopping t ends to e  ither o verestimate o r underrate the r ole o f  Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT). Each perspective seems to have a limitation in
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clearly explaining the phenomenon o f WBSS diffusion. Therefore, this study wishes to 
explore m ajor characteristics o f  W BSS diffusion, concerning both the technical and 
business a spects i n c ontem porary W  eb-based s hopping b usiness s ettings. T hat i s, t he 
aim o f  this research is to apply two perspectives -  technical perspective and business 
perspective -  into exploring the phenomenon o f  W BSS diffusion, in order to highlight 
the significance o f  both perspectives w ithin the ICT diffusion research agenda. It does 
so by sum m arizing the characteristics o f  W BSS from two different perspectives: a 
technical perspective, and a business perspective, as shown in Table 2-7.
Table 2-7. Characteristics o f  W eb-Based Shopping Systems
A spect C haracteristics Rem arks
• Multi-tier Architecture Consists of Web servers, application servers and 
database servers
Technical
Perspective
• Global Network System Includes back-end systems, Web-servers and front-end 
clients
• Open System Can communicate on different hardware and software 
platforms
• Shopping Support System Can handle the monetary exchange transactions through 
buying and selling products and services
• Multimedia System Can communicate digital data in more than one format, 
such as the combination of text, audio, video etc.
• Global Electronic Market Takes place in searching for products, exchanging digital 
transactions and buying goods between customers and 
suppliers on WBSS
Business
Perspective
• Digital Business Takes place when products are purchased online or where 
information is bartered via WBSS
• Cybermediary Bypasses traditional intermediaries and performs the 
mediating business transactions on WBSS
• Virtual Value Chain Means a new value adding and value creation between an 
organisation’s value chain and the value chains of its 
suppliers and customers via WBSS
First, from the technical perspective, W BSS are characterized by a m ultitier architecture, 
global netw ork system, open system, shopping support system and m ultim edia system. 
Second, from the business viewpoint, W BSS can enable organisations to create global
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electronic markets, digital business and cyberm ediary business, thus m aking an impact 
on the virtual value chain o f  the new businesses. It is argued here that these 
characteristics o f  WBSS are new, and were not available in previous inform ation 
system s such as EDI systems. Organisations exploit one or more o f these characteristics 
to reach global customers, providing dynamic connectivity and a broader range o f  
value-added custom er service. In addition, it is hoped that both the technical perspective 
and the business perspective for exploring W B SS’s characteristics presented in this 
chapter can be an initial step towards a more balanced debate o f the role o f ICT in Web- 
based shopping business and electronic commerce generally.
On the basis o f  both the Internet business models provided by Timmers (2000) from the 
business aspect and the m ulti-tier architecture o f  WBSS suggested by Arlitt et al. (2000) 
from the technical aspect, a configuration model o f W BSS applications (see Figure 2-4) 
is developed to provide comprehensive understanding o f  the phenom enon o f  W BSS 
diffusion and to illustrate the issues relevant to W eb-based shopping business.
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Figure 2-4. Configuration Model o f W BSS Applications
As can be seen in Figure 2-4, the horizontal axis represents the type o f  W eb-based 
shopping business such as B-to-B and B-to-C. The vertical axis consists o f  two aspects: 
business and technical. Based on this, the details o f  the configuration model o f  W BSS
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applications are described in Figure 2-4. From the technical aspect, WBSS support both 
business-to-business and business-to-customer applications. From the business aspect, 
WBSS enable organisations to run such e-business functions as e-shop, e-procurement, 
e-auctions, e-malls, virtual communities, value-chain service and third-party 
marketplace. The configuration model developed in this chapter provides a theoretical 
background for further research on WBSS diffusion.
This characterization of WBSS suggests a potentially useful base point for further study. 
Based on this review, it seems that the diffusion of WBSS is influenced by both the 
technical characteristics and the business aspects. It would seem appropriate, therefore, 
for this research to take account of these two aspects in studying the phenomenon of 
WBSS diffusion, in the belief that, by doing so, it will increase the analytic and 
interpretative power of the research.
The next chapter now seeks to review the literature on ICT innovation diffusion, in 
order to provide a backdrop for a consideration of WBSS diffusion per se.
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Chapter 3. ICT Innovation Diffusion
3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a further theoretical foundation for this research by reviewing the 
previous research on relevant topics related to WBSS diffusion. Recently, information 
and communication technology (ICT), in particular the Internet and electronic 
commerce, has been increasingly recognized as a means of positive sustainability for 
driving global digital economy (OECD, 2000; Howcroft, 2001; Brynjolfsson and Kahin, 
2002; Hudson, 2002). In this context, a growing body of literature has noted that the 
Internet technologies play a significant role in radically expanding the volume and scale 
of a global electronic commerce (Rayport and Jaworski, 2001; Porter, 2001; Feeny, 
2001; Looney and Chatteijee, 2002; Chaudhury and Kuilboer, 2002). Among various 
types of e-businesses, the most well-known model is the so called dot-com (Porter,
2001), which utilizes several types of WBSS applications.
Web-based shopping businesses on WBSS are diffusing very rapidly across national 
boundaries, taking place between organisations and customers, and enterprises and the 
global market (Korper and Ellis, 2000; Looney and Chatteijee, 2002; Slyke et al., 2002). 
This global phenomenon of WBSS diffusion is of particular interest and can be 
considered as utilizing the theory of innovation diffusion, because such research seeks 
to explore and explain why particular new technologies do diffuse quickly and widely, 
while others do not (Newell et al., 2000; 242). So far, the theory of diffusion has been 
frequently used to explain the complex nature of new ICT diffusion (e.g., Zmud, 1982; 
Liang, 1986; Brancheau and Wetherbe, 1990; Krcmar and Lucas, 1991; Bouchard, 
1993; Kettinger and Grover, 1997; Westland et al., 1998; Standing and Vasudavan, 
2000). Given the context regarding the global phenomenon of Web-based shopping 
businesses, this study might also add that some technologies diffuse at different rates in
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different national contexts.
Hence, this chapter reviews three categories of ICT diffusion research: a general review 
of ICT diffusion, a review of Internet systems diffusion more specifically and a review 
of ICT diffusion in different national cultures. The latter two aspects of this review need 
a little explanation. First, as this research subject deals with the diffusion of WBSS, it is 
necessary to review WBSS-related diffusion research more specifically. This is done in 
the belief that it will help in achieving a good grasp of the fundamental characteristics 
of WBSS diffusion among several domains of ICT diffusion research. However, there 
has been little research relevant to WBSS diffusion per se (Arlitt et al., 2001). The 
literature review of WBSS will therefore be extended into research on Internet systems 
diffusion.
Second, given the global impact of WBSS, a major research area relevant to the present 
study is the comparative analysis of WBSS diffusion in different national contexts 
(Avgerou, 2001). While Internet technology provides the means for global reach, the 
impact of any such technologies may be felt quite differently in different national 
contexts (cf. Walsham, 2001). According to Galliers et al. (1998), the majority of cross- 
cultural studies of ICT diffusion have concentrated on identifying and classifying the 
several factors that influence ICT diffusion in different national settings. In this research, 
the particular national setting investigated is that of a Western and an Eastern country, 
specifically the UK and Korea.
3.2 Previous Studies of ICT Innovation Diffusion
The most common dimension of innovation diffusion is the source of the newness, such 
as the organisation, the market, the technology, the product and the process (Kamm, 
1987). Therefore, innovation diffusion theory has been used in several disparate fields,
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including economics, policy, sociology, marketing, organisation, technology and 
medicine. Previous innovation diffusion research has been concerned with various 
issues including the definition of innovation diffusion (Rhodes & Wield, 1994; Afiiah,
1998), the generation of innovation diffusion (Forsgren and Johanson, 1992; Nohria and 
Ghoshal, 1997), innovation diffusion in organisations (Daft, 1986; Damanpour, 1991), 
innovation diffusion in marketing (Simmonds, 1986), technological innovation diffusion 
(Howell and Higgins, 1990; Lawless and Anderson, 1996), process innovation diffusion 
(Davenport, 1993), value innovation diffusion (El-Sawy et al., 1999) and innovation 
diffusion in information systems (Cooper and Zmud, 1990; Swanson, 1994, Allen, 
2000). There have been several models that attempt to explain innovation diffusion as a 
process of logically sequential, interacting and interdependent stages (Rothwell, 1994), 
but Galliers and Swan (1999; 379) suggest a more consistent process arguing that “it 
may be preferable to consider the process as a whole rather than a series of discrete 
stages, with innovation being viewed as a complex, iterative, and continuous process.”
Among the various innovation diffusions, this study focuses specifically on the 
innovation diffusion of information and communication technology (ICT), dealing as it 
does with the Internet and, more specifically, with WBSS. Tomatzky and Fleischer 
(1990) argue that technology innovation diffusion means “either the process of getting 
new tools into a given social environment, or the new tools themselves.” For example, 
the Internet technologies look like technology innovation itself (Nambisan and Wang,
1999), as well as being created and adapted to perform Web-based shopping business 
(Korper and Ellis, 2000; Feeny, 2001; Porter, 2001; Looney and Chatteijee, 2002). A 
technology usually has two components such as hardware and software. Steele (1988) 
defined technology innovation diffusion as encompassing three fields of activity: 
product, process and information technologies. These three different substantive fields 
of technology innovation diffusion have different traditions and different educational 
foundations. This is so because Internet technologies differ from previous ICT, due to 
their global interactivity and universal connectivity beyond organisations and individual
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customers via the Internet in real time without geographical limitation, creating new 
business models, processes and strategies (Nath et al., 1998; Barua et al., 2000; 
Timmers, 2000; Feeny, 2001; Porter, 2001). Therefore, we can regard Internet 
technology as an example of a technology innovation (Nambisan and Wang, 1999).
A n umber o f  r esearchers h ave u sed t he t erm “ ICT i nnovation d iffusion” ( e.g. M onk, 
1987; Moore and Benbasat, 1991; Prescott and Conger, 1995; Lockett, 1996). Monk 
(1987) defined ICT innovation diffusion as “a form of technological change that is 
shaped b y the characteristics o f  i nformation and information processing.” H ence, the 
factors identified for technical innovation diffusion can apply to ICT innovation 
diffusion (Lockett, 1996).
Technology innovation diffusion theory has helped to explain the adoption and 
diffusion of different types of new ICT. These include software (Zmud, 1982), Decision 
Support Systems (Liang, 1986), spreadsheets (Brancheau and Wetherbe, 1 990), MRP 
(Cooper and Zmud, 1990), Strategic Information Systems (Krcmar and Lucas, 1991), 
DBMS (Grover and Teng, 1992), EDI (Bouchard, 1993; Premkumar et al., 1994; 
Damsgaard and Lyytinen, 2001), telecommunications (Grover and Goslar, 1993), e-mail 
(Romm et al., 1996; Kettinger and Grover, 1997), FMS (Belassi and Fadlalla, 1998), 
ATMs (Santos and Peffers, 1998), Expert Systems (Shao, 1999), electronic cash 
(Westland et al., 1998) and the Internet (Press et al., 1996; Charlton et al., 1997; 
Standing and Vasudavan, 2000). In previous research of ICT diffusion, external factors 
identified often include compatibility, relative advantage and complexity (Tomatzky 
and Klein, 1982; Moore and Benbasat, 1991; Rogers, 1995; McMaster et al., 1997).
In order to understand the characteristics of previous ICT diffusion research, an attempt 
is made here to divide the research into micro and macro level aspects or orientations. 
Micro level research focuses on ICT diffusion at the level of the individual and the 
organisation. Macro level research takes into account diffusion at the level of the
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industry and the nation. Table 3-1 provides a summ ary o f  the two groups for a selection 
o f  ICT diffusion studies.
Table 3-1. Summary o f  Previous ICT Innovation Diffusion Studies
Level Author(s) and year ReseadilCT Analysis Context Impact Factors
Micro
Level
Zmud (1982) Software Software Development 
Group
■ Innovation process
• Compatibility
• Vested interests
Liang (1986) DSS University Students • Quality of system
• Representation format
■ Motivation
■ User attitude
Lee & Treacy 
(1988)
General IT IS Users • Motivation support
• Information support
• Resources support
Brancheau & 
Wetherbe (1990)
Spreadsheet End-User Computing ■ Education
• Opinion leadership
• Media exposure
• Internal communication
Cooper & Zmud 
(1990)
MRP Manufacturing
Organisations
• Compatibility
• Manufacturing methods
Kramar& Lucas 
(1991)
SIS Bank Organisation ■ Cost justification
• Seizing an opportunity
• Need for sponsor
■ Marketing the application
■ Customer-oriented view
• Building on infrastructure
Grover &Teng 
(1992)
DBMS IS Organisation • Organisation size
• Extent of online processing
• End-user computing
■ Degree of centralization
• Size of IS department
Grover & Goslar 
(1993)
Telecommunication IS Organisation • Environment uncertainty
• Decentralization of decision making
Bouchard (1993) EDI Manufacturing
Organisations
• Business partners
• Actual businesses
Premkumar et al. 
(1994)
EDI IS Manager ■ Relative advantage 
• Compatibility 
•Costs
Romm et al. (1996) E-mail University Community • Organisational learning
• Organisational culture
• Link between organisational learning 
and culture
Belassi & Fadlalla 
(1998)
FMS Manufacturing
Organisation
• Corporate strategy 
■ Corporate culture
• Organisation structure
• Management style
Sheng et al. (1998) Telemedicine
Technology
Hospital Organisation • Competitive pressure
• Customer support
• Internal support
• Compatibility
• Resource intensity
■ Benefits of telemedicine
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Shao(1999) Expert
System
Banking Organisation • Communication channels
• Organisation size
• Effect o f mass-media communication |
Standing & 
Vasudavan (2000)
Internet Technology Travel Agencies • Vendor support
• Top management support
• Customer support
• Effective consultants |
Macro Charlton et al. Internet Communities in • Greater public access
Level (1997) UK and Merseyside ■ Partnerships
Kettinger & 
Grover(1997)
E-mail Interorganisational
Context
• Broadcast 
•Task
• Social communication
Santos & 
Peffers. (1998)
ATM Banking Industry • Communication among industry competitors
• Marketing efforts by the IT vendors
Press et al. (1998) Internet Nation • Telecommunication infrastructure 
•National security
•Markets and choice
• Financial resources
• Cultural concerns
Rai et al. (1998) Internet Social Level Diffusion • Commercial use
• Technology innovation
• Partnerships
• Heterogeneous adopters
Westland et al. 
(1998)
Electronic Cash Nation • Education and change in payment habits
To summarize, as can be seen from Table 3-1, most previous research of ICT diffusion 
was carried out at the micro level before the Internet and electronic commerce appeared 
on the commercial scene around the mid 1990s (Ticoll et al., 1 998; Timmers, 2000). 
Most micro level research has sought to identify relevant factors of the ICT diffusion on 
an organisational basis (e.g., Zmud, 1982; Liang, 1986; Brancheau and Wetherbe, 1990; 
Krcmar and Lucas, 1 991; B ouchard, 1993; Romm et al., 1 996; B elassi and Fadlalla, 
1998; Standing and Vasudavan, 2000). These studies in micro level tend to hardly 
concern the factors related to the external environmental issues, focusing on the internal 
organisational considerations. As mentioned previously, WBSS are global oriented 
shopping systems, which connect with businesses and customers in global Web-based 
environments. Therefore, it would appear that the theory related to micro level seems to 
be limited in explaining the global phenomenon of WBSS diffusion.
On the other hand, as shown in Table 3-1, there are a growing number of studies of ICT 
diffusion at the macro level. These reflect the dynamic and global phenomena of the
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Internet for commercial purposes, since the Web emerged in the 1990s (Ticoll et al., 
1998; Timmers, 2000). Innovative characteristics of Internet technologies are constantly 
reshaping the business landscape in terms of reducing costs, lowering cycle times across 
business processes, enhancing customer service, and improving product quality (Nath et 
al., 1998; El Sawy et al., 1999). This phenomenon is reflected in increased interest in 
academic research related to electronic commerce diffusion (e.g., Charlton et al., 1997; 
Santos and Peffers, 1998; Rai et al., 1998; Westland et al., 1998). This is because “the 
micro level of innovation diffusion research cannot account for differences in diffusion 
patterns due to variances in environmental and institutional factors” (Damsgaard and 
Lyytinen, 1997). However, it appears that the research relevant to the macro level tends 
to underestimate the role of Internet technologies, so that it rarely concerns the factors 
related to the Internet technology per se. Among the most forceful drivers of social and 
economic change in recent years is the revolution in communications and information 
processing brought about by ICT, in particular the Internet technology (McKenney, 
1996; Feeny, 2001; Porter, 2001). Moreover, “the Internet phenomenon is indeed a 
paradigm shift governing both business and information systems” (Wigand, 1997; 2). 
On this basis, it would appear necessary to take a balanced view regarding the factors 
related to both the technical and non-technical issues, in exploring the global 
phenomenon of WBSS diffusion.
In addition, there are differences across industry sectors and across countries in the 
extent of diffusion of ICT (Newell et al., 1998). Therefore, “the most consistent theme 
found in the ICT innovation research is that research findings have been inconsistent” 
(Wolfe, 1994; 405). It has been suggested that this lack of consistency arises from the 
complex and contextually-sensitive nature of innovation processes (Newell et al., 1998). 
Thus, research on ICT innovation diffusion requires a contextual approach related to the 
social nature of the innovation diffusion process, in order to reflect the global and 
dynamic nature of ICT innovation diffusion (Newell et al., 1998; Avgerou, 2001). In the 
light o f  this observation, this research attempts to investigate the diffusion o f  WBSS
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within different national contexts, because “ICT innovation diffusion is heavily 
dependent on the context of application” (Newell et al., 2000; 246). This contextual 
approach, particularly with respect to different national contexts, may help us more 
clearly understand the diffusion o f  WBSS, and may improve the analytical power o f  
WBSS diffusion research.
3.3 Previous Studies on Internet Systems Diffusion
To acquire useful insights into the development of WBSS diffusion, this section reviews 
previous research related to WBSS diffusion more specifically. As already indicated, 
there is little research of WBSS diffusion per se, because the study of Web-based 
shopping is at an early stage of development (Cheung and Lee, 2000; Arlitt et al., 2001). 
Therefore, this review looks at Internet systems diffusion and reflects on WBSS 
diffusion in this light. Internet systems diffusion is a subset of ICT diffusion, which was 
considered in the previous section. In focusing on Internet systems diffusion specifically, 
it is hoped that this will provide valuable insights into, and a foundation for, selecting 
the fundamental variables of WBSS diffusion by tracing the factors relevant to the 
diffusion of Internet systems.
Auger and Gallaugher (1997) examine some of the issues associated with the adoption 
of an Internet-based sales presence by small- to medium-size businesses. Their research 
identifies six factors that affect the adoption of an Internet-based sales presence: low 
development and maintenance costs, an interest in experimenting with a new marketing 
tool, the desire to promote products and build the company's image, financial 
considerations, benefits in obtaining and disseminating information, and competitive 
considerations. They concluded that among these factors, low development and 
maintenance costs were the most significant.
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Loh and Ong (1998) provide a research framework on the adoption and development of 
a broad-based Internet stock-trading platform. This study reveals that customers’ 
concerns, expectations, perceived ease of use and the real value-added by a new system, 
as well as their trading behaviour, are critical determinants to the ultimate adoption of 
Internet stock trading. The results highlighted some interesting findings such as 
customers' readiness to accept online transactions.
Foo and Hui (1998) propose a framework that evaluates a feature of the functionality of 
the Internet telephone system. They also suggest a multiplicity of factors that can affect 
the performance of an Internet telephone system, namely: network performance, 
computing resource, voice processor, signal acquisition, output transducer, system 
architecture and methods to establish connection between users. However, the results of 
this research are limited in generalizability due to the small sample size considered.
Storey et al. (2000) investigate Internet banking services in the UK and US. They argue 
that to provide better customer-oriented banking services, it is necessary to offer 
Internet banking services such as online mortgages and loans, as well as online credit 
card applications. However, they note that further empirical study is necessary to 
investigate more comprehensive factors, especially technical variables related to the 
diffusion of Internet banking systems.
Corbitt (2000) highlighted factors that have been identified as being important in the 
diffusion of electronic commerce (EC) architecture. Corbitt argues that success in EC 
diffusion is attributable to a number of factors, namely: organisational commitment, the 
existence of an executive sponsor, and frequent access by users. However, this research 
adopts quite a broad approach to the diffusion of electronic commerce architecture, and 
hence further research will need to focus on a specific domain among several EC 
applications, such as Internet banking systems, Web-based shopping systems, supply 
chain management systems and the like.
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Finally, Cheung and Lee (2000) investigate the factors im pacting on W eb-based 
shopping platform s. Two categories o f  factors are identified: trustworthiness o f  Internet 
vendors and the external environm ent. However, as this study does not consider market 
variables and technological factors, and does not address detailed factors associated 
with the external environm ent, it would appear appropriate and tim ely to introduce new 
research related to W eb-based shopping, which does address these issues. A summary 
o f  Internet system s research is provided in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2. Sum m ary o f  Internet Systems Diffusion Research
Author(s) and Year Domain o f  Internet Systems Affecting Factors
Auger and 
Gallaugher (1997)
Internet-based sales presence • Low development and maintenance costs
• Interest in experimenting with a new marketing tool
• Promote products and build the company’s image
• Benefits in obtaining and disseminating information
• Competitive considerations
• Financial considerations
Loh and Ong 
(1998)
Internet stock-trading platform • Customer concerns
• Expectations
• Perceived ease of use
• Trading behaviour
• Real value of a new system
Foo and Hui 
(1998)
Internet telephony systems ■ Network performance
• Computing resource
• Voice processor
• Signal acquisition
• Output transducer
• System architecture and techniques
■ Methods to establish connection between users
Storey et al. (2000) Internet banking systems • Ability of Internet banking service 
■ Availability of Internet payment applications
Corbitt (2000) Electronic commerce 
architecture
• Frequent access by customers
• Organisational commitment
■ Existence of an executive sponsor
Cheung and Lee 
(2000)
Web-based shopping platform • Trustworthiness
• External environment
Based on the above review o f  previous research on Internet systems diffusion, it would 
seen reasonable to classify the variables that have been identified into two groups -  
internal and external factors -  in order to identify m eaningful implications. These are 
summ arised in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3. Internal and External Factors of Internet Systems Diffusion
Domain Research Variables Reference
Internal
Factors
■ Low development and maintenance costs
■ Financial considerations
■ Interest in experimenting with a new marketing tool 
• Benefits in obtaining and disseminating information
Auger &
Gallaugher (1997)
• Expectations
• Trading behaviour
■ Real value of a new system
• Perceived ease of use
Loh & Ong (1998)
• Computing resource
• Voice processor
• Signal acquisition
• System architecture and techniques
• Output transducer
Foo & Hui (1998)
• Ability of Internet banking service Storey et al. (2000)
• Existence of an executive sponsor
• Organisational commitment
Corbitt (2000)
• Trustworthiness Cheung & Lee (2000)
External
Factors
■ Promote products and build the company’s image 
• Competitive considerations
Auger &
Gallaugher (1997)
• Customer concerns Loh & Ong (1998)
• Methods to establish connection between users
• Network performance
Foo & Hui (1998)
• Availability of Internet payment applications Storey et al. (2000)
■ Frequent access by customers Corbitt (2000)1 • External environment Cheung & Lee (2000)
As can be seen from Table 3-3, the external variables are different from those identified 
previously i n m ore general ICT d iffusion r esearch. ICT d iffusion r esearch frequently  
investigated the external variables related to the technology itse lf such as compatibility, 
relative advantage, complexity, trialability, and observability (Tom atzky and Klein, 1982; 
Moore and Benbaset, 1991; Rogers, 1995; M cM aster et al., 1997). However, in the 
research o n Internet sy stems, t here a re m any n ew e xtem al f  actors m entioned, s uch a s 
custom er concerns, frequent access by custom ers, the prom otion o f  products and 
com pany’s image, com petitive considerations, external environm ent and so on. It can be 
seen that these factors are all closely linked w ith the custom er and market. This reflects 
the p oint t hat p revious ICT diffusion research focused on the technology itself at an
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organisational level, whilst Internet systems studies focus more on aspects of electronic 
commerce which link organisations, customers, and global electronic markets across 
national boundaries. Therefore, it would seem that market and customer issues are 
becoming more crucial in research on Internet systems diffusion. This study will reflect 
these trends in design of a research model to be used in researching WBSS diffusion.
3.4 Previous Studies on Different National Cultures and ICT Diffusion
As WBSS applications grow across national boundaries, it is important to note that each 
country in the world has a distinct social environment, culture, set of customers, 
political system and so on. It seems that there are various kinds of issues affecting 
WBSS diffusion in the different national contexts: taxation, logistics, legal and 
regulation issues, e-govemment, education and training, national cultures, economic 
power, national manpower, and national network infrastructure (Burrington, 1999; 
Huberman, 2001; Smith et al., 2002; Tigre and O’Connor, 2002; OECD, 2000; OECD, 
2002). These variables are quite broad issues and are all difficult to measure in 
contemporary Web-based shopping circumstances. However, it is expected that there 
will be some different characteristics of WBSS diffusion in different national contexts, 
especially between Western countries and Eastern countries, since the Web-based 
shopping environment is different in each country context. Therefore, though the study 
on different national cultures and ICT diffusion does not completely cover the 
phenomenon of WBSS diffusion in different national contexts, nonetheless it will 
adequately account for the differences in the results of this study on WBSS diffusion in 
the UK and Korea. In order to incorporate such considerations into the research, it is 
necessary to consider prior research related to different national cultures and ICT 
diffusion.
Reekers and Smithson (1994) carried out an empirical study based on a quantitative
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analysis of questionnaire data for the adoption of EDI in Germany and the UK. The 
authors argue that most organisations were achieving operational benefits, rather than 
strategic benefits, as a result of EDI. They also concluded that there were only marginal 
differences in EDI diffusion between the two countries. In addition, this study adopted a 
combination of research methods, comprising of a postal survey and a number of 
interviews to collect data. Therefore, their research approach provides a theoretical 
grounding for this research that combines a quantitative survey and qualitative 
interviews.
Tractinsky and Jarvenpaa (1995) carried out a comparative analysis of information 
systems design decisions in a global versus domestic context. They argue that there is 
no substantial difference between global and domestic applications of IT with regard to 
the most important factors in IT distribution decisions. At that time, the authors did not 
consider such new phenomena as electronic commerce and the Internet. It would seem, 
therefore, that, were further research to be carried out on the balance of global and 
domestic issues incorporating electronic commerce, the results would be more 
informative for the purposes of the proposed research.
Damsgaard (1996) attempts to compare observed EDI diffusion patterns in Hong Kong, 
Finland and Denmark, on the basis of semi structured interviews. He argues that 
Denmark and Finland governments are not deeply involved in furthering EDI diffusion, 
whilst Hong Kong has been involved in seeking to sustain its position as an 
international trading hub. Since this research research focuses on wide EDI diffusion 
patterns, it highlights the necessity of recognizing the critical role of government and 
market affecting the EDI diffusion process.
Bazar and Boalch (1997) identify key factors that affect successful diffusion and the use 
of the Internet in developing countries. They argue that the rate of diffusion of the 
Internet within a country is dependent on a number of factors: infrastructure;
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government policies and regulations; economic development; culture; language, and IT 
penetration in the country. It would therefore appear to be useful to refer to these 
variables in developing the research model of WBSS diffusion.
Furthermore, Tan et al. (1995) discuss the relationship between culture and group 
support systems (GSS) effects in high and low power distance countries. “Power 
distance is the extent to which the less powerful members of organisations within a 
country expect and accept that power is distributed unequally” (ibid.; 83). They argue 
that knowledge of GSS may not be useful in different countries because theories 
grounded in one culture need not necessarily apply to others.
Shore and Venkatachalam (1996) investigate the role of national culture and other 
variables, such as competitive environment and task congruency in the transfer of 
information technology. They conclude that, when the competitive environment is very 
strong and when a new application requires few changes, the culture’s impact will be 
minimal because task may dominate culture.
Also Straub et al. (1997) examine the effect of cultural differences on technology 
acceptance across three different countries. This study indicates that the technology 
acceptance model may not hold equally well across cultures.
More recently still, Galliers et al. (1998) investigate how cultural factors influence the 
rate at which individuals adopt ICT to assist them, applying the stages model of growth 
to the context of development administration. They argue that “the cultural factor is a 
critical issue in order to have realistic expectations about the impact of ICT in 
development administration” (ibid.; 97). This study also highlights the utility and 
limitations of the stages of growth model in terms of its ability to accommodate inherent 
cultural characteristics.
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W alsham  (2001) examines issues related to cross-cultural impacts o f  information and 
com m unication technologies (ICTs). According to the three areas o f  cross-cultural case 
studies, he argues that globalization facilitated by ICTs is leading by effectively 
working on sensitive cross-cultures. Though this study provides a valuable insight for 
this r esearch, in  p articular a cross-cultural approach, i t w ou ld  b e m ore  w orthw hile i f  
further research attempts to investigate cross-cultural impacts on ICT diffusion, based 
on both quantitative data for generalized findings and qualitative data for contextually 
detailed interpretations.
A sum m ary o f  the ICT diffusion research in different national cultures is provided in
Table 3-4.
Table 3-4. Sum m ary o f  Previous R esearch on ICT D iffusion in D ifferent N ational Cultures
A uthor(s) Insights and A nalysis
Reekers & Smithson 
(1994)
Most companies were using EDI largly to  improve their operational 
benefits rather than strategic benefits.
Tractinsky & 
Jarvenpaa (1995)
The balance of global and domestic factors should be considered, 
because the authors did not consider the n ew phenomena, e lectronic 
commerce and the Internet.
Tanet al. (1995) The knowledge of GSS may not be useful in other countries because 
theories grounded in one culture need not necessarily apply in  other 
cultures.
Damsgaard (1996) This study highlights that it is necessary to recognize the critical role 
of government and market affecting the diffusion process of EDI.
Shore &
Venkatachalam (1996)
The impact of culture will be minimal in the following situations: 
when the competitive environment is very strong and when a new 
application requires few changes.
Straub et al. (1997) The t echnology a cceptance model may not hold e qually well a cross 
cultures.
Bazar & Boalch (1997) The rate of diffusion of the Internet within a country is dependent on 
infrastructure, government policies and regulations, culture, language, 
economic development, and IT penetration in the country.
Galliers et al. (1998) Cultural factors are a critical issue in order to have realistic 
expectations of ICT impact.
Walsham (2001) Globalization facilitated by ICTs is leading by effectively working on 
sensitive cross-cultures.
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In conclusion, as can be seen from the above review, the majority of cross-cultural 
research of ICT diffusion has concentrated on identifying the different cultural factors 
that influence ICT diffusion in different national contexts. In summary, much research 
argues that the extent of ICT diffusion varies according to the impact of differing 
cultures in different countries. Hence, it would appear necessary to investigate the 
following questions: Is there any influence of national culture on WBSS diffusion? If 
the impact of culture on WBSS diffusion exists, then what are the different 
characteristics in different national cultures? One of the purposes of this research is to 
test whether this perspective is borne out or not. It will therefore be beneficial to 
examine t he d ifferent c haracteristics o f  WBSS d iffusion i n d ifferent n ational c ultural 
issues in the UK and Korea, as illustrative examples in this respect.
3.5 Towards a Conceptual Research Framework
This chapter has reviewed three categories of ICT diffusion research: 1) a general 
review of ICT diffusion, 2) a review of Internet systems diffusion and 3) a review of 
ICT diffusion in different national cultures. Among the three categories of ICT diffusion 
research, the studies on ICT diffusion in different national cultures issues are broad and 
have not introduced the detailed factors affecting each ICT diffusion. Moreover, the 
research on Internet systems diffusion focuses on specific domains of Internet systems 
such as Internet stock-trading platform, Internet telephone systems, and Internet 
banking systems, so that it is limited to identifying the general and common pattern of 
ICT diffusion studies. Based on this observation, this study attempts to explore the 
conceptual inter-relationship of highlighted factors identified in the general review of 
ICT diffusion (see Table 3-1). This is because, although their technical characteristics 
are different from WBSS, the widespread data of the general ICT diffusion would be
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able to discover common relationships and categories among them  to generate a 
conceptual research framework, by refining chosen variables, as follows.
W ith regard to the review o f  factors affecting ICT diffusion, it can be seen that a wide 
range o f  factors appear to influence the diffusion o f  W BSS interacting in a global and 
dynam ic fashion. However, in building a conceptual research framework, this research 
attem pts to focus on certain points passed over by the previous ICT diffusion studies, 
i.e., a balanced view regarding both the internal and external factors as well as the 
technical and non-technical issues.
First, W BSS are global-oriented network systems that link organisations, customers and 
business partners around the world. W BSS transactions occur betw een buyer and seller, 
m erchant and customer, and m anufacturer and supplier. Therefore, the external 
environm ent o f  W BSS diffusion will influence the level o f  digital transaction in a 
W BSS with a com pany’s custom ers (B-to-C) and business partners (B-to-B). Also, 
internal circum stances o f  W BSS diffusion will affect the internal system  integration 
with other applications, such as the payment system or database system, and the degree 
o f  internal usage o f  WBSS. Hence, the variables identified from the above review are 
arranged into two groups: internal factors and external factors, as indicated in Table 3-5.
Table 3-5. Internal and External Factors o f  Previous Research Variables
Domain Research Variables Reference 1
Internal
Factors
• Experimenting with a new marketing tool • Financial considerations
• Real value of a new system • Trading behaviour
• Perceived ease of use ■ Computing resource
• System architecture and techniques ■ Trustworthiness
• Executive sponsor ■ Organisational commitment
• Quality of system • Education
• Internal communication • Building on infrastructure 
■ Extent of online-processing • Organisation culture
• Top management support • Corporate strategy
Brancheau &
Wetherbe (1990)
Liang (1986)
Krcmar & Lucas (1991) 
Grover & Teng (1992) 
Rommetal. (1996) 
Auger &
Gallaugher (1997) 
Belassi & Fadlalla (1998) 
Loh and Ong (1998) 
Foo & Hui (1998) 
Corbitt (2000)
Cheung & Lee (2000) 
Standing &
Vasudavan (2000)
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External • Promote products and build the company’s image ■ Competitive considerations Krcmar & Lucas. (1992) 
Bouchard (1993)Factors ■ Customer concerns • Network performance
Premkumar et al. (1994)
■ Availability of Internet payment applications • Compatibility Auger &
■ Frequent access by customers ■ Marketing application Gallaugher (1997)
■ Customer-oriented view
■ Relative advantage
• Business partner 
•Costs
Loh and Ong (1998) 
Raiet al. (1998) 
Press et al. (1998)
• Competitive pressure • Customer support Sheng et al. (1998)
• Vendor support ■ Partnerships Storey et al. (2000)
• Telecommunications infrastructure • Commercial use Corbitt (2000) 
Standing &
• Marketing efforts by IT vendors • Technology innovation
Vasudavan (2000)
Second, as m entioned earlier, inform ation and com m unication technology (ICT), in 
particular Internet technologies, has becom e a m ajor technological force influencing 
business success, electronic comm erce and W BSS diffusion (Choi and W hinston, 2000; 
Feeny, 2001; Porter, 2001). M oreover, the Gartner Group estimates that “75%  o f  all e- 
business ventures will fail, due to a lack o f  technological understanding and poor 
business planning” (Load, 2000). Hence, the factors related to ICT, in particular Internet 
technologies, appear to be important with regards to the successful adoption and 
diffusion o f  W BSS (M ahadevan, 2000; Korper and Ellis, 2000; Porter, 2001). On the 
basis o f  this observation, this study attempts to classify the factors identified in previous 
research into ICT-related factors and non-ICT related factors, as shown in Table 3-6. 
The factors can therefore be divided into four dimensions: 1) internal factors not related 
to ICT; 2) internal factors related to ICT; 3) external factors not related to ICT, and 4) 
external factors related to ICT.
Table 3-6. Classification o f  Previous Research Factors
Domain Classification Factors Reference
Internal Non-ICT Related Factors ■ Financial considerations • Trading behaviour
• Perceived ease of use • Trustworthiness
• Organisational commitment • Executive sponsor
• Internal communication • Education
■ Top management support • Corporate strategy
• Organisational culture
• Experimenting with a new marketing tool
Brancheau & 
Wetherbe (1990) 
Romm et al. (1996) 
Auger &
Gallaugher (1997) 
Loh & Ong (1998) 
Belassi &
Fadlalla (1998) 
Cheung & Lee (2000) 
Corbitt (2000) 
Standing & 
Vasudavan (2000)
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ICT Related Factors ■ Real value of a new system
• Computing resource
• System architecture and techniques
• Quality of system
■ Building on infrastructure
• Extent of online processing
Liang (1986)
Krcmar &
Lucas (1991)
Grover & Teng (1992) 
Loh & Ong (1998)
Foo & Hui (1998)
External Non-ICT Related Factors • Competitive considerations ■ Customer concerns
• Customer-oriented view • Business partner
• Competitive pressure • Customer support
• Partnerships • Commercial use
■ Frequent access by customers • Marketing application
• Promote products and build the company’s image
Krcmar &
Lucas (1991) 
Bouchard (1993) 
Auger &. 
Gallaugher (1997) 
Loh & Ong (1998) 
Sheng etal. (1998) 
Rai et al. (1998)
ICT Related Factors • Network performance • Compatibility
• Relative advantage • Costs
• Telecommunication infrastructure • Vendor support
• Marketing efforts by IT vendors ■ Technology Innovation
• Availability of Internet payment applications
Premkumar et al.(l 994) 
Rai etal. (1998)
Foo & Hui (1998) 
Press et al. (1998) 
Santos &
Peffers (1998)
Corbitt (2000)
Storey et al. (2000) 
Standing &
Vasudavan (2000)
As can be seen from Table 3-6, internal factors n o t related to IC T  include perceived 
ease o f  use, organisational commitment, trustworthiness, executive sponsor, internal 
com m unication, education, top management support, organisation culture, corporate 
strategy, experimenting with a new marketing tool and so on. Thus, these might be 
called “internal organisation factors” . Internal factors related to ICT include the real 
value o f  a new system, computing resource, system architecture and techniques, quality 
o f  system, building on infrastructure and extent o f  online-processing. Therefore, these 
factors m ay be interpreted as “internal system factors” . External factors not related to 
ICT are com petitive considerations, custom er concerns, custom er-oriented view, 
business partner, competitive pressure, custom er support, partnerships, comm ercial use, 
frequent access by customers, m arketing application, and so on. So, these factors m ay 
be labelled as “external market factors” . External factors related to ICT include network 
performance, compatibility, relative advantage, costs, telecom m unication infrastructure, 
vendor support, marketing efforts by IT vendors, technology innovation and availability 
o f  Internet paym ent applications. External factors related to ICT m ay therefore be called 
“external technical factors” .
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To summarise, this study has arranged the factors that appear to be closely relevant to 
W BSS diffusion research into four categories: “internal organisation factors”, “internal 
system  factors”, “external m arket factors” , and “external technical factors” . As a result 
o f  this, a conceptual inter-relationship o f  the four categories can be proposed and is 
shown in Figure 3-1.
External D im ensions
Internal D im ensions
WBSS
Diffusion
External Market Factors
IntemalOi^nisation Factors
External Technical Factors
Internal System Factors
Non ICT Related Factors ICT Related Factors
Figure 3-1. Conceptual Research Framework
This represents a conceptual research fram ework o f  W BSS diffusion and offers a 
theoretical background for further research on ICT diffusion. The conceptual research 
fram ework comprises five key dimensions: the four clusters identified previously, 
together with a fifth, concerned with the extent o f  W BSS diffusion per se. The five 
dimensions are illustrated as being organically connected with each other. For instance, 
the external market factors and external technical factors are external dim ensions which 
may affect the internal organisation and internal system  dom ains w ithin an organisation. 
The internal organisation and system  factors are internal dim ensions that affect the 
diffusion o f WBSS. Furthermore, external technical factors and internal system factors 
influence the whole area o f  organisation as the m ajor driving forces o f  W BSS diffusion. 
These five dimensions are not independent and cannot therefore be addressed 
independently as, throughout, each affects the diffusion o f  W BSS and each reacts to 
W BSS diffusion. This model proposes a theoretical foundation for further research o f  
W BSS diffusion.
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3.6 Summary
This chapter has reviewed three categories of ICT diffusion research: ICT diffusion in 
general, Internet systems diffusion more specifically and ICT diffusion in different 
national cultures. While these categories are not mutually exclusive, they complement 
each other and assist in investigating the diffusion of WBSS in some detail. Thus, this 
complementary perspective on ICT diffusion research will be integrated into this 
research on WBSS diffusion.
Section 3.2 examined the overall trends of ICT diffusion and provided a summary of the 
two groups such as macro and micro level aspects. Based on a wide-ranging review of 
the literature, it appeared that the theory related to micro level was limited in explaining 
the global phenomenon of WBSS diffusion, because micro level has hardly considered 
the factors related to the external market issues, focusing on the internal organisational 
factors. On the other hand, the research relevant to the macro level tended to 
underestimate the role of Internet technologies, so that it rarely concerned the factors 
related to the Internet technology per se. On this basis, it appears necessary to present a 
balanced view regarding the factors related to both the internal and external factors as 
well as the technical and non-technical issues, in exploring the global phenomenon of 
WBSS diffusion. This discussion led to the development of a conceptual research 
framework that incorporates both the internal organisational factors and external market 
issues as well as ICT related and non-ICT related factors.
Section 3.3 dealt with a review of studies related to Internet systems diffusion. Based on 
this review, it was observed that market and customer factors were becoming more 
crucial issues in research on Internet systems diffusion, so these trends will be reflected 
in the design of a research model of WBSS diffusion in the following chapter.
Section 3.4 reviewed the studies on different national cultures and ICT diffusion. It
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might be expected that there will be different characteristics of WBSS diffusion in 
different national contexts. However, as mentioned earlier, it appears that there are 
various kinds of issues affecting WBSS diffusion in the different national contexts: 
taxation, logistics, legal and regulation issues, education and training, national cultures, 
economic power, national manpower, and national ICT infrastructure (Burrington, 1999; 
Huberman, 2001; Smith et al., 2002; Tigre and O’Connor, 2002; OECD, 2000; OECD, 
2002). It seems that these variables are quite broad as well as different from the factors 
related to organisations such as e-business planning, customer service, usability and 
organisational network infrastructure. However, it would be interesting to investigate 
the difference in characteristics of WBSS diffusion between the UK and Korea. 
Therefore, while the research on different national cultures and ICT diffusion does not 
directly relate to this research subject, certain national cultural issues will be considered 
in contemporary WBSS diffusion research. That is, this research will investigate 
whether cultural issues do impact WBSS diffusion and, if so, what kinds of cultural 
issues influence WBSS diffusion in both countries.
To sum up, based on the comparative review of previous ICT diffusion research, this 
research h as p rovided a c onceptual r esearch framework, w hich i s c lassified i nto four 
categories: external market, external technical, internal organisation, and internal 
systems factors. The d etailed c onceptual inter-relationships o f  the f  our c ategories are 
described in Figure 3-1. This conceptual research framework provides a theoretical 
background to further research on WBSS diffusion. In particular, this study will attempt 
to test the theoretical implications, which means that previous ICT diffusion research 
has hardly considered external market, external technical and internal systems factors in 
their studies. Therefore, this thesis will investigate whether these factors are associated 
with WBSS diffusion. The four categories will be discussed in the following chapter, in 
the context of a more detailed consideration of the objective and design of this research.
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Chapter 4. Research Design and Methodology
4.1 Introduction
The world market is becoming one globalized digital market, facilitated by the use of 
Internet technology (Barua et al., 2000; Howcroft, 2001; Brynjolfsson and Kahin, 2002; 
Hudson, 2002). Internet technology is said to offer universal connectivity at surprisingly 
low transaction costs, opening up new frontiers of interaction between customers, 
businesses, and trading partners (Barua et al., 2000; Feeny, 2001; Looney and Chatteijee, 
2002). As companies have adopted Internet technologies for their Web-based businesses, 
many new business models, such as Amazon.com, Tesco.com, and eBay.com have 
emerged in the global digital economy (Korper and Ellis, 2000; Porter, 2001; Looney 
and Chatteijee, 2002). However, many dot-com companies have disappeared from the 
Internet business field of late (Gulati and Garino, 2000; Levy, 2000; Jansen, 2001; 
Howcroft, 2001; Rifkin and Kurtzman, 2002; Pinker et al., 2002). Apparently, there are 
many barriers and obstacles in the adoption and diffusion of WBSS (Kalakota and 
Robinson, 1999; Korper and Ellis, 2000; Porter, 2001; Arlitt et al., 2001; Rifkin and 
Kurtzman, 2002). T hough there are many reasons for this, T he Times Survey of the 
European Top 500 Enterprises suggests that contributory factors include lack of 
effective executive support, failure to build systems with business goals, budget 
limitations, over-ambition and lack of communication between marketing and IT 
experts (Bicknell, 1998; 20). On the other hand, some dot-coms such as eBay.com, 
Amazon.com, and Dell.com, which are adopting various types of WBSS, are surviving 
and suggesting new models of Internet business. In the Internet business area, some 
WBSS are growing whereas others are disappearing. Why is this happening? In order to 
address this concern, this research attempts to examine the following main question 
concerning the phenomenon of WBSS diffusion in the positive perspective since the 
shaping process of electronic commerce is continuous:
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• What key impact factors influence the diffusion of WBSS in different 
national contexts?
That is, this research aims to investigate the key impact factors that facilitate WBSS 
diffusion in the UK and Korean contexts. The rationale for this objective is based on 
the following observations. As can be seen from the review of ICT innovation 
diffusion (chapter 3), ICT innovation diffusion, especially Internet technologies, has 
recently become dynamic and globally oriented. Therefore, it has instigated the need 
for research on ICT innovation diffusion in different national contexts (Newell et al., 
1998; Avgerou, 2001). Thus, this research attempts to gather data in two countries, the 
UK and Korea, with a view to providing some insight into this issue. These two 
countries have different cultures, customs, political systems, economic power, ICT 
infrastructure levels, environment and so on. It can therefore be imagined that the key 
impact factors of WBSS diffusion may well be different in the two countries. Hence, 
an attempt i s m ade to r  esolve the main question depending upon different national 
contexts, given that ICT diffusion is heavily dependent on the context of application 
(Newell et al., 2000). This study opens up a new research field -  WBSS diffusion, in 
several electronic commerce domains.
In order to address WBSS diffusion in detail, the sub-objectives of this research can 
be outlined as follows:
1) To derive a classification model for WBSS
2) To analyze the characteristics of WBSS
3) To develop a research model of WBSS diffusion
4) To investigate the key impact factors influencing WBSS diffusion
5) To examine the key driving forces enabling WBSS diffusion
6) To present the key diffusion strategies of WBSS.
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As argued earlier, although there have been many studies on the Internet, there has been 
little research focusing on the diffusion of WBSS (Arlitt et al., 2001). Hence, this 
research examines the primary topic as well as the sub-objectives related to this research 
subject. Its major purpose is to provide a comprehensive understanding of WBSS 
diffusion in the two national contexts. In order to clearly understand, provide a well- 
established theoretical background, and adequately analyze the diffusion of WBSS, it is 
necessary to build a solid research design. Thus, the next section discusses the detailed 
design of the research carried out.
4.2 Research Design
The purpose of this section is to briefly outline the design of this research. Before doing 
that, it is necessary to clarify the research perspectives and levels of analysis. There are 
some different research perspectives that are brought to bear in analyzing the social 
phenomenon by researchers. For example, Damsgaard (1996; 34-35) argues that “the 
micro perspective focuses on characteristics of organisational units. ... The meso 
perspective focuses on networks of interacting agents that shape the trajectory of 
innovation diffusion. ... The macro perspective analyzes how boundaries for the 
diffusion process are established by highlighting regulatory regimes that constrain or 
enable the diffusion process.” In addition, Newell et al. (1998; 303-304) point out that 
“the micro level of analysis is at the level of the individual and the organisation. ... The 
meso 1 evel c ontext o f  a n o rganisation c onstitutes t he 1 evel i ntermediate to t he m aero 
level of government policy and the micro level of intra-organisational dynamics. ... The 
macro level social context of an organisation constitutes a large number of broad 
elements s uch a s t he n ature o f  t he 1 egislative s ystem.” M oreover, R itzer ( 2000; 4 93- 
519) presents two major levels of social analysis: macro and micro levels. The macro 
level analysis focuses on large-scale realities such as society, bureaucracy, and 
technology, while micro level analysis focuses on small-scale entities such as 
organisation, personality, and patterns of action and interaction.
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Therefore, it would appear that different researchers tend to have som ew hat different 
research view points in resolving their chosen research subjects. In this thesis, the two 
different analysis levels -  the macro and m icro levels presented by Ritzer (2000) -  are 
useful in investigating the phenomenon o f  WBSS diffusion. This is because it appears that 
the meso level suggested by Damsgaard (1996) and Newell et al. (1998) tends to be 
somewhat ambiguous in contemporary W eb-based shopping circumstances, since 
organisations on WBSS can carry out their Web-based shopping businesses with global 
customers directly, without any intermediary. On the basis o f  this observation, in this 
research, the macro level is to focus on the large-scale reality like a classification model 
o f  W BSS i n t he p erspective o f t  echnology. T he micro 1 evel i s t o examine s mall-scale 
entities like key impact factors influencing WBSS diffusion, as illustrated in Figure 4-1.
Macro Level Research
Research Design
Micro Level Research
STEP II •  Towards a Research Model of WBSS Diffusion
STEP m •  General Analysis of WBSS Diffusion
STEP V •  Implications of Research Findings
STEP IV •  In-Depth Analysis of WBSS Diffusion in Different National Contexts
STEP I •  Towards a Classification Model of WBSS
Figure 4-1. Overview o f  Research Design
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As can be seen from Figure 4-1, this research aims to carry out five major steps in two 
analysis dimensions: macro level research and micro level research. That is, macro level 
research provides a general understanding, an extended view and a theoretical 
background of WBSS covering the sub-objectives of the thesis. Micro level research, on 
the other hand, attempts to deal with a specific and narrowed-down analysis of WBSS 
diffusion, which is the main research objective of the thesis. This means that, though 
there are several issues related to the WBSS, this research aims to investigate the key 
impact factors facilitating WBSS diffusion. A d etailed e xplanation o f  each s ection i s 
provided in section 4.2.1 below.
4.2.1 STEP I: Towards a Classification Model of WBSS
As explained previously, although there is considerable research interest in the Internet 
and electronic commerce, research related to WBSS is just beginning (Cheung and Lee, 
2000; Arlitt et al., 2001; Slyke et al., 2002). Hence, before carrying out a major research 
topic of this kind, it is necessary to understand the characteristics of WBSS more clearly. 
With this aim, this study first develops a classification model of WBSS to analyze the 
characteristics of each type of WBSS. The intention is to expand our understanding of 
WBSS, with a view to supporting a solid research design relevant to the main research 
question, whilst providing a theoretical background for further WBSS research as well.
4.2.2 STEP II: Towards a Research Model of WBSS Diffusion
Although there is a growing body of literature concerned with the Internet and 
electronic commerce, little attention has been devoted to the diffusion of WBSS per se 
(Arlitt et al., 2001). There are no established theories to explain the diffusion of WBSS 
or to guide organisations in shifting from traditional information systems to global
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WBSS. Previous research on Internet systems diffusion focuses on the adoption of the 
Internet (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997; Teo and Tan, 1998), the diffusion of the WWW 
(Nambisan and Wang, 1999; Huizingh, 2000), the diffusion of Internet payment 
mechanisms (Buck, 1996), the diffusion of security infrastructures (Liddy, 1996; Li et 
al., 2000), the diffusion of search engines (Bradlow and Schmittlein, 2000), the 
diffusion of the Internet itself (Rai et al., 1998; Pisanias and Willcocks, 1999, Walczuch 
et al., 2000), the adoption of Internet stock-trading platforms (Loh and Ong, 1998) and 
the diffusion of general electronic commerce (Corbitt, 2000). These research efforts can 
be divided into two groups; (1) research on the Internet itself or Internet technologies, 
and (2) research on the general concept of electronic commerce (EC). However, as 
explained previously, WBSS are defined as Internet-based shopping systems for buying 
and selling products, information and services, rather than a single Internet technology 
or broad EC application. As such, previous research on Internet systems diffusion and 
ICT diffusion has not gone far enough in clearly explaining and analyzing the 
phenomenon of WBSS diffusion. Thus, this research attempts to develop a research 
model of WBSS diffusion and to open up this new research field -  WBSS diffusion -  in 
different electronic commerce domains.
4.2.3 STEP III: General Analysis of WBSS Diffusion
To obtain a broad picture o f  WBSS application in o rganisations, this step deals with 
descriptive statistical analysis of field work data collected in both countries, the UK and 
Korea. The major results arising from this survey research are presented in two 
analytical groups: (1) respondent profiles and organisational aspects, and (2) profiles 
concerning WBSS. The first identifies each respondent’s position, functional area, 
education level, the firm’s duration of involvement, industry representation, product 
categories, responsibility of the sales product, delivery forms, total number of 
employees and annual turnover. The second attempts to investigate the systemic
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characteristics of the sample in both countries. It examines the number of employees in 
the IT department, the team or department advocating WBSS, investment cost, major 
customers of WBSS, mobile phone access, payment methods, technology category, 
product type, potential benefits of WBSS and key diffusion strategy.
4.2.4 STEP IV: In-Depth Analysis of WBSS Diffusion
To obtain meaningful research findings, a contextual approach (Pettigrew, 1985; Newell 
et al., 1998; Avgerou, 2001) can be effective in examining the diffusion of WBSS, 
because WBSS diffusion takes place in a dynamic environment across national 
boundaries (Korper and Ellis, 2000; Mahadevan, 2000; Looney and Chatteijee, 2002). 
An increasing number of electronic commerce (EC) applications are in evidence across 
national boundaries. However, much EC research has focused on the West (or the East) 
singly. Little attention has thus far been paid to the cross-national comparisons of 
WBSS diffusion. It would therefore appear apposite to examine the different 
characteristics of WBSS diffusion between the West and the East, given that different 
countries have different cultures, customers, political systems, historical backgrounds, 
environments and so on. For example, Far Eastern cultures are based on Confucian ideas 
(Weber, 1964) whilst Christianity impacts Western cultures (Weber, 1958). That is, 
understanding the relationship between cultural issues and WBSS diffusion would be a 
key step towards extending our current wisdom relevant to the global phenomenon -  
WBSS diffusion and e-business, because e-commerce on the Internet is an increasingly 
common feature of our globalized world across different countries and cultural issues, 
as argued by Walsham (2001). Therefore, based on two different sets of data in the UK 
(as illustrative of the West) and in Korea (for the East), this research attempts to identify 
whether there are any relationships between different national cultural issues and WBSS 
diffusion.
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Regarding research into different national circumstances, this step in the research 
process deals with inferential statistical analyses to test hypotheses proposed for WBSS 
diffusion based on large sample data collected from the UK and Korea. These include: 
(1) factor analysis in order to test validity, (2) correlation analysis to check 
multicolinearity, and (3) regression analysis to test hypotheses. Investigating large 
sample data collected from the UK and Korea might yield reasonably accurate results 
and more generalizable findings than from a study of a small number of cases. In 
addition, based on the research results derived from quantitative survey data, a detailed 
discussion will be carried out in relation to their impacts on WBSS diffusion, according 
to the qualitative data of interviews.
4.2.5 Step V: Implications of Research Findings
The research findings obtained from the survey and interviews should lead to theoretical, 
systemic, and practical implications. First, the research findings derived from quantitative 
survey aim to highlight the theoretical implications, as compared with previous ICT 
innovation diffusion studies. Second, it aims to provide systemic implications giving a 
critical guide to organisations looking for useful ways of advancing their WBSS. Finally, 
on the basis of qualitative interview data, the aim is to provide some practical implications 
for both countries. These three categories of implications can be a launch pad for further 
studies of WBSS and electronic commerce, and should provide meaningful insights for 
research relating to a new ICT innovation diffusion.
4.3 Research Methodology
The aim of this section is to outline the overall research perspective taken in this study, 
related to the selection of an appropriate research methodology. Several kinds of social
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science research relevant to IS methodological issues exist. However, it is difficult to 
give a comprehensive account of all the methodological debates about IS research in 
this limited space. Therefore, this section explains the methodological issues closely 
associated with this research topic and describes the data sources and the data collection 
methods this study intends to use.
4.3.1 Understanding the IS Research Methodology
This research does not strictly follow any one particular philosophy of social science 
research, because any approach has its relative advantages and disadvantages. Among 
various research methodologies, this study attempts to briefly address two approaches: 
positivism and post-positivism. The epistemological basis of positivism emphasizes the 
use of the methods that aim to discover and analyze objective knowledge about the 
social world (Benbasat and Weber, 1 996; Sayer, 1 999; Lee, 1 999). Though positivist 
epistemology has found widespread application in social science in general, and in IS 
research in particular, it tends to limit its conception of valid or warranted knowledge 
(Lee, 1991; Goles and Hirschheim, 2000). Therefore, the use of positivism as a social 
science research strategy has been the subject of much criticism from researchers who 
have become disillusioned by its wide use in social science research (e.g., Sayer, 1999).
The goal of post-positivism in the social sciences is the development of theories or an 
understanding of the social phenomenon itself, rather than the creation of 
generalizations (Tsoukas, 1989; Lee, 1999). However, these two different approaches 
can be mutually supportive, and not necessarily mutually exclusive, because there are 
strengths and weaknesses in both the positivist and post-positivist approaches (Lee, 
1991; 363; Goles and Hirschheim, 2000; 260). Thus, “the dominance of a single 
perspective results in a narrow view that does not fully reflect the multifaceted nature of 
social, organisational and phenomenological reality” (Goles and Hirschheim, 2000;
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256). Based on these considerations, the research design was divided into two sections: 
intensive and extensive research, as shown in Table 4-1 (cf. Sayer, 1999).
As can be seen from Table 4-1, intensive research is concerned w ith how a causal 
process is m anifested in a particular case, or in a lim ited num ber o f  cases. Conversely, 
extensive research is concerned with discovering some o f  the com m on properties and 
general patterns o f  a population as a whole.
Table 4-1. Intensive and Extensive Research Design (Sayer, 1999; 243)
Characteristics Intensive Research Extensive Research
Research question How does a process work in a 
particular case or small number 
of cases?
What are the regularities and 
distinguishing features of a 
population?
Type of groups studied Causal groups Taxonomic groups
Type of account Causal explanation Descriptive generalizations
Typical methods Qualitative analysis
Case study, Interviews, Ethnography
Quantitative analysis 
Surveys, Statistical analysis
Limitations Generalizability Limited explanatory power
In the above table, the limitations o f  intensive and extensive research are summarized. 
For e xam ple, i ntensive r esearch s uffers from a 1 ack o f  generalizability and e xtensive 
research suffers from a lack o f causal explanation in the sample. The limitations o f  one 
method are hence the strengths o f  the other. “The two types o f  design ask different sorts 
o f  questions, use different techniques and m ethods and define their objects and 
boundaries differently” (Sayer, 1999). Therefore, qualitative and quantitative methods 
should be view ed as complements rather than as com petitors, because all research 
methods have strengths an d  weaknesses (Galliers and L and, 1987; L ee , 1991; Gable, 
1994; M ingers and Brocklesby, 1997; Goles and Hirschheim , 2000; Bryman, 2000; 
M ingers, 2001). In relation to this, to assist the IS researcher in m aking an appropriate 
choice, Galliers and Land (1987; 901) propose a taxonom y o f  IS research methods, as 
outlined in Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2. A Taxonomy of Information Systems Research Approaches
Object
Modes for traditional empirical approaches (observations) Modes for newer approaches(interpretations)
Theorem
Proof
Laboratory
Experiment
Field
Experiment
Case
Study
Survey Fore­
casting
Simulation
/Game/Role
Playing
Subjective/
Argumentative
Descriptive/
Interpretive
Action
Research
Society No No Possibly Possibly Yes Yes Possibly Yes Yes Possibly
Organisation No Possibly Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Individual No Yes Yes Possibly Possibly Possibly Yes Yes Yes Possibly I
Technology Yes Yes Yes No Possibly Yes Yes Possibly Possibly No
Methodology Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Source: Galliers, R. D. and Land, F. F., (1987; 901)
As can be seen from Table 4-2, each IS research approach has advantages and 
disadvantages. On the basis o f  this observation, Table 4-3 sum m arises the relative 
strengths and weaknesses o f  the case study, survey m ethods and experim entation (Gable, 
1994; 124).
Table 4-3. Relative Strengths o f  Case Study, Survey and Experim entation (Gable, 1994)
Classification Case Study Survey Experimentation
Controllability Low Medium High
Deductibility Low Medium High
Repeatability Low Medium High
Generalizability Low High Medium
Dicoverability High Medium Low
Representability High Medium Low
It has therefore becom e comm onplace to reject the old debate about the relative 
advantages and disadvantages o f  qualitative and quantitative m ethods in information 
systems research (Galliers and Land, 1987; Lee, 1991; Gable, 1994; M ingers and 
Brocklesby, 1997; Jarvinen, 2000; Goles and H irschheim , 2000). This might be 
explained, in part at least, by the current environm ent o f  inform ation system s research, 
which is now global and dynamic (Benbasat and Zmud, 1999; D avenport and M arkus,
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1999). The IS research environment is rapidly changing, and is linked with several 
social contexts, across national boundaries.
In an attempt to limit the inadequacies of any single research approach, the concept of 
triangulation (Denzin, 1978) has been introduced in information systems research 
(Kaplan and Duchon, 1988; Gable, 1994; Goles and Hirschheim, 2000). Triangulation is 
broadly defined by Denzin (1978; 291) as ‘the combination of methodologies in the 
study of the same phenomenon’. The effectiveness of triangulation rests on the premise 
that the weaknesses in each single method will be compensated by the counter­
balancing strengths of another (Jick, 1979; Creswell, 1994; Gable, 1994; Bryman, 2000; 
Mingers, 2001). Within this context, quantitative and qualitative research may be 
perceived as different ways of examining the same research problem. Through the use 
of triangulation, the robustness of results can be increased (Kaplan and Duchon, 1988; 
Gable, 1994; Ranganathan and Sethi, 2000). Triangulation, that is the mixing of 
qualitative and quantitative methods, is gradually increasing in the PhD theses of the 
Information Systems Department at the London School of Economics and Politics (e.g. 
Canevet, 1996; Psoinos, 1998; Khiaonarong, 1999; Bener, 2000; Magalhaes, 2000). 
However, different research approaches should not be applied blindly but should 
consider the nature of the research subject, the complexity of research phenomena 
(Galliers and Land, 1987; Sayer, 1999) and the research question (Strauss and Corbin, 
1990). For example, the selection of useful research methods depends on what you want 
to achieve in your research (Sayer, 1999). Do you want to establish objective 
knowledge? Do you wish to suggest causal explanations? In addition, “the research 
question is also important because that determines to a larger extent the research method 
that is used ” (Strauss and Corbin, 1990; 36). For instance, the questions will depend on 
the research topic and the unit of analysis because the researcher cannot cover all 
aspects of a problem (Strauss and Corbin, 1990; Simmons, 2001; De Vaus, 2001).
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Moreover, the questions are also related to things about which the researcher collects 
information and from which he/she draws conclusions, so that in turn the questions will 
affect the selection of appropriate research method (Strauss and Corbin, 1990; De Vaus, 
2001).
On the other hand, there is a growing body of debate about rigor and relevance in the IS 
research community (Galliers, 1994; Applegate, 1999; Benbasat and Zmud, 1999; 
Davenport and Markus, 1999; Lee, 1999; Lyytinen, 1999). A series of articles published 
in MIS Quarterly in March 1999 (Vol. 23, No. 1) discussed both the rigorous and the 
relevant aspects of IS research, presenting a particular perspective and highlighting the 
aspect they prefer. For example, Benbasat and Zmud (1999; 13) argue that “we must 
make a concerted effort to communicate to practitioners how our research would be 
relevant to them.” On the other hand, Lyytinen (1999; 27) highlights the following 
viewpoint: “my nightmare would be to emasculate Heidegger and dress him into the 
HBR format.” However, information systems is not simply philosophy or technology 
itself but a topic of study closely related to organisation, society, and people. As 
mentioned by Galliers and Land (1987; 901), “information systems (IS) is a meta­
subject that spans many disciplines in the social sciences, in business, and, only 
occasionally, in the natural science.” On this basis, the following questions are 
presented to expand a view relevant to both perspectives: Who is the major audience of 
your research, only academic communities or practitioners? Wliat is the major purpose 
of the research, theory accumulation or practical guide? Appropriate answers to such 
questions will depend on what the researcher wants to achieve in his/her research, 
though it will be different for every researcher according to their research interests, 
topic, and goal. This dissertation aims to investigate the phenomenon of WBSS 
diffusion, concerning both the rigorous and the relevant aspects, as shown in Figure 4-2: 
i.e., maero 1 evel in  more r elevant aspect and micro 1 evel in  more rigorous aspect. A 
more detailed explanation is provided in the following section.
Research Scope HighHigh
Rigor Relevance
WBSS Diffusion Research 
Rigorous i Relevant
Figure 4-2. Research Scope o f This Dissertation
4.3.2 Choosing an Appropriate Research Methodology
Choosing an appropriate research approach is far from easy because there are many 
different approaches, which have already been reviewed in the previous section. 
According to Galliers and Land (1987), researchers have to consider the nature o f  the 
research subject and the complexity o f  the research phenom enon in choosing an 
appropriate research approach. Furthermore, the research objective and question are 
addressed as considerable determinants in selecting suitable research m ethods by, for 
instance, Glaser and Strauss (1967), Sayer (1999), and De Vaus(2001). Based on these 
guidelines, the m ajor principles underlying the m ethodology o f  this research are 
outlined as follows.
As indicated, this research focuses on macro and m icro levels (Ritzer, 2000) in 
examining the phenomenon o f W BSS diffusion, and attem pts to take into account both 
the rigor and relevance aspects (Galliers, 1994; Benbasat and Zmud, 1999; Davenport 
and M arkus, 1999). First, the macro level focuses on W BSS itse lf to provide a 
comprehensive view  o f  the chosen research subject -  W BSS diffusion -  among various
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domains of e-commerce applications. Furthermore, the macro level aims to extend our 
understanding of WBSS and in turn to provide background knowledge for further 
development of the WBSS diffusion model. That is, several kinds of WBSS 
applications will be classified into four categories. Once classified, the characteristics of 
four types of WBSS applications will be analyzed, in particular focusing on current 
business, technical, and strategic issues that are closely related to practical interests, so 
that practitioners may see the relevance of the research findings. Further rigor will be 
provided by this study verifying the WBSS classification model by statistical methods 
and will form the theoretical foundation for further research.
Second, the crucial process resolving the main research question is at the micro level, 
and will explore the key impact factors influencing WBSS diffusion in both countries. 
In social science research, there are two kinds of approaches when resolving a chosen 
reseach subject: theory building and theory testing (Galliers, 1992; Blaikie, 1993; Punch, 
2000; Bryman, 2001; De Vaus, 2001; Partington, 2002; Robson, 2002). Theory building 
is a process which begins with a set of observations and moves on to develop theories 
based on these observations. In contrast, a theory testing approach begins with a theory 
and uses theory to explain particular instances (Blaikie, 1993; Punch, 2000; Bryman, 
2001; De Vaus, 2001; Partington, 2002; Robson, 2002). According to Blaikie (1993), 
“both theory building and theory testing processes are inevitably part of social science.” 
Which is most appropriate will depend on the topic, the context, and especially on how 
much prior theorizing and knowledge exists in the area (Punch, 2000; Robson, 2002). 
For example, “if a serviceable theory relevant to the proposed study already exists, the 
sensible approach is theory testing, while if researchers are casting around for a 
plausible theory, theory building is indicated” (Robson, 2002; 62). Good sociological 
research involves two related processes, i.e., theory building is the first stage of 
developing good explanations, and theory testing follows as an attempt to test the
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tentative theory. These dual approaches capitalize on their strengths and minimize their 
weaknesses (Blaikie, 1993; Punch, 2000; Bryman, 2001; De Vaus, 2001; Robson, 2002).
As mentioned in the previous chapters, WBSS are a new global phenomenon and are 
different from EDI, the Internet itself and any single Internet technology (ref. chapter 2). 
Moreover, this research is a pioneering study of WBSS diffusion, with only limited 
prior empirical research directly relevant to WBSS on which to build (ref. chapters 2 
and 3). Therefore, the application of previous ICT diffusion research models directly to 
WBSS diffusion research is likely to prove inadequate (ref. chapter 3). As regards the 
nature of this research opening new research horizons, it is reasonable to carry out 
theory building in the first place and then to deal with theory testing. In relation to this, 
this study developed a conceptual research framework a s described in chapter 3 (see 
Figure 3-1), which was derived from a set of observations of previous ICT diffusion 
studies. It is a theoretical foundation for this research, so it will be used in developing a 
research model of WBSS diffusion, which will subsequently be tested for its 
explanatory power in contemporary Web-based shopping circumstances, in particular in 
the UK and Korea.
Given these arguments, it seems entirely appropriate to adopt triangulation (Denzin, 
1978; Jick, 1979), an empirically-based method combining both qualitative and 
quantitative approaches (e.g. Kaplan and Duchon, 1988; Lee, 1991; Creswell, 1994; 
Gable, 1994; Ranganathan and Sethi, 2000) for this research. This is because their 
complementary characteristics, combining the strengths of each research method, can, 
practically at least, help to explain the phenomenon of WBSS diffusion. The aim is to 
produce reliable research findings derived from the combination of quantitative and 
qualitative data. That is, qualitative data expands our knowledge foundations for 
practical situations, while quantitative data provides empirical evidence of the 
phenomenon of WBSS diffusion.
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Therefore, this research attempts to resolve the m ajor research question posed by 
utilizing triangulation (Denzin, 1978; Jick, 1979; Creswell, 1994; Gable, 1994; Bryman, 
2000), combining qualitative and quantitative methods, as advocated by, e.g., G laser 
and Strauss (1967), Jick (1979), Kaplan and Duchon (1988), Lee (1991), Creswell 
(1994), Gable (1994), Goles and H irschheim  (2000), Brym an (2000) and M ingers 
(2001). Through triangulation, the strengths o f  each research m ethod and technique, and 
the p erspectives o f  d ifferent o bservers, a re c ombined. A n i nteresting e xam ple o f  t his 
approach, as applied in information system s research, is a qualitative approach acting as 
a grounded m ethodology to develop a research model for quantitative research, with an 
interpretive approach being applied to the final d iscussion (e.g. Kaplan and Duchon, 
1988; Gable, 1994, Ranganathan and Sethi, 2000).
Overall then, and based on these theoretical observations, this study tries to resolve the 
research question in two distinct research phases: 1) m acro level, based on qualitative 
methods, that m ay be said to be less rigorous but m ore relevant, and 2) at the micro 
level, based on both quantitative and qualitative m ethods that m ay be said to be more 
rigorous but somewhat less relevant. M ore detailed explanations are as follows, 
sum m arizing research methodologies o f  the two phases in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4. Choosing Appropriate Research M ethodologies
Research Level Research Approach Role/Contribution Rigor&Relevance
M acro Level
• Classification Model of WBSS
•Qualitative •Literature review 
•Case study
•Model development 
•Causal analysis
•Less rigorous & 
more relevant
M icro Level
• Development of a Research 
Model of WBSS Diffusion
•Literature review 
•Interview
•Model development 
•Model verification
• Analysis o f WBSS Diffusion •Quantitative
&
•Qualitative
•Survey
•Interview
•Empirical evidence 
•Generalizations 
•Extended 
explanatory power
•More rigorous & 
less relevant
• Implications of Findings •Interpretive •Interpretations
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As can be seen from Table 4-4, in the first place, the macro level aims to gain an 
understanding of the phenomenon of WBSS diffusion and to provide a comprehensive 
backdrop for the following micro level analysis. In order to achieve this objective, an 
attempt is made to develop a classification model of WBSS, based on the literature 
review, and analyze the characteristics of WBSS on the basis of a case study (see 
chapter 5). According to the analysis of appropriate instances for each type of WBSS, 
this research suggests a characteristic model identifying different types of WBSS 
architectures. On the basis of better understanding of WBSS at macro level, a research 
model of WBSS diffusion can be generated at the micro level. We can therefore regard 
this macro level analysis as a foundation for resolving the major research question. 
Overall, then, it appears that the macro level analysis would be somewhat less rigorous 
but more relevant in terms of its practical application and implications.
The second phase, the micro level, is concerned with more rigorous empirical analysis, 
which includes both theory building and theory testing. As indicated, the main objective 
of this research is to identify the key impact factors that facilitate WBSS diffusion in the 
UK and Korea. Furthermore, one of its goals is to propose some generalizations from 
the research findings. In order to form a strong base of empirical evidence, as 
mentioned already, this phase seeks to carry out both theory building and theory testing. 
In advance of this, based on the conceptual research framework developed in chapter 3, 
a research model of WBSS diffusion will be developed with hypotheses, 
operationalization and survey items in chapter 6. After this, this research model will be 
verified by interviews with key experts before testing its utility in the UK and Korean 
contexts. To test and evaluate a research model of WBSS diffusion, a field survey 
method is adopted to analyze large sample data collected in the UK and Korea. At the 
time of the field surveys, interviews are also to be carried out with experts from the UK 
and Korea in order to obtain practical information relevant to WBSS diffusion. As a 
consequence of the exploratory nature of this research area, there is little prior empirical 
research to explain the survey results of this study. Therefore, qualitative data derived
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from interviews will provide a context in which the research results arising from the 
survey data can be more readily explained. It would, of course, be possible to consider 
in-depth case study research ab initio, and doubtless, meaningful conclusions could be 
drawn. However, by first conducting survey research, more general impressions of 
WBSS diffusion will emerge, providing a rich context for the subsequent case analysis. 
Thus, by combining the quantitative and qualitative approaches, the validity of findings 
on WBSS diffusion may be enhanced. The final stage is the interpretation of the 
research findings, and here, a more interpretive stance is taken. Lee (1991;351)has 
argued that “the positivist approach and the interpretive approach might be integrated so 
that researchers can simultaneously enjoy the benefits of both, rather than just one or the 
other.” This stage is designed to highlight both theoretical and practical implications of 
the research findings, assessing whether the research model of WBSS diffusion is 
reasonable, and enabling an interpretation of the different characteristics of WBSS 
diffusion in the different national contexts.
It is hoped that this dual research approach concerning both macro and micro levels, and 
combining both qualitative and quantitative methods and positivist and interpretive 
stances, can enable this dissertation to produce reliable and valuable research findings 
for both the IS academic community and practitioners.
4.4 Summary
This research is but one of the first steps towards better understanding of the diffusion 
of WBSS. The object of this study is to trace key impact factors which influence the 
diffusion of WBSS in different national contexts. In order to achieve these research 
objectives, this chapter has outlined the research design which includes both the macro 
and the micro level. The macro level enables a reasonably comprehensive understanding 
of WBSS and a foundation for further research. The micro level consists of theory
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building and theory testing processes, and enables the implications of the research 
findings.
The diffusion of WBSS is a multifarious social phenomenon which affects several 
social activities, including the economy, legal system, society, commerce, regulation, 
ICT, network infrastructure and so on (Korper and Ellis, 2000; Barua et al., 2000; Arlitt 
et al., 2001). Therefore, this dual research approach at the macro and micro levels aims 
to provide a better explanation of the phenomenon of WBSS diffusion and to produce 
meaningful and valuable research findings for contemporary global Web-based 
shopping circumstances.
In addition, this study attempts to meet its research objectives based on triangulation, 
the combining of qualitative and quantitative research methods. This research approach 
is aimed at enriching the research findings derived from integrating the quantitative 
survey for generalized results and the qualitative interviews for added explanatory 
power. By doing so, it is hoped that this research can open up new horizons for WBSS 
diffusion.
Based on the research design in this chapter, the following chapter deals first of all with 
a classification model of WBSS, particularly investigating the major characteristics of 
each type of WBSS, with a view to the derivation of a research model of WBSS 
diffusion.
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Chapter 5. Towards a Classification Model of WBSS
5.1. Introduction
This chapter, focusing at the macro level, is dedicated to providing a comprehensive 
understanding of WBSS and to establishing the basis for developing a solid research 
model of WBSS diffusion, described in chapter 6. In order to do this, we attempt to 
classify WBSS architectures and to analyze the fundamental characteristics of each type 
of WBSS. Before doing that, a contextual background is laid down to introduce a 
research necessity of rigorous pespective and to address the issues related to relevance 
aspect as follows.
There is a growing desire to understand electronic commerce and to utilize new Internet 
technology within the Internet business (Kalakota and Robinson, 1999; Korper and Ellis, 
2000; Feeny, 2001; Coltman et al., 2002). In a similar instance, the impact of the 
telephone on business and social communication is without doubt one of the same 
revolutionary properties, facilitating networking to homes, businesses, and society 
(Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; Rowley, 2002). Lessons from history indicate that the 
most successful technologies are those that can change the way customers think and the 
way organisations do business, as argued by Kalakota and Whinston (1996). However, 
many organisations lack a clear understanding of how to make effective use of Internet 
technology as a means of new business supporting global electronic commerce 
(Mahadevan, 2000; Werbach, 2000; Coltman et al., 2002). It is argued that 
organisations need to plan effectively before they venture into Internet business 
(Kalakota and Robinson, 1999; Barua et al., 2000; Feeny, 2001; Porter, 2001; Rifkin 
and Kurtzman, 2002). Many organisations are currently struggling with the following 
questions: How can Internet technology improve business? Will Internet technology 
bolster or erode the ability of companies to gain sustainable advantages over their
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competitors? (Porter, 2001). The aim of this chapter is to answer the above two 
questions and to provide a theoretical background of further WBSS diffusion study. 
This is a sub-objective and does not replace the objective posed at the beginning of the 
thesis. In order to do so, this study introduces a detailed conceptualization of WBSS, 
analyzing the distinguishing characteristics of the different types of WBSS identified 
and focusing on a review of organisations that are utilizing WBSS.
This chapter is structured as follows. The development of a WBSS classification model
is first described and is followed by analyzing WBSS cases, discussing the 
characteristics of each type of WBSS. The chapter ends with a summary and a
discussion of both theoretical and practical implications.
5.2 A Classification Model of WBSS
As mentioned in the previous chapter, WBSS can be considered as a new business 
enabler with the potential to change the ground rules by which businesses interact with 
their customers. Carrying out global business on WBSS is becoming more important to 
many organisations. Guidelines would therefore appear to be helpful in assisting 
organisations to successfully adopt and utilize WBSS. The purpose of this section is to 
develop a classification model of WBSS and identify its characteristics with a view to 
providing a comprehensive overview of WBSS.
5.2.1 Development of a Classification Model of WBSS
According to Peppers and Rogers (2002; 78), “the core issue confronting marketing is 
how to achieve sales and which products to sell.” On the basis of this d efinition, in
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terms o f a global marketing medium, it would appear helpful to classify various types o f  
WBSS applications, therefore, by product type and sales type.
Firstly, the sales type o f  WBSS is examined. For instance, Tesco.com  sells m ultiple 
products and is directly responsible for the products sold on its W BSS 
(ww w.tesco.com ), while Fastparts.com sells electronic parts, and is indirectly 
responsible for sales products in the role o f  intermediary (w w w .fastparts.com ). On the 
basis o f  this observation, the sales types o f  W BSS are classified into two types: direct 
sales type and indirect sales type, as can be seen in Figure 5-1.
Direct Sales Type
Business-to-Business Type
Direct Sales
Seller ClWeb-Based Shopping Systems^ Business Transaction
Business-to-Consumer Type
M anufacture^...., Direct Sales
Merchant <v^Web-Based Shopping Systems^  
Distributor Business Transaction
->( Consumer
Indirect Sales Type
Business-to-Business Type
System Linking Indirect Sales
Seller Web-Based Shopping Systems^" Buyer
B u s i n e s s  T r a n s a c t i o n
Product
Business-to-Consumer Type
Manufacturer
Merchant
Distributor
System Linking Indirect Sales
ConsumerW e b - B a s e d  S h o p p i n g  S y s t e m s
B u s i n e s s  T r a n s a c t i o n
Product
Figure 5-1. The Sales Type o f  W eb-Based Shopping Systems
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As a real marketing channel, WBSS support two-way sales types between the seller and 
the customer. One is a direct-sales type of Internet business, which is directly 
responsible for a guarantee of quality and delivery for the sales products (Adelaar, 
2000; Peppers and Rogers, 2002). The other type is related to indirect sales, and is 
indirectly responsible for a guarantee of quality and delivery for sales products (Peppers 
and Rogers, 2002). That is, the indirect sales type relays business transactions between 
the manufacturer, merchant, distributor and consumer (Turban et al., 2000).
Another distinguishing factor of WBSS is the type of product being sold via this 
medium. In line with this, Ticoll et al. (1998) suggest two categories of value 
integration: high-value integration and low-value integration. They define high-value 
integration as the creation and delivery of multiple source component products such as 
cars and low-value integration like a supermarket as trade in a diverse basket of goods 
and services. However, these categories are limited to classifying the extent of value 
integration for all kinds of products sold on WBSS. For example, in the delivery or the 
trade of digital business products such as drama, movie, music, and software by WBSS, 
it is difficult to define the degree of their value integration, according to the definition 
of Ticoll et al (1998).
Therefore, in order to gain a meaningful insight for classifying the different product 
types sold on WBSS, this study explores the products sold by some well-known dot­
com companies. For example, Del.com and Amazon.com are selling products directly to 
global customers without any intermediaries. However, the product types are different 
from each other, i.e., Dell.com is selling only a single product such as a computer 
(www.dell.com), whilst there are multiple products such as books, CDs and software 
sold by Amazon.com (www.amazon.com). Based on this observation, the product types
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sold on W BSS are divided into two groups: single product type and m ultiple product 
type, as outlined in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1. Product Type o f  W eb-Based Shopping Systems
Type D efinition Exam ples
Single
Product
• Single industry product • Software, CD, Book etc.
• Unified group image product • Baby clothes, Sports equipment
Multiple
Product
• More than two industrial products and 
products that are not unified into a group
• Department store products
Firstly, the single product type includes the product o f  a single industry such as a book, 
a CD, software, a flower, etc., as well as unified groups o f  products such as sports 
equipm ent, baby clothes and cars. Secondly, the m ultiple product type includes more 
than two industrial products, as well as products that are not part o f  a group o f  products.
On the basis o f  the product and the sales type o f  W BSS, a classification model o f 
W BSS can be developed (see Figure 5-2). In the model, the horizontal axis displays the 
product type o f  W BSS, while the vertical axis displays the sales type o f  WBSS. This 
research thereby proposes a model which classifies W eb-based shopping systems into 
the following four types: 1) General-Direct-Sales (GDS); 2) General-Interm ediary-Sales 
(GIS); 3) Specialized-Direct-Sales (SDS); and 4) Specialized-Interm ediary-Sales (SIS).
Classification Model Sales Type of WBSS
of WBSS Direct sales Indirect sales
Product
Single SDS SIS
Type
Multiple GDS GIS
Figure 5-2. A Classification M odel o f  W eb-Based Shopping Systems
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The general-direct-sales type of WBSS means that the product type is multiple, and 
product sales are direct. The general-intermediary-sales type is the type of WBSS 
selling multiple products indirectly. The specialized direct-sales type sells single 
products directly. The specialized-intermediary-sales type focuses on single products 
and indirect sales. However, not all WBSS conform to these four types: hybrids are 
possible. Nonetheless, this model serves as a basic framework of WBSS for analytical 
purposes.
Although there are various kinds of Internet business models suggested by Timmers 
(2000), Rappa (2002), and Looney and Chatteijee (2002), these models are broadly 
categorized for the Internet business generally rather than Web-based shopping per se. 
The model developed in this chapter is a Web-based shopping oriented model, and 
includes business functions such as e-shop, e-mail, e-auction, and e-procurement (see 
Figure 2-4) as well as being a unifying model including two types of e-business such as 
B-to-B and B-to-C (see Figure 2-4 and Figure 5-1). However, although the research 
focus was initially limited to B -to-B and B-to-C (ref. section 2 -2), this classification 
model of WBSS can be appropriately applied to the other e-business models such as C- 
to-C, G-to-C, and B-to-G (ref. Table 2-1), if business transactions such as selling and 
buying products or service should arise. The intention is to provide a better 
understanding of WBSS as an enabler of new business and to provide a theoretical 
foundation for further research into Web-based shopping. In the next section, four cases 
are introduced in order to demonstrate the characteristics of each type of WBSS in more 
detail.
5.2.2 Case Analysis of the Four Categories
This section aims to expand our view of WBSS and to explore the four categories of 
WBSS previously identified. In order to do this, we address four dot-com cases derived
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from W eb sites, and then attempt to analyze each category based on three kinds o f  
analysis domain, i.e., business configuration, m arketing focus and strategy type 
(Peppers and Rogers, 2002). The dot-coms were selected because they are well-known 
dot-coms in each type (e.g., Hansolcs.com, Dell.com  and Fastparts.com ), and by 
searching W eb-sites it seems to be well-m atched w ith a GIS type (ShopNow.com).
5.2.2.1 General-Direct-Sales (GDS)
Hansol CSN is a cyber department store, which does not have any physical shop and 
sells several kinds o f  product that are identical to those o f  an actual department store. 
Therefore, the product prices in this category are cheap because goods can be sold 
directly to the custom er without a salesperson, and interm ediaries such as suppliers can 
be cut out. In doing so, Hansol CSN can reduce the transaction costs o f  selling products 
on W BSS (source: ww w.hansolcs.co.kr) .
Table 5-2. Case Analysis o f  General-D irect-Sales Type
Case Analysis Domain Characteristics Remarks
Hansol CSN Business
Configuration
• Cyber department store • Does not have physical stores
• Reduces traffic congestion
Marketing Focus • One-to-one marketing • Customer Management DB
• Cuts out intermediaries
• Reduces transaction cost
Strategy Type • Differentiation • One hundred percent refund
• Quick delivery
• Membership management
In addition, Hansol CSN provides one-to-one m arketing, based on custom er 
m anagement databases that store custom er inform ation to analyze their characteristics, 
needs and preferences. M oreover, Han CSN carries out differentiation strategies such as 
one hundred percent exchange/refund, quick delivery, m em bership m anagem ent and a 
variety o f  other services. One hundred percent exchange/refund is a customer
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satisfaction system that exchanges or refunds a purchase w hen a custom er is not 
satisfied. Furthermore, it is claimed that this cyber departm ent reduces traffic 
congestion and avoids parking difficulties, because it does not have physical stores or 
car parks, so that customers are directly able to access product inform ation and order 
from hom e (source: www.hansolcs.co.kr) .
5.2.2.2 Generai-Intermediary-Sales (GIS)
ShopN ow.com  is a leading electronic com m erce m arketing com pany that helps 
businesses p articipate i n W  eb-based s hopping. B ased o n i ts f  ull s uite o f  e -com m erce 
solutions, ShopNow.com  claims that it helps custom ers and m erchants safely and easily 
buy and sell m erchandise online. The ShopNow.com  W BSS provides m illions o f  
products and services from m ore than 40,000 merchants. Custom ers can rapidly and 
efficiently search the variety o f  products by com parative shopping functions on 
ShopN ow.com  W BSS (source: w w w.stores.shopnow.com ).
Table 5-3. Case Analysis o f  G eneral-Interm ediary-Sales Type
Case Analysis Domain Characteristics Remarks
ShopNow.com Business
Configuration
• Web-based shopping 
business provider
• Technology outsourcing services
• Supports e-business solutions
Marketing Focus • Mass-marketing • 40,000 merchants
• Millions of products and services
• International marketplace
Strategy Type • Global community • International Business Division
• Alliance and partnership
ShopN ow.com  not only supports technology and outsourcing services to retailers, 
m anufacturers and other businesses, but also launches and m anages W eb-based 
shopping systems on their behalf. Shoppers can purchase desired products and services 
from m erchants located around the world. The m ajor strategic option o f  ShopNow.com
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focuses on the global community. Hence, an International Business Division was 
recently established to expand ShopNow.com into W estern Europe and Asia. From 
North America, this is led by individual divisions, each w ith a good knowledge o f  the 
international marketplace. By pursuing strategic alliances and partnerships in other 
regions o f  the world, ShopNow.com is hoping to accelerate its goal o f  becom ing a pre­
eminent Internet business service provider worldwide (source: www.stores.shopnow.com).
5.2.2.3 Specialized-Direct-Sales (SDS)
Dell.com is one o f  the best examples o f  the specialized direct sales type o f  W BSS. 
Dell.com sells computer equipm ent directly to its custom ers on the W BSS. Dell.com  
currently sells m ore than $14 m illion in PC products over W BSS each day. Its W eb- 
based shopping business has over 25 m illion visits per quarter. By the year 2002, the 
com pany expects to handle half o f  all its business, ranging from  custom er enquiries to 
orders and follow up services, through the SDS type o f  W BSS (source: ww w.dell.com ) .
Table 5-4. Case Analysis o f  Specialized-Direct-Sales Type
Case Analysis Domain Characteristics Remarks
Dell.com Business
Configuration
• Specialized direct 
sales
• Direct sales of computer equipment
• Destroys old competitive advantages
Marketing Focus • Direct marketing • More than $14 million each day
• Over 25 million visits per quarter
• Ease o f navigation
• Up-to-date state of the art products
Strategy Type • Cost • Dramatic drop in costs
• Favourable cash flow
• Near-zero inventory
The chairman o f  Dell.com  has claimed that W eb-based shopping as a new business 
model would facilitate a dramatic drop in costs and destroy old com petitive advantages.
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The advantages o f  the Dell.com model are claimed to include near-zero inventory, less 
risk o f  obsolescence, more state-of-the-art products and a favorable cash flow (Kare- 
Silver, 1998; Kraem er et al., 2000; Peppers and Rogers, 2002). Since M arch 1999, 
Dell.com  and Am azon.com  have agreed to offer linked cyber shops and provide 
custom ized contents for their respective customers. Dell.com  and A m azon.com  can 
therefore offer m utual custom er services, com petitive prices, and ease o f  navigation 
(source: w w w .dell.com ; www.am azon.com ).
5.2.2.4 Specialized-Intermediary-Sales (SIS)
Fastparts.com  trades in  electronic components an d  equipm ent. F astparts.com  i s a n e -  
comm erce systems provider that enables electronic m anufacturers to deliver trading 
exchange, auction and shopping venues. The com pany provides an Internet based 
trading exchange and marketplace for the electronics m anufacturing and assem bly 
industry, as the leading business-to-business provider (source: w w w .fastparts.com ).
Table 5-5. Case Analysis o f  Specialized-Interm ediary-Sales Type
Case Analysis Domain Characteristics Remarks
Fastparts.com Business
Configuration
• Specialized business- 
to-business WBSS
• Trades in electronic components
• Internet auction
• Shopping venues for electronic manufacturing
Marketing
Focus
• Specialized 
mass-marketing
• Selling $140 billion in electronic parts
• $100 million in manufacturing equipment
Strategy Type • Partnerships • Membership management
Fastparts.com  W BSS has sold $140 billion in electronic parts and hundreds o f millions 
o f  dollars in m anufacturing equipment. Fastparts.com  serves as a ‘spot m arket’ where 
OEM s, contract manufacturers, distributors, and part m akers buy and sell electronic
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parts at market-driven prices, providing franchised supply service. In addition, 
FastParts.com periodically offers various inventories to sell its members’ products via 
an Internet auction. Auctions are pre-announced to all members, and bidding is 
generally open for two or three days. Though anyone can use the FastParts.com 
shopping architecture to access information on parts, price and availability, the actual 
bidding, buying or selling of parts requires membership. There is no charge to become a 
member. All members must agree to abide and be bound by the FastParts.com operating 
rules and protocols (source: www.fastnarts.com).
5.3 Distinguishing Characteristics of the Four Categories
We c an analyze t he d istinguishing c haracteristics o f  t he f  our c ategories of WBSS a s 
follows. Firstly, the relationship between seller and WBSS is examined. For example, 
some sellers are themselves owners of the WBSS, whilst others are a lessee or 
brokerage within the WBSS (Darcy, 1999; Bichler, 2001; Looney and Chatteijee, 2002). 
The second focuses on the number of sellers (Turban et al., 2000; Timmers, 2000). The 
third considers product type (Kare-Silver, 1998; Peppers and Rogers, 2002), and the 
fourth, the responsibility of guarantee for the product sold (Turban et al., 2000; Peppers 
and Rogers, 2002). Based on these analyses of each type of WBSS, a suitable firm that 
is well-matched with the four types of WBSS is suggested (Kare-Silver, 1998; Turban 
et al., 2000). Next, we illustrate the strength of the four types of WBSS (Looney and 
Chatteijee, 2002). An attempt is then made to analyze the strategy type of each WBSS, 
in accordance with the strategic options suggested by Wiseman (1985). These are: 
differentiation, cost, innovation, growth and alliance. Differentiation is defined as 
making a distinction between product and service in comparison to a competitor’s. Cost 
is a competitive advantage that is achieved through an increase in competitors’ costs, or 
a d ecrease i n o ne’s o wn c ost. Innovation i s t he a ct t hat r enovates t he p roduct o r t he 
service. Growth is achieved through product variety, the expansion of marketing areas,
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and the increase in the number of business transactions. Alliance gains competitive 
advantage through firms joining together, inter-organisational agreements, and joint 
investment. Finally, we consider critical success f  actors toeontinuously maintain the 
competitive advantage of the four types of WBSS. Critical success factors (CSF) are 
defined as “the limited number of areas in which results, if they are satisfactory, will 
ensure successful competitive performance for the organisation” (Rockart, 1979). 
According to the eight analysis domains defined above, detailed characteristics of four 
types of WBSS are investigated.
5.3.1 General-Direct-Sales (GDS)
The g eneral-direct-sales t ype is applicable to direct sales and multiple products. This 
type uses the WBSS to sell many products that are identical to those of an actual 
department store. As can be seen in the Hansol CSN case, this type is itself an owner of 
the WBSS as well as the only seller, selling several kinds of products to multiple buyers 
throughout the world. The GDS type is therefore directly responsible for the guarantee 
of the product sold.
As seen in the Hansol CSN case, these types of WBSS are in keen competition with 
each other. Therefore, a differentiation strategy will be well-matched with this type, 
with a view to gaining a competitive advantage through differentiation of service or 
product, in comparison to other competitor WBSS.
The strength of the GDS type is that it provides a cyber warehouse which needs less 
initial investment expense and staff requirement, in comparison to actual department 
stores. Therefore, the GDS type can not only make high profits due to a reduction in 
maintenance and other costs, but it can also solve traffic and parking problems, because 
customers do not need to leave home to go shopping.
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The CSF of this type of WBSS are achieved by utilizing customer information and by 
having a creative design of WBSS (Conklin and Tapp, 2000). Firstly, the application of 
consumer information increases customer satisfaction, which itself facilitates a 
successful competitive advantage of this type. This is because utilizing customer 
information can reduce a customer’s search time, through a quick response of product 
and service based on the customer database accumulated by Web-based shopping 
(Timmers, 2000). Secondly, customers indicate that they prefer new and attractive 
features of WBSS, which create a feeling of shopping at a real department store. Thus, 
this type of WBSS needs a creative design based on the latest information 
communication technology (ICT); such as virtual reality, multimedia, being three 
dimensional and intelligent agents (Timmers, 2000). For example, multimedia and 
virtual reality types of architecture are able to present the customer with an interesting 
experience, somewhat similar to shopping at real department stores.
5.3.2 General-Intermediary-Sales (GIS)
The general-intermediary type of WBSS is suitable for indirect sales and multiple 
products. This type includes many shops such as book stores, computer shops, gift 
shops, wine stores, sports stores, and so on. This type of WBSS sells customers various 
kinds of products via several different cyber shops.
In the case of ShopNow.com, there are many sellers dealing in several types of products 
for a variety of customers in the global electronic market. These sellers are lessees 
within the GIS. Thus, the GIS itself has an indirect responsibility for products sold, 
because individual sellers within the GIS are directly responsible for the products.
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This type of WBSS provides a strategic opportunity to small- and medium-sized 
enterprises, which are faced with a shortage of funds, human resources and technical 
expertise in comparison to larger companies. This is because this type of WBSS allows 
relatively easy and low-cost entry o f small- and medium-sized enterprises into Web- 
based shopping business areas. Namely, those small- and medium-sized companies that 
have never carried out traditional online business can undertake Internet business 
thereby extending their marketing territory (Timmers, 2000).
The strength of the GIS type of WBSS is that it provides various cyber malls that 
customers can choose according to their needs and preferences. This kind of selective 
buying can serve as a major attraction to customers, as compared to other types of 
WBSS. However, it is important for shops within GIS to maintain a high quality of 
products and services, because this can influence customer satisfaction, which in turn 
affects the successful diffusion of GIS.
Other types of WBSS cannot establish the variety of shops, nor provide the range of 
products that the GIS type can, due to limited capability such as systems management, 
operating costs and human resources. Therefore, GIS has a competitive advantage over 
other types of WBSS, and has a greater capacity for growth, through its ability to 
provide a diversity of products, a high quality service, and many kinds of shops. Thus, the 
most suitable strategy for the GIS would appear to be a growth strategy.
As seen in the ShopNow.com case, there are many shops and varieties of products 
within the GIS type. When customers visit this type of WBSS to make a purchase, they 
can have difficulty in finding the product best suited to their preference. Therefore, by 
providing a comparative shopping function based on intelligent search engines 
(Schubert et al., 1998; Timmers, 2000), the GIS type of WBSS can support the
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customer in finding the best priced or highest quality products without spending 
considerable time searching for several cyber stores. Thus, the CSF of this type of 
WBSS i s i ts e ffective comparative s hopping function, w hich i n t urn w ill i ncrease i ts 
advantage.
5.3.3 Specialized-Direct-Sales (SDS)
The specialized-direct-sales type is a specialized WBSS dealing with direct sales and 
single products. As can be seen in the case of Dell.com, the seller is identical to the 
owner of the SDS system. Thus, the seller is a single seller as well as an owner of the 
SDS type of WBSS. As a result, the SDS itself bears direct responsibility for the 
product sold.
This type of WBSS provides opportunities for global marketing to manufacturing 
companies and smaller shops, which have limited capital and business resources. For 
example, manufacturing companies can sell products directly to the customer without 
any intermediary. Also, this WBSS type will help smaller shops to become ‘giants of 
marketing’, competing with giant corporations, because physical size is not an 
important factor in determining market strength.
The strength of the SDS type lies in its ability to provide a specialized cyber shop. 
Organisations that have limited resources can efficiently focus their capabilities in 
selling a specialized single product. The initial stage of Dell.com is a major example of 
this type of application.
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The SDS type needs to concentrate on a cost strategy, as in the case of Dell.com, since 
it is necessary to maintain low prices for specialized products, in comparison to other 
types of WBSS, which sells various kinds of products. Through the lowered cost of 
selling products, these kinds of WBSS will have a competitive advantage against 
general types of WBSS.
A CSF for the SDS type of WBSS is specialization. The focus is on one top priority out 
of service, cost, quality or speed related to the Web-based shopping business, in order to 
have a competitive advantage with other WBSS. In addition, people are under 
considerable time constraints in this day and age. If customers discover that this type of 
WBSS makes it easier to purchase the hard-to-find-products they prefer (Hoffman et al., 
1996), customer satisfaction is likely to increase. This is a major advantage of this type 
of WBSS.
5.3.4 Specialized-Intermediary-Sales (SIS)
This type of WBSS sells single products indirectly. This type of WBSS can be thought 
of as the basic level of a virtual organisation that links people, assets and ideas to create 
and distribute products and service (Laudon and Laudon, 2000; Introna, 2001). This is 
because buyers and sellers can negotiate and trade products, services and information in 
real-time, based on a specialized-intermediary-sales shopping architecture.
As can be seen in the case of Fastparts.com, there are many sellers, selling a single 
product, within SIS. These sellers take on the role of broker. Thus, the SIS type itself 
has an indirect responsibility for the product sold, because individual sellers within the 
SIS type of WBSS are directly responsible for the product guarantee.
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The SIS architecture can offer a significant opportunity for auction market, in particular, 
and acts as an intermediary between seller and buyer. Therefore, the SIS type needs to 
be kept up-to-date to provide the most recent data on products and services, because 
companies may want to access the latest information related to their market.
The strength of the SIS type of WBSS is that it plays the role of cyber agent, able to 
support business-to-business electronic commerce. Its role as cyber agent between 
businesses is a basic form of virtual organisation, because the key attribute of a virtual 
organisation is strategic alliances or partnering (Introna, 2001).
As can be seen in the Fastparts.com example, the successful diffusion of this type of 
WBSS will depend on alliances and tight co-ordination with various WBSS. Therefore, 
an alliance strategy is well matched with this type of WBSS in order to gain a 
competitive advantage, because firms can negotiate directly with each other and trade 
products and services with other types of WBSS.
The CSF at play here is risk management. For example, this WBSS type mediates 
business transactions between businesses, so that the SIS type requires strong risk 
management against electronic fraud or theft that can occur in business-to-business 
transactions (Palmer et al., 2000). If the SDS type reduces the risk associated with Web- 
based shopping, customers will trust this architecture to provide a safe and secure 
service. Such trust can lead to a strong competitive advantage for the SDS type in 
comparison to other architectures.
5.4 Summary
In these relatively early days of electronic commerce, WBSS are offering organisations 
new opportunities to undertake Web-based shopping around the world. However, in
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spite of this, many WBSS are disappearing from the Internet business world, whilst 
other organisations such as eBay.com, Amazon.com, and Tesco.com, are growing in 
global electronic markets, providing a new business model. Successfully utilizing and 
upgrading WBSS to survive in the e-business world is still far from easy, apparently. 
Hence the need for research of the kind described here.
WBSS are diffusing rapidly across national boundaries. A growing number of 
companies are taking advantage of WBSS by selling products, services and information, 
ranging from groceries to department stores, from SMEs to large firms, and from young 
organisations to established organisations. WBSS not only increase the ability of 
organisations to trade with customers, but also offer firms a new opportunity to reach 
millions of global clients worldwide. In addition, WBSS have the potential to radically 
change the way businesses interact with their customers. The traditional roles of 
manufacturers, distributors and suppliers are blurring as a result of WBSS. Within the 
Web-based shopping environment, customers should be the ultimate winners, because 
they can quickly compare products and prices from a global range of seller faster and 
more easily than ever before, putting them in a better bargaining position.
Given this as background, this research has attempted to develop a classification model 
of WBSS and to analyze the characteristics o f  four types o f  WBSS. In building this 
model, we have classified WBSS into the following four types: 1) general-direct-sales 
(GDS); 2) general-intermediary-sales (GIS); 3) specialized-direct-sales (SDS); an d 4) 
specialized-intermediary-sales (SIS). The classification model provides what is hoped to 
be a useful theoretical background for further studies of WBSS.
This chapter has analyzed the major characteristics of the four types of WBSS utilizing 
appropriate examples from practice. As a result of this analysis, specific characteristics 
are synthesized in Table 5-6.
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Table 5-6. Characteristics of the Four Types of WBSS
Analysis Types o f  W BSS
Domain GDS GIS SDS SIS
Seller Character • Owner • Lessee • Host • Brokerage
Seller Number • Single • Multiple • Single • Multiple
Product Type • Multiple • Multiple • Single • Single
Guarantee of 
Product Sold
• Direct • Indirect • Direct • Indirect
Suitable Firm • Department Store • Small-medium 
Enterprise
• Shop
• Manufacture
• Auction
Strength • Cyber Warehouse • Cyber Malls • Cyber Shop • Cyber Agent
Strategy Type • Differentiation • Growth • Cost • Alliance
CSF
•Dynamic information 
•Creative development 
of WBSS
• Diversification
• Support of comp­
arative shopping
• Specialization
• Easy buying of 
had-to-findproduct
• Connection
• Risk
Management
As shown in Table 5-6, the four kinds o f  W BSS have different characteristics, w ith each 
having their own strengths and weaknesses as an enabler o f  new business. As such, the 
developm ent o f  new business processes, strategic planning, and system  architectures 
should be necessary for success. The characteristics o f  the four categories o f  W BSS 
provide insight for researchers investigating new research subjects related to W eb-based 
shopping and Internet business, and potentially helpful guidelines for practitioners 
seeking ways to gain sustainable advantages over their com petitors from e-business.
However, since this research is a n  exploratory study on W BSS, the num ber o f  cases 
analyzed to explain each type is limited. Therefore, it m ay be fruitful for further 
research to analyze more cases to test the utility o f  the proposed m odel, in particular 
focusing on certain types o f  W BSS architecture. In addition, there are like to be some 
exam ples that do not fit the four types o f  WBSS identified. For example, Am azon.com  
is well known as a specialized book-selling dot-com  company. However, Am azon.com
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is actually selling other products such as CDs, software and so on. Thus, it is necessary 
to be cautious in applying the model.
We can now recapitulate the main points of this research. This study marks one of the 
first steps in a new research area within the field of WBSS. It has attempted to 
demonstrate the key characteristics of WBSS by identifying:
• What types of WBSS exist.
• How each type of WBSS enables new business for electronic commerce.
• What CSF is effective for each of the four type of WBSS identified.
• What strategic options are available in WBSS diffusion.
It is hoped that this groundwork, and the subsequent results generated by the study, can 
provide both theoretical and practical contributions. From the theoretical perspective, 
this study proposes a model of WBSS classification and characteristics of four types of 
WBSS. It can therefore be utilized in research related to Web-based shopping and 
electronic commerce by providing theoretical basis for further study. From the practical 
perspective, since organisations around the world are interested in the Internet business, 
there is hope that this study will pave potential guidelines for organisations looking for 
appropriate ways of undertaking Web-based shopping business.
Finally, based on a wide-ranging analysis of the four type of WBSS, our knowledge 
and understanding of the phenomenon of WBSS diffusion has been much upgraded. 
This background understanding of WBSS enables us to derive a meaningful and solid 
research model in chapter 6. Furthermore, the classification model suggested in this 
chapter will be used as a theoretical framework for examining the systemic 
implications related to the WBSS strategic planning. On this basis, the following 
chapter is devoted to dealing with the process of developing the research model.
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Chapter 6. Towards a Research Model of WBSS Diffusion
6.1 Introduction
Business on the back of Web-based shopping systems (WBSS) appears to be 
revolutionizing the way customers and organisations interact, independent of the 
temporal and spatial constraints associated with traditional forms of business. In 
addition, WBSS appear to offer new opportunities for organisations, in the form of 
increased market access and information, decreased operating and business costs, 
providing high-quality products, rapid service, and greater shopping convenience to 
customers and businesses. However, as we have seen, some e-businesses, so called dot­
coms, are vanishing beyond the Internet business while others succeed. What makes 
organisations thrive in the Web-based shopping business, while others fail? Only 
limited research has been undertaken in this field of interest that takes into account the 
global phenomenon of WBSS diffusion.
As stated, WBSS are network systems that connect customers, businesses, suppliers, 
collaborators and even competitors, enabling organisations to conduct new digital 
business not undertaken previously (Korper and Ellis, 2000). WBSS are thus creating a 
new digital infrastructure that can integrate economic, social activities, commerce, 
entertainment and education. The extent o f  WBSS diffusion is, however, different in  
various organisational circumstances (Korper and Ellis, 2000; Arlitt et al., 2001), due to 
differences in organisational capability, financial resources, and Internet technical 
expertise. For example, some WBSS carry out their business transactions with 
customers, based on a simple Web site, while well-known dot-coms such as 
Amazon.com, eBay.com and Tesco.com incorporate their WBSS applications into 
payment systems, security systems, certification systems, supply chain management 
systems, customer relation management (CRM) systems and so on.
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As discussed already in chapter 2, WBSS are different from traditional information 
systems. Therefore, it is inappropriate simply to apply mechanistically previous ICT 
diffusion models (ref. chapter 3), when studying the diffusion of WBSS. Thus, the goals 
of this chapter are to present a detailed research model of WBSS diffusion, identifying 
fundamental factors related to WBSS diffusion specifically. That is, based on the 
conceptual research framework developed from data obtained by the review of previous 
ICT diffusion research (ref. Figure 3-1), this study attempts to modify earlier research 
results in order to identify the research variables that may facilitate and can explain the 
phenomenon of WBSS diffusion. The research model is used to develop a set of 
hypotheses that w ill drive the empirical w ork i n a ssessing t he d iffusion o f  WBSS in 
different national contexts. Since little comprehensive research has been undertaken, the 
research model presented in this chapter may be a step towards developing a growing 
body of research for the Web-based shopping and electronic commerce.
6.2 Research Variables
This research will form a backdrop for further research on WBSS and electronic 
commerce, by investigating new fundamental variables that are closely related to WBSS 
diffusion. In order to do this, and related to the conceptual research framework (see 
Figure 3-1), this chapter identifies research variables that may influence the process 
leading to the diffusion of WBSS. As can be seen from the conceptual research 
framework illustrated in Figure 3-1 at the end of chapter 3, there are five categories of 
variables: one category of dependent variables and four categories of independent 
variables. On the basis of this theoretical background, firstly dependent variables (that 
may measure the extent of WBSS diffusion), and then four categories of independent 
variables (that may facilitate WBSS diffusion), are identified.
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6.2.1 Dependent Variables: Extent of WBSS Diffusion
6.2.1.1 Observation
W BSS link organisations with clients such as custom ers and businesses via the Internet 
(Arlitt et al., 2001). According to Korper and Ellis (2000), W BSS are global-oriented 
network systems which consist o f  back-end systems, W eb-servers and front-end clients, 
as illustrated in Figure 6-1. It appears that the extent o f W BSS diffusion seems to 
depend on three major domains: organisations running the WBSS application, the 
clients such as customers and businesses accessing W BSS, and the W BSS itself 
carrying out global W eb-based shopping. On the basis o f  this observation, the dependent 
variables are thus measured from three perspectives: the organisation, the custom er and 
the systems.
Front-End ClientsBack-End Systems Internal Transaction » Weo Servers
Organisational Aspect C ustom er A spect
System s A spect
Figure 6-1. Extent o f  WBSS Diffusion (Korper and Ellis, 2000)
6.2.1.2 Operationalization
In order to m easure the extent o f W BSS diffusion in term s o f  1) the extent o f  W BSS 
access from the perspective o f  the custom er, 2) the extent o f internal usage o f  the 
WBSS within the organisation, and 3) the extent o f  integration o f  the W BSS application 
in systems term s, these variables need to be operationalized.
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First, the extent of WBSS access by customer refers to how widely the WBSS is 
accessed by the customer for Web-based shopping: for example, the extent of usage by 
customers (Heikkila et al., 2001; Slyke et al., 2002; Looney and Chatteijee, 2002), the 
extent of the growing number of business transactions on WBSS (Korper and Ellis, 
2000; Arlitt et al., 2001; Looney and Chatteijee, 2002), and the extent of services used 
by customers (Baty and Lee, 1995; Heikkila et al., 2001; Slyke et al., 2002).
Second, the extent of internal usage of WBSS shows how diversely WBSS is used by 
internal users within an organisation: for example, the degree of internal usage of the 
WBSS for communication purposes (Koufaris et al., 1999; Korper and Ellis, 2000), the 
degree of information sharing on WBSS within the company (Salam et al., 1999; 
Korper and Ellis, 2000; Tiwana and Ramesh, 2001), and the degree of improvement in 
communications after using the WBSS (Salam et al., 1999; Korper and Ellis, 2000; 
Tiwana and Ramesh, 2001).
Third, the extent of integration of the WBSS application is likely to vary between 
WBSS. For example, some organisations are running WBSS based on payment systems 
and database systems, whilst others are carrying out Web-based shopping transactions 
based on security systems, intelligent agents technology, supply chain management 
systems, customer relation management (CRM) systems and so on. Therefore, the 
extent of integration of the WBSS application may be measured by evaluating the 
following: the degree of integration with various other systems such as payment 
mechanisms, search engines, security systems, and Intranet systems (Jutla et al., 1999, 
Korper and Ellis, 2000; Papazoglou, 2001); the extent of use of the WBSS application 
as compared to competitors in the same industry (Choi et al., 1998; Korper and Ellis, 
2000; Kampas, 2000), and the degree of integration with other system applications such 
as such as supply chain management systems, customer relationship management 
systems, o re  ertification sy stems (Rachlevsky-Reich e t al., 1999; F ratemali a nd P aolini, 
2000; Korper and Ellis, 2000; Kampas, 2000).
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Table 6-1. Operationalization of Dependent Variables
Aspect Description
• Customer Extent of WBSS Access by Customer:
• the extent of usage by customers
• the extent of the growing number of business transactions
• the extent of the services used by customers
• Organisation Extent of Internal Usage of WBSS:
• the degree of internal usage of WBSS for communication
• the degree of information sharing on WBSS within the company
• the degree of improvement in communications after using the WBSS
• Systems Extent of Integration of WBSS Application:
• the degree of integration with various other systems such as payment 
mechanisms, search engines, security systems, and Intranet systems
• the extent of use o f WBSS application as compared to competitors in 
the same industry
• the degree of the integration with other system applications such as 
supply chain management systems or CRM systems
6.2.1.3 Survey Items
This study extends this earlier research by deriving survey items for the extent o f  W BSS 
diffusion based on the above conceptual suggestions. In particular, m easurem ent scales 
are developed, as follows:
• Extent of WBSS Access by Customer:
(1) W BSS are frequently used by customers.
(2) The num ber o f  transactions on W BSS is growing.
(3) Services provided by W BSS are extensively used by customers.
• Extent of Internal Usage of the WBSS:
(4) Internal staff o f  our com pany use the W BSS for com m unication.
(5) The W BSS have encouraged sharing o f  inform ation w ithin our company.
(6) O ur com pany has seen an im provem ent in com m unications after using the WBSS.
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• Extent of Integration of WBSS Application:
(7) Our WBSS are integrated with various other systems such as payment 
mechanisms, search engines, security systems, and Intranet systems.
(8) The level of our WBSS application is high compared with competitors in our 
industry.
(9) Our WBSS are highly coupled with other application systems such as supply 
chain management systems, customer relationship management systems, or 
certification systems.
In this section, the dependent variables -  the extent of WBSS diffusion -  are 
operationalized and associated survey questioned are developed. On this basis, this 
research attempts to examine whether the four classes of independent variables are 
related to the extent of WBSS diffusion. In line with this, according to Pries-Heje 
(2002; 128), “diffusionbegins after the initial resistance offered by the consumers is 
overcome ... if the resistance is too high, the innovation dies and there is no diffusion.” 
Even though many dot-coms collaped early in 2000, the diffusion of Web-based 
shopping business and electronic commerce is continuous (Porter, 2001; Feeny, 2001; 
Howcroft, 2001; Rifkin and Kurtzman, 2002; Pinker et al., 2002; Looney and Chatteijee, 
2002). Based on this observation, this research will propose the research hypotheses in 
the p ositive p erspective in t erms o f W BSS d iffusion. F our c ategories o f  i ndependent 
variables -  external market, external technical, internal organisational, and internal 
system factors -  are discussed below.
6.2.2 External Market Factors
Whereas initially the Internet was perceived as a source of information for researchers, 
it has now become the fastest growing market place for global business (Riggins, 1999; 
Mahadevan, 2 000; W atson e t a 1., 2 000; P orter, 2001). A sm  entioned i n t he 1 iterature
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review, WBSS can enable organisations to create a global electronic market for selling 
and buying products, information and services. Therefore, external market factors are 
critical elements that could be expected to affect WBSS diffusion. Several market 
variables identified in previous research include customer concerns, a customer-oriented 
view, business partnerships, competitive pressure, frequent access by customers, 
customer support and so on (Krcmar and Lucas, 1991; Bouchard, 1993; Auger and 
Gallaugher, 1997; Loh and Ong, 1998; Sheng et al., 1998; Rai et al., 1998). However, 
this study attempts to introduce new variables, because the external market factors are 
one of the distinguishing elements in the WBSS diffusion model. Thus, digital business 
is selected as one of the notable variables that have not been clarified in IS research to 
date (Tapscott, 1995; Hammond, 1996; Choi and Whinston, 2000, Barua et al., 2000). 
The global electronic market also appears from recent research on the electronic 
marketplace (Swaminathan et al., 1999; Nour and Fadlalla, 2000). A factor associated 
with market dynamism also appears from recent marketing research (Maltz and Kohli, 
1996). Finally, a factor associated with customer segmentation arises from recent 
Internet research (Lee et al., 2000; Baker et al., 2001). These four variables -  digital 
business, global electronic markets, market dynamism and customer segmentation -  have 
not been investigated in the context of WBSS research to date. Therefore, this research 
will be the first to empirically examine the extent of their impact on the diffusion of 
WBSS. Each of the variables is explained in more detail below, with hypotheses being 
identified and operationalized for the purpose of the empirical phase of this research.
6.2.2.1 Global Electronic Markets
1) Observation
Internet technologies are providing global electronic markets which act as an 
intermediary between seller and buyer, and merchant and customer (Schubert and Selz,
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2000; Nour and Fadlalla, 2000). These global electronic markets enable a wide range of 
seller and customer activities to converge into value-creating activities, including 
marketing, order processing, distribution, payments and production that involve several 
separate firms (Strader and Shaw, 1997; Lindemann and Schmid, 1999; Porter, 2001). 
As a result, “global electronic markets are the foundation of electronic commerce” 
(Strader and Shaw, 1997; 187), shaped by the high connectivity and interactivity of 
Internet technologies (Dutta and Segev, 2001). A number of electronic markets are 
available to customers to buy products ranging from CDs to automobiles (Lindemann 
and Schmid, 1999; Nour and Fadlalla, 2000). WBSS enable firms to provide global 
electronic markets in diverse business ranges, such as auction houses, stock exchanges, 
retailers, digital products and so on. Thus, WBSS diffusion will be positively affected 
by the degree of expansion of global electronic markets in the industry. Based on this 
observation, the following hypothesis is proposed:
2) Hypothesis
H I: The extent of the expansion of the global electronic markets within an industry is 
positively related to the extent of WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
Global electronic market factors are measured by the following: the extent of the 
expansion of electronic commerce in an industry, as compared to other industries 
(Corbitt, 2000; Chircu and Kauffman, 2000; Kshetri and Dholakia, 2002); the extent of 
the expansion of Internet commerce with other organisations in an industry, as 
compared to other industries (Poon and Swatman, 1999; Timmers, 2000); the extent of 
the expansion of Web-based shopping with customers in an industry, as compared to 
other industries (Jones and Vijayasarathy, 1998; Nour and Fadlalla, 2000; Elliot and 
Fowell, 2000), and the extent of the expansion of WBSS applications in an industry, as 
compared to other industries (Korper and Ellis, 2000; Arlitt et al., 2001; Looney and 
Chatteijee, 2002).
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4) Survey Items
Based on the above conceptual suggestions proposed earlier by various researchers, it is 
possible to extend their work by developing a number of items that may be used in the 
survey to measure the global electronic market for particular industries as follows:
(1) The amount of electronic commerce generally within our industry is quickly 
expanding, as compared to other industries.
(2) Internet commerce with other firms within our industry is quickly expanding, as 
compared to other industries.
(3) Web-based shopping by customers within our industry is quickly expanding, as 
compared to other industries.
(4) The number of WBSS applications within our industry is quickly expanding, as 
compared to other industries.
6.2.2.2 Digital Business
1) Observation
“The fact that images, sounds and words can be stored in bits and bytes makes it 
possible to transfer them in seconds, from one place to another, even if they are 
thousands of miles apart” (Van Hout and Bekkers, 2000; 200). Organisations can 
deliver digital business products such as news, literary works, images, music, 
information, books, magazines, movies, electronic games and software on WBSS 
anytime, and given the availability of the necessary technological infrastructure, 
anywhere in the world. Thus, it has been argued that digital business is turning the 
commercial world upside down (Tapscott, 1995; Hammond, 1996; Barua et al., 2000; 
Ba et al., 2002). For example, UK Yalplay.com is selling a range of CDs, minidisks, 
videos, DVDs and computer games online (www.valplay.com). Furthermore, digital 
product companies like Yahoo, eBay, and America Online offer content and services 
directly over WBSS (Barua et al., 2000). Some companies provide intangible services
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such as consultation, counselling and advice online (e.g. www.uk.andersen.com). Thus, 
digital business via WBSS is recognised by many companies as an enabler of new 
business opportunities. This is because “digital business not only takes advantage of the 
digitization of the market mechanism, but also the distribution mechanism, resulting in 
very low transaction costs” (Strader and Shaw, 1997; 196). As such, the degree of 
digital business in an industry will positively influence the extent of WBSS diffusion. 
Based on this observation, the following hypothesis is proposed:
2) Hypothesis
H2: The extent of digital business within an industry is positively related to the extent of 
WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
According to Timmers (2000), we can classify digital business into two groups: 1) 
‘doing business’ through digital products; and 2) ‘supporting business’ through digital 
information. Based on this classification, this study focuses on measuring digital 
business from the first perspective -  ‘doing business’. This is because the first 
perspective is closely matched with the characteristics of WBSS as a global maketing 
channel. In other words, this research measures the extent of the expansion of the digital 
business transaction (Strader and Shaw, 1997; Timmers, 2000; Van Hout and Bekkers,
2000), the increase in the quantity of digital business products (Bakos and Brynjolfsson, 
1999; Timmers, 2000; Gallaugher et al., 2001), the growth of digital business and the 
size of digital business within an industry (Strader and Shaw, 1997; Timmers, 2000; Ba 
et al., 2002), as compared with other industries.
4) Survey Items
Based on the above operationalizations, this study develops survey items, according to 
the conceptual suggestions provided by Strader and Shaw (1997), Bakos and 
Brynjolfsson (1999), Timmers (2000), Van Hout and Bekkers (2000), Gallaugher et al.
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(2001), and Ba et al. (2002), it being noted that they did not provide an associated 
measurement scale.
(1) Digital business transactions within our industry are increasing, as compared with 
other industries.
(2) The quantity of digital business products within our industry is increasing, as 
compared with other industries.
(3) The amount of digital business trade within our industry is growing, as compared 
with other industries.
(4) Firms doing digital business within our industry are expanding, as compared with 
other industries.
6.2.2.3 Market Dynamism
1) Obesrvation
Market dynamism is “the rate of change in customers’ preferences and competitors’ 
actions” (Maltz and Kohil, 1996; 52). Companies acting in dynamic markets need to 
follow changes in their markets more frequently than firms in relatively stable markets 
(Fisher et al., 1997). For example, a company’s products and services are likely to 
require speedy modification in dynamic markets, such as the apparel industry where 
customers’ preferences may change considerably (Homburg et al., 1999). Recently, 
Internet technologies have changed the means by  which customers and organisations 
interact, such as setting new business processes, reducing transaction costs, improving 
customer relationships and providing new business opportunities (Gebauer et al., 2000; 
Rosen and Howard, 2000). In order to cope with today’s real time Web-based shopping 
activities, organisations need to quickly identify and respond to customer needs and 
changing market conditions, according to Lindroos (1997), Iyer and Gupta (2000), and 
Elliot and Fowell (2000). As an enabler of new business, WBSS have distinguishing 
advantages i n m eeting v arious c ustomer preferences, a global m arket a nd c ompetitor
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information quickly. As such, these characteristics of WBSS appear to facilitate 
organisations in dealing with changing customer preferences, competitors’ actions and 
dynamic market environments. Thus, it can be argued that the extent of market 
dynamism in an industry will positively influence the extent of WBSS diffusion. Based 
on this observation, the following hypothesis is proposed:
2) Hypothesis
H3: The extent of the market dynamism within an industry is positively related to the 
extent of WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
The market dynamism factor is measured by the following items adapted from Maltz 
and Kohil (1996): the extent of change in competitor’s products; the extent of change in 
customer preferences in product features; the extent of change in competitors’ selling 
strategies; the extent of change in competitors’ advertising strategies; and the extent of 
change in the price customers expect to pay.
4) Survey Items
Thus, market dynamism can be measured by five items which this study has adopted 
from Maltz and Kohil (1996):
(1) Competitors’ products quickly change in the industry which our company belongs 
to.
(2) Customer’s preferences for product features quickly change in the industry which 
our company belongs to.
(3) Competitors’ selling strategies quickly change in the industry which our company 
belongs to.
(4) Competitors’ advertising strategies quickly change in the industry which our 
companys belong to.
(5) The prices customers expect to pay change quickly in the industry which our
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company belongs to.
6.2.2.4 Customer Segmentation
1) Observation
“One of the key characteristics of the e-business world is that companies will inevitably 
move more and more into a customer-centric paradigm in order to increase 
competitiveness” (Papazoglou, 2001; 71). “Customer segmentation is of paramount 
importance to marketers because it helps better understand their shoppers and their 
needs” (Lee et al., 2000; 21). Customer segmentation includes knowing target 
customers, their characteristics, their Web-based shopping activities and their shopping 
expectations such as timeliness, customization and accuracy (Miller, 2000; 93). 
Recently, “many companies’ Web sites try to be all things to all people, with the result 
that nobody is satisfied” (Siegel, 2000; 26). Therefore, it is important to know who the 
customers are, who is accessing or will access the WBSS. For example, Fastparts.com’s 
target customer is the electronic manufacturing industry, whilst Babyplanet.com is 
focusing sales on baby clothes. A detailed evaluation and understanding of target 
customers can enable organisations to establish an appropriate marketing strategy, with 
the expectation of giving them a competitive advantage. Thus, it can be argued that 
WBSS diffusion will be positively affected by a profound understanding of customer 
segmentation. Based on this observation, the following hypothesis is proposed:
2) Hypothesis
H4: The extent of target customer segmentation within a global electronic market 
is positively related to the extent of WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
The extent of the customer segmentation can be measured by the following items: the
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degree of segmentation of target customers in the global electronic market (Miller, 
2000; Peppers and Rogers, 2002); the degree of awareness of characteristics of target 
customers in the global electronic market (Miller, 2000; Peppers and Rogers, 2002); the 
degree of understanding of Web-based shopping activities of target customers in the 
global electronic market (Lee et al., 2000; Slyke et al., 2002), and the degree of 
understanding of customer expectations of Web-based shopping in the global electronic 
market (Miller, 2000; Lee et al., 2000; Slyke et al., 2002).
4) Survey Items
The survey items related to customer segmentation, based on the conceptual suggestions 
offered by Miller (2000), Lee et al. (2000), Peppers and Rogers (2002) and Slyke et al.
(2002) help to provide an actual measurement scale for customer segmentation that was 
previously missing. They are:
(1) Our company focuses on detailed target customers in the global electronic market.
(2) Our company is aware of the characteristics of target customers in the global 
electronic market.
(3) Our company understands Web-based shopping activities of target customers in 
the global electronic market.
(4) Our company understands customer expectations of Web-based shopping in the 
global electronic market.
6.2.3 External Technical Factors
ICT innovation diffusion is “a form of technological change that is shaped by the 
characteristics of information and information processing” (Monk, 1987). So, ICT 
innovation diffusion may produce “not only a dramatic shift in the technological base of 
modem societies but a dramatic social revolution as well” (Halal, 1993). Therefore,
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external technical factors are likely to have a significant influence on the conversion 
from organisational information systems to global WBSS. Before the Internet was used 
as a commercial channel, the external technical factors that were most often studied in 
ICT diffusion research were compatibility, relative advantage and complexity (Tomatzky 
and Klein, 1982; Moore and Benbaset, 1991; Rogers, 1995; McMaster et al., 1997). 
However, this research focus has changed since around mid 1990, with the emergence of 
the Internet and electronic commerce. For example, there are some kinds of external 
technical factors, which are different from those identified previously, such as network 
performance, telecommunication infrastructure, marketing efforts by IT vendors, 
technology innovation and availability of Internet payment applications (Premkumar et 
al., 1994; Rai et al., 1998; Foo and Hui, 1998; Press et al., 1998; Santos and Peffers, 
1998; Corbitt, 2000; Storey et al., 2000; Standing and Vasudavan, 2000). This is 
because Internet technologies are an example of technology innovation that facilitates 
new and innovative activity at the individual, organisational and social levels (Wigand, 
1997; Nambisan and Wang, 1999). Therefore, it might be expected that such external 
technical factors will affect the extent of WBSS diffusion, given the global orientation of 
WBSS networks.
On the basis of these observations, the factors associated with trialability (Rogers, 1995) 
and feasibility (Laudon and Laudon, 2000) are chosen for examining their influence on 
WBSS diffusion. This is because it seems that organisations based on globally-oriented 
network systems, such as WBSS, need to test the availability of Internet technology 
before making large scale investments. Furthermore, interactivity and connectivity are 
chosen from recent Internet business research (Dutta and Segev, 2001; 7), because these 
two variables seem to explain the characteristics of Internet technology very well. The 
three variables -  interactivity, connectivity and feasibility -  will be empirically examined 
in terms of their impacts on WBSS diffusion -  aspects that have not been examined in this
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context until now. The rationale for these variables is provided in the following section.
6.2.3.1 Interactivity
1) Observation
Internet technologies are providing interactive applications that can be customized for 
multiple purposes and audiences (Laudon and Laudon, 2000; Looney and Chatteijee, 
2002). Interactivity of Internet technology relates to its real-time and online nature. This 
enhances the richness of customer relationships and creates new paradigms of customer 
service and product selling between organisations and customers, according to Dutta 
and Segev (2001; 7). One good example of the interactivity of Internet technology is 
that it is possible for businesses to create Web sites that will allow them to entice 
customers to participate in the e-business experience. The buyer and seller on WBSS 
could increase interactions through interactive Internet technologies such as Web sites, 
e-mail, Internet chat-rooms and Web conferencing (Hoffman et al., 1996; Laudon and 
Laudon, 2000). This kind of global interactivity of Internet technologies is less 
prevalent with previous generations of ICT. Thus, the high interactivity of Internet 
technologies is positively to influence the extent of WBSS diffusion. Based on this 
observation, the following hypothesis is proposed:
2) Hypothesis
H5: The extent of perceived interactivity of Internet technologies is positively related to 
the extent of WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
Interactivity is measured by the degree to which Internet technology can interact with 
global customers online. Thus, the intention of this research is to measure this
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interactivity by examining how partipants in the survey subjectively perceive the extent 
of interactivity of Internet technology (Vijayasarathy and Jones, 2001; Essler and 
Whitaker, 2001). For example, WWW is an indispensable piece of technology for any 
WBSS. Thus, the intention of this study is to measure this interactivity by the degree to 
which a Web site can interact with global customers online (Dutta and S egev, 1999; 
Pramataris et al., 2001).
4) Survey Items
The s urvey i terns for i nteractivity are d evelped on the b asis o f  the above c onceptual 
suggestions proposed by Dutta and Segev (1999), Pramataris et al. (2001), 
Vijayasarathy and Jones (2001), and Essler and Whitaker (2001), as follows:
(1) Our company perceives that Internet technology enhances the richness of 
customer relationships online.
(2) Our company perceives that Internet technology enables our organisation to 
provide better customer service online.
(3) Our company perceives that Internet technology allows our organisation to entice 
customers to participate in the e-business experience.
(4) Our company perceives that a Web site is good technology to interact with global 
customers online.
(5) Our company perceives that a Web site will increase interactivity with customers 
online.
(6) Our company perceives that a Web site allows our organisation to reach new 
customers online.
6.2.3.2 Connectivity
1) Observation
Connectivity is “the ability of computers and computer-based devices to communicate
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with one another and to share information in a meaningful way without human 
intervention” (Laudon and Laudon, 2000; 276). The open nature of Internet technology 
is promoting connectivity that fosters the creation of a global market space (Dutta and 
Segev, 2001; 7). Furthermore, various kinds of WBSS based on TCP/IP would be able 
to communicate, even if based on different hardware and software platforms (Korper 
and Ellis, 2000; Arlitt et al., 2001). “The radical increase in connectivity enabled by the 
Internet technology is giving rise to new communication and co-ordination mechanisms 
both across organisations and customers, and also with groups of customers themselves” 
(Dutta and Segev, 1999). The Internet’s global connectivity provides WBSS with links 
directly to customers, business partners or even competitors. Based on these 
observations, the following hypothesis is proposed:
2) Hypothesis
H6: The extent of perceived connectivity of Internet technologies is positively related to 
the extent of WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
WWW is one of the essential technologies for WBSS. Connectivity can be measured by 
the degree to which one Web site based on TCP/IP can be connected to another or to any 
information systems without any intervention (Korper and Ellis, 2000; Arlitt et al.,
2001). On this basis, this study will measure connectivity by investigating the ways in 
which survey participants perceive the extent of connectivity of Internet technology 
(Dutta and Segev, 1999; Laudon and Laudon, 2000).
4) Survey Items
This study develops survey items based on the above operationalizations in terms of the 
connectivity of Internet technology (Dutta and Segev, 1999; Laudon and Laudon, 2000; 
Korper and Ellis, 2000; Arlitt et al., 2001) as follows:
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(1) Our company perceives that Internet technology will promote connectivity to 
communicate with different hardware and software platforms.
(2) Our company perceives that Internet technology will increase new 
communication and co-ordination mechanisms both across organisations and 
customers.
(3) Our company perceives that Internet technology will provide our organisation 
with links to suppliers and business partners.
(4) Our company perceives that our Web site can be easily connected to another 
without any intervention.
(5) Our company perceives that our Web site can be easily connected to any 
information systems without any intervention.
6.2.3.3 Feasibility
1) Observation
“Internet technology provides better opportunities for companies to establish distinctive 
strategic positionings than did previous generations of information technology” (Porter, 
2001; 64). Although Internet technologies have a potentially valuable capability, their 
feasibility is important and should be considered by organisations when adopting them 
(Perkowitz and Etzioni, 2000). Feasibility in this context has been defined as “the 
degree to which a proposed Internet technology can be implemented with the existing 
hardware, software, and technical resources” (Laudon and Laudon, 2000; 348). For 
example, if Internet technologies have technical characteristics that incorporate within 
existing network protocols and multiple hardware platforms, this will facilitate further 
adoption. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the extent of WBSS diffusion would 
be positively affected by the extent of feasibility of Internet technologies with existing
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IS/IT infrastructure. Based on this observation, the following hypothesis is proposed:
2) Hypothesis
H7: The extent of perceived feasibility of Internet technologies is positively related to 
the extent of WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
Feasibility will be measured by the degree to which the Internet technology can be 
implemented with the existing hardware, software, and technical resources (Laudon and 
Laudon, 2000). As mentioned previously, WBSS consists of several kinds of Internet 
technologies and systems. Among them, WWW is indispensable to WBSS. Therefore, 
feasibility will be measured by the degree to which a WWW can be implemented with 
the existing hardware, software and technical resources (Laudon and Laudon, 2000; 
Perkowitz and Etzioni, 2000).
4) Survey Items
The survey items to measure the feasibility variable are developed based on the above 
conceptual definition suggested by Laudon and Laudon (2000), and Perkowitz and 
Etzioni (2000):
(1) Our company perceives that the Web site could be easily implemented with the 
existing hardware environment.
(2) Our company perceives that the Web site could be easily implemented with the 
existing software environment.
(3) Our company perceives that the Web site could be easily implemented with the 
existing technical resources.
(4) Our organisation perceives that Web site development is a simple process.
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6.2.3.4 Trialability
1) Observation
Trialability is the degree to which a new technology may be experimented with on a 
trial basis (Rogers, 1995). Organisations evaluate Internet technology in terms of 
whether the investment is effective or beneficial before making a large scale investment 
(Karahanna et al., 1999). I f  Internet technology has high trialability due to the small 
capital investment and low technical expertise required, it may be expected to affect the 
extent of WBSS diffusion. For example, by using Web browsers, organisations can 
easily build simple Web sites in order to test the possibility of Internet business. If there 
is this possibility, they can upgrade simple Web sites to WBSS by adding a payment 
system, a database system, a security system and so on. Therefore, it can be argued that 
high trialability of Internet technologies will positively f  acilitate the extent of WBSS 
diffusion. Based on this observation, the following hypothesis is proposed:
2) Hypothesis
H8: The extent of perceived trialability of Internet technologies is positively related to 
the extent of WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
Trialability is measured by the degree to which the Internet technology can be trialed 
(Rogers, 1995). For example, a Web site is a common Internet technology of WBSS. 
Trialability is therefore measured by the degree to which a Web site can be trialed 
before the establishment of WBSS.
4) Survey Items
As Karahanna et al. (1999) measured trialability by examining Windows technology, the 
questions from that study are adapted for this research. Thus, trialability is measured in 
the following way:
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(1) Before d eciding o n whether o r n ot t o a dopt WBSS, o ur o rganisation w ould b e 
able to use the Web site on a trial basis.
(2) Before d eciding o n w hether o r n ot t o a dopt WBSS, o ur o rganisation w ould b e 
able to properly try out the Web site to check the possibility of Internet business.
(3) A Web site is useful to test what it can do for Internet business on a trial basis.
6.2.4 Internal Organisational Factors
Organisational factors are regarded as an important antecedent in the literature on 
information systems (Swanson, 1994; Tabor, 2000). For a long time, researchers have 
tried to explain what kinds of factors shape the organisational use of ICT (e.g. Zmud, 
1982; Brancheau and Wetherbe, 1990; Grover and Goslar, 1993; Belassi and Fadlalla, 
1998; Cheung and Lee, 2000). In this context, research on organisational factors 
considers the structure and processes of an organisation that might facilitate the 
diffusion of ICT. In previous research, several kinds of organisational factors have been 
defined: perceived ease of use, trustworthiness, executive sponsor, organisational 
commitment, top management support, internal communication, education, organisation 
culture, corporate strategy, experimenting with a new marketing tool and so on 
(Brancheau and Wetherbe, 1990; Romm et al., 1996; Auger and Gallaugher, 1997; Loh 
and Ong, 1998; Belassi and Fadlalla, 1998; Cheung and Lee, 2000; Corbitt, 2000; 
Standing and Vasudavan, 2000). While such variables have been identified from 
previous research on internal organisational factors, they are limited in explaining a global 
phenomenon of WBSS diffusion adequately, simply because it is a global phenomenon. 
Thus, it will be valuable if our research attempted to explain WBSS diffusion according 
to factors more relevant to Web-based shopping business and electronic commerce. On 
the basis of this observation, e-business planning is chosen from recent electronic 
commerce research (Kalakota and Robinson, 1999; Korper and Ellis, 2000). Risk 
management (Cule et al., 2000) is selected from the latest research on Internet systems
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projects. Customer service quality is selected as a factor to investigate its effect on WBSS 
diffusion from recent Internet commerce research (Korper and Ellis, 2000; Elliot and 
Fowell, 2000; Liu et al., 2000). Knowledge intensity is selected for study from recently 
conducted IS research on IT-intensive value innovation (Davenport and Klahr, 1998; El 
Sawy et al., 1999). The three organisation factors -  e-business planning, risk management 
and knowledge intensity -  are empirically tested for the first time in IS research in this 
study. The reasons for the choice of these variables are based on the following.
6.2.4.1 E-business Planning
1) Observation
According to the Times European Top 500 survey, many organisations have failed to 
realize e-business as more than simply computerization or a way to electronically 
enable commerce (Bicknell, 1998). “E-business must be approached with the core 
components of selling products and services, providing customer support and service, 
marketing, sales, and communication with distributors, suppliers and other trading 
partners” (Korper and Ellis, 2000; 232). This is because e-business is not only an IT 
function, but also a critical element of organisations’ core business (ibid.; 235). “E- 
business planning fills the gap between strategic planning and application and provides 
a common language that executives from marketing, information technology, and 
manufacturing can all understand” (Kalakota and Robinson, 1999; 334). Therefore, as 
organisations initiate e-business, it is advisable for them to consider every aspect of it: 
e-business models, business processes, strategic planning, organisational culture, 
relationships with customers and suppliers, new kinds of system architecture, ICT 
adoption and so on (Bicknell, 1998; Kalakota and Robinson, 1999; Laudon and Laudon, 
2000; Huang, 2001). Thus, it might be expected that the extent of WBSS diffusion will 
be positively affected by the degree of e-business planning adopted by an organisation. 
Based on these observations, the following hypothesis is proposed:
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2) Hypothesis
H9: The extent of e-business planning of an organisation is positively related to the 
extent of WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
According to the above observations, e-business planning is measured by the following 
items: the extent of planning for electronic commerce of organisation generally 
(Schunter et al;., 1998; Papazoglou and Tsalgatidou, 1999; Corbitt, 2000; Rifkin and 
Kurtzman, 2002); the extent of planning for new Internet business (Werbach, 2000; 
Porter, 2001; Rifkin and Kurtzman, 2002); the extent of strategic planning needed to 
successfully establish e-business projects of organisation (Kalakota and Robinson, 
1999; Corbitt, 2000); the degree of information systems planning for new Internet 
system adoption of an organisation (Bergeron and Raymond, 1997; Raghunathan and 
Mardey, 1999; Hackney et al., 2000); the degree of Internet system development 
planning whether in-house or outsourced (Raghunathan and Mardey, 1999; Pant, 2000), 
and the degree of planning for further upgrades of the Internet system (Raghunathan 
and Mardey, 1999; Jutla et al., 1999).
4) Survey Items
This study develops the following survey items to measure e-business planning based 
on the above conceptual foundations provided by several researchers, as follows:
(1) Our company undertakes strategic planning to successfully e stablish e-business 
projects.
(2) Our company has e-business planning for WBSS.
(3) Our company undertakes planning for new Internet business.
(4) Our company fomulates information systems planning for new Internet system 
adoption.
(5) Our company establishes further upgrade plans for WBSS.
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6.2.4.2 Risk Management
1) Observation
WBSS are being established at a rapid rate across national boundaries. However, along 
with the various potential benefits, there are several associated risks, such as penetration 
by hackers, fraudulent business transactions, electronic theft or payment fraud, false 
information and Internet privacy (Cranor, 1998; Weinstein and Neumann, 2000; 
Bhatnagar et al., 2000). For example, the European Union launched the European Data 
Protection Directive to prohibit EU member countries from sending personal data to 
other countries that lack adequate Internet privacy protection (Cranor, 1998; 14). 
According to Bhatnagar et al. (2000), there are two types of risk in the case of Web- 
based s hopping a ctivities. O ne i s p roduct c ategory risk, w hich i s associated w ith t he 
product itself. “The risk is greatest when the product is technologically complex” (ibid.; 
99). The other is financial risk, which is associated with the Internet as a purchasing 
medium per se, rather than the consequences of purchasing particular goods. For 
example, “consumers are quite apprehensive about communicating credit card 
information over the Internet because it puts the consumer at risk of losing money via 
credit card fraud” (ibid.; 100). Therefore, it would appear that the stronger the action 
taken against risk related to Web-based shopping activities, the more customers’ use of 
WBSS will positively increase, thus influencing the extent of WBSS diffusion. Based 
on this observation, the following hypothesis is proposed:
2) Hypothesis
H10: The extent of risk management related to Web-based shopping is positively 
related to the extent of WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
As can be seen from the above observations, there are many kinds of risk related to 
WBSS. Among t hem, b ased o n B hatnagar’s n otion o f  W eb-based s hopping r isk, this
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research measures the degree of risk management from two perspectives: product 
category risk and financial risk (Bhatnagar et al., 2000). Product category risk will be 
measured by the degree of risk management for the selling of products, information or 
services (Kare-Silver, 1998; Bhatnagar et al., 2000), and the degree of a quality 
guarantee for all sales products (Kare-Silver, 1998; Bhatnagar et al., 2000). Financial 
risk will be measured by the degree of authentication and secure mechanisms for 
payment on WBSS (Loshin, 1995; Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; Tang et al., 2001); the 
degree of a plan to cope with financial risks such as credit card fraud (Loshin, 1995; 
Senecal, 2000; Bhatnagar et al., 2000); the degree of prevention of intentional or 
accidental fraud related to Web-based shopping (Senecal, 2000; Bhatnagar et al., 2000; 
Tang et al., 2001).
4) Survey Items
Risk management is measured by the following survey items which this study develops, 
according to the above operationalization, as follows:
(1) Our company deals with risks relevant to the selling of products, information or 
services.
(2) Our company provides a quality guarantee for all sales products.
(3) Our company provides authentication and secure mechanisms for payment on 
WBSS.
(4) Our c ompany m aintains a p lan t o c ope w ith financial r isks s uch a s c redit c ard 
fraud.
(5) Our company prevents intentional or accidental fraud related to Web-based 
shopping.
6.2.4.3 Customer Service Quality
1) Observation
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It has been argued that there is a need to provide qualitative customer service in Web- 
based shopping as a prerequisite for succeeding in e-commerce (Kare-Silver, 1998; 
Elliot and Fowell, 2000; Liu et al., 2000). The major complaint of Web-based shoppers 
has been reported as being that shopping is troublesome due to lack of customer service 
(Elliot and Fowell, 2000). According to recent research, Web-based shoppers were 
dissatisfied because of unfulfilled expectations, malfunctions in the Web site, 
unsatisfactory responses from site staff and the like (ibid.; 329). In order to improve 
customer service, new approaches to customers are being attempted (Laudon and 
Laudon, 2000). For example, technology is being used to generate e-mail messages 
offering thanks and asking about the shopping experience, following a purchase on 
WBSS (Korper and Ellis, 2000; 42). Furthermore, collecting feedback from customers 
and measuring customer satisfaction regarding customer services is apparently more 
important than with traditional information systems, according to Lindroos (1997) and 
Kalakota and Robinson (1999). Thus, it is argued that by providing a high quality 
service to their customers, WBSS loyalty will be cultivated among Web-based shoppers 
and will lead to competitive advantage through repeated purchases. Thus, we might 
expect that the degree of customer service quality will positively affect the diffusion of 
WBSS. Based on this observation, the following hypothesis is proposed:
2) Hypothesis
HI 1: The extent of customer service quality is positively related to the extent of 
WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
According to the above observation, customer service quality is measured by the 
following: speedy responses to customers (Liu et al., 2000); assurances in solving 
customers’ problems (Liu et al., 2000); the degree of empathy with customers’ 
problems (Liu et al., 2000); the extent of providing follow-up services to customers (Liu 
et al., 2000); the extent to which customers’ information is kept confidential (Liu et al.,
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2000), and e-mail messages offering thanks and asking about the experience of 
purchasing (Kare-Silver, 1998).
4) Survey Items
Customer service quality is thus measured by six items. The initial five items are 
adapted from Liu et al. (2000), while the other one is developed from Kare-Silver 
(1998):
(1) Our organisation provides a quick response to customers.
(2) Our organisation provides assurance to solve customers’ problems related to 
Web-based shopping.
(3) Our organisation empathises with customers’ problems related to Web-based 
shopping.
(4) Our organisation provides follow-up services to customers.
(5) Our organisation provides an e-mail message offering thanks and asking about the 
experience of purchasing products to customers.
(6) Our organisation keeps customers’ information confidential.
6.2.4.4 Knowledge Intensity
1) Observation
Knowledge is now recognized by many as the core productive and strategic asset of the 
organisation for competive advantage (Eriksson and Dickson, 2000). Furthermore, “the 
speed of new knowledge creation and knowledge transfer across markets and 
enterprises becomes a key determinant of enterprise success in an environment which is 
fast, discontinuous, and volatile” (El Sawy et al., 1999; 307). Thus, it is argued that the 
success of an organisation depends on its ability to gather, produce, maintain, and 
disseminate knowledge (Eriksson and Dickson, 2000; Laudon and Laudon, 2000). 
Internet technology has emerged as a valuable tool which deals more easily and quickly
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with the creation, storage, process dissemination, and sharing of information and 
knowledge than previous ICT applications, according to Barua et al. (2000) and 
Holsapple and Seda (2000). Therefore, “the introduction of electronic commerce is 
linked to the emergence of new forms of knowledge and knowledge transfer that are 
critical to the structure and operation of the electronically reconfigured network of 
relationships that constitute transactions” (Bolisani et al., 1999; 53). “Electronic 
commerce i s i tself c entered o n t he i nnovative t ransfer o f  k nowledge i n a n etwork o f 
transacting organisations” (ibid.; 66). Thus, it can be expected that the extent of WBSS 
diffusion will be positively affected by the degree of knowledge intensity in 
organisations adopting WBSS. Based on this observation, the following hypothesis is 
proposed:
2) Hypothesis
H12: The extent of knowledge intensity in an organisation is positively related to 
the extent of WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
It would appear that it is difficult to measure the extent of different kinds of knowledge 
intensity within an organisation. This is because the degree and type of knowledge 
within organisations is likely to vary widely across different organisations. However, it 
is clear that WBSS encompasses Internet-based applications with the overall goal of 
providing sales and services to the customer in global electronic markets. Therefore, it 
can be seen that knowledge related to the market and customer are important elements 
in the research of Web-based shopping. Recently, Li and Calantone (1998) have 
proposed key determinants of a firm’s knowledge resources such as customer 
knowledge, market knowledge and competitor knowledge. This definition is useful in 
measuring the degree of knowledge intensity within an organisation relevant to WBSS 
diffusion. Thus, this study attempts to measure the degree of knowledge intensity, based 
on the three key determinants of a firm’s knowledge resources addressed by Li and
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Calantone (1998): 1) the degree of customer knowledge, 2) the degree of market 
knowledge, and 3) the degree of competitor knowledge.
4) Survey Items
Knowledge intensity is measured by using the survey items developed by Li and 
Calantone (1998), as follows:
Degree of Customer Knowledge
(1) Our knowledge of customer needs is thorough.
(2) We regularly process and analyze customer information.
(3) We fully understand our customers’ needs and wants.
Degree of Market Knowledge
(4) Our company continuously collects and learns about market trends and change.
(5) We regularly use research procedures, e.g. personal interviews, focus groups and 
surveys to gather market information.
(6) Our company has a high level of market knowledge related to Internet business. 
Degree of Competitor Knowledge
(7) Our company regularly collects and analyzes information about our competitors.
(8) Our knowledge of our competitors’ strengths and weaknesses is thorough.
6.2.5 Internal System Factors
Internal system factors are related to the change management issues associated with a 
move from more traditional information systems to WBSS, and are relevant to the 
efficient management of new Internet technology adoption (Keen et al., 1999; Korper 
and Ellis, 2000). In previous Internet systems literature reviews, a number of variables 
of internal system factors have been identified. These include the real value of a new 
system, computing resource, system architecture and techniques, the quality of a system, 
and extent of online-processing (Liang, 1986; Krcmar and Lucas, 1991; Grover and
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Teng, 1992; Loh and Ong, 1998; Foo and Hui, 1998). These variables are related to 
previous generations of information systems such as EDI. As mentioned previously, 
WBSS are different from such systems. Thus, it is not appropriate simply to apply the 
preceding variables to WBSS research. Therefore, we attempt to explore the validity of 
additional variables that can explain and reflect the phenomenon of WBSS diffusion. 
On the basis of these observations, the usability factor is identified from recent Internet 
research (Iyer and Gupta, 2000). Issues of security management for WBSS are chosen 
from recent electronic commerce literature (Gupta et al., 1998; Keen et al., 1999; 
Korper and Ellis, 2000). Internet technology adaptability (Lazzaro, 1994; Cline and 
Girou, 2000; Perkowitz and Etzioni, 2000) is selected from Internet research. Network 
infrastructure is selected from recent electronic commerce research (Kalakota and 
Whinston, 1996; Barua et al., 2000). These four internal system factors -  usability, 
security management, Internet technology adaptability and network infrastructure -  are 
to be tested in terms of their impact on WBSS diffusion for the first time in IS research. 
The chosen reasons for each of the variables selected for futher investigation in this 
research are based on the following observations.
6.2.5.1 Usability of WBSS
1) Observation
While traditional information systems have been oriented to back-end applications, 
supporting value-chain processes within organisations, WBSS focus on customer 
friendly front-end applications supporting e-business across national and international 
business b oundaries ( Korper and E llis, 2 000; Gebauer and S egev, 2 000). In order to 
reflect this reorientation, Web designers are advised to consider the customer more than 
ever before when designing information systems, as argued by Lindroos (1997) for 
example. As more and more companies establish different kinds of Web-based 
shopping applications, the usability of systems is thus one of the most important issues
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Web developers need to address (Iyer and Gupta, 2000; 257). This is because one of the 
key success factors of WBSS can be judged to be the usablity of WBSS access on the 
part of customers. The major elements of usability include good navigation, content 
quality, easy procedures, location transparency, positive customer experience and so on 
(Iyer and Gupta, 2000; Elliot and Fowell, 2000). In order to provide better designs and 
applications related to the customer interface, it is necessary to understand several fields 
including human factors, graphic design and cognitive science (Rumpradit and Donnell,
1999). Hence, launching a successful Web-based shopping presence requires careful 
design and structured skills reflecting the needs and goals of targeted customers 
(Rumpradit and Donnell, 1999). Therefore, it can be argued that better usability of 
WBSS will provide significant benefits, such as increased customer access, which will 
in turn positively influence WBSS diffusion. Based on this observation, the following 
hypothesis is proposed:
2) Hypothesis
HI 3: The extent of usability of WBSS is positively related to the extent of WBSS 
diffusion.
3) Operationalization
Based on the above, usability of WBSS is measured by the following items: the extent 
of well-organized hyperlinks of WBSS (Liu et al., 2000); the extent of customized 
search functions of WBSS (ibid); the degree of provision of customized help function 
for WBSS (ibid); the extent of the checking for the broken links of Web-based shopping 
sites (Lindroos, 1997; Teng et al., 1999), and the extent of content management of 
WBSS to attract customers (Lindroos, 1 997; Rumpradit and Donnell, 1 999; Iyer and 
and Gupta, 2000; Gebauer and Segev, 2000).
4) Survey Items
Usability is thus measured by five items. The initial three items are adapted from Liu et
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al. (2000), while the other two are developed from other literature (Lindroos, 1997; 
Teng et al., 1999; Rumpradit and Donnell, 1999; Iyer and Gupta, 2000; Gebauer and 
Segev, 2000).
(1) Our WBSS provide well-organized hyperlinks.
(2) Our WBSS provide customized search functions.
(3) Our WBSS provide a customized help function.
(4) Our WBSS regularly check for broken links of Web-based shopping sites.
(5) Our WBSS manage content in an efficient way.
6.2.5.2 Security Management
1) Observation
According to Backhouse and Dhillon (1999; 2), “security management holds the key to 
success or failure of a company’s well-being in light of the turbulent future and the 
existing competitive trends faced by the organisations”. “Security management deals 
with all the security and data integrity constraints on organisational information and 
services” (Gupta et al., 1998; 60). Security infrastructure consists of technical methods 
such as encryption, digital signatures, secure electronic traction (SET), virus prevention 
and firewalls (Loshin, 1995; Kalakota and Whinston, 1996, Korper and Ellis, 2000). 
Security management is becoming one of the principal issues in Web-based shopping 
activities for both customers and sellers (Korper and Ellis, 2000; Elliot and Fowell, 
2000; Joshi et al., 2001). For example, customers do not want to expose their 
information and transmit insecure payment for Web-based shopping transactions. Also, 
sellers should be protected against computer hackers, viruses or other forms of network 
intrusion which can have a detrimental effect and can shut down their system. Thus, 
when Internet technologies for e-commerce are adopted or when existing solutions are 
selected, the following security management issues should be considered (Kare-Silver,
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1998; 162): personal privacy, message security and general regulation. Based on these 
observations, the following hypothesis is proposed:
2) Hypothesis
H14: The extent of security management of an organisation is positively related to the 
extent of WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
Measurements of the extent of security management have not been carried out in 
previous ICT innovation diffusion research thus far. Based on the above observation, 
security management is measured by the following: the degree of security management 
on personal privacy (Kare-Silver, 1998; Calkins, 1998; Otto and Chung, 2000; Li et al.,
2000); the degree of security management on message security (Ghosh, 1998; Kare- 
Silver, 1998; Calkins, 1998); the degree of security management on general regulation 
and control (Halbert, 1997; Gupta et al., 1998; Ghosh, 1998; Otto and Chung, 2000), 
and the degree of security management on credit card transactions (Ghosh, 1998; Otto 
and Chung, 2000).
4) Survey Items
The survey items for security management are developed on the basis of conceptual 
suggestions provided by the above researchers, remembering that they did not provide 
an actual measurement scale for security management in their research:
(1) Our WBSS provide security management of customer privacy or customer data.
(2) Our WBSS carry out security management of message security such as 
encryption or digital signatures.
(3) Our WBSS deal with security management of general regulation for computer 
hackers, intruders or viruses.
(4) Our WBSS have firewalls to shield vulnerable areas from any form of danger.
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(5) Our WBSS provide secure credit card transactions such as secure electronic 
traction (SET).
6.2.5.3 Network Infrastructure
1) Observation
A network infrastructure refers to the capabilities of communication networks that help 
in the sharing of ICT resources within and across the organisational boundaries (Yates 
and Benjamin, 1991). Electronic commerce needs a network infrastructure to transport 
multiple types of information (Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; 43). The Internet is the 
most well-known component of the information network infrastructure, which targets 
not only one electronic commerce applications such as Web-based shopping or Web- 
based banking, but a wide range of computer-based services such as information 
publishing, information retrieval and video conferencing (ibid.; 85). The network 
infrastructure of an organisation consists of routers, gateways, firewalls, CORBA, 
leased lines, ISDN, LAN, WAN and Intranet (De and Mathew, 1999; 445). “There is a 
strong complementary relationship between the network infrastructure, Internet 
applications and e-commerce” (Barua et al., 2000; 102). Organisations based on a 
strong network infrastructure can more easily extend their business boundaries to the 
global marketplace (Laudon and Laudon, 2000). Conversely, a poor network 
infrastructure will lead to barriers in adopting new Internet technologies or Internet 
systems. As mentioned previously, WBSS are Internet-based shopping systems for 
selling and buying products, information, and services. Thus, i f  organisations have a 
strong network infrastructure, it can be argued that they will be better able to carry out 
Web-based shopping transactions with customers in global electronic markets. 
Therefore, it can be expected that the extent of WBSS diffusion will be positively 
affected by the degree of network infrastructure within an organisation. Based on these 
observations, the following hypothesis is proposed:
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2) Hypothesis
HI 5: The extent of network infrastructure within an organisation is positively related to 
the extent of WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
Based on the above, the network infrastructure of an organisation can be measured by 
the degree of intra- and inter-firm infrastructure of the communication networks of the 
organisation: the degree of interconnecting with LAN or Intranet (Loshin, 1995; 
Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; De and Mathew, 1999; Allen, 2001); the degree of 
connection with WAN or Extranet (Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; De and Mathew, 
1999; Maier, 2000; Allen, 2001); the degree of having routers or gateways as 
networkware (Loshin, 1995; Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; De and Mathew, 1999); the 
degree of consisting of network middleware technology such as CORBA (Kalakota and 
Whinston, 1996; De and Mathew, 1999; Allen, 2001).
4) Survey Items
Measures of network infrastructure have not yet been examined in prior research on ICT 
innovation d iffusion. T hus, t his s tudy d evelops survey i terns to m  easure t he n etwork 
infrastructure of an organisation, based on the above operationalization as follows:
(1) Our WBSS interconnect with LAN (local area network) or Intranet.
(2) Our WBSS connect with WAN (wide area network) or Extranet.
(3) Our WBSS have routers or gateways as networkware.
(4) Our WBSS consist of technology such as CORBA (common object request 
brokered architecture) that mediate transactions between our organisation and 
outside clients.
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6.2.5.4 Internet Technology Adaptability
1) Observation
E-business architecture of the future will need to enable rapid change in order to cope 
with dynamic business environments according to Evans (1999; 18). Hence, Internet 
technology adaptability is considered one of the key enablers in establishing Internet 
business architecture for gaining continuous competitive advantage (Lazzaro, 1994; 
Evans, 1999; Cline and Girou, 2000; Perkowitz and Etzioni, 2000). Organisations with 
high Internet technology adaptability normally have a high tolerance for uncertainty and 
are eager to try out new Internet technology, in comparison with other competitor 
organisations. For example, successful dot-com companies such as eBay.com, Dell.com 
and Amazon.com are providing a new business model driven by the innovative 
application of Internet technologies, as a result of high Internet technology adaptability 
(Mahadevan, 2000; Barua et al., 2000). Therefore, it can be assumed that the degree of 
Internet technology adaptability of an organisation will positively affect the extent of 
WBSS diffusion. Based on these observations, the following hypothesis is proposed:
2) Hypothesis
HI 6: The extent of Internet technology adaptability of an organisation is positively 
related to the extent of WBSS diffusion.
3) Operationalization
Internet technology adaptability can thus be measured by the following items: the extent 
of awareness of recent Internet technology such as agent technology, cyber cash, virtual 
reality and so on (Cline and Girou, 2000; Korper and Ellis, 2000; Greenstein, 2002); the 
extent of understanding of the latest trends in new Internet technologies (Lazzaro, 1994; 
Perkowitz and Etzioni, 2000; Korper and Ellis, 2000; Greenstein, 2002); the extent of 
an adoption plan for new Internet technology (Lazzaro, 1994; Raghunathan and Mardey, 
1999; Perkowitz and Etzioni, 2000), and the extent of adoption of new Internet
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technologies (Lazzaro, 1994; Raghunathan and Mardey, 1999; Perkowitz and Etzioni, 
2000).
4) Survey Items
This study develops measures of Internet technology adaptability based on the above 
operationalization as follows:
(1) Our organisation is aware of recent Internet technology such as agent technology, 
cyber cash, virtual reality and so on.
(2) Our organisation has an understanding of the newest trends in new Internet 
technologies.
(3) Our organisation has an adoption plan for new Internet technology.
(4) Our organisation generally keeps abreast of the latest Internet technology.
(5) Our company has a tradition for being the first to try new Internet technology.
On the basis of the observations and hypotheses formed in relation to key impact factors 
and WBSS diffusion, the following section illustrates the detailed research model of 
WBSS diffusion that is derived. The model will provide a platform for empirical 
research in different national contexts specifically: the UK and Korea.
6.3 Toward a Research Model of WBSS Diffusion
As a result of the above observations and hypotheses concerning key impact factors and 
WBSS d iffiision, a r esearch m odel o f  W BSS d iffusion i s d erived, and i s d epicted i n 
Figure 6-2.
Based on the earlier conceptual research framework (Ref. Figure 3-1), we identified 
four groups of factors -  external market, external technical, internal organisation and
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internal system factors -  that may affect the extent of WBSS diffusion were identified. 
The expected relationships between the four group of factors and WBSS diffusion have 
already been discussed and proposed in the hypotheses. On this basis, this research 
model consists of five primary dimensions: external market factors, external technical 
factors, internal organisation factors, internal system factors and the extent of WBSS 
diffusion. External market factors consist of global electronic markets, digital business, 
market dynamism and customer segmentation. External technical factors include 
interactivity, connectivity, feasibility and trialability. Internal organisational factors 
contain e-business planning, risk management, customer service quality and knowledge 
intensity. Internal system factors deal with usability of WBSS, security management, 
network infrastructure and Internet technology adaptability. Finally, the extent of 
WBSS diffusion is measured by the extent of WBSS access by the customer, the extent 
of internal usage of WBSS and the extent of integration of WBSS application.
External Market Factors External Dimensions External Technical Factors
•Global Electronic Markets 
•Digital Business 
•Market Dynamism 
•Customer Segmentation
•Interactivity
•Connectivity
•Feasibility
•Trialablity
Non-ICT
Related
Factors
ICT
Related
Factors
Internal Dimensions
•Extent of WBSS Access by Customer 
•Extent of Internal Usage of WBSS 
•Extent of Integration of 
WBSS Application________
WBSS Diffusion
•Usability of WBSS 
•Security Management 
•Network Infrastructure 
•IntemetTedinolo^ AdaptalxIib
Internal System Factors
•E-business Planning 
•Risk Management 
•Customer Service Quality 
•Knowledge Intensity
Internal Organisation Factors
Figure 6-2. Research Model of WBSS Diffusion
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Internal organisation and internal system factors are internal dimensions within 
organisations, whereas external market and external technical factors are external 
dimensions outside organisations. To put it more concretely, key concerns are the 
empirical testing of the impact of the four groups factors on the extent of WBSS 
diffusion and the identification of key driving forces according to the influencing power 
between internal and external dimensions, as well as ICT and non-ICT oriented factors. 
Following such considerations as these, this study will analyze the different
characteristics of the key impact factors and the key driving forces enabling WBSS
diffusion in different national contexts. Therefore, this research model provides a 
potentially useful starting point in order to investigate the phenomenon of the WBSS 
diffusion.
6.4 Summary
The major points arising from this chapter, which lead to the derivation of the research 
model of WBSS diffusion, are as follows. First, as can be seen from previous research, 
extensive empirical research of WBSS diffusion has not yet been carried out. Research 
on electronic commerce and the Internet has commenced in many areas; however, much 
of this research has concentrated on exploratory studies such as the development of
conceptual frameworks, rather than empirical research (e.g. Baty and Lee, 1995;
Hoffman et al., 1996; Spiller and Lohse, 1998; Nour and Fadlalla, 2000; Arlitt et al.,
2001). As a result, it can be claimed that this research model is one of the first that will 
be used empirically to investigate the factors affecting the diffusion of WBSS.
Table 6-2 provides a means of arranging all the variables identified thus far in relation 
to previous empirical research concerned with IS generally, IOS, EDI, EC, the Internet 
and WBSS.
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As can be seen in Table 6-2, only three variables, trialability, custom er service quality, 
and usability have been empirically verified in previous IS research. All the other 
variables have not, as yet, been em pirically tested. Thus, this study aims to verify their 
influence on W BSS diffusion. In so doing, it is hoped that these newly identified 
variables will provide useful insight and a foundation for further W BSS and electronic 
commerce research.
Table 6-2. Reference Com parison o f  Research Variables
Research 
Variables ' ——
WBSS EC IS,IOS,
EDI
Reference j j
External M arket Factors
• Global Electronic Markets X X X Strader & Shaw, 1997; Nour & Fadlalla, 2000
• Digital Business X X X Tapscott, 1995; Hammond, 1996
• Market Dynamism X X X Maltz & Kohil, 1996; Fisher et al„ 1997
I • Customer Segmentation X X X Lee et al., 2000; Papazoglou, 2001
External Technical Factors
• Interactivity X X X Dutta & Segev, 2001; Laudon & Laudon, 2000.
• Connectivity X X X Dutta & Segev, 2001; Laudon & Laudon, 2000
• Feasibility X X X Laudon & Laudon., 2000; Perkowitz & Etzioni, 2000
• Trialability X X 0 Rogers, 1995; Karahanna et al., 1999
I
Internal Organisation Factors
• E-business Planning X X X Kalakota & Robinson., 1999; Korper & Ellis, 2000
• Risk Management X X X Cranor, 1998; Bhatnagar et al., 2000
• Customer Service Quality X 0 X Elliot & Fowell, 2000; Liu et al., 2000
• Knowledge Intensity X X X El Sawy et al., 1999; Eriksson & Dickson, 2000
Internal System Factors
• Usability X 0 X Lindroos, 1997; Liu et al., 2000
• Security Management X X X Kare-Silver, 1998; Otto and Chung, 2000
• Network Infrastructure X X X De & Mathew, 1999; Laudon & Laudon, 2000
• Internet Technology Adoptability X X X Cline & Girou, 2000; Peikowitz & Etzioni, 2000
O : Variables that have been empirically verified in IS research 
X • Variables that have not been empirically verified in IS research
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Additionally, this research model provides a balance between internal and external 
factors. The research model also incorporates ICT and non-ICT related factors. This 
balance may more appropriately provide a means of analyzing and explaining the 
diffusion of WBSS, as compared to an unbalanced model (i.e., one that focuses on a 
single business perspective or technological viewpoint).
Furthermore, until recently, IS research in this context has rarely considered external 
market factors such as global electronic markets, digital business, market dynamism and 
customer segmentation. Their incorporation into the research model of WBSS diffusion 
adds a further distinguishing feature of this research, as compared to previous ICT 
diffusion research.
A further point to emphasise is that, as a result of the literature review, it became clear 
that most previous studies have not classified ICT related factors as a distinct subset in a 
research model, so previous ICT diffusion research merged ICT related factors into 
environmental, organisational, or ICT innovation factors. However, it would seem 
appropriate for ICT related factors to be distinguished from other factors, because they 
will be one of the critical components that organisations should take into account when 
establishing electronic commerce architecture, as argued by several researchers (e.g., 
Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; Laudon and Laudon, 2000; Barua et al., 2000; Korper 
and Ellis, 2000; Load, 2000; Arlitt et al., 2001; Porter, 2001; Looney and Chatteijee,
2002). External technical factors and internal system factors are likely to facilitate the 
transition from more traditional information systems to global WBSS. Therefore, this 
study suggests IT related factors -  external technical factors and internal systems factors 
-  as one of the critical sets of factors impacting WBSS diffusion.
Moreover, this study has developed survey items to measure the relationship between 
the sixteen independent variables and the extent of WBSS diffusion. The qualitative 
data gathered in the interviews at the LSE and with the participant organisations will be
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used to test the measures before sending out the survey. These measurement variables 
provide a theoretical background for further research on new ICT diffusion.
Finally, this study briefly discusses the relative strengths and weaknesses of the factors- 
based approach chosen. The factors-based approach enables us to provide reliable 
research findings for some widely divergent issues such as cross-national comparisons. 
However, this approach also has some weaknesses such as the difficulties of causation 
and in-depth analysis of research factors. It will be complemented by adding interview 
data in the discussion of research results.
According to Currie and Galliers (1999; 497), “IS is more fruitfully served when 
researchers seek to broaden their intellectual horizons by venturing into other 
disciplinary territories. This will be marked by new thinking on themes and perspectives 
which are currently emerging. For example, the Internet and electronic commerce offer 
much scope for future projects within IS research.” As can be seen from the research 
model of WBSS diffusion, research on WBSS needs the broad knowledge acquired by 
inter-disciplinary research: e.g. marketing, business, organisation, information systems, 
information systems planning, ICT innovation diffusion, Internet technology, electronic 
commerce, knowledge management and different national contexts. Based on various 
areas of study, the research model developed here aims to identify and investigate 
factors that facilitate the diffusion of WBSS in different national contexts. To this end, a 
set of hypotheses have been generated. These, however, need to be tested empirically. 
The hypotheses developed here allow the operationalization of the issues identified.
Although the literature discussing electronic commerce is abundant and growing, few 
research models of WBSS diffusion are on offer. There is also little empirical research 
addressing the diffusion of WBSS, especially in different national contexts. It can be 
claimed that this research model may be useful in gaining a meaningful insight into 
further research related to WBSS diffusion and electronic commerce more generally. As
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a result, a research model of WBSS diffusion, which can provide a theoretical base for 
further research, may be seen as a useful contribution to this field of study.
Chapter 7 now goes on to describe the procedure used to gather data to enable the 
hypotheses to be tested, in the context of the research model developed from the 
foregoing review.
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Chapter 7. Data Collection Procedure
7.1 Introduction
As indicated, this research seeks to measure and explore key impact factors that 
facilitate the diffusion of WBSS in different national contexts. To achieve this, two 
kinds of empirical research approaches -  qualitative interviews and quantitative 
survey -  for both the UK and Korean contexts were carried out. The reason these two 
countries were chosen for data collection is that this researcher is more familiar with 
them than with others: Korea as his home country and the UK as the country in which 
his PhD studies are being undertaken. In addition, as already discussed, the Korean 
nation’s IT infrastructure is well advanced. This chapter discusses the data collection 
procedure employed to test the research model developed in Chapter 6.
As mentioned in chapter 5, combining qualitative and quantitative methods aims to 
overcome the limitations of one approach by undertaking the other (Jick, 1979; 
Creswell, 1994; Gable, 1994; Bryman, 2000; Mingers, 2001). This is often referred to 
as triangulation (refer to section 4.3.2) and is used in this research to provide further 
reliability and validity to the research findings.
According to Glaser and Strauss (1967; 162), “the emphasis on using both survey and 
interviews may rest on a feeling of wanting to see the concrete situation and 
informants.” On the basis of this notion, this research therefore attempted to collect 
both quantitative and qualitative data to produce reliable findings for this pioneering 
research on WBSS diffusion. This is because quantitative databased on the survey 
might enable a researcher to provide generalized findings, while qualitative data based 
on interviews might expand our practical knowledge of WBSS diffusion, as well as 
increase our ability to interpret the data collected.
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The following section begins with a review of the interview procedure, describing the 
process carried out to test both the UK and Korean version of the survey instrument 
and to verify a research model of WBSS diffusion. Section 7.3 describes the procedure 
for data collection for the quantitative survey for the UK and Korean participators. 
Finally, a summary of the data collection procedure employed in this research is 
provided in section 7.4.
7.2 Interview Procedure
As mentioned earlier, to provide valuable findings on WBSS diffusion in the two 
national contexts, data were collected by means of a quantitative survey and qualitative 
interviews. Before carrying out the main empirical work, in the first place, interviews 
were carried out. According to Rubin and Rubin (1995; 1) “qualitative interviewing is a 
way of finding out what others feel and think about their work.” In detail, “interviews 
aim to gather information about the field before imposing a more precise process of 
collecting data” (Fielding and Thomas, 2001; 125). To provide a grounding for the 
empirical phase of the research, interviews were thus carried out with the UK and 
Korean participants as described below.
7.2.1 Initial Interviews with the UK Participants
According to Simmons (2001; 88), “interviews are used in preliminary research before a 
survey is carried out in order to develop ideas for questions and to determine what pre- 
coded answers should be offered in the questionnaire.” Initial interviews of this kind 
were carried out in order to pre-test a preliminary version of the research questionnaire 
and to verify the research model of WBSS diffusion developed in chapter 6. Thus 
interviews were carried out within academic circles and with practical practitioners in
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relation to electronic commerce and W eb-based shopping. Initially, interviews were 
carried out w ith LSE staff and PhD students concerned with electronic comm erce 
research and m ore general information systems, and then with external experts in charge 
o f  W eb-based shopping businesses. The initial interview s w ere fairly general in nature, 
w ith questions focusing on the initial survey instrum ent, w ith the com m ents related to 
the research m odel, and w ith the opinions o f  both internal and external review ers with 
know ledge o f  W eb-based shopping or electronic com m erce generally being sought. A 
m ore detailed account o f this aspect o f  the research follows.
A bout 20 people were selected as potential interview ees at first, chosen from  the 
follow ing sources: experts introduced by acquaintances; PhD  colleagues; voluntary 
participants from th e  pilot survey (refer to section 7.3.1); and staff at th e  LSE and 
other universities. The initial contact was m ade by personal m eeting, telephone or e- 
m ail, after w hich they were e-m ailed to ask w hether and w hen they could be 
interview ed. In this way, the first interviews were accom plished w ith 16 internal and 
external people. Table 7-1 provides a list o f  interview ees who participated in the first 
interview s in the UK.
Table 7-1. List o f  First Interviews for U K  Participators
Remarks Name Position Organisation Date of Interview
Internal Bob Galliers Professor LSE 22 November 2001
Review Mike Cushman IT Staff/
Research Associate
LSE 26 November 2001
Andrew Cooke System Support Staff LSE 30 November 2001
Catherine Chu PhD Student LSE 30 November 2001
Frederick Wamala PhD Student LSE 5 December 2001
Prodromos Tsiavos PhD Student LSE 6 December 2001
External
Review
Ian Brogan New Business 
Development Manager
Henry Butcher International 27 November 2001
William Beckett Marketing Director ArmchairTravel. Com 28 November 2001
Russell Tebay Technical Associate TINY Computers Ltd 29 November 2001
Martin Wright Managing Director BumperBrain.Com 3 December 2001
David Wilson Lecturer University of London 4 December 2001
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David Clarkson Solution Manager IBM 5 December 2001
Simon Owen Partner in IT & Markets Arthur Andersen 6 December 2001
Robin Springall Managing Director Multimedia.Com 7 December 2001
Annales Tebay Marketing Manager Omron Healthcare Ltd. (UK) 7 December 2001
Abby Bradley Marketing Associate Dialog Corporation 8 December 2001
As can be seen in Table 7-1, the initial version o f  the questionnaire w as review ed by a 
num ber o f  s ta ff m em bers and doctoral students from  the Inform ation Systems 
departm ent at LSE. Having defined key dependent and independent variables, as 
described in the previous chapter, a survey instrum ent was developed to obtain 
snapshots o f  the phenom enon o f  W BSS diffusion. The questionnaire was designed with 
a num ber o f  objectives in mind. The first objective was to gain basic inform ation from 
sampling organisations as background for WBSS diffusion. A  second objective was to 
gather data to investigate the key impact factors influencing W BSS diffusion in 
different national contexts. With these aims in mind, the questionnaire was divided into 
two distinct sections. Part I dealt with general questions related to the organisational and 
systemic aspects, while Part II dealt with the m ain survey items relevant to the 
m easurem ent o f  key impact factors on W BSS diffusion. M ost o f  the variables described 
in the m odel are m easured by m ultiple items on a 5-point Likert type scale. Additionally, 
a b rief statement o f  the research objectives was provided in a covering letter. The initial 
draft version o f  the questionnaire was review ed for any am biguity  in w ording and to 
identify any new  survey item s that m ight arise.
At the sam e tim e, an external review  o f  the questionnaire w as also carried out by 
academ ics from  other institutions w ith an interest in the topic and practitioners in 
charge o f  W eb-based shopping in com panies. The interviewees were asked not only to 
check the wording and interpretation o f  questionnaire items, but also to validate a 
research model o f  W BSS diffusion (see section 7.2.6). Each interview was conducted in 
person, and varied in length from 45 m inutes to 2 hours and 10 minutes.
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At that time, different groups o f  interviewees gave different com m ents and suggestions, 
because o f  their different know ledge and backgrounds related to W eb-based shopping 
system s. For exam ple, for the m ost part, academ ic staff m ade general com m ents based 
on their previous research experience, w hilst the PhD students tended to focus more 
on the w ording o f  survey items. The practitioners m ade several suggestions for survey 
item s and review ed the research m odel, according to their w ork experience. For 
exam ple, the m anaging directors provided m eaningful suggestions related to the 
organisation, m arket, custom er and strategy in line w ith their experience o f  W eb-based 
shopping. Technical experts also m ade useful com m ents concerning the technical parts 
o f  survey item s, such as security issues, paym ent m ethods, risk m anagem ent, Internet 
technologies and so on. During this initial review o f  the survey instrum ent, any 
am biguity in the wording o f  questionnaire items was identified and rem edied, and new 
survey items were identified in addition. Table 7-2 provides a sum m ary o f  these initial 
interviews for the U K  participants. The initial version o f  the survey instrument is 
provided in Appendix 1.
Table 7-2. Summary o f  Initial Interviews with U K  Participators
Remarks Contents
Cover letter : -Mention the research scope in the different national contexts 
-Elucidation of the provision of summary results on completion
Change the mark from ( ) to □
Change mark order from horizontal direction to vertical direction
Change industry categories to UK standard industry classification (SIC)
Items Alter product categories on WBSS
Altered Alter the range of total number of employees
Alter the range of the annual turnover of company
(Before) What technologies to WBSS does your company constitute? 
(After ) What technologies does your company use for WBSS?
Who developed the WBSS that your company is currently using?
(Before) □ Our company only □ Another company □ A third party provider 
(After ) □ In house □ Outsourcing □ Package
Alter some sentences and wording in all of the impact factors on WBSS diffusion
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How many positions are there between you and the chief executive officer?
□ Zero (You are CEO) □ Two □ Four □ Six
□ One □ Three □ Five □ Seven
What functional area do you belong to? (Please tick as many as appropriate)
□ Logistics □ Service □ Procurement
□ Manufacturing □ IT/IS □ Human Resource Management
□ Marketing & Sales □ General Management □ Others (please write: )
How long have you been involved in Web-based shopping?
New
What is your highest educational level?
□ A Level (High School) □ HND (2 Year College) □ 3 Year College (University)
□ Masters □ PhD □ Others (please write: )
Items How many years has your company been involved in Web-based shopping?
Does your company’s WBSS provide comparative shopping functions of the product? 
□ Yes □ No
How does your company deliver products sold on WBSS?
□ Company Delivery □ Via the Network
□ Outsourcing □ Special Delivery Company
Input two payment mechanisms : □ Direct Debit □ Mobile Phone
Input new technologies used for WBSS: Wireless technology, Mobility technology
Cost saving by reducing the work force
Reduce resources outside home country
Enhance the reputation or prestige of the organisation
Provide better products or services to customers
Input new technology : wireless technology, mobility technology
Improve information for customer management
Enable the organisation to respond more quickly to change
In usability factors, input following survey item:
Our WBSS regularly checks the broken links of shopping sites.
In security management factors, input following survey item:
Our WBSS relies on public key encryption such as DES, RSA, SSL, and S-HTTP for 
Secure Web-based shopping.
How many years has your company had a Web-based shopping system? (due to duplication)
Items
Deleted
One of the factors of usability: Our WBSS offers customer enjoyment in Web-based 
shopping procedures (due to vague meaning).
In the factors of global electronic markets and digital business, delete the following 
sentences: “compared to other industries”.
Recommendation of research on customer attitude or customer activity
Think over the range of respondents’ annual salary
Items
Recom-
Recommend Web-based questionnaire on the server of our department at LSE
Mended Focus on particular products such as digital business products
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Concentrate upon payment systems in more detail.
Consider the following perspective when national analysis of WBSS difliision is carried out:
■ Culture • Infrastructure • Education system
■ Shopping activity ■ Language ■ Government policy
As can be seen in Table 7-2, m any survey items were altered, deleted and added.
Through these first interviews with U K  participants, m uch relevant inform ation on 
W BSS was obtained from practical experts and recorded for further data analysis. In  
particular, some interviewees had looked over the research m odel and had given their 
opinions and comm ents on it. Some meaningful com m ents relevant for the research 
m odel o f  W BSS diffusion will be provided in section 7.2.6.
7.2.2 The Second Round of Interviews with the UK Participants
A fter the first round o f interview s with the U K  participants, a second round o f  
interview s was conducted to enable practitioners to actually  fill in the survey items and 
provide a final check on the wording and survey instrum ent construction. Furthermore, 
these second interviews were used to collect inform ation related to the following m ajor 
concerns: the specific situation o f  a com pany’s W BSS; interview ees’ expectations about 
W eb-based shopping business -  both in the present and in the future; further upgrade 
plans for their W BSS; some comments regarding key impact factors o f  W BSS diffusion 
and concerning a research model o f  W BSS diffusion; the critical success factors in 
relation to the diffusion o f  the com pany’s W BSS as they saw them; and any additional 
recom m endations they m ight have for this research as a whole.
In order to perform  this second round o f  interviews, this research looked for participants 
who c ould r eview  a nd provide u seful c om m ents b y fillin g  i n the su rvey i nstrum ent 
itself. The enquiry letters were sent to respondents o f  the pilot survey (refer to section
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7.3.1), asking which day was convenient for them to take part in an interview. 
Unfortunately, it was the Christmas and New Year period and many people were very 
busy or unavailable at the time. It was therefore not easy to arrange interviews but, in 
spite of this, interviews were carried out with seven participants. At that time, 
conversations with them were recorded on cassette tape lasting from about one hour to 
a maximum of two and half hours. The following Table 7-3 is a summary of this second 
round of interviews with the UK participants.
The interviewees were asked not only to check the wording and interpretation of 
questionnaire items, as before, but also to make comments on the research model and 
the key impact factors they perceived would influence WBSS diffusion, their Web- 
based shopping business, technical aspects of WBSS, special interests regarding Web- 
based shopping and so on. As can be seen from Table 7-3, the interviewees in this 
second round of interviews held very high positions, including four CEOs and one 
vice president. This reflects the level of interest in this research subject amongst UK 
business executives. The interviewees were chosen to represent a wide range of 
industries in order to see whether there were any differences. Industries varied from 
international firms, gift selling firms, a telecommunication company, a firm in the 
music business, a health equipment company, a tobacco plantation business and actual 
dot-coms which do not own shops. The age of the interviewees was evenly distributed 
from the mid 30s to 60 years of age. The views expressed helped to increase the 
content validity of the survey instrument and to verify a research model of WBSS 
diffusion (see section 7.2.6).
Table 7-3. Summary of Second Interviews for UK Participators
DName Position Company Date Comments
Fiona Osier CEO Getethical.com. 12 Dec. 2001 •  Suggestion:
* Multi-channel marketing strategy
•  Change a scale of questionnaire
* Low and High ■=> Strongly disagree,
Strongly agree.
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I Ian Brogan New Business 
Dev dap Hint Manqgff
Henry Butcher 
International
17 Dec. 2001 •  Much improved from initial version
•  Recommend e-mail survey
•  Consider international 
legal regulation
Angus Clacher CEO Iwantoneofthose.com 20 Dec. 2001 •  Specify the annual turnover
* Between 1 million & 50 million 
■=> between 1 million & 5 million 
■=> between 5 million & 10 million 
■=> between 10 million & 25 million
between 25 million & 50 million
* Between 100 million & 500 million 
=> between 100 million & 250 million 
■=> between 250 million & 500 million
•  Identify the credit card as payment
* Visa * Mastercard * Switch
* AMEX * Delta * Other
Phil Platts Director Protec Health International 20 Dec. 2001 •  Check the possibility of e-mail survey
Christopher
Gurney
CEO Plantation House.com 27 Dec. 2001 •  Suggested a survey item
* Special delivery company
•  Explain: digital business (Part II)
Adrian Burford CEO Musica.com 14 Jan. 2002 •  Provide following information
* Parallel system: 1. Alive system
2. Back-up system
* Web-based business via mobile 
phone
•  Suggest the check of the invested cost 
for the WBSS before launch.
John Winchester Vice President Avaya UK 17 Jan. 2002 •  Recommend the check of transaction 
number of WBSS per month
•  Consider people’s attitudes between 
Western and Eastern
•  Check mobile business on WBSS
Conducting this second round o f  interviews provided a good opportunity  to test the 
practicalities o f  conducting the m ain survey by e-m ail and also the likelihood o f  
people responding to the questionnaire. Futherm ore, the tim e required to fill i n the 
questionnaire w as checked by respondents. It took on average 25 m inutes to 
com pletely fill in the survey instrum ent. Finally, respondents w ere asked their 
opinions o f  the survey items, the wording, and their view  o f  the m ajor im pact factors
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related to WBSS diffusion. Generally, the participants demonstrated interest in this 
research project, and expressed their satisfaction with the items, format, wording and 
structure of the survey instrument, and research model, while providing some additional 
comments and suggestions (Table 7-3). The q uestionnaire w as m odified b efore e ach 
successive interview. The second round of interviews for the UK participants was 
stopped once the last respondent had no more recommendations for any significant 
changes.
The interviewees’ opinions were thus reflected in the final version of the survey 
instrument, w hich i s d ivided i nto t wo d istinct p arts. T he first p art e licits b ackground 
information regarding the organisational and s ystemic aspects o f  WBSS. The second 
part contains the measurement items related to the research hypotheses, based on a five 
point Likert-type scale, ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”.
Through interviewing a number of participants and visiting their companies, this 
researcher become better informed about Web-based shopping and related business 
circles in London. This information would be useful in interpreting the survey data, 
once conducted. Among them, Musica.co.uk is of considerable interest, because in only 
three years its WBSS business has achieved an annual turnover of £5 million. Adrian 
Burford, CEO of Musica.co.uk said “we are breaking a mistaken notion that Web-based 
shopping business is difficult in the UK.” In addition, another interesting interview was 
carried out with the CEO of Iwantoneoffhose.com, which has achieved an annual 
turnover of £2 million in just two years since they launched their WBSS business. These 
dot-coms are just two examples of several successful Web-based shopping businesses in 
the UK. Furthermore, the vice president at Avaya UK, John W inchester, made some 
useful comments based on his wide knowledge and experience. He lived in Asia for ten 
years, including a stay in Korea for nine months. Thus, he knows the East very well. He 
pointed out that “peoples’ attitude, legacy, political situation and bureaucracy sometimes 
hinders WBSS growth in Europe, as Asia is much more progressive.” Regarding the
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technological infrastructure, he said “Asia has an advantage because Europe has a 
legacy i nfrastructure that h inders growth.” It se ems t hat h is o pinion i s similar t o the 
report of IDC (Timmers, 2000, 7). These comments provided further impetus to the 
study in relation to a comparison being made between two countries in very different 
parts of the world. Thus, through these interviews, this phase of the study gained much 
practical background, thereby providing useful contextual information for the analysis 
of the survey data.
7.2.3 The Third Round Interviews with the UK Participants
The third set of interviews were carried out in order to collect specific information for 
WBSS diffusion for further data analysis. From time to time during the UK survey 
(refer to section 7.3.4), telephone interviews were carried out with six participants who 
indicated their willingness to participate. The interviewees were contacted to explain the 
survey items and were asked for questions pertaining to the circumstances surrounding 
their WBSS, the key impact factors on WBSS diffusion, their personal opinions 
regarding this research project, and so on, in brief interviews lasting between a quarter 
and half an hour. A summary of these additional interviews is shown in Table 7-4.
Among them, Ronan Gruenbaum, a dot-com Web director, mentioned that the survey 
questions were very pertinent to her business. Her company’s WBSS is available in 
English, French, German, Italian and Spanish, and customers can find the largest music 
catalogue in Europe with over 420,000 different titles covering all possible styles 
(www.discoweb.com). She indicated that this kind of multi-language WBSS promotes 
WBSS diffusion. In addition, Steve Root, managing director ofjoketown.com expressed 
interest in this project, indicated that with so many potential systems in existence, this 
research was akin to “opening a Pandora’s box.”
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Table 7-4. List of Third Interviews for UK Participators
Name Position Company Date
Ronan Gruenbaum Web Director Discoweb.com 10 April 2002
Carolyn Prentice Customer Service Director Flowershop.com 11 April 2002
Peter Calvert IT Manager Livenet.com 12 April 2002
Steve Root Managing Director Softwareworld.com 16 April 2002
Andrea Allison Marketing Director Joketowm.com 18 April 2002
Paul Cartmell Managing Director Musicshop.com 19 April 2002
To sum up, Table 7-5 provide a summary o f  interview s conducted during the data 
collecting procedure in the UK.
Table 7-5. Sum m ary o f  Interviews for UK Participators
^ \ ^ I n t e r v i e w
“ " 1 
Interview Type Total No. o f
Process Face-to-Face Telephone Interviews
First Interviews 16 -
Second Interviews 6 - 28
Third Interviews - 6
A total o f  28 interviews was therefore carried out as part o f  the data gathering procedure 
in the UK. Am ong them 6 were telephone-based interviews, while 22 were face-to-face 
interviews. Furthermore, the interview data collected at this stage will be added to the 
discussion o f the survey results to provide qualitative contextual inform ation to aid 
interpretation o f  the data.
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7.2.4 Initial Interviews with the Korean Participants
The aim  o f  the first round o f  interview s with the K orean participants was to revise a 
prelim inary K orean version o f  the questionnaire, w hich was initially  translated from 
the final version o f  the English survey instrum ent, and to verify a research m odel o f  
W BSS. Table 7-6 presents a sum m ary o f  this first round o f  interview s for the Korean 
participants.
Table 7-6. Sum m ary o f  First Interviews for K orean Participators
Name Position Organisation Date of Interview
Hunbang Shin PhD Student in Social Policy LSE 12 February 2002
Joohan Ryoo PhD Student in Management LSE 14 February 2002
Youngchan Kim Lecturer; PhD in Management University of London 17 February 2002
Minjung Kim System Manager IBM in UK 19 February 2002
Jooik Kim Managing Director KT Information Technology Ltd. in UK 20 February 2002
Inchul Yu SAV Development Manager SAMSUNG Electronics Co. in UK 28 February 2002
Hyowon Kim Planning Director Interhouse.com in Korea 1 March 2002
Jingwoo Nam Managing Director Cnetia.com in Korea 4 March 2002
Heejin Lee Lecturer, PhD in IS Brunei University in UK 10 March 2002
The interview s were not m eant to take on a conventional interview  form at (question 
and answer), but rather a dialogue about W eb-based shopping business, special 
concerns o f  Internet business and electronic com m erce and participants’ general views 
on this research. The m eetings lasted betw een one and two hours, and were also 
recorded on cassette tape.
The participants were asked to m ake the necessary changes in item s that were 
am biguous, and to freely m ark the instrum ent, cover letter and instruction wherever 
there was a lack o f  clarity. That is, each participant checked and provided feedback
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regarding the am biguity o f  survey items, construction faults and ease o f  understanding, 
and provided some com m ents on the research m odel o f  W BSS diffusion. The 
questionnaire was then revised where appropriate. In addition, the revised 
questionnaires were actually tested w ith two executives o f  dot-com  com panies in 
K orea to check the feasibility o f  an e-m ail survey. The first round o f  interview s for the 
K orean participants stopped when there were no further com m ents from  the 
participants. The final version o f  the Korean questionnaire is presented in the 
A ppendix 4. Som e useful inform ation in term s o f  honing the research m odel for the 
Korean context was also gained through interview ing practical experts and will be 
illustrated in section 7.2.6.
7.2.5 The Second Round of Interviews with the Korean Participants
The second interviews were executed in order to collect specific inform ation for W BSS 
diffusion for further analysis. W hile collecting quantitative survey data for Korea via e- 
mail, eighteen interviews were conducted. Thirteen o f  these were telephone-based 
interviews with people who had indicated their willingness during the pilot survey (ref. 
section 7.3.2). The other five were face-to-face interviews with Korean businessmen, all 
o f  whom are involved in W eb-based shopping businesses in the UK. Table 7-7 provides a 
list o f  these interviewees.
Table 7-7. Korean Participants in the Second Round o f  Interview s
Name Position Company Characteristics Date Interview
Jengsu Lee CEO Softvision.com in Korea 22 March 2002 Telephone
Gapsung Ryo CEO Sangpae.com in Korea 23 March 2002 Telephone
Jaemyeng Park Managing Director Dvdtitle.com in Korea 23 March 2002 Telephone
Junsoo Park Web Master Omimart.com in Korea 25 March 2002 Telephone
Gijae Han CEO Hiphoper.com in Korea 25 March 2002 Telephone
Chehwan Choi IT Director Fashion dot.com in Korea 26 March 2002 Telephone
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Jaesung Jo CEO Adm.com in Korea 26 March 2002 Telephone
Seunghak Shin IT Manager Fineav.com in Korea 27 March 2002 Telephone
Hangu Lee CS Director Sungdo.com in Korea 27 March 2002 Telephone
Leesun Kim Managing Director Littlecity.com in Korea 28 March 2002 Telephone
Ilhwan Kim CIO In2di.com in Korea 28 March 2002 Telephone
Wongi Hong CS Manager Naeumcom.com in Korea 29 March 2002 Telephone
Sangmin Kim Planning Director Iocto.com in Korea 30 March 2002 Telephone
Youngchang Koh Deputy M. D. SAMSUNG TELECOMS Ltd. in UK 2 April 2002 Face-to-face
Manyong Choi CEO Nightneat Limited in UK 3 April 2002 Face-to-face
Donghoon Lee Service Manager Fleet-shipping.com in UK 4 April 2002 Face-to-face
Taejun Cha Managing Director COM-PLUS Ltd. in UK 5 April 2002 Face-to-face
Daniel Yoon Managing Director GNTEC Ltd. in UK 6 April 2002 Face-to-face
Firstly, telephone-based interviews w ere c arried out with thirteen participants who had 
agreed in the pilot survey to be interviewed. Each lasted around thirty minutes and was 
held between midnight and early morning. This is because Korea is nine hours ahead o f 
UK time. During the interviews, it was confirmed that all the questions and items in the 
questionnaire had been clearly understood by the respondents. Also, they were 
specifically asked about their W eb-based shopping businesses, their comments and 
opinions on this research, and what they considered to be the crucial factors as regards the 
diffusion o f  their WBSS.
Secondly, face-to-face interviews were held with five Korean businessmen who are 
involved in W eb-based shopping businesses, telecommunication companies and computer 
hardware and software companies in the UK. The reason for the face-to-face interviews 
with Korean businessmen in the UK is that this provides a good opportunity to find out 
more information on W BSS diffusion from those who have experience o f  living in both 
countries. However, their opinions will be classified as Korean rather than British. During 
these interviews, some interesting comments and information for further data analysis
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were gained. For example, some interviewees made comments on payment methods: e.g. 
Korean W BSS mainly accept Korean credit cards as a payment method. This means that, 
although they accept familiar foreign credit cards such as Visa and M astercard for 
payment, some Korean WBSS do not accept such credit cards as Switch, Delta and 
American Express, as would be the case in the UK. Thus, the necessity to pay particular 
attention to payment methods when comparing the UK and Korean experience was 
recognized. During these interviews, each participant’s perm ission to recontact them later 
in the data analysis phase was obtained.
Table 7-8 provides a summary o f  the interviews undertaken as part o f  the Korean data 
gathering process. A total o f  twenty-five interviews were conducted: seven face-to-face 
interviews were conducted in the initial round o f interviews. Eighteen interviews were 
conducted in the second round: five face-to-face interviews and thirteen telephone 
interviews.
Table 7-8. Summary o f  Interviews with the Korean Participants
Interview
Phase
Interview Type Total No. o f 
InterviewsFace-to-Face Telephone
First Interview 7 -
25
Second Interview 5 13
7.2.6 Verifying the Research Model of WBSS Diffusion
In this section, the research m odel o f  W BSS diffusion developed in chapter 6 (ref. 
Figure 6-2) is verified by applying the interview  data. During the interview  process, 
the m ajority o f  interviewees generally held the view  that the research m odel seemed to 
be well organized with appropriate variables positively associated with the diffusion o f
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WBSS in corporated in it. On the whole, reaction was positive, with comments such as 
“good”, “it seems to work”, “very interesting”, “well organized”, “it looks fine”, “I 
totally agree with this model”, and so on. There were no significant differences of 
opinion on the research model between the two countries’ interviewees. It is reasonable 
to assume that the model is generally applicable for the two contexts. For example, a 
Korean interviewee, the manging director of a dot-com, commented:
I would say it looks like a nice research model, which seems to have quite an 
interesting variables related to WBSS diffusion. ... It seems to be well structured.
A similar view was expressed by the British CEO of a dot-com:
This model seems to cover all the classic market, organisational, technological, 
and external factors, with all their strengths.
On the basis of the interview data in both countries, it appears that this kind of positive 
reaction is because the research model includes several domains of Web-based shopping 
business such as markets, customer service, organisation, Internet technology, and 
information systems aspects. The majority of interviewees thought that the variables of 
the research model were likely to be closely related to WBSS diffusion. Therefore, since 
the majority of respondents expressed positive viewpoints, this section attempts to 
verify the research model on the basis of the comments made.
7.2.6.1 Global Electronic Markets
While a marketplace was previously a space customers physically visited, the Internet- 
based global electronic market has no physical representation and no direct contact 
between buyers and sellers, regardless of their location (Chaffey, et al., 2000; Nour and
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Fadlalla, 2000). In line with this, a comment was made by an interviewee of a dot-com 
in Korea:
11 hink t hat t he Internet has c ompletely o pened up t he g lobal m arketplace f or 
shopping elsewhere and getting better value for money for products customers 
are buying. The more people go online, the better, because the Internet enables 
everybody a chance to show what their businesses do. It’s much easier and much 
more simple to market than the traditional method of marketing.
In relation to global electronic markets, a more detailed point was made by the 
managing director of a dot-com in the UK:
Recently, Web-based shopping business has become a global phenomenon, so 
that we are carefully navigating new opportunities for international e-business. 
For example, our company considered other European countries as major 
markets for e-business, and therefore tried to support multi-language access by 
customers on our WBSS.
For highly competitive and dynamic global electronic markets, Korean companies have 
similar aims, with Sasa.com as one example. Sasa.com is the specialized WBSS for 
selling cosmetics in Korean, English and Chinese (www.sasa.com). Thus, based on 
WBSS, organisations can connect with customers globally, while customers can also 
access global businesses. This kind of multi-language function supporting WBSS seems 
likely to have the positive impact of global electronic markets on WBSS diffusion.
7.2.6.2 Digital Business
There is a growing desire to understand electronic commerce and to utilize Internet 
technology for new business such as digital business (Kalakota and Robinson, 1 999; 
Korper and Ellis, 2000; Timmers, 2000). Digital business products include software,
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DVD, music, movies, drama, electronic games, information, images, books, news and 
so on. These digital business products can be easily stored, transmitted, processed, and 
transformed over the Internet, as pointed out by a Korean interviewee, the managing 
director of a dot-com:
The era of digital business didn’t die with the dot.coms’ collapse. Digital 
business provides a very good opportunity to be a global seller for companies, 
because it costs the supplier almost nothing, so firms can sell global customers 
digital products at a specially discounted download price. However, indeed, the 
opportunity and peril of the digital business continues to unfold. Generally 
speaking, digital business is a major example of the Internet business.
It appears that digital business products can be copied and reused at very low cost to 
meet customer demands for instant delivery. Therefore, traditional success factors 
related to the physical product business seem to be not the major elements in digital 
business on WBSS, as expressed by a British interviewee, the managing director of an 
IT/telecommunication company:
Digital business has a massive influence on WBSS diffusion, which is a really 
good thing, but also on the other hand it has a massive influence on pirating. In 
the old days if you had a medium, for instance a DVD, which you buy, not 
everybody could actually transfer that and pirate it around. Now, everything is 
based on computer, it’s just a data file, and people can just give it to their friends 
and completely distribute it. On the selling side, it’s brilliant. You haven’t got 
any of the fulfilment, you haven’t got any of the packaging or anything like that, 
it can be all automated.
As stated in the above comment, with the growing reliance of the Internet business on 
WBSS, many dot-com c ompanies are trying to drive efficient and c ost-effective new 
business models -  digital business. On the basis of the interview data in both countries, 
it would appear that digital business plays a crucial role in the shaping process of WBSS.
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7.2.6.3 Market Dynamism
It has been seen that the market place is no longer restricted to individual national 
markets, or limited by national boundaries, and whilst the import and export of goods 
and services has been a feature of trade for centuries, this trend has accelerated with the 
arrival of e-business. Regarding current market dynamism within the Web-based 
shopping environment, an interviewee who is the CEO at a dot-com in the UK provided 
the following viewpoint:
The Internet is a tool, it’s not a gold mine, it’s not a pot of gold, but that law of 
business just went out the window. And so huge amounts of money were 
invested, a huge amount of technology was invested, and there were far too 
many people who were pressured into thinking about the Internet business, and 
didn’t know how to go about it, so they employed this or that consultant. These 
consultants were a bit like cowboys in the Wild West, they were rubbing their 
hands together with glee, and they would just quote the most ridiculous prices. 
And because people did not look behind what was actually involved they gave 
them money. Really and truly, I think these days there is necessarily a much 
more level-headed approach to Web-based shopping business.
As an enabler of new business, WBSS have an advantage in accepting changes in 
customer preferences, a global range of market information and competitor situations. 
In terms of market dynamism, a Korean interviewee, the managing director of a dot­
com, expressed this view quite explicitly:
The dynamics of the marketplace are continuously changing. It has settled down 
more now since the dot-com phase of two or three years ago. Market dynamism 
is very good for WBSS diffusion. It is closely related because I think companies 
should market themselves more on the Internet, and because it’s much easier for 
the client. Clients can buy and can do whatever they want in their own time, 
privately, in front of a computer. So a company has to integrate its market on the 
basis of WBSS, because the clients, who want to buy a product at their house or 
office online, are increasing every year.
It appears that as a global marketing medium, WBSS could enable organisations to 
respond rapidly to customers’ preferences, competitors’ actions and dynamic market
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conditions. Thus, it would appear that market dynamism is closely associated with the 
WBSS diffusion.
7.2.6.4 Customer Segmentation
Customer segmentation, as considered in this study, is defined as including knowledge 
of target customers, customers’ characteristics, customers’ Web-based shopping 
activities and customers’ preferences. In connection with this, an interesting comment 
was made by a planning director of a dot-com in Korea:
Customer segmentation analysis has positively affected marketing efforts in 
numerous ways, ranging from mass media to Internet business. It has proven 
invaluable to better understand our customers, their demographics and their 
buying habits. That is, instead of devising one campaign for thousands of 
disparate customers, our company breaks those into smaller demographic 
segments and tailors its campaigns to each of those segments. We are therefore 
stimulated to have a new perspective to provide better products and services to 
customers.
It seems that since maintaining customers is the key to any business success in the 
current global competitive environment, customer segmentation is a vital step towards 
this and is likely to lie at the heart of e-business to maximize long term profitability. A 
point made by the marketing director of a dot-com in the UK was aposite in this regard:
We can see where clients have been on our WBSS, we can track customers 
through a site, and we can track groups of clients. For example, if customers are 
interested in that particular book, after that we need to hit them with a new target, 
another book written by the same guy. I t’s just on their click profile, through 
click stream analysis through the site, profiled and we keep targetting them. It’s 
not so much about demographics and the usual ABC groups, it’s just, we want to 
know where they have been on our WBSS, and in what they are interested.
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There is growing emphasis on customer segmentation that focuses on a specific target 
customer. Based on the above interview data, it is observed that WBSS enable 
organisations to look at customer buying patterns and channel preferences, and to gather 
specific information about a customer’s purchasing behaviour. Thus, it would appear 
that the diffusion of WBSS is influenced by the customer segmentation.
7.2.6.5 Interactivity
Interactivity allows for two-way communication between businesses and customers 
online on a global scale (Laudon and Laudon, 2000). In line with this, an interesting 
viewpoint was expressed by a Korean interviewee, the systems manager of an IT/ 
telecommunications company:
Of course interactivity is important because that’s how it works, instead of using 
the voice to interact with people. For example, as companies would do a cyber 
shop on WBSS, they are having to interact with customers via the Internet. Thus, 
as well as being informative, WBSS have to make it easy for clients to find and 
order products online. So, it seems that the interactive feature of Internet 
technology is an important element of WBSS diffusion.
Accordingly, WBSS can offer organisations the chance to engage in interactive 
activities and to gain instant responses to their customers and businesses. In relation to 
this, a more detailed comment was provided by one of the British interviewees from an 
international company:
You can see interactivity on WBSS with order forms. For example, when clients 
fill out a form in the world and then the seller receives a form via the Internet. 
So it’s all about getting people involved and getting them buying a product 
online, as convenient as possible.
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As can be seen from the above interview data, WBSS can enable organisations to 
interact with customers making purchases, and to gain information, supporting 
business-to-customer (B-to-C) and business-to-business (B-to-B) interactivity. 
Therefore, Internet technology can create interactive applications that can be 
customized for multiple purposes and audiences. Based on this, it would appear that the 
perceived interactivity of Internet technology is positively related to the diffusion of 
WBSS.
7.2.6.6 Connectivity
The global connectivity of Internet technology p rovides WBSS with links directly to 
customers, business partners and suppliers (Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; Laudon and 
Laudon, 2000). In relation to connectivity, a Korean interviewee, the IT director of a 
dot-com, emphasised this point:
Compared with the previous EDI, the connectivity of the Internet technology 
these days is outstanding. For example, we can interface with customers or 
companies or public organisations without any support of the system and 
technology. This kind of advanced connectivity of Internet technologies is likely 
to promote the diffusion process of WBSS.
It would seem therefore that the global connectivity of Internet technology has become 
a major driving force, since organisations are adopting WBSS in  order to be able to 
participate in global electronic markets. In terms of connectivity, a practical comment 
was provided by the managing director of a UK dot-com:
Connectivity is very important on WBSS, and the major characteristic of the 
Internet technology is that it makes it easily transact business transactions. For 
example, a website written for Internet Explorer should work on Navigator. 
They should do -  if sometimes they don’t, it’s because the web design company 
or the web development company has not done their job properly.
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As mentioned by the interviewees in both countries, the global connectivity of Internet 
technology offers organisations new communication and co-ordination mechanisms 
across customers and businesses, providing them with immediate savings in long­
distance telecommunications. Therefore, it appears that Internet connectivity is having a 
profound impact on WBSS diffusion. On this basis, it would seem that the extent of 
WBSS diffusion is affected by the perceived high connectivity of Internet technology.
7.2.6.7 Feasibility
Feasibility is the degree to which a proposed technology can be implemented with 
existing hardware, software and technical resources (Laudon and Laudon, 2000; 348). 
That is, an organisation explores technical feasibility in order to determine whether a 
perceived technology is achievable, given the organisation’s resources, capabilities and 
constraints. In relation to feasibility, there was an interesting comment provided by a 
Korean interviewee, the managing director of an IT/telecommunication company:
The Internet technology has been considerably upgraded, making it possible for 
different types of systems and technology to connect. So the feasibility of the 
Internet technology is not an important matter at all. We can easily improve 
WBSS if we want to, because there is little problem in feasibility and also, the 
price of technology is relatively low, as compared with previous information 
technology.
On the basis of this, it seems that Internet technology is incorporated well with the 
existing network infrastructure, hardware platforms and technical resources, so in turn it 
facilitates further adoption and implementation of WBSS. This point was clearly 
explained by a solution manager of an IT/telecommunication company in the UK:
I think feasibility is a lot easier than people perceive. But when you’re talking to 
a corporate who has the IT strategy, there are always issues about feasibility, 
implementation, roll out strategies. ... Feasibility really varies with size and type
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of project you’re doing. Personally, I think the issue related to feasibility, of 
talking to different platforms, talking to different systems, is all there -  it can be 
done. It will just cost you money depending on what system you’ve got and 
what you want to talk to.
It may therefore reasonably be observed that the high feasibility of Internet technologies 
may facilitate the adoption process of Internet technologies in terms of WBSS 
implementation. Consequently, it would appear that higher feasibility of Internet 
technology facilitates the process of WBSS diffusion.
7.2.6.8 Trialability
Trialability is the degree to which a new technology may be tested on a trial basis 
(Rogers, 1995). Generally, it seems that if an organisation is designing a WBSS for its 
e-business, it should be at least tested and trialled. With respect to trialability, an 
interesting comment was presented by the Korean managing director of an 
IT/telecommunication company:
There are many trial versions of WBSS which can check the possibility and 
opportunity of the Web-based shopping business. Therefore, it is an increasing 
trend for organisations to induce the WBSS of the trial version with little risk 
and low cost in the early stage of the business and then to discard this trial 
version site in favour of the full-scale WBSS.
As a Korean interviewee pointed out, likely trialled versions of WBSS seem to 
influence WBSS diffusion. Thus, in the words of the CEO of a dot-com in the UK:
When we adopt a new Internet technology, we test it on different computers and 
different platforms. It’s very important because our WBSS have to look the 
same all over on different platforms, because clients use different computers, 
different resolutions, different screens, and different monitors. So, we have to 
check it on many different platforms to make sure it looks the same on every 
platform.
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It would therefore appear that the high testability of Internet technologies is likely to 
lead to relatively easy upgrades: from simple Web-site to sophisticated WBSS enabling 
global Internet business. Therefore, as regards the discussion so far, it would appear that 
the high trialability of Internet technology provides the impetus to the ready diffusion of 
WBSS applications.
7.2.6.9 E-business Planning
It will be recalled that e-business is not merely an IT function, but also a critical element 
of an organisation’s core e-business (Korper and Ellis, 2000; 235). As organisations 
establish e-business planning, they should think about all aspects of e-business such as 
e-business models, new business processes and strategies, new kinds of system 
architecture, further upgrades of systems, customer segmentation and market focus, 
supply chain management and the like. The importance of e-business planning was 
noted by the UK CEO of a dot-com:
After many dot-coms collapsed, the first lesson is that technology can’t save a 
bad business plan. We are reminded that technology is a tool to deliver excellent 
products and services at a good price. Therefore, good e-business planning is 
likely to facilitate greater numbers of e-businesses on WBSS.
On the basis of this, e-business planning seems to play an important part in the process 
of WBSS diffusion of an organisation. In line with this, the planning director of a dot­
com in Korea mentioned that:
In my view, e-business planning is very important, because it enables our 
company to use our business resources efficiently and effectively. For example, 
we usually do our business planning to consider such issues as who are the 
target customers, what is the best way of satisfying them, what kind of Internet 
technology is suitable for our business, and how to achieve our business goal.
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As pointed out by the interviewees in both countries, to establish successful e-business 
planning, organisations should carefully consider customer aspects, new ways of doing 
business, and new technology trends. It would therefore appear that e-business planning 
encourages the diffusion of WBSS.
7.2.6.10 Risk Management
Web-based shopping tends to expose enterprises to the risks associated with 
unfamiliarity caused by new forms of business transaction. There are some serious risks 
that organisations take on when they transmit data across the Internet: interception by a 
third party, forgery and modification (Loshin, 1995), and the like. Few believe that 
legislation alone will solve such risk management issues. This is because technology is 
but one component of this problem. The issues related to risk management were 
highlighted by a Korean interviewee, the system manager of an IT/ telecommunication 
company:
In terms of risk management, companies will have to go into all that, of course. 
They will have to create an environment that is secure for their clients to buy on­
line, for sure.
On this basis, it seems that if organisations fail to manage risks adequately, they could 
be confronted by situations that could undermine their success. Thus, one of the UK 
interviewees, the CEO of a dot-com, explained that:
There are various risks relevant to the Web-based shopping to be protected and 
prevented. We need to design risk management systems that protect customer 
privacy before they ask for it.
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It seems therefore that there is a likelihood of well-known dot-coms suffering damage to 
their reputation due to the inadequacy of their risk management. Therefore, it appears 
that the risk management issue has to be carefully considered in contemporary Web- 
based shopping circumstances to achieve business objectives. Consequently, it would 
appear that careful consideration of risk management issues positively affects the extent 
of WBSS diffusion.
7.2.6.11 Customer Service Quality
WBSS are directly connected with global customers via the Internet. Thus, the survival 
of WBSS seems to depend on whether the customers continuously accesses their sites, 
because WBSS do not work in isolation from customers. The importance of customer 
service quality was pointed out by one of the Korean interviewees, the customer service 
manager of a dot-com in Korea:
In my view, the customer service quality is really important. Therefore, our 
company periodically asks the special investigation agency to examine the 
service quality, the customer satisfaction and usability of our WBSS and our 
company’s image. This data is important to us in building up very strong 
customer relations and running customer-oriented WBSS more efficiently.
The significance of the customer service quality was also mentioned by the marketing 
manager of a dot-com in the UK:
As in all selling, it’s probably the most important thing. Customer loyalty is the 
name of the game, isn’t it. For example, if a company treats the customers very 
well, they’ll come back because they’ll remember and recommend the business.
Customer service quality therefore seems to be related to WBSS diffusion in both 
countries. This means that having a high level of customer service quality promotes
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customer satisfaction in turn, so the level of satisfaction experienced by customers 
would influence WBSS diffusion. It may be concluded, as a result that customer service 
quality is one of the key impact factors for WBSS diffusion.
7.2.6.12 Knowledge Intensity
The success of an organisation depends on its ability to gather, produce, maintain and 
disseminate knowledge of products, services and information (Laudon and Laudon, 
2000; 107). To extend our understanding of the relationship between WBSS and 
knowledge intensity, an interviewee who was a partner at Arthur Andersen in the UK 
stressed the following point:
There have been masses of money spent on the Internet with various different 
business types, and millions and millions of pounds have been spent on lots of 
dot-com companies. However, many of these companies are collapsing. Though 
there are various approaches in order to survive in Internet business fields, one 
crucial option is that companies have to access and keep the most up-to-date 
information possible for markets, customers and competitors.
The positive relationship between knowledge intensity and WBSS was stressed by one 
of the Korean interviewees, the planning director of a dot-com:
I think that a company has to know its product and market, if it wishes its WBSS 
to be successful. For example, even if we have the best WBSS in the world 
selling something, it would fail if there is no market. So, customer knowledge 
and market knowledges come well before the WBSS.
The relationship between knowledge intensity and WBSS seems to be regarded as 
common ground for organisational growth and WBSS diffusion. This means that e- 
businesses, in particular Web-based shopping business, would require new kinds of 
knowledge for their markets and customers in terms of e-commerce and digital
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economy. Thus, it would appear that the extent of the diffusion of WBSS is influenced 
by the degree of organisational knowledge intensity in relation to its customers, markets 
and competitors.
7.2.6.13 Usability of WBSS
According to Manning (1999), an effective design and development of Web-based 
shopping sites can help satisfy and retain customers. A greater awareness of WBSS 
usability was emphasised by one interviewee who is the managing director of a dot-com 
in Korea:
Designers of WBSS should realize that if the customer cannot accomplish his 
goals, the designer cannot accomplish his. Thus, the degree of the usability 
would have a direct influence on the continuous accessibility by customers to its 
WBSS. For example, even though some WBSS are similar, according to the 
extent of their search function and of their visual appeal, the degree of access by 
the customer could be different. It is a crucial matter how convenient we make 
WBSS for customers, and in turn it will affect WBSS diffusion.
On the basis of this, organisations attempt to focus on making it relatively easy for the 
customers to continually visit their WBSS sites. In connection with this, the contrast 
between good usability and bad usability was explained by one of the British 
interviewees, a dot-com CEO, as follows:
Usability should be a very important factor, so it should be as easy as possible. I 
think the usability of our WBSS -  being able to update it, change it, or 
interrogate it -  is important. ... There is also bad usability. For example, 
something not fitting on your screen, hard to find, no explanations of how to get 
to places, wondering how you got here or how you get back, poor layout, poor 
graphics, and poor feel of the site.
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On the basis of the above comments, it would appear that if organisations want their 
WBSS to be continually accessed by customers, they should reflect the nature of 
customer characteristics, customer requests and c ustomer preferences in m aking their 
WBSS user-friendly, prioritizing the customers’ needs. In conclusion, it would appear 
that the diffusion of WBSS is positively influenced by the degree of usability of WBSS.
7.2.6.14 Security Management
According to Oliveira et al. (1999), security has been, and remains, the number one 
issue for the further advancement of e-commerce. In line with this, many interviewees 
in both countries insisted that network and systems security are key in Web-based 
shopping. The important role of security management was pointed out by one of the 
interviewees of an IT/telecommunication company in the UK:
It is usual to see that many companies are making investments to ensure that 
their IT teams are ready to secure their systems and network infrastructures. For 
example, we have many forms of security. Among them, a firewall is like a lock 
on a door. Hundreds of WBSS are out there that tell you exactly how to get 
around a firewall. So, it is not enough to detect an intrusion, we must be able to 
prevent and block it. So, security management would be one of the important 
factors in terms of WBSS diffusion.
As mentioned already, the majority of interviewees hold the view that one of the most 
important isuues confronting WBSS concerns safeguarding against potential threats 
such as computer virus, hacker, cracker, and abuse. However, the actual level of 
security management seems to depends on the degree of cost of secure systems, as 
pointed out by one of the Korean interviewees, the system manager of an 
IT/telecommunication company:
Security management is important. Having a secure site puts the consumer’s 
mind at rest. There are different levels of security management -  people logging
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in need a user name and password, and maybe other things. It all depends on 
how much budget you have and how big a risk it is. It’s also up to how much the 
company wants to invest in their systems.
On the basis of above comments, security management seems to be an area requiring 
constant supervision and management to provide stable systems and infrastructure for 
Web-based shopping with global customers and businesses. To sum up, it would appear 
that the security management is thus closely associated with the WBSS diffusion.
7.2.6.15 Network Infrastructure
An important component of a network infrastructure is the hardware and software used 
to share high-speed connections. The network infrastructure of an organisation is 
composed of routes, gateways, CORBA, firewalls, leased lines, ISDN, LAN, WAN, 
Intranet and extranet (De and Mathew, 1999; Timmers, 2000). In terms of network 
infrastructure, the following point was made by an interviewee in a UK IT/ 
telecommunication company:
A network infrastructure makes it possible to create more interesting and 
worthwhile WBSS applications, allowing fast connections, greater bandwidth 
and valuable information. The only negative aspect in instituting a network 
infrastructure for WBSS is that it tends to require considerable investment. 
Sometimes t his c ost m ay be s ignificant o re  ven a b arrier, especially i f  small- 
medium enterprises are faced with financial difficulty. In any case, the network 
infrastructure is closely related to WBSS usability and performance, and the 
security management.
Regarding t he n etwork i nfrastructure, a s imilar viewpoint w as p rovided b y a K orean 
interviewee, the system manager of an IT/telecommunication company:
The level of network infrastructure depends on how much money the company 
pays to have a fully integrated system. It’s how much it’s worth paying to have
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that facility, so it’s basically the same concept as security management -  the 
more money they throw at it, the better the systems. The network infrastructure 
is considered to be important in any case.
On this basis, it appears that network infrastructure seems to play an increasingly 
important role in global Web-based shopping. This is because a solid network 
infrastructure can enable organisations to make the most effective use of WBSS 
applications and to accommodate customer access and stable business transactions, with 
appropriate protection from hacking and cyber attacks. By doing so, Web-based 
shopping businesses can deliver a high qualitative experience for customers visiting 
their WBSS. It would appear therefore that the extent of the network infrastructure is 
closely related to the diffusion of WBSS.
7.2.6.16 Internet Technology Adaptability
Internet technologies are used on various types of WBSS applications and network 
infrastructures for a variety of strategic and business purposes, increasing the flow and 
value of information between businesses and customers (Lazzaro, 1994; Evans, 1999; 
Korper and Ellis, 2000; Cline and Girou, 2000; Perkowitz and Etzioni, 2000). In 
relation to this, the CEO of a dot-com in the UK expressed the following view:
Currrent Internet technology areas are fast changing, incorporating a variety of 
areas of technical expertise. The latest Internet technologies are used by many 
advanced WBSS applications to gain competitive advantage in the context of the 
Internet business. For example, we are very excited about mobile business on 
WBSS and the positive benefits it will provide customers and businesses. It 
seems to me that the Internet technology adaptability is associated with the 
diffusion of WBSS.
Whilst managing and disseminating critical business transactions, recently introduced 
Internet technology is enabling innovative new business models and expanding global
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electronic market territories. In relation to this, a somewhat cautious comment was 
made by a Korean interviewee, the managing director of an IT/telecommunication 
company:
When new Internet technology comes along, you have to look at it, you have to
see what the user groups are saying about it, because every bit of technology
will have its fans that will write lots of information about the pros and the cons.
After that, you need to evaluate it for the application of your Internet business.
Since Internet technology enables an organisation to became a global marketer on 
WBSS, it seems to play an important role in the shaping process of WBSS diffusion. It 
would appear therefore that the extent of WBSS diffusion is affected by the degree of 
Internet technology adaptability of an organisation.
7.2.6.17 Concluding Remarks
In this section, the research model developed in chapter 6 was verified on the basis of 
interview data gathered in both the UK and Korea. During the interview process, the 
majority of interviewees in both countries held the view that all of these variables seem 
to be significant for the diffusion of WBSS. A few people expressed their concerns such 
as customer shopping preferences, regulation issues, and payment systems, according to 
different interests and different backgrounds regarding Web-based shopping. Since this 
dissertation is a pioneer study within the research agenda -  WBSS diffusion -  as well 
as a starting point for further on-going research relevant to Web-based s hopping and 
electronic commerce, this research has attempted to focus on more general issues such 
as internal and external factors as well as ICT-related and non-ICT-related factors 
influencing WBSS diffusion rather than a specific research topic, i.e what kinds of 
customer preferences are related to WBSS difusion. Thus, it is hoped that if further 
studies focus on a specific research subject such as customer preferences, regulation
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issues or payment systems within Web-based shopping research agenda, it will be 
worthwhile to use this research as a base in accumulating further theoretical and 
academic foundations.
To sum up, in the interview procedure, the qualitative data gathered from the interviews 
at the LSE and from participant organisations was used to establish the validity of the 
research instrument and to improve the questions and format of survey items before 
sending out the survey. Furthermore, the research model of WBSS diffusion was 
verified as a reasonable basis for further research as a result of the interviews conducted 
in both countries. Consequently, it was observed that all research variables seem to be 
closely associated to the shaping process of WBSS diffusion. However, the research 
model (ref. Figure 6-2) verified in this section will be tested for its explanatory power in 
specific Web-based shopping circumstances, in particular in the UK and Korea, in the 
following chapter. Before turning to chapter 8, however, a brief introduction is provided 
with regard to the procedures adopted in conducting the survey phase of the research.
7.3 Survey Procedure
This section of the dissertation is concerned with the survey procedure adopted to gather 
quantitative data to test the research model of WBSS diffusion verified from the 
interview phase. At this stage, the following question required resolution: What sort of 
data collection method is most effective for this research project? In order to resolve 
this point, various research methods for the survey were considered: a postal survey, 
telephone survey, e-mail survey and a survey based on the interview. In coming to a 
conclusion, the following factors were considered: cost, time, and feasibility, given the 
cultural context of Korea. E-mail was chosen as the most suitable survey method in 
view of its ability to reach a large number of companies and to enable their convenient 
response in both the UK and Korea.
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To obtain e-mail addresses for the survey, several Internet search engines were 
investigated, such as Yahoo.co.uk, Yahoo.co.kr, Altavista.co.uk, Lycos.co.uk, 
Ask.co.uk and MSN.co.uk. Among these, Yahoo.co.uk and Yahoo.co.kr provided 
most categories of Web-based shopping sites in the UK and Korea. Further detail of 
the survey procedure in the UK and Korea is provided as follows.
7.3.1 Pilot Survey for the UK
Given the pioneering nature of this study, finding available respondents was not easy 
because business related to Web-based shopping is still growing. In relation to this, 
there are some interesting questions: What kinds of companies are using WBSS? What 
are their characteristics? Would they be interested in this research project? Would they 
respond to the survey? What kinds of opinions do they have regarding this research? 
How many people will respond to the survey? Because of these concerns it was decided 
to carry out a pilot survey to improve the response rate to the actual survey and to check 
the feasibility of using e-mail for the actual survey.
In deciding how to choose the respondents for the pilot survey, a number of issues were 
considered. First, the sample needed to be broad enough to allow for generalization of 
the results. Second, while Yahoo.co.uk (www.yahoo.co.uk) contains about 17,000 Web- 
based shopping sites, many of them are simple Web sites. Therefore, dot-coms that 
were actually using WBSS were selected, according to the following two criteria: (1) 
whether the Web site enables products to be bought and/or sold, and provides 
information and services -  all major characteristics of WBSS; (2) whether the Web site 
has a mechanism for payment, such as credit card, direct debit, cheque, bank transfer, 
electronic cash and so on. These two conditions are key characteristics o f  WBSS, as 
compared to simple Web sites (ref. chapter 2).
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For UK dot-coms that satisfied the above two major criteria, enquiry letters were sent to 
2,663 companies between 16 November 2001 and 21 January 2002. The response rate 
to the e-mail pilot survey in UK was about 7.4%: 2,663 letters sent, 196 responses 
received. Amongst the latter, many indicated that they would support this research 
further by participating in interviews, by filling in the survey questionnaire, or by doing 
both.
Although the respondents did not give specific information to build up a potential 
profile, the pilot survey had demonstrated the feasibility of this research project 
notwithstanding the low response rate. Many respondents, who are in positions of 
authority, indicated interest in this research project, thus giving increased confidence 
that the study could obtain reliable, quality data for further analysis.
7.3.2 Pilot Survey for Korea
From 22 January 2002 to 13 March 2002, enquiry letters (see appendix 7) were sent to
6,012 companies that were selected from 23,962 Web-based shopping sites on 
Yahoo.co.kr. 207 positive responses were received, giving a response rate of about 
3.4%. This response rate was low as compared with the response rate in the UK (7.4%). 
Why was this?
To answer this, letters were sent to non-respondents. However, 6,012 enquiry letters had 
already been deleted due to the limited storage size of the e-mail system, so that it 
proved difficult to analyze non-responses. Instead of trying to do so quantitatively, the 
reasons causing the low response rate were analyzed, according to automatically 
returned e-mails, some response letters to our enquiry, personal knowledge from
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previous research experience in Korea and so on. Four m ajor reasons em erged and are 
sum m arized in Table 7-9.
Table 7-9. Reason for Low Response Rate in Korea
No. Reason for Low-Response Rate
1 • Not familiar with the name of LSE in Korean Business Field
2 • Do not run business or not under the supervision of a person in charge
3 • Company policy
4 • Thought of as junk e-mails
Firstly, the reputation o f  the institution carrying out the survey seem s to affect the 
response rate. That is, if  a respondent does not recognize or trust the survey institution, 
the response rate will be lower, because the respondent tends to assum e that the research 
institution is unreliable. According to previous experience in Korea, Korean business 
circles are not so fam iliar with the name o f  LSE, despite its standing as one o f  the best 
social science institutions in UK, i f  not the world. Therefore, it would appear that this 
unfam iliarity w ith t he su rvey i nstitution c ould a ffect t he 1 ow r ate o f  r esponse t o t his 
survey.
Second, m any e-m ails were returned automatically. One can infer that this m eans that 
the addressees do not run actual businesses or they are not under the supervision o f  a 
person in charge o f  W BSS. Third, a num ber o f  respondents said that they could not be 
involved in this research project due to com pany policy, in m uch the same w ay as a 
num ber o f  the U K  companies had responded.
Finally, anybody can easily access W eb-based shopping sites throughout the world and 
can send e-mails via the Internet. Thus, m any firms are confronting problem s caused by 
the volume o f  unwelcom e junk  e-mail. Thus, it would appear that some non-
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respondents categorized the e-mail about this research as junk e-mail. On the basis of 
this analysis, it seems that any one of the above, or a combination of them could have 
affected the low response rate of the pilot survey in Korea.
To sum up, although the pilot survey in the UK and Korea was monotonous, 
troublesome and time-consuming work, it provided a good opportunity to observe and 
compare many kinds of Web-based shopping sites. In the process of comparing Web 
sites and WBSS, and finding e-mail addresses to contact participators, a means of 
comparing WBSS in the UK and Korea was also provided.
7.3.3 Actual Survey for Korea
As mentioned earlier, when the methods for gathering data were considered, it was 
decided to try data collection using e-mail, rather than postal surveys. This was partly 
due to the practicalities involved but also because the research subject is related to the 
Internet, characterized by an incredible diversity of users and information. It seemed that 
this data collection method would have the advantage of overcoming limitations of time 
and cost. Since the pilot surveys for the UK and Korea demonstrated the feasibility of this 
approach, it was decided to proceed, since a large number of companies could be 
contacted in this way.
With the intervention of the Easter holiday in the UK and since there is no such holiday 
in Korea, it was decided to deal with the data collection process in Korea first. After the 
pilot survey was terminated in early March 2002, a number of preparations were made for 
the actual survey: e.g., making a checklist for survey responses, building a data directory 
in H: space at the LSE, and deleting old e-mail letters. Once preparations were complete, 
questionnaires were sent to the 207 Korean participants via e-mail, i.e., those who had
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previously notified their availability at the time o f  the pilot survey. It required about five 
hours to send the survey instrument to all the participants in Korea. 82 marked 
questionnaires were received in the first week (representing a 39 percent response rate).
To obtain a greater response, additional questionnaires were sent to the remaining 
participants at the beginning o f the second, third and fourth weeks, accom panied by a 
letter reminding participants o f their earlier positive reaction to the pilot. W hen a marked 
questionnaire was received from a respondent in Korea via e-mail, the respondent’s name, 
e-mail address and response date were recorded on the check list, and the questionnaire 
files were then saved from e-mail to the H: space.
As a result o f  the follow up letters, a total o f  155 questionnaires were received from 
Korean respondents. Among these, 6 questionnaires were unusable because the 
respondents failed to mark all the survey items, only checking the initial part A o f  the 
questionnaire. One questionnaire was not fit for use because the file received was corrupt. 
Thus, a total o f  148 questionnaires were usable, representing a 71.5 percent response rate, 
as shown in Table 7-10.
Table 7-10. Summary o f Actual Survey for Korea
Survey Place Number of participants Number of Usable Responses Percent
Korea 207 148 71.5%
7.3.4 Actual Survey for the UK
A fter 2 April 2002, the questionnaire accom panied by the cover letter was e-mailed to 
196 participants in UK, who, in the pilot survey, had notified their willingness to 
participate in the actual survey. In the cover letter, it was acknowledged that they might
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be busy or still on holiday; it therefore asked them to fill in the questionnaire when they 
were free. One week later, 78 marked questionnaires were received, representing a 
response rate of 39 percent. To increase the response rate, a reminder letter was also 
sent at the beginning of four subsequent weeks after the questionnaires were initially e- 
mailed out.
However, at that time there was concern about the low response rate in the UK survey 
for several reasons. There was a long lapse of time, about three months, after the pilot 
survey was conducted, so that many participants might have lost their initial enthusiasm 
for the survey. In addition, as expected, some people mentioned that they were currently 
on Easter holiday and that they would only be able to complete the questionnaire upon 
their return. In addition, some questionnaires were not accepted by the receivers’ WBSS 
and were automatically returned, despite the fact that they had indicated that they could 
participate. Some respondents also indicated that they could not participate in the survey 
due to company security, heavy work-load at the time or not being qualified to complete 
the survey.
To increase the response rate, it was decided to send an additional enquiry letter by e- 
mail to the 376 dot-com companies that were selected from lycos.co.uk, which 
contained about 20,000 Web-based shopping sites. Through this process, 21 marked 
questionnaires were received, yielding a response rate of just 5.6 percent. As a result of 
these efforts, a total of 152 usable questionnaires was received for final analysis. Table 
7-11 shows a summary of respondents to the survey in the UK.
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In summary, while somewhat disappointing, given the specialized and pioneering nature 
o f  the research, the sample size in each country was considered sufficient for the 
investigative purposes o f  the phenomenon o f  W BSS diffusion. This is because “we can 
be 95 per cent confident that i f  we had a random  sample o f  100 cases the population 
estim ate would be within ± 1 0  per cent o f  the percentages we find in the sample” (De 
Vaus, 2001; 189). This research received about 150 m arked questionnaires from each 
country so that amount was reasonable for the m ultivariate analysis aspect o f  this 
research.
Table 7-11. Sum mary o f  Actual Survey for UK
Sending Questionnaires Number of Useable Responses Percent Total Useable 
Questionnaire
196
By e-mail By post Sum
66.8 %
152122 9 131
Additional Enquiry Letters Number of Useable Responses Percent
376 21 5.6%
7.3.5 Reasons for Non-Responses
In this section, reasons for non-responses are examined, based on non-respondents’ 
opinions given in the final response letters. W hen final rem inder letters were sent out in 
both countries, also enclosed were survey items which could check the reason for non­
response. In the final letter, it was m entioned “if  you finally decide that you cannot 
participate in this research project, please inform us o f  your reasons and tick as many 
items a s a ppropriate” . T able 7 -12 p rovides a s um m ary o f  t he r easons g iven f  or n on- 
response.
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Table 7-12. Non-Response Reasons in UK and Korea Survey
Non-Response Reasons
Company security
Heavy work load
Run a small Web-based business
Not appropriate person for 
marking the questionnaire
Having a holiday or 
out of work
Currently changing and 
upgrading WBSS
Questionnaire too long
Other
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
4 10.3
7 17.9
6 15.4
5 12.8
8 ms
4 10.3
2 5.1
3 7.7
39 100.0
. . .
Korea
Frequency Percent
3 9.1
6
18.2
7 21.2
5 15.1
3 ■
4 12.1
3 9.1
2 6.1
33 100.0
As can be seen from Table 7-12, “heavy work load” (17.9%  and 18.2%), “run a small 
W eb-based business” (15.4% and 21.2% ), and “not appropriate person for m arking the 
questionnaire” (12.8 % and 15.1%) were similarly represented as m ajor reasons for the 
non-responses in both the U K  and Korean surveys. For m ost o f  the other non-response 
reasons given, the proportions for each were roughly alike in both countries, except for 
one: having a holiday or out o f  work (20.5% in U K  and 9.1%  in Korea). The Easter 
holiday in the UK is likely to account for this reason being higher as compared to the 
Korean survey.
The detailed explanations for each reason are introduced, according to the comments 
received from non-respondents in the U K  and Korea. First, for com pany security, some 
respondents sent partially-com pleted questionnaires due to the confidential nature o f  
some information requested in the survey.
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The second non-response reason was heavy work load. Regarding this, one of the non­
respondents referred to it in his letter stating that “30 minutes may not sound a long 
time, but we are absolutely rammed with work at the moment, because my professional 
time is billed at £200 per hour”.
Thirdly, some non-respondents were unable to complete the questionnaire because they 
have small Web-based shopping sites maintained by a third party.
Fourth, some respondents indicated in the e-mail that they were not the appropriate 
person to respond, but suggested other contact names and e-mail addresses. In addition, 
one respondent mentioned that they are a small but fast-growing company selling soft 
toys through the Internet, using a package which they bought from a Web-based 
shopping systems provider. They received technical support from them, and were 
therefore not an appropriate company to respond to the survey.
Fifth, regarding the non-response reason of being on a holiday or out of work, a 
respondent in the UK wrote back, “you have picked the worst time for the survey, 
because many people are not working during the Easter holidays.” Thus, many potential 
respondents were out of the office and were not available to respond to the survey.
Sixth, some were in the process of changing their WBSS to provide a better online 
service. In this connection, this study also received an interesting e-mail reporting that 
the company had closed its systems due to a virus attack.
Seventh, some non-respondents in both countries stated that the questionnaire was too 
long, and that they regarded the survey as tiresome.
Finally, as regards other reasons, one non-respondent said that they would not be able to 
help with the survey, because they were not a normal kind of Web-based shopping
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company (www.bumperbrain.com). They were an e-commerce software development 
company, and their business is to supply software to Web site developers to enable 
Web-based shopping systems. Since they are not a typical Web-based shopping service, 
the survey would probably not be appropriate for them even though they thought it 
sounded interesting.
Thus, it appears that the reasons given for non-response were all plausible and roughly 
similar in the two countries, and did not give cause for concern in terms of the 
credibility of the survey.
7.3.6 Non-Response Bias Tests
The responses from 152 organisations in the UK and 148 organisations in Korea were 
used for further analysis. However, in order to ensure the validity of the analysis results, 
non-response b ias w as t ested for. T here a re t wo m ethods o f t  esting f  or n on-response 
bias (Oppenheim, 1992; 34): first, comparing respondents with non-respondents on the 
original sampling list (in terms of total number of employees and total sales), and 
second, by comparing early respondents with late respondents. The first is more 
concerned with ascertaining directly the representativeness of the responses received, 
whilst the second method attempts to measure non-response bias based on the 
presumption that ‘late’ responders are reasonable ‘surrogates’ of non-respondents 
(Wallace and Mellor, 1988). According to Wallace and Mellor (1988; 134), 
“respondents (and particularly early respondents) tend to be favourably disposed 
towards the objectives of the survey, while non-respondents and late responders may be 
those who are more likely to feel that they will be inadequate at supplying the 
information requested, or withdrawn, overburdened or inundated with many 
questionnaires or feel that they can be judged by the responses.” On the basis of this
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notion, this study conducted a non-response bias test based on the second method, 
because it appears that the first m ethod m akes it difficult to gain actual company 
inform ation such as turnover and employee num bers from non-respondents on the 
sampling list at this stage. In relation to the second m ethod o f  testing for non-response 
bias, Firth (1978; 60) compared the mean responses o f  the first 20 returned 
questionnaires with the last 20 returned questionnaires.
According to F irth ’s methods (1978) for testing non-response bias, this research divided 
the questionnaires into two groups based on the date o f  the questionnaires, returned by 
respondents from both countries, i.e., the early 20 returned questionnaires versus the last 
20 returned questionnaires. After that, a t-test was applied to examine the differences 
between the early responding and the late responding organisations for two variables: 
total num ber o f  employees and turnover.
Table 7-13. Non-Response Bias Test in the U K  Data.
Responding Early Response Late Response Sig. Difference
Inform ation M ean (S.D) M ean (S.D) (P)
Em ployee Num ber 2.70 (2.29) 2.05 (2.28) .327 No
Turnover 4.05 (2.16) 3 .10(2 .46) .161 No
Table 7-14. N on-Response Bias Test in the Korean Data.
Responding Early Response Late Response Sig. Difference
Inform ation M ean (S.D) M ean (S.D) (P)
Employee N um ber 2.40 (2.11) 2 .00(1 .21) .670 No
Turnover 3.85 (2.51) 2.95 (1.28) .258 No
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As can be seen in Table 7-13 and 7-14, no significant differences were found between 
the early responding and later-responding companies in the U K  and Korea. On this basis, 
it is reasonable to argue that this lack o f  non-response bias implies that the results from 
the sample in both countries can be generalized to the larger population.
Furthermore, during the UK survey process, an additional 376 enquiry letters (ref. Table 
7-9) were sent to overcom e poor response rates, from w hich 21 additional marked 
questionnaires were received. However, since the returned 21 additional questionnaires 
were not representative o f  the original sample drawn, a self-selection bias could be 
possible. Thus, this study attempted to examine the self-selection bias for the 21 
response questionnaires, as compared to the early 20 returned questionnaires. As can be 
seen from Table 7-15, there are no significant differences between the early responses 
and the 21 additional responses in the UK data. Based on this evidence, it appears that 
the additional 21 questionnaires did not affect the generalisability o f  the research 
findings.
Table 7-15. Response Bias Test in the U K  Data.
Responding Early Response 21 Responses Sig. Difference
Information M ean (S.D) M ean (S.D) (P)
Employee N um ber 2.70 (2.29) 2 .15(1 .18) .330 No
Turnover 4.05 (2.16) 3.05 (1.50) .133 No
7.4 Sum m ary
This chapter has discussed the data collection procedures adopted, including interviews 
and the survey for the UK and Korean samples. Though it was not an easy process, this 
procedure enabled the initial draft version o f  the questionnaire to be re-shaped into a
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final, viable survey instrument, verifying a research model of WBSS diffusion based on 
the interviews in both countries.
In addition, this research conducted non-response bias tests for both countries’ data in 
terms of two group responses: early respondents and later respondents. Moreover, the 
second response bias test was conducted in relation to the early responses and the 
additional 21 responses received from the results of the supplementary 376 enquiry 
letters. As a consequence of these processes, it appears that the research results derived 
from the survey can be “generalizable” since there were no significant differences 
between each group of samples (Oppenheim, 1992; Firth, 1978; Wallace and Mellor, 
1988), as also pointed out by Lee and Baskerville (2001; 1):
We use the adjective “generalizable” to describe research findings that can be 
transferred to and remain valid in a setting outside the original research setting 
(e.g., the particular sample in a statistical study) where they were established; 
the verb “generalize” to refer to the actions by which researchers attempt to 
achieve generalizable results (e.g., to generalize from a sample to a population); 
the gerund “generalizing” to name the process by which researchers generalize 
(e.g., the process of generalizing from a sample to a population); and the noun 
“generalization” torefer to the successful product o f  an attempt togeneralize 
(e.g., a statistical generalization).
Based on the theoretical notion offered by Lee and Baskerville (2001; 1), this research 
attempts to “generalize” the research model of WBSS diffusion in two quite different 
Web-based shopping circumstances in the following chapter 8, and then to provide a 
“generalization”of research findings in chapter 9.
In conclusion, dual data collection processes -  qualitative interviews and quantitative 
survey for b oth c ountries -  w ere w orthwhile b ecause s ufficient q uantitative d ata a nd 
meaningful qualitative and contextual information were collected as a result. More 
detailed analysis and interpretation of these data are discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8. Data Analysis and Findings
8.1 Introduction
The major findings arising from the survey research and interviews are described in 
this chapter, which consists of eight sections as follows. Section 8.2 reports the 
organisational characteristics of the responding sample in order to provide background 
information on organisational aspects of the respondent companies from both 
countries: the UK and Korea. The third section examines the systemic characteristics 
of the sample to explore the information provided by the respondents concerning their 
WBSS. The fourth section presents the results of reliability and validity analysis 
applied to the variables measured. The fifth section presents the results of the 
correlation analysis of the variables, undertaken to examine the linear relationships 
among variables for further multi-variate analysis. The sixth section provides results 
from the regression analysis to test the hypotheses. The findings associated with the 
research hypotheses are summarized in this section. Section 8.7 deals with a 
discussion of the research findings related to the key impact factors of WBSS 
diffusion, based on data derived from the interviews. The final section synthesizes the 
research findings to illustrate major characteristics of WBSS diffusion between the 
UK and Korea.
8.2 Respondent Profile of Organisational Aspects
This section discusses the profiles provided by the respondents concerning organisational 
features. An attempt is made to assess the current state concerning organisational aspects 
related to e  ompanies with W B SS in thetw oc ountries, i .e. t he r espondent p rofiles are 
characterized by each respondent’s position and functional area, respondents’ seniority
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and educational level, industry distribution, product categories, product delivery forms, 
num ber o f  employees, annual turnover, etc.
8.2.1 Respondents’ Position
Table 8-1 provides summary information regarding the job  position o f  the respondents. 
As can be seen, a large proportion o f  responses came from the level o f  director and above, 
including CEO and managing director (75% o f  UK responses; 66% o f  Korean responses). 
In addition, about 25% o f the respondents in both countries indicated that they are at the 
manager level (e.g., general, marketing and IT). This distribution seems to satisfy the goal 
o f  obtaining responses from the people who are most likely to have an understanding o f 
W eb-based shopping business and systems. It also adds confidence concerning the quality 
o f  data given the high levels o f executives responding.
Table 8-1. Distribution o f  Respondents’ Position
Position
CEO____________
Managing Director
IT Director 
General Manager
IT Manager
Webmaster
Other
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
49 32.2
59 38.8
6 3.9
20 13.2
18 11.8
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
48 32.4
41 27.7
9 6.1
25 16.9
14 9.5
7 4.7
4 2.7
148 100.0
8.2.2 Respondents’ Seniority
Table 8-2 summarizes information about the respondents’ seniority, in terms o f  the 
number o f  positions that exist between them and the CEO. As regards the respondents’ 
position, the level o f  respondents’ seniority can be illustrated in terms o f  organisational
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hierarchy. The majority o f  respondents (86.2% in UK  and 80.4% in Korea) were at 
seniority level zero (i.e., they are the CEO) and one. This indicates the high standing o f  
respondents, as well as their level o f authority in relation to W eb-based shopping business. 
Table 8-2. Distribution o f  Respondents’ Seniority
Seniority*
Zero
One
Two
Three
Four
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
94 61.9
37 24.3
14 9.2
7 4.6
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
81 54.7
38 25.7
16 20.3
10 10.1
3 2.0
148 100.0
* Number of managerial levels between CEO and respondent
8.2.3 Respondents’ Functional Area
Table 8-3 shows the distribution o f  the functional area that respondents belong to in their 
company. At the time o f the actual survey, respondents were asked to tick as m any 
appropriate areas as they belonged to, so that the total frequency checked was greater than 
the total number o f  respondents. As shown in Table 8-3, respondents belonged to a 
variety o f functional areas such as logistics, manufacturing, marketing/sales, customer 
service, information systems, general management, procurement and hum an resource 
management. Am ong them, general management (21.3% and 24.3%), m arketing & sales 
(21.1% and 23.4%) and IT/IS (17.5% and 19.3%) were reasonably well represented in 
both the UK and Korean surveys respectively. It m ay be inferred that these three areas are 
crucial to W eb-based shopping business in the organisations sampled. For the most part, 
the proportions for each area were roughly equivalent in both countries. The lower 
proportions o f m anufacturing in both countries is likely to be caused by m anufacturing 
being less well m atched with the research subject -  W eb-based shopping systems.
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Table 8-3. Distribution of Respondents’ Functional Area
Functional Area
Logistics
Manufacturing
Marketing & Sales
Customer Service
IT/IS
General Management
Procurement
IIRM
Others
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
37 8.2
15 3.3
95 21:1
58 12.9
79 ■
96 Hi
39 8.6
25 5.5
7 1.6
451 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
21 6.2
10 3.0
79 23.4
32 9.5
65 193
82 243
24 7.1
20 5.9
4 1.2
337 100.0
8.2.4 Respondents’ Length of Involvement
The respondents’ length o f  involvement in W eb-based shopping is summarized in Table 
8-4.
Table 8-4. Distribution o f  Respondents’ Length o f  Involvement
Involvement Length
Less than 1 year
Between 1 & 2 years
Between 2.1 & 3 years
Between 3.1 & 4 years
Between 4.1 & 5 years
More than 5.1 years 
Ffotal
UK
Frequency Percent
4 2.6
33 21.7
53 34.9
32 21.1
23 15.1
7 4.6
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
8 5.4
29 19.6
75 50.7
16 10.8
15 10.1
5 3.4
148 100.0
As regards the length o f  respondents’ involvement in W eb-based shopping, it is clear that 
W eb-based shopping business is a relatively recent phenomenon. For example, 95%  o f 
the UK respondents and 96.6% o f  the Korean respondents had had less than five years’
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experience. In addition, it would appear that in the range 3.1 to 5 years, the proportion o f  
Korean respondents was lower than that o f  their UK counterparts (40.8% in the UK and 
24.3%  in Korea). However, Korean respondents showed somewhat higher proportions for 
the length o f  involvement between 2.1 and 3 years than their U K  counterparts (34.9% in 
the UK and 50.7% in Korea). This result is probably associated with the Korean financial 
crisis that occurred in December 1997. After the financial crisis, during 1998 and 1999, 
the Korean government gave free education relating to information technology and 
systems -  e specially Internet t echnology -  f  or a 11 j obless p eople w ho w  anted i t, i n a n 
attempt to alleviate the rapid increase o f  unemployment. This particular situation in Korea 
m ay have had an effect on the higher proportions in the length o f  involvement in W BSS 
between two and three years.
8.2.5 Respondents’ Education Level
Table 8-5 illustrates the distribution o f  respondents’ highest education level.
Table 8-5. Distribution o f  Respondents’ Education Level
Education Level 
A Level (High School)
HND (2 Year College)
University (Bachelor)
Masters
PhD
Others
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
22 14.5
12 7.9
87 57.2
25 16.4
1 0.7
5 3.3
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
12 8.1
11 7.4
97 65.5
28 18.9
148 100.0
Overall, the respondents belonged to a highly educated group. Analysis o f  educational 
background indicated that almost all the respondents were educated above the level o f  a 
Bachelor’s degree (74.3% in UK and 84.4% in Korea). M ost degrees were at the
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Bachelors (57.2% and 65.5%) or Masters level (16.4% and 18.9%). Five others in the UK 
included diploma, private certificate, FCA, none, and no response. In summary, 
respondents were generally highly educated and therefore, could reasonably be expected 
to understand the research subject and respond to the multifarious survey items.
8.2.6 Firms’ Duration of Involvement
The relative duration o f involvement in W eb-based shopping business is provided in 
Table 8-6.
Table 8-6. Distribution o f  F irm s’ Duration o f  Involvement
Company Duration
Less than 1 year 
Between 1 & 2 years 
Between 2.1 & 3 years 
Between 3.1 & 4 years 
Between 4.1 & 5 years 
More than 5.1 years 
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
11 7.2
37 24.3
51 33.6
27 17.8
20 13.2
6 3.9
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
10 6.8
29 19.6
84 56.8
12 8.1
11 7.4
2 1.4
148 100.0
In both countries, the great m ajority o f  respondents (96.1% in the U K  and 98.6% in 
Korea) showed that their organisation had had less than five years’ W eb-based shopping 
business experience. This demonstrates that W eb-based shopping is a relatively new 
phenomenon. As regards the company duration relevant to W eb-based shopping, we can 
see that as m any as 57% o f  the Korean respondents have been involved between 2.1 and 3 
years. A s  explained i n t h e  above section, th is  seem s t o b e d u e t o t h e i n f l u e n c e o f t h e  
Korean financial crisis, as at that time the Korean government encouraged Internet 
business, especially dot-coms, developing the nation’s broadband network to provide 
high-speed Internet connections. Through the influence o f  this encouragement, m any dot-
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corns were formed in Korea (around 1998 or 1999). As a result, the num ber o f  Korean 
Internet users reached 21 million, which was almost half o f  the total population in Korea 
as o f  M arch 2001 (Korea M inistry o f  Information and Communication, 2001).
8.2.7 Industry Representation
The distribution o f  major industrial sectors in which responding organisations operate can 
be seen in Table 8-7.
Table 8-7. Distribution o f  Responding Firm ’s Industry2
Industry Area
Agriculture
Banking/Finance
Construction & Design
Education & Publishing
Entertainment & Tourism
Health & Social Work
Hotels & Restaurants
IT & Telecommunication
Manufacturing
Public Administration
Social & Personal Service
Utilities
Wholesale & Retail
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
4 2.6
9 5.9
3 2.0
4 2.6
8 5.3
2 1.3
3 2.0
18 11.8
6 3.9
2 1.3
4 2.6
3 2.0
86 56.6
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
3 2.0
5 3.4
1 0.7
5 3.4
4 2.7
2 1.4
2 1.4
39 26.4
7 4.7
5 3.4
7 4.7
1 0.7
67 45.3
148 100.0
About 70% o f  the sample consists o f  wholesale & retail (56.6% in the UK and 45.3%  in 
Korea) and IT & telecommunications (11.8% and 26.4%). This domination is reflective o f
There were no significant differences between the distribution of responding firm’s industry in the UK 
and Korea, according to the 2-tailed t-test at 0.05 level.
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the nature of the research subject. According to Elliot and Fowell (2000), the majority of 
merchandise sold over the Web involves clothing, music, tickets, software, books, 
gifts/flowers, groceries, PC hardware and travel. These kinds of products may seem more 
suited for WBSS business. Therefore, as shown in the survey results, the type of products 
sold is likely to significantly affect the industrial sector that can enable organisations to 
carry out Web-based shopping. On the basis of this evidence, it is reasonable to suggest 
that the major industry categories involved in Web-based shopping are wholesale/retail 
and IT/telecommunications. In particular, the IT/telecommunication industry has become 
one of the major driving forces of the economy in Korea. For the minority industry 
sectors, the proportions for each category were roughly equivalent in each country.
8.2.8 Product Category
Table 8-8 summarizes the distribution of responding firms’ product categories. As can be 
seen, the top five categories of products sold on WBSS in both countries is as follows:
Overall, these product types are not different from previous studies (Krantz, 1998; Kare- 
Silver, 1998; Elliot and Fowell, 2000; Elliot, 2002). For other product categories, the 
proportions for each product category were roughly equivalent in both c ountries, with 
clothing/fashion and gifts/tickets being the major exceptions. Cultural factors might affect 
the lower percentage of gifts/tickets category in the Korean context, as compared to 
Britain. This is because Korean people still have a strong preference for shopping for gifts
UK Korea
1. gifts/tickets (12.2%)
2. music/videos/DVDs (10.4%)
3. home/garden (9.5%)
4. toy/baby/children (8.9%)
5. food/drink (8.0%)
1. music/videos/DVDs (10.3%)
2. clothing/fashion (9.1%)
3. computer hardware/ software (7.9%)
4. toy/baby/children (7.6)
5. home/garden (6.5%)
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in physical shops in order to check their quality, colour, contents, etc. This result 
corresponds with a recent survey which indicated that only 2.6% o f  gifts and tickets were 
purchased by customers among various items sold on WBSS in Korea (Korea M inistry o f 
Information Communication, 2002). On the other hand, the higher clothing m anufacturing 
base in Korea is the likely cause o f  the clothing/fashion category being proportionately 
more highly represented as compared to the UK.
Table 8-8. Distribution o f  Product Category
Product Category
Automotive
Book
Clothing & Fashion
Computing (S o  f t w a r e &  H a r d w a r e )
Computer Games 
Electronic Equipment 
Flowers
Food & Drink
Gifts & Tickets
Health & Pharmacy 
Home & Garden
Information
Music & Videos & DVDs
Office Supplies 
Services
Sex Equipment 
Sport & Leisure 
Toy & Baby & Children 
Travel & Transportation 
Grocery & Department 
Others
Total
UK
Frequency Percent Rank
2 0.6 21
13 3.9 11
15 4.5 9
21 6.3 7
6 1.8 18
9 2.7 14
14 4.2 10
27 8.0 1
41 12.2 (
23 6.8 6
32 9.5 1
8 2.4 17
35 10.4 i
8 2.4 17
8 2.4 17
2 0.6 21
17 5.1 8
30 8.9 1
11 3.3 12
4 1.2 19
10 3.0 13
336 100.0 21
Korea
Frequency Percent Rank
11 3.2 15
13 3.8 13
31 ■ ( 1
27 7.9 1
9 2.6 18
16 4.7 10
16 4.7 10
17 5.0 8
18 ■ 7
15 4.4 12
22 6.5 i
7 2.1 19
35 10.3 1
15 4.4 12
12 3.5 14
3 0.9 21
21 6.2 6
26 7.6 1
10 2.9 17
7 2.0 20
10 2.9 17
341 100.0 21
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8.2.9 Product Type
The type o f  product sold is one o f  the distinguishing features o f  W BSS. Here, product 
type is divided into the single product type and m ultiple product type. Firstly, the single 
product type includes the product o f  a single industry such as a book, a CD, software, 
flowers, etc., as w ell as unified group image products such as sports equipm ent, baby 
clothes, cars, and the like. Secondly, the m ultiple product type includes m ore than two 
industrial products, as well as the product that is not unified into a group image, such as 
grocery. On the basis o f the above definition, the distribution o f  product type selling on 
W BSS is summarized in Table 8-9. As can be seen from the table, there is a m ajority o f 
single product types in both countries (74.3% in the UK and 65.5% in Korea). The higher 
IT/ telecommunication industry in Korea is the likely cause for the percentage o f  multiple 
products being proportionately higher than in the UK. This means that m any 
IT/telecommunication companies in Korea run their own W BSS for W eb-based shopping 
business. In that case, their WBSS include several kinds o f  malls, which sell diverse 
products.
Table 8-9. Distribution o f  Product Type
Product Type
Single Product
Multiple Product 
Total
■
c n
Frequency Percent
113 74.3
39 25.7
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
97 65.5
51 34.5
,48 100.0
8.2.10 Responsibility for the Sales Product
As a m arketing channel, W BSS have a two-way responsibility for the sale o f  products. 
One is direct responsibility (ie. directly responsible for the guarantee o f  quality and 
delivery o f  the products). The other is indirect responsibility (ie. indirectly responsible
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for the guarantee o f  quality and delivery o f  the products). The distribution o f direct 
versus indirect responsibility for products sold on W BSS is summarized in Table 8-10.
For the majority o f  sales in either country, the company has direct responsibility for the 
products sold on WBSS: 80.9% in the UK and 66.9% in Korea. The proportion o f  indirect 
responsibility represented in both surveys was just 19.1% in the UK and 33.1% in Korea. 
The greater incidence o f  IT/telecommunication-based industry in Korea is the likely cause 
o f  indirect responsibility being proportionately higher than in the UK. The reason for this 
is the same as for the multiple product type, already explained in section 8.1.9.
Table 8-10. Distribution o f  Responsibility for the Product
Responsibility
Direct Responsibility
Indirect Responsibility
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
123 80.9
29 19.1
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
99 66.9
49 33.1
148 100.0
8.2.11 Product Delivery
Table 8-11 summarizes the distribution o f  delivery o f  products sold in responding firms. 
As can be seen, the m ajority o f  the respondents (45.4% in the UK and 67.6% in Korea) 
delivered products using a special delivery company such as Parcel Force, Interlink, 
Consignia, etc. -  all o f  which are examples o f  a special delivery service in UK. In 
addition, a m inority o f  organisations (36.2% and 18.9% respectively) have started 
utilising outsourcing as m any W eb-based shopping businesses have established joint 
ventures or partnerships in back office areas. Lower trust in outsourcing, as mentioned by 
Lee and Kim (1997; 205), is the likely cause for it being less represented in Korea. The
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proportions o f  other product delivery methods, such as via the Internet or the company
itself, were roughly equivalent in both countries.
Table 8-11. Distribution o f  Product Delivery
Product Delivery
Company Delivery
Outsourcing
Via the Internet
Special Company 
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
24 15.8
55 36.2
4 2.6
69 45.4
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
18 12.2
28 18.9
2 1.4
100 67.6
148 100.0
8.2.12 Total Number of Employees
Table 8-12 summarizes the total number o f  employees in responding firms.
Table 8-12. Total Num ber o f  Employees
Number of Employees
Less than 10
Between 10&50
Between 51 & 100
Between 101 & 250
Between 251 & 500 
Between 501 & 1,000
Between 1,001 & 3,000
Between 3,001 & 5,000
Between 5,001 & 10,000
Between 10,001 & 30,000
More than 30,000
Total
UK
Frequency Percent Remark
39 25.7
Small
54.6%
23 15.1
21 13.8
16 10.5 Medium
15 9.9 20.4%
11 7.2
9 5.9
7 4.6 Large
4 2.6
25.0%
4 2.6
3 2.0
152 100.0 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent Remark
34 23.0
Small
55.4%
27 18.2
20 13.5
19 12.8 Medium
17 11.5 24.3%
12 8.1
7 4.7
5 3.4 Large
3 2.0
20.3%
2 1.4
1 0.7
148 100.0 100.0
From the Table, it can be seen that firm size, in terms o f  employee numbers, was well 
distributed into three classes: small-sized firms (54.6% in the UK and 55.4%  in Korea),
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medium-sized companies (20.4% and 24.3%), and large-sized enterprises (25.0% and 
20.3%). The research subject of Web-based shopping itself is likely to be the cause for the 
somewhat higher representation of small-sized firms in either country. The reason for this 
is that most economies have a high percentage of small-sized firms. Their chances o f 
surviving and prospering will be dependent on their flexibility and ability to cope with the 
challenges of a dynamic market. These characteristics of small-sized firms could be 
strongly supported by WBSS as an enabler of new business, such as digital business, 
cyber auction market, cyber department store, cyber shop, cyber shopping malls, cyber 
intermediary and so on. On the other hand, a somewhat higher percentage of medium­
sized companies in Korea, as compared to Britain, was probably affected by the following 
industry categories: clothing, computing, IT/telecommunication, retail etc., as shown in 
Table 8-7. Finally, in terms of large enterprises, the proportion of British respondents was 
larger than their Korean counterparts. To summarise, the sample seems to provide a 
reasonably representative spectrum of small, medium and large organisations in the two 
different national contexts: the UK and Korea.
8.2.13 Annual Turnover
Table 8-13 summarizes the annual turnover of responding companies. Annual turnovers 
of 25.6% in UK and 20.9% in Korea were over £25.1 million. These firms can be 
categorized as large-sized enterprises. 43 firms (28.3%) in the UK and 46 firms (31.1%) 
in Korea are in the medium range of over £500,000 but under £25 million. We can 
classify these firms as medium-sized companies. The proportion of small-sized 
companies with annual turnover under £500,000 was 46.1% in the UK and 48% in Korea. 
In summary, the size distribution in terms of annual turnover seems to satisfy the 
generalizing criteria regarding firm size in both countries, though the proportion of small­
sized firms was somewhat higher overall.
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Table 8-13. Annual Turnover
Annual Turnover (£)
Less than 15 thousand
1 5 - 2 5 0  thousand
250.1 - 5 0 0  thousand
500.1 thousand -  2.5 m illion
2.51 -  25 m illion
25.1 -  150 m illion
150.1 - 5 0 0  m illion
M ore than 500.1 m illion 
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
8 5.3
32 21.1
30 19.7
23 15.1
20 13.2
18 11.8
14 9.2
7 4.6
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
10 6.8
33 22.3
28 18.9
25 16.9
21 14.2
16 10.8
11 7.4
4 2.7
148 100.0
This section has presented the respondent profile o f  organisational aspects: i.e. 
respondents’ position, seniority, functional area, education level, industry representation, 
product category, product type, total num ber o f  employees, annual turnover et cetera. 
Based on this background information o f  the respondents and their organisations, the 
following section examines W BSS in m ore detail.
8.3 WBSS Aspects
This section attempts to examine the characteristics o f  respondents’ W BSS in both 
countries, in terms o f  systems sources and  related features. I t  discusses the num ber o f 
employees in the IT department, the team or department advocating W BSS, investment 
costs o f  W BSS development, the customers o f  W BSS, mobile phone access, comparative 
shopping functions, payment methods, type o f  credit card used, technology catalogues, 
potential benefits o f  W BSS and the key diffusion strategy adopted.
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8.3.1 Employee Numbers in the IT/IS Department
The distribution o f  the number o f  employees in IT/IS departments is summarized in Table 
8-14. As can be seen from the Table, nearly 43% o f  the British and 22%  o f the Korean 
respondents have one employee or less in the IS department. Furthermore, we can see that 
IS department employee numbers o f  between 2 and 50 are proportionately higher in 
Korea than in the UK (53.3% in the UK and 74.2% in Korea). The following m ay provide 
an explanation for the above result. W hen the pilot survey and interviews were carried out 
in the UK and Korea, it became apparent that management o f  W BSS was somewhat 
different in these countries. M any organisations in the U K  handed over WBSS 
management to W eb-based shopping system providers, or third party or specialist IT/IS 
companies, usually in the form o f  outsourcing. However, as mentioned earlier, only a few 
Korean companies consign systems management to a third party IS company, so that the 
Korean organisation generally takes charge o f  their WBSS with their own IT staff. 
Therefore, this different approach to W BSS m anagement seems to have affected the 
proportions o f  employee numbers in the IS departments in the two countries. Ouside this 
range, the proportion o f employee numbers in the IS department was roughly equivalent 
in both countries.
Table 8-14. Distribution o f  Employee Numbers in IT/IS Department
F  Employee No. 
Between 0 & 1
Between 2 & 4
Between 5 & 10
Between 11 & 20
Between 21 & 50
Between 51 & 100
More than 100
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
65 42.8
35 23.0
22 14.5
16 10.5
8 5.3
4 2.6
2 1.3
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
33 22.3
52 35.1
30 20.2
19 12.8
9 6.1
3 2.0
2 1.4
148 100.0
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8.3.2 Advocate of WBSS Development
The distribution o f  those who are advocates for W BSS development is summarized in 
Table 8-15. In both countries, the major advocate for developing W BSS is the CEO, 
(45.2% in the U K  and 52.7% in Korea) demonstrating top level support. The next most 
frequent advocate is the marketing/sales department (24.3% in the U K  and 17.0% in 
Korea). In addition, in 12.4% o f British and 11.2% o f Korean organisations, WBSS 
development was led by the information systems departments. Strategy/planning (7.1% in 
the UK and 5.9% in Korea) and customer service (5.7% in the UK and 8.5% in Korea) 
were in a minority. Based on these findings, it seems reasonable to say that the five most 
likely advocates for WBSS development in both countries are in order: the CEO, 
marketing/sales, information systems, strategy/planning and customer service. W e can see 
that the c ommon c haracteristics o f  these d epartments are c losely related to W eb-based 
shopping concerns.
Table 8-15. Distribution o f  Advocates for W BSS Development
UK
Advocates
Frequency Percent
CEO 45.2
M arketing / Sales 24.3
Information Systems 12.4
Strategy / Planning
Customer Service 5.7
Other 5.2
Total 210 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
99 52.7
32 17.0
21 11.2
16 8.5
11 5.9
9 4.8
188 100.0
8.3.3 Duration of WBSS Development
For the purposes o f  this research, duration o f  WBSS development means the length o f  
time organisations took to develop their WBSS. The range o f duration o f  WBSS
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development is summarized in Table 8-16. It seems that the m ajority o f  respondents 
(75.7%  in the UK and 79.7% in Korea) have a duration o f  less than one year. The 
duration between one and two years was 20.4% in the U K  and 15.5% in Korea. Finally, 
4.0% o f  British and  4 .7%  o f  K orean respondents w ere i n th e  r ange o f  o ver 2 b u t n o t 
exceeding 3 years. In summary, according to the findings so far, it would appear that most 
WBSS in both countries have taken less than two years’ development time.
Table 8-16. Distribution o f  Duration o f  W BSS Development
Duration
Less than 1 year
Between 1 & 2 years
Between 2 & 3 years
UK
Frequency Percent
115 75.7
31 20.4
6 4.0
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
118 79.7
23 15.5
7 4.7
148 100.0
8.3.4 Investment Costs of WBSS Development
The relative investment costs o f  WBSS development is summarized in Table 8-17. The 
observation here is that the investment costs in 55.9% o f  W BSS in the UK, and 52.7% o f 
W BSS in Korea, were less than £15,000. This range o f W BSS in terms o f  investment cost 
can be identified as relatively small. Another 23% in the UK, and 29%  in Korea, invested 
between £15,001 and £50,000, which is here termed a medium-range size o f  WBSS. 
Among these, it seems that IT/telecommunications companies, which developed their 
WBSS for W eb-based shopping business, led to a higher proportion between £30,001 and 
£50,000 in Korea, as compared to the UK. In addition, the investment costs o f  32 firms 
(21.1%) in the U K  and 26 firms (17.6%) in Korea was £50,001 and above. These 
categories o f  W BSS can be classified as large in size. In summary, it seems that the 
distribution o f investment costs o f  W BSS development in both countries was roughly 
similar to the distribution o f  annual turnover. This is because the development o f  the
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sophisticated W BSS and network infrastructure tends to require considerable investment. 
According to this observation, it is reasonable to say that the size o f  W BSS seems to be 
proportional to company size, in relation to both the annual turnover and the investment 
cost o f  W BSS developm ent.
Table 8-17. Distribution o f  Investment Cost o f  W BSS Development
Investment Cost (£)
Less than 5 thousand
5 - 1 5  thousand
15 .1-30  thousand
30.1 - 5 0  thousand
50.1 -  150 thousand
150.1 -  300 thousand
300.1-500 thousand
500.1 thousand -  1 million
More than 1 million 
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
56 36.8
29 19.1
23 15.1
12 7.9
9 5.9
5 3.3
6 3.9
7 4.6
5 3.3
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
51 34.5
27 18.2
15 10.1
28 18.9
10 6.8
5 3.4
4 2.7
4 2.7
3 2.0
148 100.0
8.3.5 Customers of WBSS
There are two different types o f  customers relevant to W eb-based shopping business. The 
most comm only discussed type is business-to-customer (B-to-C), in which W eb-based 
shopping businesses attempts to reach individual consumers (Elliot, 2002). The other type 
is business-to-business (B-to-B), in which businesses focus on selling to other businesses 
(Timmers, 2000). The distribution o f customers o f  W BSS in the two countries is 
summarized in Table 8-18.
About sixty percent o f  respondents in each country focused on business-to-customer (B- 
to-C). Another 16 firms (10.5%) in the UK and 7 firms (4.7%) in Korea were within the
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B-to-B category. From the lower proportion o f  B-to-B in Korea, as compared to the UK, 
it would appear that B-to-B models such as e-distributors, B-to-B service providers, 
auction makers, and infomediaries are still at the growing stage in Korea. Finally, 30.3% 
(UK) and 30.8% (Korea) o f  respondents carried out their W eb-based shopping business 
for both categories -  businesses and individual consumers.
Table 8-18. Distribution o f  Customers o f  W BSS
Customers
Business (B-to-B)
Individuals (B-to-C)
Both
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
16 10.5
90 59.2
46 30.3
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
7 4.7
91 61.5
50 33.8
148 100.0
8.3.6 Mobile Phone Access
Table 8-19 summarizes company intentions as regards providing mobile phone access. 
Table 8-20 also provides a summary o f  the distribution o f  execution time for mobile 
phone access when this service is offered.
Table 8-19. Distribution o f  M obile Phone Access
Mobile Phone
Access
Y es
No
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
80 52.6
72 47.4
152
.
100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
57.4
42.6
148 100.0
As can be seen, 52.6%  o f  the British and 57.4% o f  the K orean respondents intend to 
provide m obile phone access w ithin two years. This was a lower proportion than 
initially expected, given that the rapid and accelerating m ove towards the use o f  mobile
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phones has enabled organisations to connect with custom ers m ore flexibly than when 
relying on land lines, for instance. Furthermore, this also has the potential to provide 
better c ustom er s ervice and t o e  xpand a m arket s hare f  or a g lobal e lectronic m  arket, 
accom panied by radical changes in business process and system  m anagem ent aspects, 
which can offer wireless connection and advanced integration with W BSS.
Table 8-20. Distribution o f  Execution Time for M obile Phone Access
Execution Time
Now
Within 3 months
Within 6 months
Within one year
Within 18 months
Within two years 
Total
UK
Frequency Percent
11 13.8
14 17.5
17 21.2
20 25.0
5 6.3
13 16.3
80 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
9 10.6
11 12.9
13 15.3
37 43.5
7 8.2
8 9.4
85 100.0
As regards the execution tim e o f mobile phone access, the m ajority o f  the respondents 
in both countries indicated that their com pany plans to offer m obile phone access within 
one year (77.5%  in the UK and 82.3% in Korea). On the basis o f  this, it is reasonable to 
predict that m obile W eb-based shopping based on wireless com m unication, such as the 
transaction o f  business messages using m obile phones, will quickly expand w ithin one 
year in both countries, especially as wireless access o f  W BSS could provide new 
opportunities for global W eb-based shopping business.
8.3.7 Comparative Shopping Functions
Table 8-21 summarizes the distribution o f  comparative shopping functions o f  selling 
products in responding firms. Comparative shopping m eans that the custom er is able to
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search the product family to compare price, size, colour, etc. This is an important 
function relevant to the level o f  sophistication o f  W BSS in term s o f  custom er service. 
For the custom er who looks for a specific product to buy on W BSS, online comparative 
shopping will provide an invaluable service, and inform ation that sellers or retailers at a 
physical store cannot provide. The proportion o f  com parative shopping functions in 
both surveys was roughly similar: 66.4% in the U K  and 62.2%  in Korea. Regarding the 
significance o f  comparative shopping functions, a UK  interviewee who is a customer 
service director at a dot-com, noted that “even the m ost im pressively designed WBSS 
will do no good i f  it does not show up comparative shopping functions on the first 
page.”
Table 8-21. Distribution o f  Comparative Shopping Functions
Comparative
Shopping
UK
Frequency Percent
101 66.4
51 33.6
152 100.0
Korea
Frequency Percent
92 62.2
56 37.8
148 100.0
8.3.8 Payment Methods on WBSS
Payment methods on WBSS are important to the process o f  W eb-based shopping in both 
the B-to-C and B-to-B arenas. This section will review existing payment methods on 
WBSS and identify the distribution o f  generic payment methods in both countries. The 
distribution o f  payment methods used on WBSS is summarized in Table 8-22.
As can be seen, credit cards are the most widely accepted methods o f  payment on WBSS 
in both countries: 96.1% in the UK and 95.3% in Korea. It seems that this high proportion 
o f  credit card usage is because customers can easily make both small and large purchases 
instantly, can reduce the risk associated with carrying cash, and can reject purchases
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under certain circumstances (Kalakota and W hinston, 1996; Korper and Ellis, 2000; 
Chaudhury and Kuilboer, 2002). However, there were some gaps in certain payment 
methods, as can be seen when the proportions for each country are compared.
Table 8-22. Distribution o f  Payment M ethods on WBSS
Payment Methods
Credit Card
Direct Debit
Personal Cheque
Bank Transfer
Electronic Cash
Electronic Cheque
Smart Cards
Mobile Phone
Others
Divide
UK
Frequency Percent
146 96.1
70 46.1
74 48.7
21 13.8
10 6.6
2 1.3
11 7.2
10 6.6
9 5.9
152 -
Korea
Frequency Percent
141 95.3
20 13.5
8 5.4
124 83.8
12 8.1
3 2.0
I
7 4.7
6 4.1
5 3.4
148 -
First, personal cheques were highly represented in the U K  (48.7%) whilst low in Korea 
(5.4%). This is due to a culture that prefers cash to cheque payments in Korea. In addition, 
about 46% o f  the U K  W BSS used direct debit a s  one o f  the major paym ent methods, 
while the proportion o f  direct debit in Korean W BSS was low, at 13.5%. This is because 
Korean people prefer using credit cards, which function in a manner similar to direct debit, 
and are readily issued by banks in Korea.
The second m ost common form o f  payment on W BSS in Korea was bank transfers, where 
funds are transferred directly, via a signed draft from a custom er’s cheque account, to a 
merchant. The proportion o f  bank transfers was very different in each country: 13.8% in 
the UK and 83.8% in Korea. This is because Korean people believe that the bank transfer 
method is safe, due to the bank’s guarantee o f the funds being transferred. It is therefore a
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payment m ethod that is widely used in Korea. For other payment methods, the 
proportions were roughly similar in both countries. Finally, the usage o f  new payment 
methods such as electronic cash, electronic cheques and smart cards was roughly 
equivalent in both countries.
Summarising this section, we saw that while certain features are quite similar in the two 
countries, cultural factors significantly affected some o f the payment methods related to 
W eb-based shopping business in Korea as compared to the UK. That is, cultural factors 
are important in shaping customer behavior, perceptions and requirements, as regards the 
diffusion o f  W BSS. Therefore, it should be recognized as a significant and major issue in 
research o f  W eb-based shopping business and systems.
8.3.9 Types of Credit Card
As can be seen, the credit card is the most popular among various payment mechanisms 
on WBSS. A question arises: If  WBSS use credit cards as the preferred payment method, 
what kinds o f credit card do WBSS accept? To answer this question, the distribution o f 
credit card types is summarized in Table 8-23.
Table 8-23. Distribution o f  Credit Card Type
Credit Card Type
Visa
Master
Switch
American Express
Delta
Others
Divide
UK
Frequency Percent
148 97.4
147 96.7
126 82.9
62 40.8
118 77.6
25 16.4
152 -
Korea
Frequency Percent
141 95.2
136 91.9
14 9.5
63 42.6
21 14jf
31 20.9
148 -
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As anticipated, Visa and Mastercard are most frequently used, representing over 90% o f 
respondents in both countries. In addition, the proportions o f  other credit cards were 
roughly equivalent in either country, with Switch and Delta being major exceptions. The 
lower reputations o f  Switch and Delta credit cards in Korea arises from them  being less 
represented in Korea, as compared to Britain.
8.3.10 WBSS Technology
The distribution o f  technology used in WBSS is summarized in Table 8-24.
Table 8-24. Distribution o f  W BSS Technology
Technology
Catalog
LAN
WAN
ISDN
Intranet
Extranet
Firewalls
Web Server
Search Engine
Security
Certification System
Virtual Reality
Wireless Technology
Mobile Phone
Others
Divide
UK
Frequency Percent Rank
82 53.9 1
28 18.4 9
60 39.5 7
45 29.6 8
27 17.8 10
117 76.9 1
143 94.1 1
87 57.2 1
76 50.0 I
70 46.1 6
2 1.3 14
3 2.0 13
10 6.6 11
3 2.0 13
152 - -
Korea
Frequency Percent Rank
76 51.4 1
12 ■ 10
20 13,5 9
39 26.4 7
29 19.6 8
97 65.5 1
139 93.9 1
85 57.4 I
72 48.6 i
61 41.2 6
2 1.4 14
3 2.0 12
8 5.4 11
2 1.4 14
148 - -
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As can be seen in both countries, the top five technology categories were roughly 
equivalent: 1. Web server (94.1% in the UK and 93.9% in Korea), 2. Firewalls (76.9% 
and 65.5%), 3. Search engine (57.2% and 57.4%), 4. LAN (53.9% and 51.4%), 5. 
Security (50.0% and 48.6%). On the basis of these findings, it is reasonable to suggest 
that in both countries these five technologies are seen as major elements of Web-based 
shopping systems. Furthermore, the proportions of other technology categories were 
roughly similar in both countries, with two exceptions: ISDN and WAN.
An Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN) is a digital service that runs over the 
public switch telephone network and on existing copper cables. As can be seen in Table 
8-24, ISDN features less in Korea while it is somewhat popular in UK. This is because, in 
Korea, the optical transmission network, which is a 155 Mbps - 40 Gbps Backbone 
Network, links 144 cities, counties and towns across the nation and offers high-speed 
Internet access. Furthermore, the completion of the ATM network now enables carriers to 
offer high-quality data services as well. According to the nation’s highest broadband 
network infrastructure, it is less necessary to adopt ISDN in Korea.
On the other hand, WAN connects local area networks of a company and its suppliers. 
Recently, WAN has been replaced by extranet in Korea. Extranets are formed when a 
company permits outsiders to access their internal TCP/IP network using the Internet. 
Therefore, the extranet’s substitution effect for WAN would be the likely cause of being 
less represented in Korea than in the UK.
This section focused on the 14 technical components of Web-based shopping systems. It 
would appear likely that the distribution of the majority of technologies closely related to 
the WBSS is almost equivalent in the two countries except for two technical components: 
ISDN and WAN. To summarise, WBSS based on these technological infrastructures 
provides global business transactions to cross cultural and national boundaries. However, 
there appear to be some cultural issues that will affect adoption patterns.
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8.3.11 Perceived Benefits of WBSS
W hat benefits do companies seek from their W eb-based shopping systems? To answer 
this question, a comparison is provided in Table 8-25 between British and Korean opinion 
concerning the potential benefits o f  WBSS.
Table 8-25. Perceived Benefits o f  W BSS
Perceived Benefit o f  W BSS
Reduce transaction costs
Increase the networkability with other organisations
Improve customer relationships
Improve security management and privacy
Enable competitiveness or create strategic advantage
Enable easier acces to information related to the customer and market
Provide new products or services to customers
Align well with organisational goals
Enable the organisation to create new business
Establish useful links with other organisations
Enable the organisation to catch up with competitors
Save money by avoiding the need to increase the work force
Cost saving by reducing the work force
Improve the way the organisation conducts business
Enhance employee productivity or business efficiency
Provide better products or services to customers
Enable organisations to respond more quickly to change
Improve information for customer management
Enhance the reputation or prestige of the organisation
UK
RankMean
3.87
3.45
3.91
3.12
3.89
3.92
4.19
3.59
4.18
3.58
3.02
3.34
2.43
3.74
3.68
3.80
4.03
3.82
4.01
■
K orea
Mean Rank
3.80 9
3.70 14
3.78 10
3.28 17
3.73 12
4.12 2
4.18 1
3.76 11
4.09 3
3.54 15
3.17 19
3.36 16
3.22 18
3.89 7
3.70 14
4.03 5
3.84 8
4.08 4
4.01 6
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As can be seen from Table 8-25, some interesting results emerge. For example, the five 
major benefits of WBSS in both countries appear to relate to the following matters. First, 
the top benefit was equally ranked by respondents from both countries as being “WBSS 
provides new products or services to the customer.” The result is of no surprise given the 
underlying rationale of WBSS. The second top benefit in the UK, ranked third in Korea, 
was that “WBSS enable the organisation to create new business.” This also reflects one of 
the perceived advantages of WBSS. The third top item in the UK, but only eighth in 
Korea, was that “WBSS enable organisations to respond more quickly to change.” Fourth, 
“WBSS enhance the reputation or prestige of the organisation.” This was ranked sixth in 
Korea. It seems that this line of reasoning might be supported by small-medium 
companies with typically limited resources and financial capability, and lower IS 
capability than larger companies. However, SMEs can deliver information and advertise 
their products and services to global customers cheaply and efficiently on WBSS -  
something which would be out of their reach using traditional means. The fifth perceived 
benefit of WBSS in the UK is that “WBSS enable easier access to information related to 
the customer and market”, a benefit ranked second in Korea. This seems to reflect the 
point that, as an enabler of new business, WBSS have distinguishing advantages in 
reflecting changes in customer preferences and providing global market information.
For the other benefits of WBSS, though the rank of each item was different in the two 
countries, the mean values were roughly similar in either country, except for one -  “cost 
savings by reducing the work force.” This was a major exception, with the benefit being 
ranked much higher in Korea. The likely cause of this difference is the higher 
IT/telecommunication industry base in Korea, as compared to the UK. As mentioned in a 
previous section, many IT/telecommunications companies in Korea are carrying out Web- 
based shopping business based on their WBSS. In that case, the company needs fewer 
additional workers related to the development and maintenance of WBSS. On the other
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hand, in the UK, if a company does not have IT/IS experts relating to the Internet 
technology, then it needs additional technical support from third party IS expertise in the 
form of outsourcing.
Finally, the major reasons given by respondents from both countries for undertaking 
WBSS appear to relate more to matters of efficiency and effectiveness than to 
competitiveness. Recently, the objective of new ICT adoption by organisations appears to 
be moving away from notions of competitive advantage to survival. This is because the 
new ICT innovation diffusion process is very rapid, so the gap between initial early 
adopters and later adopters is not so great (just a few months). Therefore, many firms 
undertake WBSS as drivers of efficiency or effectiveness in their business. This is 
probably because WBSS are meant to increase efficiency due to reduced transaction and 
search costs. This means that lower search costs may possibly also lead to Web-based 
shopping customers being more sensitive to price changes. By reducing transaction and 
search costs, WBSS might effectively shift power from merchants to customers and make 
it harder for a company to maintain higher prices. Therefore, consideration of the 
perceived benefits of WBSS might help companies use their WBSS more effectively and 
efficiently. In order to maximize this, we would expect these perceived benefits to be 
linked to the companies’ business strategies in line with their intentions regarding the 
continual diffusion of their WBSS.
8.3.12 Key Diffusion Strategies for WBSS Diffusion
In spite of the benefits of WBSS, however, many Internet business ventures will fail due 
to 1 ack o f t  echnological u nderstanding and p oor b usiness p lanning ( Load, 2 000; 4 0). 
Actually, around early 2000, various kinds of dot-com companies have disappeared 
from the Internet business world (Howcroft, 2001; Rifkin and Kurtzman, 2002; Pinker 
et al., 2002). According to Porter (2001; 78), “dot-coms must pursue their own
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distinctive strategies, rather than emulate one another or the positioning o f  established 
com panies” . A key diffusion strategy (Galliers, 1999) is a strategic option, which can 
trigger the continuous diffusion o f  W BSS in electronic com m erce circumstances. 
According to Ham el (2001), continuous improvement and radical innovation are not in 
any w ay m utually exclusive, but “radical innovation is m ore likely to create large 
am ounts o f  new wealth than continuous improvem ent” . Thus, “radical innovation and 
increm entalism  m ust go hand in hand” (ibid.; 150). Based on this notion, this study 
regards a key diffusion strategy as the key to the continuous im provem ent o f  W BSS in 
companies.
Thus, this research also seeks to answer the following specific question: what is the most 
important strategy to gain continuous growth and diffusion o f  W BSS? This question is a 
sub-objective and does not replace the main research objective outlined earlier in the 
thesis. The responses to this question are summarized in Table 8-26, based on W isem an’s 
(1985) five strategic options: differentiation, cost, innovation, growth and alliance 
strategy.
Table 8-26. Key Diffusion Strategies3
Critical Strategy
Differentiation
Cost
Innovation
Growth
Alliance
Total
UK
Frequency Percent Rank
50 32.9 1
28 18.4 3
25 16.4 4
42 27.6 2
7 4.6 5
.  . ..
152 100.0
■ 1
Korea
Frequency Percent Rank
62 41.9 1
35 23.6 2
15 10.1 4
33 22.3 3
3 2.0 5
148 100.0 -
3 There were significant differences between the key diffusion strategies in the UK and Korea, according 
to the 2-tailed t-test at the 0.05 level.
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Firstly, a differentiation strategy makes a distinction between product and service in 
comparison to the competition. Secondly, a cost strategy is a competitive advantage that 
is achieved through an increase in a competitor’s costs, or a decrease in one’s own costs. 
Thirdly, an innovation strategy is the act that improves or enhances the product or the 
service. Next, a growth strategy is achieved through product variety, the expansion of 
marketing areas and increased sales. Finally, an alliance strategy gains competitive 
advantage through the joining together of firms, inter-organisational agreement and 
joint investments.
The highest priority strategy reported was differentiation (32.9% in the UK and 41.9% 
in Korea). Customers have different needs and different purchasing wishes, patterns and 
circumstances. Thus, when focusing on a differentiation strategy, a company may 
attempt to provide a distinctive product and/or service to customers. The second most 
common strategy in the UK was reported as growth strategy, ranked third in Korea. The 
difference in the proportion of growth strategy was small: 27.6% in the UK and 22.3% 
in Korea. Cost was the third most common strategy in the UK but was ranked second in 
Korea (18.4% in the UK and 23.6% in Korea).
British Web-based shopping businesses seem to seek firstly, growth, and secondly, 
appropriate profit, providing a good product at the right price. However, their Korean 
counterparts attempt to pursue firstly, small profits and quick returns by providing lower 
cost products than their competitors, and secondly, chasing growth.
On the other hand, an innovation strategy was ranked fourth, with some gap between the 
UK and Korea: 16.4% in the UK and 10.1% in Korea. An alliance strategy ranked last in 
both countries (4.6% in the UK and 2.0% in Korea). Thus, we can conclude that 
organisations in both countries tend to focus on differentiation, growth and cost rather 
than on innovation or an alliance strategy.
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8.4 Reliability and Validity Tests
Before drawing any conclusions from any data set, two critical questions should be 
asked, “Are the data reliable?” and “Are they valid?” Reliability and validity are two 
key concepts that are used when making judgments about the quality of the data 
collected (Moser and Kalton, 2001). The core topic in the assessment of reliability is 
whether the indicator consistently comes up with the same measurement, while the key 
concern of assessments of validity is whether appropriate concepts are being measured 
(Black, 1999; Bryman, 2000; Moser and Kalton, 2001). In other words, reliability refers 
to the stability or consistency of a measure. It is concerned with whether repeated 
applications of the measure under similar conditions yield consistent results (Bryman, 
2000). On the other hand, validity is related to what the measurement instrument is in 
fact measuring. It is concerned with whether a variable measures what it is intended to 
measure (Bohmstedt and Knoke, 1994). Thus, to evaluate the quality of measurements 
before any further analysis of the data is attempted, this section aims to address the 
issues of reliability and validity.
8.4.1 Reliability Tests
According to Churchill (1979), reliability should be the first measure in assessing the 
quality of the instrument. Reliability refers to the stability or consistency of 
measurement. Instruments used in the social sciences are generally considered reliable 
if they produce similar results, regardless of who administers them, and regardless of 
which forms are used (Black, 1999). The stability of the measure is concerned with 
whether repeated applications of the measure under similar conditions yield consistent 
results. Therefore, reliability assessment is essentially a matter of checking for 
consistency over time when the same measurements are repeated, or over slightly
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different b ut e quivalent measures, when m ore t han o ne i tem i s u sed ( Bryman, 2 000; 
Moser and Kalton, 2001).
Reliablity may be measured in several different ways: 1) the internal consistency 
method, associated with Cronbach’s alpha coefficients; 2) the split-half method; and 3) 
the parallel-form method (Oppenheim, 1992, 160). Among them, one procedure which 
produces a popular reliability coefficient in social science research is Cronbach’s alpha 
(Cronbach, 1951; Nunnally, 1967; Churchill, 1979; Oppenheim, 1992). Cronbach’s 
alpha is designed as a measure of internal consistency; that is, all items within the 
instrument measure the same thing. Cronbach’s alpha involves computing the average 
of the correlations among the responses to all possible pairs of item (Cronbach, 1951).
In general terms, a low Cronbach’s alpha value would indicate that the sample of items 
is a poor representation o f  the underlying latent v ariable, whereas a high value is an 
indication that the items are internally related in the expected manner (Bryman, 2000; 
Balnaves et al., 2001). In social science research, Nunnally (1967) recommends that a 
value of Cronbach Alpha of 0.5 to 0.6 suffices for exploratory research.
The reliability of the 16 independent variables and three dependent variables of the 
research model was tested using SPSS, a well-known statistical package. The results are 
summarized in Table 8-27. As can be seen from Table 8-27, the coefficient alpha values 
of all the constructs, measured using multiple questionnaire items, are over 0.60, which 
satisfies the internal consistency of the instrument in both countries, with a coefficient 
of over 0.80 being indicated for many of the variables. This high reliability in both 
countries seems to have been increased by the twice-administered pilot test of the 
survey instruments, demonstrating the value of pilot studies (see section 7.2). As a 
result, all of the measures were used for further analysis.
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Table 8-27. Reliability Tests of Research Variables
Factors Variables Survey
Items
Cronbach’s Alpha
UK Korea
Global
Electronic
Market
-Global Electronic Markets 4 .8591 .9108
-Digital Business 4 .8721 .9545
-Market Dynamism 5 .8129 .8870
-Customer Segmentation 4 .8080 .8231
External
Technical
Factors
-Interactivity 6 .7887 .9408
-Connectivity 5 .6558 .8251
-Feasibility 4 .7648 .7799
-Trialability 3 .8480 .9139
Internal
Organisation
Factors
-E-business Planning 5 .8985 .8873
-Risk Management 5 .7936 .8288
-Customer Service Quality 6 .7751 .8470
-Knowledge Intensity 8 .7645 .8813
Internal
System
Factors
-Usability of WBSS 5 .8059 .8158
-Security Management 5 .8241 .8770
-Network Infrastructure 4 .8636 .6758
-Internet Technology Adaptability 5 .8790 .9023
Dependent
Variable
-Extent of WBSS Access by Customer 3 .8213 .8702
-Extent of Internal Usage on the WBSS 3 .9284 .8348
-Extent of Integration of WBSS Application 3 .7923 .8085
8.4.2 Construct Validity Tests
Construct validity is probably the m ost important form o f  validity from  a scientific 
research point o f  view  (Gilbert, 2001). In general terms, validity asks the question, 
“does the m easurem ent actually m easure what it is trying to m easure?” In other words, 
this question is related to whether the m easure truly reflects what the concept is m eant 
to mean. “The degree to which both the independent and dependent variables accurately
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reflect or measure the constructs of interest is known as the construct validity of the 
research” (Judd et al., 1991; 28).
Thus, a measuring instrument is valid to the extent that it measures what it purports to 
measure. The assessment of construct validity involves the systematic examination of 
the instrument to determine whether it covers a representative sample of the domain to 
be measured (Balnaves et al., 2001). Thus, one of the most convincing evidences o f  
construct validity is the correspondence of results when a concept is measured in 
different ways (Churchill, 1979).
A powerful method of testing for construct validity is factor analysis (Kerlinger, 1973), 
which may enable us to find out what are the main underlying dimensions of a set of 
variables. That is, factor analysis is a powerful method of construct validation and an 
effective means of exploring or confirming the factor structure of the scales (Kerlinger, 
1973; Oppenheim, 1992). Generally, individual factor analysis is used to confirm the 
factor structure of scales, while joint factor analysis is used to explore the factors’ 
structure (Black, 1999; George and Mallery, 1999). In this research, individual factor 
analysis, rather than joint factor analysis, is conducted for each variable, because the 
object of this study is not to explore the underlying structure of the variables.
If items for the variables load into a single factor with loadings greater than 0.5, the 
construct validity is confirmed. If they load into more than one factor with strong 
loading values (> 0.5), then additional factors may be analyzed for the solution of the 
problem. In addition, using the common-sense criteria for extracting factors with an 
eigen value greater than 1, and with a factor loading greater than 0.5 (Kinnear and Gray, 
1999; George and Mallery, 1999), the following clauses discuss construct validity 
within four independent variables and one dependent variable. Four independent
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variables consist o f  external market factors, external technical factors, internal 
organisation factors and internal system factors. In addition, the dependent variables are 
com posed o f  the extent o f  WBSS access by custom er, the extent o f internal usage and 
the extent o f  integration o f  the W BSS application, as already explained in the previous 
section.
8.4.2.1 Construct Validity: External Market Factors
External m arket factors include four variables: global electronic market, digital business, 
m arket dynam ism  and custom er segmentation. All o f  these were m easured using 
m ultiple items in both the countries. The results o f  testing for construct validity for 
external m arket factors are summarized in Table 8-28.
Table 8-28. Results o f  Factor Analysis on External M arket Factors
Measurement
Items
Global Electronic 
Markets
Digital
Business
Market
Dynamism
Customer
Segmentation
UK Korea UK Korea UK Korea UK Korea
Global-1 .894 .879
Global-2 .870 .913
Global-3 .808 .902
Global-4 .777 .867
Digital-1 .765 .911
Digital-2 .838 .939
Digital-3 .875 .959
Digital-4 .928 .943
Dynamic-1 .672 .763
Dynamic-2 .772 .839
Dynamic-3 .897 .868
Dynamic-4 .856 .886
I Dynamic-5 .573 .803
| Customer-1 .708 .722
I Customer-2 .885 .789
Customer-3 .864 .881
Customer-4 .749 .856
Eigen Values 2.812 3.172 2.916 3.521 2.914 3.471 2.592 2.654
% of Variance 70.306 79.312 72.889 88.013 58.289 69.417 65.788 66.342
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As can be seen from Table 8-28, the results show that the four factor solutions were 
valid, providing strong construct validity of the four variables. This is because all factor 
loadings were above 0.5, and all variances explained were also over a minimum 58 
percent in both countries. Therefore, the four variables were considered to be important 
in the analysis. Among the four factors, the digital business factor was equally loaded as 
the h ighest i n e ither c ountry, d emonstrating a s ingle f  actor s olution w ith 8 8% o f t he 
variance explained by the factor solution in Korea. Thus, according to the results of the 
factor analysis, it can be argued that the external market factors have higher construct 
validity.
8.4.2.2 Construct Validity: External Technical Factors
Four variables fall into this category. These are interactivity, connectivity, feasibility 
and trialability. All of these were measured using multi-item scales in both countries. 
Table 8-29 shows the results of an individual factor analysis for external technical 
factors.
As can be seen from Table 8-29, the anatomy of the four variables demonstrates 
evidence of their construct validity, with a minimum of over 67% of the variance 
explained by a single factor solution, and with a high factor loading of over 0.5 in both 
countries. However, one item, feasibility-4 of the feasibility variable set (i.e., “our 
organisation perceives that Web site development is a simple process”), shows low 
factor loadings (.412 and .461) as well as low correlations (.2697 and .3740). This 
suggests that it is not integral to the core construct. It was therefore decided to drop this 
item from further analysis in both countries. As a result of dropping the feasibility-4 
item, the total variance explained by the single factors solution was increased from 
65.281 to 83.307 in the UK and from 61.688 to 70.990 in Korea, resulting in greater 
factor loading values of the remaining three items.
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Table 8-29. Results of Factor Analysis on External Technical Variables
Measurement Interactivity Connectivity Feasibility Trialability
Items UK Korea UK Korea UK Korea UK Korea
Interne-1 .682 .717
Interac-2 .695 .916
Interac-3 .576 .891
Interac-4 .735 .928
Interac-5 .832 .935
Interac-6 .675 .909
Connec-1 .810 .816
Connec-2 .895 .846
Connec-3 .811 .789
Connec-4 .863 .669
Connec-5 .826 .678
Feasibility-1 .928 .767
Feasibility-2 .904 .884
Feasibility-3 .906 .872
Feasibility-4 .412 .461
Trialability-1 .879 .957
Trialability-2 .858 .944
Trialability-3 .892 .871
Eigen Values 3.968 4.709 3.305 3.983 2.499 2.130 2.305 2.567
% of Variance 67.429 78.486 77.405 87.105 83.307 70.990 76.831 85.571
8.4.2.3 Construct Validity: Internal Organisational Factors
Internal organisational factors include e-business planning, risk m anagem ent, custom er 
service quality and knowledge intensity. All o f  them  were m easured on multi-item  
scales. Table 8-30 summ arizes the anatom y o f  construct validity for the internal 
organisational factors in both countries.
As can be seen from Table 8-30, three factors -  e-business planning, risk management, 
and custom er service quality -  show evidence o f  their construct validity, with a factor 
loading over 0.5, and with the explained variance o f  over 60% in both countries.
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How ever, the knowledge intensity factor set posed a problem . This is because the 
rotated factor solution contains three factors in the UK and two factors in Korea, with 
eigen values greater than 1, while the first o f  these factors explains about 39% o f  the 
variance in the U K  and 40% o f  the variance in Korea. One option to resolve this 
problem  was based on the following explanation: the sharp drop in eigen values from 
the first factor to the second suggests a one-factor solution (Cattell, 1966). According to 
this, all the items in the knowledge intensity variable were therefore aggregated to give 
a m easure o f  knowledge intensity factors.
Table 8-30. Results o f Factor Analysis on Internal Organisational Factors
MeasuEment E-Planning Risk M ’ Service Q’ Knowledge Intensity
Items UK Korea UK Korea UK Korea UK Korea
Plan-1 .876 .856
Plan-2 .875 .888
Plan-3 .874 .847
Plan-4 .841 .771
Plan-5 .750 .790
Risk-1 .748 .756
Risk-2 .861 .764
Risk-3 .841 .875
Risk-4 .710 .755
Risk-5 .544 .724
Service-1 .883 .895
Service-2 .863 .710
Service-3 .832 .938
Service-4 .599 .780
Service-5 .877 .739
Service-6 .650 .528
Knowle-1 .871 .819
Knowle-3 .866 .873
Knowle-4 .769 .712
Knowle-2 .762 .588
Knowle-5 .802 .786
Knowle-6 .574 .810
Knowle-7 .894 .584
Knowle-8 .912 .775
Eigoi Values 3.565 3.459 2.808 3.01 3.574 3.419 3.12 1.55 1.29 3.40 1.64
%dVarianoe 71.30 69.18 56.16 60.26 60.67 60.31 3895 1439 1294 40.10 16.73
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8.4.2.4 Construct Validity: Internal System Factors
Internal system factors deal with usability o f  W BSS, security m anagem ent, network 
infrastructure a nd Internet t echnology a daptability. A 11 o f  t hem  w ere m easured u sing 
m ulti-item  scales. Table 8-31 exhibits the results o f  the construct validity test conducted 
for internal system factors in both countries.
Table 8-31. Results o f  Factor Analysis on Internal System Factors
Measurement
Items
Usability of WBSS Security Management Network Infiastructure Adaptability
UK Korea UK Korea UK Korea UK Korea
Usability-1 
Usability-2 
Usability-3 
Usability-4 
Usability-5
.936 .804
.880 .803
.892 .798
.847 .716
.715 .704
Security-1 
Security-2 
Security-3 
Security-4 
I  Security-5
.799 .831
.803 .892
.874 .885
.800 .849
.595 .647
Network-1 
Network-2 
Network-3 
Network-4
.851 .541
.852 .947
.899 .877
.764 .755
Adaptability-1 
Adaptability-2 
Adaptability-3 
Adaptability-4 
Adaptability-5
.844 .877
.937 .871
.783 .843
.913 .875
.627 .789
Eigen Values 3.460 2.939 3.040 3.410 2.843 2.639 3.428 3.627
% of Variance 69.095 58.774 60.804 68.202 71.085 70.098 68.555 72.549
As can be seen from Table 8-31, testing construct validity was carried out for all o f  the 
m ultiple-item s w ithin t he s et o f  i ntem al sy stem factors. A ccording t o t he r esults, t he
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construct validity o f  internal system factors was confirmed. This is because all the items 
used dem onstrate a single factor solution, with the variance explained over a m inim um  
o f  58%, and with the high loading values at over 0.6 in both countries. Therefore, on the 
basis o f  this reasonable construct validity observed, all items were used for further 
analysis.
8.4.2.5 Construct Validity: Dependent Variables
Dependent variables related to the extent o f  W BSS access by custom er, the extent o f 
internal usage o f  the WBSS and the extent o f  integration o f  W BSS applications. All o f 
these were m easured using m ulti-item  scales in both countries. The results o f  an 
individual factor analysis for dependent variables are sum m arized in Table 8-32.
Table 8-32. Results o f  Factor Analysis on D ependent Variables
Measurement
Items
WBSS Access Internal Usage Integration of WBSS
UK Korea UK Korea UK Korea
Access-1 
Access-2 
Access-3
.902 .900
.911 .905
.786 .884
Usage-1 
Usage-2 
Usage-3
.940 .900
.960 .873
.906 .826
Integra-1 
Integra-2 
Integra-3
.857 .877
.797 .780
.866 .889
Eigen Values 2.277 2.412 2.626 2.255 2.120 2.169
% of Variance 75.907 80.415 87.544 75.178 70.654 72.310
From the above analysis, it can be claimed that all items o f  3 dependent variables were 
valid in both countries (see Table 8-32). This is because factor loadings o f  all variables 
were very high (>.780), and the percentage o f  variance explained in a single factor
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solution was over 70% for all variables. This provides strong evidence of high construct 
validity. The variables related to the extent of internal usage of the WBSS were loaded 
highest, followed by the extent of WBSS access by customer, and the extent of 
integration of WBSS application.
In summary, according to the above test for construct validity for all the research 
variables, it can be claimed that the research instrument had high construct validity, 
because all constructs in the instrument have been successfully measured by the specific 
items.
8.5 Correlation Analysis
One of the crucial conditions in multivariate statistical analysis is that the independent 
variables are not linearly correlated. The term multicollinearity is used to indicate the 
presence of linear relationships among variables. That is, multicollinearity is the 
condition where the variables are very highly correlated (Kinnear and Gray, 1999; Field, 
2002). Therefore, multicollinearity effects can affect the interpretation of individual 
variables in multivariate analysis. For example, if serious linear relationships are 
detected among predictor variables, interpretation of results from multivariate analysis 
can be biased (Koutsoyiannis, 1977; Lind et al., 2002; Field, 2002).
Thus, problems with multicollinearity occur when correlations among independent 
variables are high. According to Johnston (1984), bias begins to creep in at correlations 
above 0.5 and becomes exponentially magnified at above 0.7. Increased bias is marginal 
between correlations of 0.5 and 0.7, and only becomes serious at correlations of 0.8 and 
above.
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To draw unbiased results from multivariate analysis, all the dependent variables that 
were shown as valid and reliable in previous sections were adopted to investigate 
correlation and multicollinearity. A correlation analysis is used to measure the strength 
of the inter-relationship between two or more variables (De Vaus, 2001; Francis, 2001; 
Field, 2002; Lind et al., 2002; Lucey, 2002; Curwin and Slater, 2002). If the correlation 
is zero, then the two variables are completely uncorrelated. On the other hand, a 
correlation of 1 means perfectly correlated (Francis, 2001; Field, 2002; Lind et al., 
2002; Lucey, 2002; Curwin and Slater, 2002). The matrix of correlation analysis is 
shown in Table 8-33 for the UK data and in Table 8-34 for the Korean data. The upper 
numbers represent correlation coefficients and the lower numbers show the level of 
significance. When the correlation between all independent variables was evaluated, it 
was shown that multicolinearity does not exist among independent variables. Though 
there is not a serious correlation above 0.7 in both countries, some of the correlations (> 
0.5) are interesting and are discussed below.
8.5.1 Correlations in the UK Data
In Table 8-33, we found that the correlation coefficient between risk management and 
security management is 0.578 (p < 0.001). In order to extract the factor structure of 
these two variables, a factor analysis was run using ten items consisting of these two 
variables: each variable has five items. Two factors were extracted from the ten items. 
However, one item (security-5) in security management was grouped with the risk 
management factors. This was problematic as it affected the correlation coefficient 
between risk management variable and security management variable. Thus, it was 
decided to drop the security-5 item within the security management set of variables from 
further multivariate analysis. From this correlation, it could be inferred that 
organisations dealing with higher risk management tend to foster the provision of stable 
security management for WBSS.
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Table 8-33. Correlation Matrix of Independent Variables in the UK Data
1 a^r Mar Dig Dyn Seg Int Con Fea Tri Pla Ris Ser Kno Usa Sec Net Ada
Mar
1.00 .284 .343 .313 .044 .127 .027 .228 .204 .191 -.096 -.052 .212 .194 .252 .313
0.00 .000 .000 .000 .589 .120 .737 .005 .012 .019 .240 .521 .009 .017 .002 .000
Dig
1.00 .099 .107 .098 .072 .014 .255 .101 .133 -.108 -.011 .106 .086 .120 .282
0.00 .225 .189 .230 .378 .863 .002 .214 .103 .184 .897 .194 .294 .140 .000
Dyn
1.00 .263 .255 .070 .019 .218 .308 .343 .016 .118 .278 .297 .208 .366
0.00 .001 .002 .388 .818 .007 .000 .000 .846 .146 .001 .000 .010 .000
Seg
1.00 .099 .133 .073 .384 .366 .332 .162 .412 .355 .339 .249 .379
0.00 .226 .103 .370 .000 .000 .000 .047 .000 .000 .000 .002 .000
I Int
1.00 .152 .134 .052 .250 .071 .041 .197 .083 .248 -.008 .180
0.00 .061 .100 .524 .002 .385 .618 .015 .308 .002 .918 .027
Con
1.00 .285 .176 .138 .029 -.004 -.009 .017 .174 -.185 .139
0.00 .000 .030 .091 .725 .961 .911 .833 .032 .023 .088
Fea
1.00 .085 .331 .105 .293 .085 .172 .227 .031 .013
0.00 .300 .000 .197 .000 .298 .034 .005 .701 .872
Tri
1.00 .248 .137 -.013 .277 .078 .060 .072 .253
0.00 .002 .092 .875 .001 .341 .465 .377 .002
Pla
1.00 .372 .321 .537 .355 .372 .365 .390
0.00 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Ris
1.00 .322 .420 .378 .578 .294 .418
0.00 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .001
Ser
1.00 .296 .456 .481 -.020 .193
0.00 .000 .000 .000 .803 .017
Kno
1.00 .417 .416 .248 .463
0.00 .000 .000 .002 .000
Usa
1.00 .403 .258 .563
0.00 .000 .001 .000
Sec
1.00 .320 .457
0.00 .000 .002
lsjpt
1.00 .350
0.00 .000
Adt
1.00
0.00
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Second, the correlation coefficient between the usability of WBSS and Internet 
technology adaptability was 0.563 (p < 0.001). Factor analysis was also carried out to 
find some interrelationship between the two variables. However, no significance 
between the two variables was found, because the two factors were clearly extracted. 
An explanation might be that organisations that have high Internet technology 
adaptability a Iso t end t o h ave h igh u sability o f  WBSS. T his i s b ecause h igh Internet 
technology adaptability of an organisation will affect the degree of WBSS usability of 
that organisation. In addition, the high usability of WBSS is necessary to understand the 
features of various Internet technologies for adoption and implementation. Thus, it 
seems that both WBSS usability and the Internet technology adatability are closely 
related to the WBSS diffusion.
Finally, the correlations between e-business planning and knowledge intensity should be 
discussed (correlation = 0.537). To understand the interrelationship of these two 
variables more clearly, factor analysis was also carried out. E-business planning 
variables show one factor solution while knowledge intensity variables were extracted to 
three factors, which was not problematic, as previously indicated in a validity test. 
According to the statistical analysis, we can see that the high knowledge intensity 
organisations, if they conduct e-business, will establish good e-business planning 
processes, or may influence the degree of e-business planning. As a result, it appears that 
high knowledge intensity provides an essential foundation for creating solid e-business 
planning of organisations.
8.5.2 Correlations in the Korean Data
As shown in Table 8-34, none of the variables has a coefficient higher than 0.60. Thus, 
further multivariate analysis of the research model does not suffer from the 
muticollonearity problem. The correlation coefficient in the Korean data was similarly
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Table 8-34. Correlation Matrix of Independent Variables in the Korean Data
1 Var I Mar Dig Dyn Seg Int Con Fea Tri Pla Ris Ser Kno Usa Sec Net Ada
Mar
1.00 .344 .367 .325 .282 .314 .309 .229 .291 .159 .379 .319 .282 .235 .064 .375
0.00 .000 .000 .000 .001 .000 .000 .005 .000 .053 .000 .000 .000 .005 .441 .000
Dig
1.00 .472 .212 .308 .350 .131 .335 .077 .182 .111 .315 .249 .139 .214 .300
0.00 .000 .010 .000 .000 .112 .000 .352 .027 .180 .000 .002 .093 .009 .000
Dyn
1.00 .355 .323 .222 .200 .260 .240 .247 .366 .390 .394 .312 .101 .386
0.00 .000 .000 .007 .015 .001 .003 .002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .223 .000
Seg
1.00 .372 .316 .229 .313 .349 .322 .400 .375 .320 .386 .277 .355
0.00 .000 .002 .005 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .001 .000
D Int
1.00 .392 .228 .354 .373 .420 .422 .340 .586 .361 .165 .341
.0000.00 .000 .005 .000 .002 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .045
Con
1.00 .479 .430 .247 .183 .327 .414 .363 .343 .259 .321
0.00 .000 .000 .003 .026 .000 .000 .000 .000 .001 .000
Fea
1.00 .366 .187 .037 .311 .283 .309 .303 .034 .149
0.00 .000 .023 .653 .000 .000 .000 .000 .680 .070
Tri
1.00 .312 .277 .337 .304 .364 .316 .091 .379
0.00 .000 .001 .000 .000 .001 .000 .270 .000
Pla
1.00 .407 .334 .542 .357 .365 .364 .383
0.00 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Ris
1.00 .393 .344 .397 .565 .380 .440
0.00 .002 .010 .000 .000 .000 .000
Ser
1.00 .343 .372 .446 .223 .311
0.00 .000 .000 .000 .007 .000
Kno
1.00 .435 .375 .332 .365
0.00 .000 .002 .000 .000
Usa
1.00 .565 .329 .544
0.00 .000 .000 .000
Sec
1.00 .381 .435
0.00 .000 .000
Net
1.00 .375
0.00 .000
Adt
1.00
0.00
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distributed as compared to the UK data: i.e., risk management and security management 
(correlation = 0.565), usability of WBSS and Internet technology adaptability 
(correlation = 0.544) and e-business planning and knowledge intensity (correlation = 
0.542). All three have already been discussed in the previous section. In addition, 
although serious correlations above 0.6 did not exist, some of the correlations (> 0.5) 
are discussed as follows.
The correlation coefficient between interactivity and usability of WBSS was 0.586 (p < 
0.001), which reflects the characteristics of Internet technology. This is because Internet 
technology significantly affects the diffusion of Web-based shopping systems and 
electronic commerce. Thus, we can see that the high interactivity of Internet 
technologies will influence the extent of WBSS usability. In addition, the high usability 
of WBSS will be partially based on the extent of Internet technology interactivity. 
However, this research will examine whether the perceived high interactivity of Internet 
technologies would influence the extent of WBSS diffusion in the following section.
Another interesting correlation was between security management and usability of 
WBSS, exhibiting correlations of 0.565 (p < 0.001). It seems that security management 
is one of the crucial aspects of WBSS diffusion. According to Gupta et al. (1998), 
security management is related to systems protection from computer hackers or viruses 
and message security, such as encryption or digital signatures. It also includes security 
management on customer privacy or customer data. Thus, it appears that high usability 
of WBSS is affected by solid security infrastructure. On this basis, it would be 
interesting to investigate whether the WBSS diffusion is related to the WBSS usability 
and security management issues.
In summary, the magnitude of correlations of all variables is relatively low in both 
countries, and therefore should not cause a muticollonearity problem for the
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multivariate statistical analysis. However, it is necessary to carry out careful 
interpretation of the findings in different national contexts.
8.6 Analysis of Research Hypotheses
As can be seen from the analysis of the data set of the sample, it appears that the 
diffusion of WBSS is not a monocausal phenomenon, which is affected by a single 
factor. This means that many factors are likely to be interrelated with WBSS diffusion. 
Therefore, according to the large data set collected from the UK and Korea, multivariate 
statistical analysis is adopted. There are various kinds of multivariate analysis, such as 
multiple regression analysis, cluster analysis, principal component analysis, path 
analysis, discriminant analysis (Francis, 2001; Curwin and Slater, 2002; Lucey, 2002; 
Field, 2002; Lind et al., 2002; Robertson and McCloskey, 2002). Among these, multiple 
regression analysis is adopted to evaluate the relationship between independent 
variables and WBSS diffusion. This is because multiple regression analysis can provide 
the most important factors as well as less important or insignificant determinants in 
relation to WBSS diffusion, since this is more powerful and more versatile than non- 
parametric methods (Oppenheim, 1992; Field, 2002; Lind et al., 2002; Robertson and 
McCloskey, 2002). Moreover, multiple regression analysis enables us to say how much 
impact each additional unit of the independent variables will have on the dependent 
variable (Kinnear and Gray, 1999; Field, 2002; Curwin and Slater, 2002; Lind et al., 
2002). To identify to what extent each variable affects the extent of WBSS diffusion, 
sixteen independent variables were input for three kinds of dependent factors: the extent 
of WBSS access, the extent of internal usage of WBSS and the extent of integration of 
WBSS application. At that time, this research will determine the direction of the 
relationship between each independent variable and WBSS diffusion based on the value 
(positive or negative) of the regression coefficients (Lind et al., 2002; Field, 2002; 
Lucey, 2002; Curwin and Slater, 2002).
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In relation to the criteria of significance in multivariate statistical analysis, “there is no 
one level of significance that is applied to all tests. A decision is made to use the 0.01 
level, the 0.05 level, the 0.10 level, or any other level between 0 and 1. The researcher 
must decide on the level of significance before formulating a decision rule” (Lind et al., 
2002; 338). According to George and Mallery (1999; 84), “social scientists have 
generally accepted that if the p-value is less than 0.05, then the result is considered 
statistically significant. ... Another frequently observed convention is that when a 
significance level falls between 0.05 and 0.10, the result is considered marginally 
significant.” On the basis of this definition, in the following multiple regression analysis, 
this research will accept that if the p-value is less than 0.05, then the result is considered 
satistically significant (Kinnear and Gray, 1999; George and Mallery, 1999; Lucey, 
2002; Field, 2002; Lind et al., 2002; Robertson and McCloskey, 2002). This is because 
the smaller the p value the greater confidence the resewarcher has that his findings are 
valid (Lind et al., 2002; Lucey, 2002; Field, 2002; Robertson and McCloskey, 2002).
8.6.1 Key Impact Factors Influencing the Extent of WBSS Access
To investigate key impact factors influencing the extent of WBSS access by customer, 
sixteen independent variables were input for one dependent variable -  the extent of 
WBSS access. The results of the multiple regression analysis for the UK data are 
summarized in Table 8-35.
As can be seen in Table 8-35, the R-square amounted to 0.507, which means that about 
51% of variation in the dependent variables was explained by the independent variables. 
Among sixteen independent variables, six variables were found to have a significant 
association with the dependent variables, indicating that the regression coefficient was 
positive. Among seven independent variables, the extent of global electronic market and 
feasibility has a strong positive relationship with the extent of WBSS access by the
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custom er (p < 0.01). In addition, the extent o f  W BSS access by  the custom er would be 
affected by the m arket dynamism, security m anagem ent, network infrastructure and 
adaptability o f  new Internet technology at p < 0.05. In summary, it can be seen that the 
variables affecting W BSS access in the UK are closely related to the characteristics o f  
Internet technologies that comprise W BSS: feasibility, security m anagem ent, network 
infrastructure and Internet technology adaptability. This m eans that the extent o f  WBSS 
access by custom er is affected by a solid netw ork infrastructure, system s security, 
fitable systems architecture, and high Internet technology adatability.
Table 8-35. Regression Analysis for the the U K  Data: Extent o f  W BSS Access
Dependent
Variable
Independent Variables Regression
Coefficients
T value Sig. of 
t
R-
Square
F
Value
Sig. of 
F
Global Electronic Market .246 2.851 .005*
Extent of Market Dynamism .153 2.014 .046**
WBSS Feasibility .261 3.422 .001* .507 8.684 .000
Access Security Management .260 2.529 .013**
Network Infrastructure .164 2.168 .032**
Internet Technology Adaptability .207 2.062 .041**
*: Significance level at < 0.01 **: Significance level at < 0.05
Secondly, m ultiple regression was run using all independent variables for the Korean 
data. Table 8-36 provides summ ary details relating to the results o f  regression analysis
for the K orean Data.
Table 8-36. Regression Analysis for the Korean Data: Extent o f  W BSS Access
■ ■
Dependent
Variable
Independent Variables Regression
Coefficients
T value Sig. of 
t
R-
Square
F
Value
Sig. of 
F
Digital Business .178 2.193 .030**
Extent 
of WBSS 
Access
Customer Service Quality .305 2.539 .012** .550 9.989 .000
Security Management .223 2.202 .029**
Network Infrastructure .396 4.509 .000*
*: Significance level at < 0.01 **: Significance level at < 0.05
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The o verall function w as s trongly supported, w ith a n  R -square o f  5 5 . 0 % ,  w hich  w as 
significant at 0.00 (see Table 8-36). Four hypotheses had significant results, indicating 
that the regression coefficient was positive. The strongest support variable was for the 
extent o f  network infrastructure as a predictor affecting the extent o f  W BSS access by 
custom er at p < 0.01. W BSS based on a strong netw ork infrastructure have been 
accepted by  m ore customers. In addition, the hypotheses related to digital business, 
custom er service quality and security m anagem ent were also statistically significant to 
the extent o f  W BSS access, at p < 0.05.
8.6.2 Key Impact Factors Influencing the Extent of Internal Usage of 
WBSS
The m ultiple regression was run to examine key impact factors affecting the extent o f  
internal usage o f  W BSS. Table 8-37 summarizes the findings o f  the m ultiple regression 
analysis for the U K  betw een a dependent variable -  the extent o f  internal usage o f  
W BSS and sixteen independent variables.
Table 8-37. Regression Analysis for the UK Data: Extent o f  Internal U sage o f  WBSS
Dependent
Variable
Independent Variables Regression
Coefficients
T value Sig. of 
t
R-
Square
F
Value
Sig. of I
F
Digital Business .154 2.342 .021**
Extent of Market Dynamism .141 1.964 .050**
Internal Usage E-business Planning .339 3.323 .001* .533 9.622 .000
WBSS Risk Management .223 2.548 .012**
Network Infrastructure .288 4.103 .000*
*: Significance level at < 0.01 **: Significance level at < 0.05
As shown in Table 8-37, the results o f  the multiple regression analyses are encouraging, 
with an R-square value o f  0.533 (p =  0.000). In concrete terms, the results indicate that 
e-business planning and network infrastructure were strongly related to the extent o f
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internal usage o f  WBSS (p < 0.01), indicating that the regression coefficient was 
positive. It could be inferred that WBSS with a solid network infrastructure and 
elaborated e-business planning tend to facilitate the extent o f  internal usage o f  WBSS. 
In addition, the extent o f  digital business, m arket dynamism  and risk m anagem ent also 
had positively a significant influence on the extent o f  internal usage o f  W BSS, at p < 
0.05.
For the Korean data, m ultiple regression was also run. The results o f  the m ultiple 
regression analysis for the Korean data are summ arized in Table 8-38.
Table 8-38. Regression Analysis for the Korean Data: Extent o f  Internal Usage o f  WBSS
Dependent
Variable
Independent Variables Regression
Coefficients
T value Sig. of 
t
R-
Square
F
Value
Sig. of 
F
Market Dynamism .248 2.872 b o *
Customer Segmentation .201 2.192 .031**
Extent of Connectivity .209 2.001 .047**
Internal Usage Feasibility .295 4.292 .000* .617 13.206 .000
of WBSS Trialability .251 2.796 .006*
E-business Planning .280 2.959 .004*
Knowledge Intensity .473 3.955 .000*
Network Infrastructure .198 2.455 .015**
*: Significance level at < 0.01 **: Significance level at < 0.05
The results have a high R-square value (0.617), which is a strong indication o f  the 
explanatory pow er o f  the predictor variables. As can be seen from Table 8-38, the 
extent o f  market dynamism, feasibility, trialability, e-business planning and knowledge 
intensity is strongly related (p < 0.01) to the extent o f  internal usage o f  W BSS, 
indicating that the regression coefficient was positive. Thus, we can see that the extent 
o f  internal usage o f  W BSS tends to be affected by the degree o f  knowledge intensity 
and e-business planning within Korean organisations. Another three predictor variables
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-  custom er segmentation, connectivity and network infrastructure -  have a positive 
relationship with the extent o f  internal usage o f  W BSS (p < 0.05).
8.6.3 Key Impact Factors Influencing the Extent of Integration of WBSS 
Application
The final m ultivariate analysis focuses on the relationship betw een the extent o f 
integration o f  W BSS application and sixteen independent variables. M ultiple regression 
analysis was also used to test these relationships. The results for the U K  data are 
illustrated in Table 8-39.
Table 8-39. Regression Analysis for the U K  Data: Extent o f  Integration o f
W BSS Applications
Dependent
Variable
Independent Variables Regression
Coefficients
T value Sig. of 
t
R-
Square
F
Value
Sig. of I 
F
Extent of 
Integration 
of WBSS 
Application
Digital Business .117 1.933 .047**
.606 12.979 .000
Market Dynamism .136 2.059 .041**
Trialability .182 2.662 .009*
E-business Planning .193 2.048 .042**
Internet Technology Adaptability .267 3.050 .003*
*: Significance level at < 0.01 **: Significance level at < 0.05
As can be seen from Table 8-39, the model has an R-square value o f  about 61%  and is 
significant at p = 0.000. The extent o f  trialability and Internet technology adaptability 
has a strong positive relationship with a dependent variable -  the extent o f  integration o f 
W BSS application (p < 0.01), indicating the regression coefficient is positive. In other 
words, the perceived high trialability and organisational adaptability o f  Internet 
technology tends to influence the extent o f  W BSS diffusion. In addition, the extent o f  
digital business, m arket dynamism and e-business planning is also positively related to 
the extent o f  integration o f  W BSS application (p < 0.05).
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M oreover, multiple regression between sixteen independent variables and a dependent 
variable -  the integration o f  W BSS application -  was run for the Korean data. The 
results are presented in Table 8-40.
Table 8-40. Regression Analysis for the Korean Data: Extent o f  Integration o f
W BSS Applications
Dependent
Variable
Independent Variables Regression
Coefficients
T value Sig. of 
t
R-
Square
F
Value
Sig. of 
F
Digital Business .155 2.203 .029**
Connectivity .298 3.034 .003*
Extent of Feasibility .227 3.520 .001*
Integration E-business Planning .310 3.484 .001* .662 16.003 .000
of WBSS Customer Service Quality .447 4.295 .000*
Application Knowledge Intensity .267 2.372 .019**
Usability of WBSS .249 2.621 .010*
Network Infrastructure .336 4.418 .000*
*: Significance level at < 0.01 **: Significance level at < 0.05
The overall model has a strong R-square value o f  66.2%, which is significant at 0.00. 
Eight hypotheses were supported, indicating that the regression coefficient was positive. 
The strongest positive support was for the extent o f  netw ork infrastructure, custom er 
service quality, feasibility, connectivity, e-business planning and usability, as predictors 
affecting the extent o f  WBSS diffusion (p < 0.01). It would therefore appear that the 
extent o f  integration o f  W BSS applications tends to be facilitated by W BSS with high 
customer service quality, solid network infrastructure, elaborated e-business planning, 
excellent usability o f  W BSS and the higher perceived feasibility and connectivity o f  the 
Internet technology. Finally, the digital business and knowledge intensity variables are 
also positively related (p < 0.05) to the extent o f  integration o f  W BSS applications.
Based on the findings from the m ultivariate analysis on the survey data, several 
variables were found to have a positive association with the diffusion o f  WBSS in the 
two national contexts. T he  follow ing section  sum m arizes th e  resu lts  o f  the statistical 
tests for the research hypotheses.
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8.6.4 Discussion of Results
The results concerning the acceptance o f  hypotheses relating to all the independent 
variables on the diffusion o f  W BSS are summ arized in Table 8-41. That is, m ajor 
results arising from the survey data in both countries are illustrated w ith respect to each 
o f  the hypotheses.
Table 8-41. Sum mary o f  Hypotheses Analysis
Research Variables
Extent of 
WBSS Access
Extent of 
Internal Usage
Extent of 
Integration
Hypotheses
Acceptance
UK Korea UK Korea UK Korea UK Korea
External Market Factors
Global Electronic Markets o 
1
© 
I 
* O X
Digital Business .030** .021** .047** .029** O o
Market Dynamism .046** .050** .005* .041** O o
Customer Segmentation .031** X o
External Technical Factors
Interactivity X X
Connectivity .047** .003* X o
Feasibility .001* .000** .001* o o
Trialability .006* .009* o o
Internal Organisation Factors
E-business Planning .001* .004* .042** .001* o o
Risk Management .012** o X
Customer Service Quality .012** .000* X o
Knowledge Intensity .000* .019** X o
Internal System Factors
Usability o f WBSS .010* X o
Security Management .013** .029** o °
Network Infrastructure .032** .000* .000* .015** .000* o o
Internet Technology Adaptability .041** .003* o X
*: Significance level at < 0.01 **: Significance level at < 0.05
O: Accepted X: Rejected
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As can be seen from Table 8-41, a number of relationships between the sixteen 
independent variables and three dependent variables have been summarized. It appears 
that application of three kinds of dependent variables in this study allows the delineation 
of individual effects of the independent variables as a facilitator of WBSS diffusion in 
the two national contexts. In Table 8-41, “accepted” implies that more than one 
dependent factor are statistically significant, whilst “rejected” means that the three 
dependent factors are not statistically significant. The following attempts to discuss the 
results of the analysis of hypotheses regarding the relationship between the sixteen 
independent variables and WBSS diffusion.
As mentioned earlier, qualitative and quantitative methods can be used effectively in the 
same research subject (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Jick, 1979; Kaplan and Duchon, 1988; 
Strauss and Corbin, 1990; Lee, 1991; Creswell, 1994; Gable, 1994; Goles and 
Hirschheim, 2000; Bryman, 2000; Mingers, 2001). However, how can qualitative and 
quantitative data be combined? To answer this question, according to Strauss and 
Corbin (1990; 18-19), “one might use qualitative data to illustrate or clarify 
quantitatively derived findings.” In addition, “the research findings of surveys will 
become more meaningful when interpreted in the light of qualitative information” (Jick, 
1979; 606), because “qualitative data are apt to be superior to quantitative data in 
density of information, vividness and clarity of meaning” (Weiss, 1968; 344-345).
Furthermore, a consequence of the exploratory nature of research with regard to WBSS 
diffusion is the absence of prior empirical research to discuss the research results arising 
from the survey phase. As such, the qualitative data derived from the interviews are 
therefore used to provide meaningful interpretations of the research results arising from 
the survey data. That is, this study will discuss the research findings, according to the 
crucial points that were made by interviewees regarding key impact factors on WBSS
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diffusion. Thus, this research attempts to discuss the research findings from both the 
quantitative survey and qualitative interview data, in terms of the relationship between 
key impact factors and WBSS diffusion.
8.6.4.1 Global Electronic Markets
According to Laudon and Laudon (2000; 23), “an electronic market is an information 
system that links together many buyers and sellers to exchange products, services, 
information and payments. T hrough computers and networks, these systems function 
like electronic middlemen, with lowered costs for typical marketplace transactions such 
as establishing prices, ordering purchase and sale transactions digitally.” Therefore, 
global electronic markets bring about new forms of digital economy, new relationships 
and partnerships, and new scope and efficiency for markets, removing the temporal and 
geographic limitations in global Web-based shopping circumstances (Grover et al., 
1999; Chircu and Kauffman, 2000; Nour and Fadlalla, 2000; Timmers, 2000). 
Regarding the characteristics of global electronic markets, the global electronic markets 
variable was found to be one of the major factors of WBSS diffusion in the British 
context only. In line with this, an interesting comment was made by an interviewee who 
was a partner at Arthur Andersen in the UK:
I think global electronic markets based on WBSS are a great chance for SMEs 
especially, but they need caution. It does not provide an immediate recipe for 
success to join the global electronic marketplace. Therefore, SMEs have to focus 
on their product offering by differentiating through a niche focus, strong brand 
identity, quality, delivery or whatever.
A similar comment was also provided by one of the Korean interviewees from an 
IT/telecommunication company, as follows:
SMEs have main product items which they usually produce. It is good to make
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special WBSS for selling their main product items. Through the special WBSS, 
they can show their unique image to customers. A t this time, they had better 
pursue not diversification but specialization to acquire competitive advantage.
As the volume of e-business continues to grow, it would seem that WBSS can enable 
organisations, in particular SMEs, to provide new opportunities as a global marketer. 
That is, the fundamental opportunity offered by WBSS is for SMEs to gain direct access 
to customers and business, without the attendant costs associated with the physical 
distribution channels such as intermediaries (ref. section 5.3), and in turn this kind of 
characteristic of WBSS would be positively related to the shaping process of WBSS.
However, the hypothesis concerning the global electronic markets variable was not 
supported i n t he K orean c ontext. In 1 ine w ith t his, d uring t he p ilot s urvey procedure 
comparing various kinds of WBSS in both countries, it appears that Korean WBSS are 
likely to focus mainly on the Korean language basis, while some British WBSS tend to 
be accessible in other European languages, such as French, German, Italian, and 
Spanish for their European clients. That is, it seems that the Korean WBSS tends to be 
limited in supporting multi-language function for their global customers, as compared to 
the UK. The limited support of multi-language function would account for the global 
electronic markets variable failing to emerge as a key impact factor of WBSS diffusion 
in the Korean context.
To sum up, it is reasonable to argue from the evidence obtained from the interview data 
that global electronic markets, driven by the emergence of new Internet technologies, 
would provide considerable new opportunities for businesses, in particular SMEs, being 
able to obtain unprecedented access by global customers and to sell a wider range of 
products and services at low costs. Hence, the global electronic markets, emerging as an 
important factor for the WBSS diffusion in the UK context, would be continuously 
expanded in global e-business environments.
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8.6.4.2 Digital Business
Internet technology has the potential to revolutionize the way in which organisations 
conduct business in the digital economy (Tapscott, 1995; Hammond, 1996; Barua et al., 
2000; Ba et al., 2002). Dynamic digital business provides market-based forms of value 
creation and value delivery to match demand and supply quickly and efficiently, as 
mentioned by Timmers (2000). That is, digital business enables exciting new 
possibilities to increase the economic dynamics such as buyer or seller coalitions, 
dynamic product and service bundling, and fuzzy market, since physical products are 
restricted because they are always based to some extent on a standard product, and 
because they must be shipped and delivered (Timmers, 2000; Greenstein, 2002). In this 
study, digital business was found to be one of the most important facilitators of WBSS 
diffusion in each country. In this connection, a Korean interviewee, the managing 
director of a dot-com, illustrated the past, present, and future of digital business:
Many dot-coms in Korea had a hard time to gain profit through digital business 
two or three years ago. Now it has much improved, because they receive a fee 
for the information previously provided freely, so that they are making a profit 
for selling digital products such as the online game, movie, DVD, drama or 
music, by receiving an hourly rental fee. In my view, digital business on WBSS 
will play an important role in the diffusion process of global e-business.
Similarly, more detailed significance of digital business among various domains of 
electronic commerce was demonstrated by one of the interviewees in the UK, 
representing a dot-com company:
Our music selling business on WBSS is breaking traditional marketing concepts 
as well as the mistaken notion that Web-based shopping business is difficult in 
the UK, because our company has achieved an annual turnover of £5 million in 
the three years since we launched our business on WBSS.
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It would seem that as regards the current activity involving the creation, assembly, and 
distribution of digital products, a key WBSS opportunity is digital business, due to its 
advantage of electronic transmission in very low transaction costs at any time. The 
downloading of digital business products has become routine in recent years. For 
example, most software is promoted with a demonstration version that allows potential 
buyers to test the digital product prior to purchase. Based on the discussion so far, in 
summary, it can be observed that digital business is playing a crucial role in the shaping 
process of WBSS facilitating global electronic commerce.
8.6.4.3 Market Dynamism
Electronic commerce leads to global market dynamism, increased customization, and a 
higher degree of networked business relationships (Strader and Shaw, 1997; Timmers, 
2000). Therefore, traditional markets and marketing concepts are radically changing, 
driven by e-business companies who successfully rise to the challenge (Feeny, 2001; 
Peppers and Rogers, 2002). In this study, market dynamism has emerged as being an 
important factor for the WBSS diffusion in both countries. It would appear that this is a 
result of the reflection of WBSS’s characteristics, as mentioned by the IT director of a 
dot-com in Korea:
One of the major characteristics of WBSS is its capability for dual 
communication directly with customers. So we can receive the customer demand 
or preference based on WBSS in a very much shorter time than before. For 
example when a product is newly displayed on our WBSS, many customers’ 
enquiries are made in just a few hours.
That is, WBSS can fundamentally change the channels through which businesses and 
customers extend their relationships and interactions beyond the boundaries of the
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regional organisation into the global electronic markets, along with the capability to 
communicate digital business transactions on WBSS. On this basis, it would seem that 
WBSS can provide an ideal means for the collection and sharing of information from and 
about global markets and customers, since organisations are required to be flexible and to 
be quickly adapted to environmental change. Therefore, organisations that recognize the 
relative importance of market and customer information are more likely to develop 
sophisticated WBSS. This is because, in a dynamic market, the most successful 
organisations w ould b e t  hose t hat b est j udge m arket conditions a nd a dapt to e  hanging 
conditions accordingly. To sum up, we can regard WBSS as a dynamic source of 
information as well as a global marketing medium that is able to reach many clients. 
Thus, the preceding discussion demonstrates that dynamic market conditions would 
appear to strongly encourage the diffusion of WBSS.
8.6.4.4 Customer Segmentation
Since customer segmentation is grouping customers in useful ways for purposes of 
determining products and services to sell them, it can serve to focus attention on 
specific sets of customers to understand and address their common preferences, needs 
and identities (Kare-Silver, 1998; Peppers and Rogers, 2002). The customer 
segmentation variable was found to be one of the key impact factors only in the Korean 
context. The result was somewhat surprising in that it did not appear to affect WBSS 
diffusion in the British context. According to Galliers and Wiggins (2002), 30% of 
households are connected to the Internet in the UK, and 50% of users are less than 35 
years of age. Although this volume of Internet usage is higher than in many other 
European countries, it is still lower than in Korea. As mentioned in a previous section,
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the number of Korean Internet users has reached 29 million, 67% of the total population 
as of October 2002 (Schofield, 2002). It would appear that the growing Internet user 
base in the UK is the likely cause for the customer segmentation variable being 
unaffected by the diffusion of WBSS. In relation to this point, there was an interesting 
comment presented by a customer service director of a dot-com in the UK:
Our dot-com has not yet concretized the specific target customer. However, we 
are going to e  xamine t he c ustomer s egmentation o nee w e h ave e xpanded o ur 
customer base to include a wider range of business within the UK.
It would appear obvious that organisations cannot hope to meet the needs of all kinds of 
customers, given limited marketing resources, manpower, and their product 
characteristics sold on WBSS. Thus, without knowing their target customer, 
organisations may be expending limited resources and energy on less important clients 
that have limited effects on WBSS diffusion. Hence, we can regard customer 
segmentation as one of the best ways to reach appropriate target customers, and in turn 
to facilitate the successful WBSS diffusion. Furthermore, it would seem that effective 
customer segmentation might be possible when substantive data on market, customers 
and competitors are combined with cool-headed judgment. In summary, on the basis of 
this discussion so far, it is reasonable to argue that Korean organisations that recognize 
the relative importance of Web-based shopping business are more likely to concentrate 
on customers.
8.6.4.5 Interactivity
“Interactivity allows an online merchant to engage a consumer in ways similar to a face- 
to-face experience, but on a much more massive, global scale” (Laudon and Laudon,
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2000, 11-12). Internet technology helps organisations to build a strong asset in customer 
orientation in terms of interactivity such as customer feedback and customer self-service 
facilities, according to Timmers (2000, 24). That is, its interactive features can help 
reach larger groups of potential customers (Peppers and Rogers, 2002). However, 
perceived interactivity of Internet technology had no relationship to the diffusion of 
WBSS in either of the countries studied, i.e. the hypothesis relating perceived 
interactivity of Internet technology to the extent of WBSS diffusion was not supported 
for either country. In line with the interactivity of Internet technology, the Korean 
managing director of an IT/telecommunication company expressed the following view:
As regards the relationship between company and customer, interactivity seems 
to influence the diffusion of WBSS. However, besides Internet technology, other 
telecommunication technologies such as telephone and fax have played an 
interactive role, so that it seems that the interactivity is not a characteristic 
unique to Internet technology.
In addition to this, a very similar viewpoint was illustrated by a British interviewee, a 
solution manager of IBM:
In my view, the perceived interactivity of Internet technology seems to be a 
universal concept. For example, everyone can use an electronic bulletin board on 
WBSS. But the board is one of the important functions on WBSS. In fact, this 
kind of technical characteristic existed before Internet, in the terms of fax, 
telephone and EDI.
According to the survey data and the above comment, it would appear that the 
interactivity of Internet technology is perceived by respondents as one of the common 
online services such as the telephone or fax rather than as one of the particular technical 
characteristics of Internet technology. Therefore, it seems that this kind of view would 
affect the research result, and did not influence the diffusion of WBSS.
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8.6.4.6 Connectivity
It is claimed that Internet technology allows organisations to overcome many of the 
physical constraints that often prevent them from doing business (Nath et al., 1998; 
Riggins, 1999). For example, time and space, the two age-old limitations of human 
beings, can today be overcome more easily than ever before through information and 
communication technologies (Nath et al., 1998; Nour and Fadlalla, 2000). The 
connectivity of Internet technology enables organisations to connect back-end systems 
to front-end customers and businesses (Korper and Ellis, 2000). That is, the connectivity 
of Internet technology offers all the advantages of a direct electronic link to businesses 
and global clients. Thus, the organisation begins to have e-business functionality when 
its WBSS faces outward, by h aving c onnectivity with customers or other businesses. 
Regarding this characteristic of connectivity, the hypothesis that perceived connectivity 
of Internet technology facilitates the diffusion of WBSS was positively supported in the 
Korean context only, though there is an increasing body of evidence that Internet 
connectivity is having a profound impact on the Internet business diffusion. In relation 
to this, there is somewhat negative comment concerning the connectivity of the Internet, 
as pointed out by the CEO of a dot-com in the UK:
In terms of connectivity, one of the other problems that this brings in is 
broadband and ADSL which we work on ... Funnily enough, o n Monday our 
actual router went up -  I don’t know what happened to it, it was a BT 
connection and something happened to BT -  and our router just went crazy and 
our Internet was down. So we had to go onto dial-up connection in order to 
circumvent the network and the router, and we were dismayed because 
everything took so long, because we were so used to ADSL. ... Thus, customers 
and businesses would be more fortunate if they were in a better connection via 
stable broadband links.
Based on the above comment, it would appear that WBSS diffusion in the UK may be 
affected by the Internet access in terms of connectivity. As reviewed earlier in the
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Internet broadband access (ref. section 2.3), the UK has shown the lowest penetration of 
broadband access among the G7 countries (see Figure 2-2). There is a growing body of 
insistence that the Internet broadband access plays a significant role in the shaping 
process of the Internet business, quickly accessing streaming audio and video files by 
the Internet users (e.g., Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; OECD, 2001; Banks, 2001; 
Rayport and Jaworski, 2001). It seems that a lower penetration of broadband in the UK 
would affect the research result that the connectivity had no relationship to WBSS 
diffusion in the British context. Nonetheless, on the basis of evidence derived from 
qualitative literature and quantitative data in Korea, it appears that the perceived 
connectivity of Internet technology would be one of the major technical characteristics 
facilitating WBSS diffusion.
8.6.4.7 Feasibility
According to Timmers (2000, 34), “the feasibility of implementation of the architecture 
of any business model depends very much on the state of the art of the technology.” The 
extent of perceived feasibility of Internet technology was found to be a major facilitator 
in the diffusion of WBSS in either country. In relation to implementation feasibility, the 
managing director of a dot-com in the UK touched on the following point:
Before we started our WBSS we did the whole thing of looking at the whole 
Web-based shopping and testing. We did various dummy sites and we got 
people looking at the site and the navigation to check how easy it was to buy, 
what sort of things they would buy; looking at the images and the descriptions, 
and we worked through the whole thing. ... Because we constantly put new 
things on, and every time one puts something new, you have to market test, and 
not only market test, you have to technically test, which is extremely important. 
So, when we consider new Internet technology, we have spent lots of time 
checking its feasibility before adopting it.
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According to Laudon and Laudon (2000, 348), technical feasibility is also accompanied 
by economic and operational feasibility, given the organisation’s resources and 
constraints. In terms of three major areas of feasibility such as technical, economic, and 
operational, a Korean interviewee, who is the IT director of a dot-com company, 
expressed this view more explicitly:
Money was not continuously being spent on our WBSS facility and technology, 
because technology costs tend to be less than the costs of customer acquisition 
and fulfillment, the marketing, and the service, in this case, accounting for just 
30 to 40 percent of the total investment required.
Based on such comments, it would seem that the operational feasibility related to 
managerial and organisational issues might be more important than the technical, when 
WBSS are implemented in organisations. To sum up, with regard to the discussion 
based on interview data, it would appear that the higher feasibility of the Internet 
technology could trigger the development of a sophisticated WBSS.
8.6.4.8 Trialability
As was seen from the survey results, trialability was found to be one of the major 
determinants of WBSS diffusion in both countries. Organisations judge the value of 
Internet technology in terms of whether the investment is effective or beneficial before 
deciding on an appropriate investment. This result is coincident with the previous 
research findings of Karahanna et al. (1999), who focused on Window technology. In 
relation to this, a more d etailed comment was provided by a British interviewee, the 
CEO of a dot-com in the UK:
When we started our dot-com on WBSS, firstly we tested our WBSS and that 
was a free market test process where we didn’t market, we didn’t advertise, we 
kept it very low key, just to make sure our systems actually worked. So it was
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testing the shopping mechanisms, the catalogue, the ordering, the payment, and 
then we officially launched our WBSS. So it’s very much a constant process as 
well. After that, when our WBSS started, various different problems cropped up, 
so you constantly have to look at technology and make technological changes all 
the way through.
Actually, Tesco.com spent 5 years testing their WBSS at ten different shops before their 
official launch in May 2000 (Howcroft, 2001). In connection with this, a Korean 
interviewee, who is the IT director at a dot-com, suggested the following :
No WBSS emerges full blown and perfect first time, so it is a good idea to test 
the applicability and availability of Internet technologies, and then gradually aim 
towards ‘mission-critical’ systems.
Arising from such comments, it appears that knowledge of Internet technology may not 
be enough to be successful in Web-based shopping businesses. Organisations therefore 
have to use this knowledge and be prepared to adapt as circumstances demand, carrying 
out tests on new Internet technology, towards mission-oriented WBSS. In summary, it is 
reasonable to argue that trialability is a powerful prerequisite for facilitating the further 
diffusion of WBSS and for fulfilling the various needs of global clients.
8.6.4.9 E-business Planning
In e arly 2 000, a s t he d ot-coms b ubble b urst, i t became i ncreasingly c lear t hat t he e- 
business on the Internet has required as much good e-business planning as new Internet 
technology (Gulati and Garino, 2000; Porter, 2001; Pinker et al., 2002). As was seen 
from the survey results, the e-business planning variable was accepted in both countries 
as one of the crucial factors for WBSS diffusion. Respondents indicated that e-business 
planning significantly influenced the extent of internal usage of WBSS and the extent of 
integration of WBSS applications in both countries. A Korean interviewee, a deputy
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managing director of SAMSUNG Telecoms Ltd., explained the e-business planning of 
his company:
In the case of e-business planning, we make plans monthly, quarterly and yearly, 
comparing and evaluating the system upgrade plan, the new Internet technology 
adaptation plan and further strategy based on the vision of our company.
As an increasing number of e-businesses expand their marketing territory i nto global 
electronic markets, Internet technologies are overturning the old rules about competition 
and strategy, according to e.g., Werbach (2000), Feeny (2001), and Porter (2001). In 
line with this, an interesting opinion on e-business planning was given in the following 
terms by an interviewee in a UK IT/telecommunications company:
Without establishing careful e-business planning for adopting Internet 
technology, any adaptation of Internet technologies could be as much a problem 
as a benefit. Thus, effective e-business planning is much more necessary to 
reach business goals in the contemporary dynamic e-business environment.
This point has also been made in recent research highlighting the significance of e- 
business p lanning i n the c ontext o f  e lectronic c ommerce ( e.g., S chunter e t a 1., 1998; 
Papazoglou and Tsalgatidou, 1999; Corbitt, 2000; Werbach, 2000; Porter, 2001; Rifkin 
and Kurtzman, 2002). For better understanding of e-business planning more practically, 
the CEO of a dot-com in the UK introduced her company’s multichannel retailing 
strategy:
We are now carrying out what’s called multi channel retailing, so that is a) we 
have our WBSS, but b) we have our WAP wireless technology offering products 
and services through mobile phones. Thirdly we are offering off-line catalogues, 
and the fourth thing is the growth of homeshopping via CATV being used for 
connection to the Internet, and finally there is the physical shop. It’s called multi 
channel retailing.
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A lesson that might be learnt from the dot-coms’ boom and deflation id that successful 
Web-based shopping businesses need to start with solid e-business planning. It would 
appear that the survey results and the discussion based on the interview data strongly 
support the hypothesis that e-business planning influences the diffusion of WBSS in 
both the national contexts. Therefore, it seems reasonable to argue that e-business 
planning is a crucial issue for WBSS diffusion, having significant impact on the shaping 
process of global Web-based shopping business and e-commerce.
8.6.4.10 Risk Management
Somewhat unexpectedly, the risk management variable was only accepted in the UK 
context. As we saw, it failed to emerge as a predictor of the extent of WBSS access by 
customers, the extent of internal usage, and the extent of integration of WBSS 
applications in the Korean context. One of the Korean interviewees explained this as 
follows:
I don’t think all dot-coms are going to build risk protection systems if there is no
incentive for profit, because it needs a heavy investment of money.
It seems that this kind of view relating to risk management led to quite different results 
in the two countries. However, organisations need to monitor the risk in any place 
where customers intend to do business, because issues related to the financial risk and 
product category risk have become important in any Web-based shopping. Therefore, 
any o rganisations that engage in Web-based shopping business or deal w ith business 
transactions across organisational borders should undertake a comprehensive review of 
risk management matters, so that they will be able to arrive at a critical mass of 
customers accessing their WBSS in the global digital economy.
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Without effective risk management, organisations cannot make secure shopping 
circumstances for clients transacting in global markets. In conclusion, regarding the 
findings arising from survey and interview data, it could be argued that the risk 
management issues should be considered important for contemporary Web-based 
shopping. This is because risk management will amplify the ability of Web-based 
shopping businesses to provide reliable digital business transactions to customers and 
businesses, which in turn should lead to significant access by global clients.
8.6.4.11 Customer Service Quality
According to Gates (1999), customer service will become the primary value-added 
function in every Internet business. The survey results suggested that the customer 
service quality variable affects the extent of WBSS access by customers and the extent 
of integration of WBSS applications in the Korean context only. This result seems to 
indicate that companies that want people to access WBSS more frequently attempt to 
offer high quality customer service. Recent research has also stressed the importance of 
customer service quality in the contexts of Internet retailing (Elliot and Fowell, 2000) 
and the Web-sites design (Liu et al., 2000). However, this result was not replicated in 
the UK context. That is, this variable did not appear to influence WBSS diffusion in 
Britain. There may be several reasons for this. As mentioned earlier in the section on 
customer segmentation, it seems that UK Web-based shopping businesses do not place 
such a high value on customers and customer services as is the case in Korea. In relation 
to this matter, one of the British interviewees, a dot-com CEO, expressed the following 
view:
The function of customer service is not to spend a lot of time communicating 
these issues to customers, but rather to give them the functional service 
automatically.
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On the basis of this, it would seem that UK Web-based shopping businesses appear to 
place more emphasis on risk management than customer service or customer 
segmentation. This may be because, should they neglect their liability for risk issues, it 
is 1 ikely t o h urt t heir r eputation. In c ontrast, K orean W eb-based s hopping b usinesses 
seem to value such issues as customer segmentation and customer service. In conclusion, 
it could be argued that the significance of customer service quality might be increased 
more and more within Web-based shopping circumstances, because this seems to be a 
critical success factor for any WBSS.
8.6.4.12 Knowledge Intensity
As can be seen from the survey, knowledge intensity was found to be one of the 
important facilitators of WBSS diffusion in the Korean context only. The relationship 
between knowledge intensity and WBSS was strongly emphasized by a Korean 
interviewee, the managing director of an IT/ telecommunication company, as follows:
Depending on the degree of the understanding and knowledge about WBSS and 
electronic commerce by the company, the system’s levels might be different. For 
example, if companies have little knowledge of Web-based shopping business 
and systems, they develop a simple WBSS such as a simple Web site and then 
there is little skill in operating and managing systems. On the other hand, if 
companies have solid knowledge about Web-based shopping and electronic 
commerce after doing market research and customer analysis, they deal with a 
stable operation and management on their sophisticated WBSS.
As mentioned earlier, WBSS can play a major role in collecting and keeping 
information on markets, customers, businesses and even competitors, globally. Thus, it 
would appear that WBSS as new digital marketing medium can provide new 
opportunities for becoming high knowledge intensive organisations, particularly in 
terms of markets, customers and businesses. On this basis, this research attempted to
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increase the practical understanding of the relationship between WBSS and knowledge 
intensity. As suggested by the CEO of a dot-com in the UK:
Our company is now preparing to sell knowledge to people who are seeking 
expert knowledge. We will be selling all kinds of knowledge such as IT, service, 
education, construction, architecture, design and so on. In order to carry this out 
successfully, we are now collecting a pool of experts for all areas. In particular, 
our major customer will be businesses, actively seeking several kinds of expert 
knowledge.
Based on the discussion so far, it would seem that, as we are in the age of the digital 
economy, WBSS seem to play an important role in reorganizing the structure of 
organisational knowledge intensity from old knowledge related to the industrial age to 
new knowledge relevant to e-commerce, such as global electronic markets, customers, 
digital business, e-business planning, and the like. Despite this feature of WBSS, 
however, it appears that a growing body of Web-based shopping businesses in the UK 
tends to be somewhat limited in the knowledge intensity relevant to the markets, 
customers, and competitors, so in turn the knowledge intensity variable bore no 
relationship with the WBSS diffusion in the British context.
In conclusion, on the basis of the discussion so far, it may reasonably be argued that the 
diffusion of WBSS is facilitated by the degree of knowledge intensity of the 
organisation, because organisations that have greater knowledge of their clients, 
markets and competitors tend to develop more highly sophisticated WBSS.
8.6.4.13 Usability of WBSS
The usability variable was found to be one of the key impact factors of WBSS diffusion 
in the Korean context only. According to this research result, the major factors affecting 
the usability of a successful WBSS seem closely related to the following issues: careful
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design and development of organized hyperlinks, efficient contents management, 
customized search functions and higher bandwidth connection. In relation to this, the 
following comments were made by the Korean managing director of a dot-com:
Among the usability of WBSS, contents management is most important. So, to 
effectively manage the usability of WBSS, most of the Web-based shopping 
businesses hire a webmaster. The core of the contents management is how much 
information it contains and how rapidly the contents change. So, the usability of 
WBSS might be more effective in the case, not of the design of the engineer, but 
of the design of the artist who learned the technology and skill.
Accordingly, it would appear that organisations that recognize the relative importance 
of usability of WBSS are likely to manage their WBSS by the artist rather than the 
engineer. This is often a neglected aspect in establishing successful WBSS. More 
practically, one British interviewee, the managing director of a dot-com, suggested the 
following point:
WBSS should be quite easy to use. But if WBSS just make it too easy to use, 
they don’t give customers useful information any more. Ideally, customers want 
good usability as well as plenty of information. So, the best approach is how to 
provide both of these to customers.
On the basis of the discussion so far, it seems that the UK WBSS tend'to lack a 
customer-oriented view, because the customer segmentation, customer service quality, 
and usability variables have not been found in this empirical research to be a key impact 
factor of WBSS diffusion in the British context. However, usability has become a 
crucial issue, as argued by previous researchers (e.g., Liu et al., 2000; Smith et al., 
2002), as more and more organisations set up various kinds of WBSS. It may be said in 
this connection that usability is part of a strategic component of overall business 
planning, as argued by Manning (1999). This is because, for example, when customers 
visit a WBSS, they compare it with what they are used to. If there are no different or 
improved features, customers will lose no time moving on to another site. In conclusion,
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it could be argued that Web-based shopping businesses should attempt to improve the 
usability of WBSS, fairly frequently, to promote accessibility and ease of use for 
customers, because usability appears to be one of the crucial forces facilitating WBSS 
diffusion.
8.6.4.14 Security Management
Security management was found to be an important infrastructural element to stimulate 
the diffusion of WBSS in both countries. As mentioned earlier, WBSS are regarded as a 
new marketing medium enabling organisations to reach a large number of global 
customers. In order to successfully translate digital business transactions, WBSS need to 
provide secure management functions for external communication networks and 
internal systems. However, though there appears to be sufficient security management 
technology -  e.g., firewall, digital certification, and encryption -  for secure Web-based 
shopping transactions between organisation and client, it is estimated that there are 
increasingly frequent attacks by hackers, viruses and Trojans. In addition, technological 
impediments also exist in the security technologies. In relation to this, one of the 
Korean interviewees pointed out the issues related to security management as follows:
If a special hacker has a mind to attack any WBSS he can enter any system.
Therefore, though we need to prepare for technical aspects, in particular it is
necessary that we should be carefully concerned about legal, social and ethical
issues, which can block cyber crime or violation.
It would appear that Web-based shopping businesses around the world are recognizing 
the necessity to secure their WBSS from cyber crimes. Therefore, it is clear that the 
growing complexity of WBSS seems to require a comprehensive and detailed review of 
security management and procedures. However, as mentioned by an interviewee, 
though security management from the technical aspect is continually important, it is
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also important to consider the security issues related to the legal, social and ethical 
aspects. In conclusion, on the basis of empirical evidence of this research, it might be 
argued that security management issues relevant to the legal, social, ethical and 
technical play a crucial role in underpinning the diffusion of WBSS in global e-business 
contexts.
8.6.4.15 Network Infrastructure
According to Timmers (2000), although e-commerce architecture is rapidly developing, 
the major essential functionality is a high-capacity network infrastructure, which 
integrates not only with existing back-end systems, but also with front-end clients 
(Korper and Ellis, 2000). In this study, network infrastructure was found to be one of 
the most crucial determinants of WBSS diffusion in both countries. This finding 
coincides with the opinion of Laudon and Laudon (2000), that organisations with a 
strong network infrastructure can easily extend their business boundaries to the global 
marketplace. A similar point was raised by a Korean interviewee in an 
IT/telecommunication company, who mentioned:
WBSS themselves require considerable scale. For example, the server on WBSS 
is connected with another, and in addition WBSS consists of current operating 
systems, back-up systems and back-end systems. These systems should be 
connected with the customers and company via the Internet or another network 
infrastructure. That is, we can see that if any company has a very weak network 
infrastructure or none at all, the company may hold very simple WBSS or 
merely a Web-site.
Based on this, we can see that future upgrades of WBSS are more likely to succeed if a 
sound network infrastructure is in place. Forrester Research identified 
telecommunication network infrastructure issues as the main impediment to Internet 
business growth (Timmers, 2000, 171). This is because it is crucial to accomplish
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secure, reliable, agile, and global digital transactions for satisfying global customers’ 
requirements.
Furthermore, the network infrastructure aims at providing customers with a better 
service relevant to Web-based shopping, leading to greater use of WBSS. This would 
increase the number of transactions handled through Web-based shopping by global 
clients. In summary, it would appear that the extent of network infrastructure of an 
organisation is closely connected with the extent of WBSS diffusion. On the basis of the 
discussion so far, therefore it seems reasonable to argue that the network infrastructure 
can thus be seen as a vital catalyst for facilitating greater diffusion of WBSS.
8.6.4.16 Internet Technology Adaptability
According to Greenstein (2002; 160), “adaptability matters a great deal in  the period 
after the commercialization of the Internet technology. For example, some firms 
specialize i n m aking e lectronic c ommerce e asy t o u se, w hile o thers s eek to p  ush t he 
technical frontier.” In this regard, the Internet technology adaptability variable was 
found to be one factor of the impact of WBSS diffusion in the UK only. Though 
Internet technology adaptability is of major importance, however, Internet technology 
adaptation does not happen on its own, but comes from one of several groups: end-users 
within an organisation, professional technical staff within or outside an organisation, or 
third-party vendors outside the organisation, as argued by some researchers such as 
Kalakota and Robinson (1999), and Greenstein (2002), for example. Among several 
issues related to Internet technology adaptation, it seems that the most important issue is 
the customer, as suggested by the managing director of a UK dot-com:
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In some cases, the customers might become inconvenienced if the company 
rapidly applies new Internet technology to WBSS, because when the company 
adopts new Internet technology quickly, the customers cannot use it on their 
computer. Even though the company makes its WBSS upgrade, not all the 
customers can use it. For example, there’s an assumption that everybody has 
high-speed connections, big screens, and the capacity to see Flash. However, a 
lot of people don’t, they’re still working on computers that are five, six, seven, 
even ten years old. And some of them still have modem c onnections that are 
even below 56K, so they don’t want these kinds of things. These things really 
put people off when they shop.
On the basis of this discussion, we can see that when organisations adapt new Internet 
technology, they should consider customer aspects in advance and maintain a customer- 
oriented view. This point was quite explicitly expressed by an interviewee in a Korea 
IT/telecommunication company, as follows:
When we make WBSS, the most important factor is customer oriented 
development. For example, one customer may want to interface with Windows 
95, another customer with Windows 98, and another with Windows 2000. How 
do the companies make the system standard? Of course, the standard should be 
Windows 95, because we should consider every last customer.
Based on the above Korean interview data and the research results so far -  in particular 
customer segmentation, customer service quality, and usability -  it seems that the 
Korean WBSS tend to focus on a customer-oriented view, so this kind of perspective 
seems to affect the result that the Internet technology adaptability was not a significant 
factor related to the WBSS diffusion in the Korean context. This is because, as can be 
seen from the above Korean interview data, it appears that the Web-based shopping 
businesses in Korea tend not to be in a hurry to adopt the latest Internet technology, 
because they are likely to consider every last customer, while at the same time, however, 
keeping abreast of the trend of the new Internet technologies. To back up this statement, 
evidence can be seen of the technical level of current Korean WBSS such as mobile 
phone access (ref. section 8.3.6), comparative shopping functions (ref. section 8.3.7), 
and WBSS technology distribution (ref. section 8.3.10). As compared with the UK, it
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appears that the Korean Web-based shopping businesses tend to concentrate their 
attention on customer orientation far more, whilst simultaneously having an 
understanding of the newest trends in new Internet technology. In relation to this, a 
Korean interviewee, the managing director of an IT/telecommunication company 
pointed out:
In my view, a company would be very naive if it developed a new system using 
new technology straightaway. It would just end up probably going over budget, 
but you just have to look at it as a company. Everything has its pros and cons. If 
you need new technology to be used, if the market dictates it has to be used, then 
by that stage it’s pretty stable and it’s fine, it can be used. So you have to 
evaluate everything such as market, customer, technology, and business goal.
Therefore, it would appear that the adaptability of the Internet technology would be 
different for each organisation facing different kinds of customers and conducting 
different kinds of business. For example, “Flash” graphics may be enticing for some 
customers, but more often they slow them down, especially for those with dial-up 
connections to the Internet. In conclusion, it is reasonable to argue that one of the major 
factors affecting WBSS diffusion is not technology itself, but a harmonious view 
considering both the customer, the market, and the technical application.
To sum up, this section has provided a discussion on the significant findings from this 
research based on quantitative data extracted from the survey phase as well as 
qualitative data obtained from interviews. Though some variables failed to show a 
relationship with WBSS diffusion in one or the other country due to differences in 
national culture, national ICT infrastructure and so on, other variables w ere found to 
have a significant association with the diffusion of WBSS in both. Based on these 
findings, more detailed implications of WBSS diffusion are considered in the chapter 
that follows.
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8.7 Summary
The research model essentially comprised five parts: four groups of independent 
variables and one class of dependent variable. Multivariate analysis was used to test the 
individual hypotheses predicting the relationship between individual variables and 
WBSS diffusion. In addition, the findings from the survey have been discussed in the 
context of evidence gleaned from the interviews that were also conducted. The 
following summarizes the key impact factors arising from the analysis of both the 
quantitative and the qualitative data.
For Britain, Figure 8-1 illustrates a simplified model, which represents a synthesis of the 
significant results discussed in the previous sections. The four groups of factors provide 
a basis for future research on WBSS diffusion. In summary, four classes of factors as a 
major facilitator of WBSS diffusion in the UK context include:
•  External market factors including global electronic market, digital business,
and market dynamism variables appear to be facilitators influencing the
diffusion of WBSS.
•  External technical factors -  feasibility and trialability -  appear closely related 
to the diffusion of WBSS.
•  Internal organisation factors such as e-business planning and risk management 
appear to be strong determinants of WBSS diffusion.
•  Security management, network infrastructure and Internet technology
adaptability in internal system factors appear to be important predictors of
WBSS diffusion in the UK context, in addition.
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External Market Factors External Dimensions External Technical Factors
•Global Electronic Market •Feasibility
•Digital Business •Trialability
•Market Dynamism
NonlCT
Related
Factors
WBSS Diffusion
•Extent of WBSS Access by Customer 
•Extent of Internal Usage of WBSS 
•Extent o f Integration o f WBSS 
Application
ICT
Related
Factors
Internal Organisation Factors Internal Dimensions Internal System Factors
•E-business Planning 
•Risk Management
•Security Management 
•Network Infrastructure 
•Internet Technology Adaptability
Figure 8-1. Synthesis Model of WBSS Diffusion in the UK Context
On the other hand, Figure 8-2 summarizes the research findings arising from the Korean 
data. The four groups of factors as a major facilitator of WBSS diffusion are:
•  External market factors such as digital business, market dynamism, and customer 
segmentation were significantly related to the extent of WBSS diffusion.
•  The connectivity, feasibility and trialability variables as external technical factors 
had a positive relationship with dependent variables.
•  Internal organisation factors included e-business planning, customer service quality 
and knowledge intensity variables as facilitators of the diffusion of WBSS.
•  The internal systems factors such as usability, security management, and network 
infrastructure were associated with the extent of WBSS diffusion.
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External Market Factors External Dimensions External Technical Factors
•Digital Business •Connectivity
•Market Dynamism •Feasibility
•Customer Segmentation •Trialability
NonlCT
Related
Factors
WBSS Diffusion
■Extent ofWBSS Access by Customer 
■Extent of Internal Usage ofWBSS 
■Extent of Integration of 
WBSS Application
ICT
Related
Factors
Internal Organisation Factors Internal Dimensions Internal System Factors
•E-business Planning 
•Customer Service Quality 
■Knowledge Intensity
•Usability ofWBSS 
•Security Management 
•Network Infrastructure
Figure 8-2. Synthesis Model ofWBSS Diffusion in the Korean Context
On the basis of the research findings arising from empirical analysis of both the 
quantitative and qualitative data, the WBSS diffusion model of this research seems to 
explain the phenomenon of WBSS diffusion in two particular national contexts 
reasonably well. Though there were some different variables such as global electronic 
markets, customer segmentation, risk management, customer service quality, 
knowledge intensity, connectivity, usability, and Internet technology adaptability in one 
country as opposed to the other, the other variables were roughly similar to the 
relationship between their impact and the extent of WBSS diffusion in both countries. 
However, there appear to be different characteristics between the influencing powers of 
each variable as regards the diffusion of WBSS in different national contexts. A more 
detailed account of the influencing power of each variable for WBSS diffusion will 
therefore be discussed in the next chapter.
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According to the research findings so far, it appears therefore that there are some 
differences and some similarities between the U K  and K orea’s W BSS diffusion. Key 
points o fW B S S  diffusion in two different national contexts are sum m arized in Table 8-
42.
Table 8-42. K ey Points o fW B SS Diffusion in the UK  and Korea
W BSS Diffusion Characteristics
Differences •  Impacts o f  D ifferent National Cultures
UK &
-Customer Segmentation 
-Customer Service Quality 
-Risk Management 
-Payment Methods
Korea Similarities •  Impacts o f  ICT related Factors 
-WBSS Technology Distribution 
-Feasibility 
-Trialability 
-Security Management 
-Network Infrastructure
First, as can be seen in Figure 8-1 and 8-2, there are different factors m otivating WBSS 
diffusion in the two countries: i.e., custom er segmentation, custom er service quality and 
risk management. It seems that these results would be influenced by different national 
cultures in some way. That is, in the U K  context, the factors related to custom er service 
quality and custom er segmentation did not affect W BSS diffusion to any great extent, 
while the risk m anagem ent factor was significantly associated with the extent o f  WBSS 
diffusion. In contrast, in the Korean context, the risk m anagem ent factor did not have a 
great impact on the diffusion o f  W BSS, while custom er segm entation and customer 
service quality factors were important facilitators o f  W BSS diffusion. It seems that 
British W eb-based shopping businesses exert a great deal o f  energy on risk m anagement 
as a point o f  business reputation, placing a lower priority o n the practical aspects o f
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customer service or customer segmentation. In contrast, Korean WBSS firms seem to 
focus on issues such as customer service and customer segmentation much more. In 
addition, another example can be seen of cultural impacts on WBSS diffusion, i.e., 
among payment methods on WBSS. In this respect, the use made of personal cheques 
and bank transfers is very different amongst UK and Korean respondents (cf. Table 8- 
22). This is because national characteristics and contexts seem to play a significant role 
in WBSS diffusion, related to customer preference, perceptions and behaviour. 
However, despite this difference there was also considerable similarity, as has been seen.
Secondly, there appear to be similarities in the ICT-related factors affecting WBSS 
diffusion between the UK and Korea. That is, WBSS diffusion in both countries was 
influenced by the similar ICT-related factors: feasibility, trialability, network 
infrastructure, and security management. Furthermore, as can be seen from Table 8-24, 
the major technologies used in WBSS were almost exactly equivalent in both countries. 
On the basis of this evidence, it can be assumed that ICT related factors are a similar 
force facilitating WBSS diffusion in both the UK and Korea. This reflects the fact that 
new ICTs such as Internet technologies are key drivers in the rapidly shaping process of 
global e-commerce, in particular Web-based shopping business, and also that the gap 
related to early adopters and later adopters of new ICT is very close among countries 
that are advanced in the adoption of new ICTs.
These findings tend to support the premise that the research model of WBSS diffusion 
developed as part of this research is useful in explaining the phenomenon of WBSS 
diffusion (or electronic commerce diffusion generally for that matter), across the two 
different countries. In addition, this cross-national analysis sheds light on the issues 
between different national cultures and WBSS diffusion both in terms of ICT-related
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factors and non-ICT related factors. As a consequence of the research findings so far, 
the diffusion of WBSS is seen as a series of shaping processes being influenced by 
different cultural issues and similar ICT-related factors in global Web-based shopping 
circumstances. This finding may prove helpful to researchers and practitioners in 
improving their knowledge of the relationship between cultural impacts and ICT 
diffusion in global Web-based shopping business and electronic commerce generally. In 
the next section, the wider implications of these findings are examined.
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Chapter 9. Implications on WBSS Diffusion
9.1 Introduction
This research has examined several dimensions of the phenomenon of WBSS diffusion, 
based on the data derived from the quantitative surveys and qualitative interviews 
undertaken in both countries. A number of implications emerge on both the theoretical 
and practical fronts, and these are the subject of this chapter.
The following section deals with the theoretical implications regarding WBSS diffusion. 
In section 9.3, the practical implications for further WBSS diffusion in both countries are 
provided.
9.2 Theoretical Implications 
9.2.1 Introduction
A research model of WBSS diffusion has been derived from the literature review 
relevant to the ICT innovation diffusion research, and the model has been tested using 
the empirical data collected from the UK and Korea. In this section, an attempt is made 
to address the theoretical implications of the research, comparing the research findings 
reported on earlier with those of previous ICT innovation diffusion studies.
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9.2.2 Theoretical Implications o f Research Results
As mentioned earlier, this research has considered the major research question posed 
from a theory building and a theory testing perspective. That is, based on a conceptual 
research framework derived from a set of observations of previous ICT diffusion studies 
(ref. Figure 3-1), a research model of WBSS diffusion (ref. Figure 6-2) has been 
developed. In turn, the research model of WBSS diffusion has been used as a basis for 
empirical research in two quite different national contexts. This has enabled an 
assessment of its explanatory power.
In order to do this, first, both qualitative and quantitative data were collected to test the 
model (chapter 7). Then, the data collected were analyzed to see how much support 
there was for the conceptual hypotheses associated with the research model (chapter 8). 
That is, a number of relationships between key impact factors and WBSS diffusion were 
examined, based on the data obtained from the quantitative survey and the qualitative 
interviews. Arising from this, and in this section, the thesis proposes a diffusion model 
for WBSS that extends the theoretical contribution yet further. This WBSS diffusion 
model is illustrated in Figure 9-1.
As can be seen from Figure 9-1, the model seems to explain the phenomenon ofWBSS 
diffusion in the UK and Korean contexts reasonably well. The WBSS diffusion model 
addresses both internal and external factors as well as ICT and non ICT-related issues, 
and has helped in analyzing and explaining the global shaping process of WBSS 
diffusion. Its strength lies in its balance (i.e., as compared to one that focuses on a single 
business perspective or technological viewpoint).
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External Market Factors External Dimensions External Technical Factors
•Digital Business •Feasibility
•Market Dynamism •Trialability
NonlCT
Related
Factors
WBSS Diffusion
•Extent ofWBSS Access by Customer 
•Extent of Internal Usage ofWBSS 
•Extent o f Integration of 
WBSS application
ICT
Related
Factors
Internal Organisation Factors Internal Dimensions Internal System Factors
•E-business Planning •Security Management 
•Network Infrastructure
Figure 9-1. A WBSS Diffusion Model
To assist in drawing further theoretical implications from the model, two categories -  
ICT-related factors and non ICT-related factors -  are first of all discussed in the context 
of previous ICT innovation diffusion studies. These factors are summarized in Table 9-1. 
In detail, the variables identified from the previous ICT diffusion studies are classified 
into ICT-related factors and non-ICT related factors. Next, these two groups of factors 
are divided into four categories, according to whether these variables originate within or 
outside an organisation: i.e., 1) internal factors related to ICT (shown as Internal System 
factors in Figure 9-1); 2) external factors related to ICT (External Technical); 3) internal 
factors not related to ICT (Internal Organisation); 4) external factors not related to ICT 
(External Market).
As can be seen in Table 9-1, most previous ICT innovation diffusion research focused 
on non ICT-related issues, with much less concern for ICT-related factors. This prior 
research incorporated very familiar variables, such as relative advantage, compatibility, 
and costs (e.g., Standing and Vasudavan, 2000; Shao, 1999; Sheng et al., 1998; Belassi
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and Fadlalla, 1998; K rem ar & Lucas, 1991; Brancheau and W etherbe, 1990; Liang, 
1986).
Table 9-1. Comparing ICT Related and N on-ICT Related Factors
ICT Innovation 
Diffusion Studies
ICT Related Factors N on ICT-Related Factors
Internal System External Technical Internal Organisation External Market
WBSS
Diffusion Model 
(2002)
• Security management
•Network
Infrastructure
•Feasibility
•Trialability
•E-business Planning •Digital business 
•Market dynamism
Standing and 
Vasudavan (2000)
•Vendor support •Top management 
support
•Customer
support
•Effective
consultants
Shao (1999) •Communication 
channels 
•Organisation size
•Effect of 
mass-media 
communication
Sheng et al. (1998) •Compatibility •Internal support 
•Resource intensity
•Competitive
pressure
•Customer support 
•Benefits of 
telemedicine
Belassi and 
Fadlalla (1998)
•Corporate strategy 
•Corporate culture
•Organisation culture 
•Management style
Premkumar et al. 
(1994)
•Relative advantage
•Compatibility
•Costs
Grover & Teng 
(1992)
•Extent of online 
processing
•Organisation size
•Size of IS
department
•Degree of
centralization
•End-user
computing
Kremar & Lucas 
(1991)
•Building on 
infrastructure
•Cost justification 
•Size an opportunity 
•Need for sponsor
•Marketing 
the application 
•Customer-oriented 
view
Brancheau and 
Wetherbe (1990)
•Education
•Opinion
•Leadership
•Media exposure
•Internal
communication
Liang (1986) •Quality of system •Motivation 
•User attitude 
•Representation 
format
Zmud (1982) •Compatibility •Vested interests
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However, ICT-related factors are recognized as one of the crucial elements in 
successfully establishing WBSS and electronic commerce architecture, as argued by 
several researchers (e.g. Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; Laudon and Laudon, 2000; 
Barua et al., 2000; Korper and Ellis, 2000; Load, 2000; Arlitt et al., 2001; Porter, 2001; 
Looney and Chatteijee, 2002). Their significance is also demonstrated by the research 
findings. That is, considering the WBSS diffusion model, this study has verified several 
new ICT-related factors, i.e. feasibility, trialability, security management, and network 
infrastructure. A ss  uch, i t c an b e a rgued t hat t aking a m ore b alanced v iew r egarding 
ICT-related factors and non ICT-related issues in ICT diffusion research is likely to be 
more productive than taking a less balanced perspective.
Furthermore, as can be seen from Table 9-1, most previous researchers have not 
classified ICT-related factors as a distinct category in their research models, so that 
previous ICT diffusion studies merged ICT-related factors into environmental, 
organisational, or ICT innovation categories (e.g., Premkumar et al., 1994; Grover and 
Teng, 1992; Kremar and Lucas, 1991; Liang, 1986). However, it would seem 
appropriate to make ICT-related factors distinct from other groups of factors, because 
they play a crucial role in relation to WBSS and electronic commerce architecture, as 
mentioned previously by various researchers (e.g. Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; 
Laudon and Laudon, 2000; Barua et al., 2000; Korper and Ellis, 2000; Load, 2000; 
Arlitt et al., 2001; Porter, 2001; Looney and Chatteijee, 2002). On the basis of this, it 
can be argued that particular attention could usefully paid to ICT-related factors in 
further electronic commerce and ICT diffusion research.
Secondly, the variables verified by the previous ICT diffusion studies can be arranged 
in terms of issues related to the internal and external factors, as shown in Table 9-2. To 
make the distinction clear, the internal and external factors are also divided into four 
categories, depending on whether the factors of these two groups are related to the ICT:
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i.e., 1) internal system factors; 2) internal organisation factors; 3) external technical 
factors; 4) external m arket factors.
Table 9-2. Com paring Internal and External Factors
ICT Innovation Internal Factors External Factors
Diffusion Studies Internal System Internal Organisation External Technical External M arket
WBSS
Diffusion Model 
(2002)
• Security management
•Network
Infrastructure
•E-business Planning •Feasibility
•Trialability
•Digital business 
•Market dynamism
Standing and 
Vasudavan (2000)
•Top management 
support
•Vendor support •Customer
support
•Effective
consultants
Shao (1999) •Communication
channels
•Organisation size
•Effect of 
mass-media 
communication
Sheng et al. (1998) •Internal support 
•Resource intensity
•Compatibility •Competitive
pressure
•Customer support 
•Benefits of 
telemedicine
Belassi and 
Fadlalla (1998)
•Corporate strategy 
•Corporate culture
•Organisation culture 
•Management style
Premkumar et al. 
(1994)
•Relative advantage
•Compatibility
•Costs
Grover & Teng 
(1992)
•Extent of online 
processing
•Organisation size
•Size of IS
department
•Degree of
centralization
•End-user
computing
Kremar and 
Lucas (1991)
•Building on 
infrastructure
•Cost justification 
•Size an opportunity 
•Need for sponsor
•Marketing 
the application 
•Customer-oriented 
view
Brancheau and 
Wetherbe (1990)
•Education
•Opinion
•Leadership
•Media exposure
•Internal
communication
Liang (1986) •Quality of system •Motivation 
•User attitude 
•Representation 
format
Zmud (1982) | •Vested interests •Compatibility
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As can be seen from Table 9-2, previous ICT diffusion research usually dealt with 
organisational factors (e.g., Grover & Teng, 1992; Brancheau and Wetherbe, 1990; 
Liang, 1986; Zmud, 1982). However, from around the middle of the 1990s, there has 
been growing interest concerning external market factors (e.g., Standing and Vasudavan, 
2000; Shao, 1999; Sheng et al., 1998; Belassi and and Fadlalla, 1998). In regard to this, 
Timmers (2000; 132) argues that “the effective introduction of electronic commerce for 
external relationships is likely to have profound implications for the internal business 
organisation.” It was observed that the WBSS diffusion model attested to the 
significance of external market variables as a driver of WBSS diffusion. In particular, 
this research has identified two new external market variables as significant factors 
influencing WBSS diffusion: digital business, and market dynamism. On the basis of 
this finding, it is reasonable to argue that the significance of external market factors in 
Web-based shopping and electronic commerce research might usefully attract special 
attention on the part of IS researchers in the future.
Thirdly, the findings have been used to interpret the implications on four classes of key 
impact factors in the UK and Korea. To investigate these, this research has classified key 
impact factors into four principle groups: internal factors, external factors, ICT-oriented 
factors and non-ICT oriented factors, as can be seen in Table 9-3. Here, internal factors 
include internal organisational factors and internal system factors, while external factors 
consist of external market factors and external technical factors.
In addition, ICT-oriented factors are made up of internal system factors and external 
technical factors. Non ICT-oriented factors are composed of internal organisational 
factors and external market factors. Arising from this classification, a comparison model 
of key impact factors is proposed in Table 9-3 and will serve as a backdrop for further 
research relating to ICT innovation diffusion, and electronic commerce more generally.
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Table 9-3. Comparing Key Impact Factors
Four
Classes
Factors
Key Impact Factors
UK Korea
Internal
Factors
•E-business Planning 
•Risk Management 
•Security Management 
•Network 
Infrastructure 
• Internet Technology 
Adaptability
•E-business Planning 
•Customer Service 
Quality 
•Knowledge 
Intensity 
•Usability
•Security Management
•Network
Infrastructure
External
Factors
•Global Electronic 
Markets
•Digital Business 
•Market Dynamism 
•Feasibility 
•Trialability
•Digital Business 
•Market Dynamism 
•Customer 
Segmentation 
•Connectivity 
•Feasibility 
•Trialability
ICT-
Oriented
Factors
•Security Management 
•Network 
Infrastructure 
• Internet Technology 
Adaptability 
•Feasibility 
•Trialability
•Usability
•Security Management 1 
•Network 
Infrastructure 
•Connectivity 
•Feasibility 
•Trialability
NonlCT-
Orientad
Factors
•Global Electronic 
Markets 
•Digital Business 
•Market Dynamism 
•E-business Planning 
•Risk Management
•Digital Business 
•Market Dynamism 
•Customer 
Segmentation 
•E-business Planning 
•Customer Service 
Quality
•Knowledge Intensity
Key Impact Factors
Common Factors 
in UK & Korea
UK
Specific
Korea
Specific
•E-business Planning 
•Security 
Management 
•Network 
Infrastructure
•Risk Management 
•Internet Technology 
Adaptability
•Customer 
Service Quality 
•Knowledge 
Intensity 
•Usability
•Digital Business 
•Market Dynamism 
•Feasibility 
•Trialability
•Global Electronic 
Markets
•Customer
Segmentation
•Connectivity
I ‘Security 
| Management 
•Network 
Infrastructure 
•Feasibility 
•Trialability
• Internet Technology 
Adaptability
•Usability
•Connectivity
•Digital Business 
•Market Dynamism 
•E-business Planning
•Global Electronic 
Markets 
•Risk Management
•Customer 
Segmentation 
•Customer 
Service Quality 
•Knowledge 
Intensity
A s can be seen from Table 9-3, there are seven com m on factors positively influencing 
W BSS diffusion in the UK and Korea: e-business planning, security m anagem ent, 
network infrastructure, digital business, m arket dynam ism , feasibility, and trialability. It 
would appear that the comm on factors are roughly equally distributed am ong internal 
and external factors, as well as ICT-oriented factors and non ICT-oriented factors. M ore 
detailed discussion o f  the comm on factors is as follows.
Firs:, among the internal comm on factors in the UK and Korea, e-business planning is 
identified as an internal non-ICT factor positively affecting W BSS diffusion. The
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significance of e-business planning has been evident in both countries’ findings. This is 
because e-business on WBSS is not simply a technology-based business application but 
an organisational core element including both business and the technical aspects: e.g., 
new e-business model, new business goal, new business process, new systems 
architechture, and new plan of Internet technology adoption. On the basis of this 
discussion, it would appear that WBSS diffusion is significantly enhanced by an 
organisation’s careful approach to e-business planning.
Second, security management has been classified as an internal ICT-oriented factor that 
is positively associated with the shaping process of Web-based shopping business. As 
anticipated, security management has been shown to be a crucial foundation for 
facilitating the diffusion of WBSS in both countries. Since Web-based shopping 
business needs to have secure applications related to business transactions, it has been 
observed that security management is a crucial area requiring constant supervision and 
upgrading provide a stable business basis for WBSS as a global marketing medium.
Third, as an internal ICT-oriented factor that is positively related to the shaping process 
of WBSS, network infrastructure has been found to be one of the most crucial 
determinants of WBSS diffusion in both countries. Since Web-based shopping 
transactions take place between businesses and customers, and businesses and 
businesses, the network infrastructure enables organisations to interconnect with 
existing back-end systems and front-end clients. Therefore, based on this discussion so 
far, it appears that the significance of network infrastructure would be continuously 
increased in global Web-based shopping circumstances.
Fourth, as one of the external non-ICT factors, it has been observed that digital business 
has shown to have a positive impact on the diffusion of WBSS in both countries. With 
regard to the advantage of electronic transmission of digital products, it seems that 
digital business on WBSS enables organisations to reach global clients at any time. On
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the basis of this discussion, it would appear that as enabler of new e-business, digital 
business is a crucial facilitator of WBSS diffusion in contemporary e-commerce settings.
Fifth, it has been showed that market dynamism positively facilitates the diffusion of 
WBSS in both countries, as one of the external non-ICT factors. As a global market 
medium, WBSS enable organisations to provide the channels for businesses and clients 
in dynamic electronic markets, along with the digital business transactions. On the basis 
of this discussion, it appears that dynamic global markets have continuous positive 
effects on WBSS diffusion.
Sixth, feasibility has been found to be one of the external ICT-oriented factors that 
positively facilitate WBSS diffusion in both countries. This result indicates that higher 
feasibility of Internet technologies would be more easily implemented with existing 
hardware, software, and technical resources in both countries. Based on the discussion 
so far, it appears that the higher feasibility of Internet technologies facilitates the 
shaping process of a sophisticated WBSS development.
Seventh, trialability has been identified as an external ICT-oriented factor that 
positively influences WBSS diffusion in each country. This suggests that before 
adopting new Internet technology, it is an important prerequisite to test its availablity, 
effectiveness, usability and benefit. On the basis of the discussion, the higher trialability 
of Internet technology seems to trigger the shaping process of WBSS diffusion in global 
electronic commerce.
To sum up, among the internal common factors in the UK and Korea, e-business 
planning is identified as an internal non-ICT factor positively affecting WBSS diffusion, 
whilst security management and network infrastructure have been classified as internal 
ICT-oriented factors that are positively associated with the shaping process of WBSS. It 
would appear that WBSS diffusion in the UK and Korea is positively influenced by the
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organisations having sophisticated e-business planning and a solid network and security 
infrastructure.
With regard to the external common factors, digital business and market dynamism 
serve as external non-ICT factors that positively affect the diffusion of WBSS, while 
feasibility and trialability are external ICT-oriented factors that positively promote 
WBSS diffusion. It seems that high trialablity and feasibility of Internet technologies 
facilitate the diffusion of both British and Korean Web-based shopping business, in 
particular digital business, in the dynamic market environment.
In terms of ICT-oriented factors, WBSS diffusion in the UK and Korea is commonly 
influenced by an organisation’s secure systems and network infrastructure as internal 
factors, as well as high f  easibility and trialability o f  Internet technologies as external 
factors.
Among the non ICT-oriented factors, digital business is classified into the common 
internal non ICT-oriented factors in the UK and Korea, whilst in addition there are 
external non ICT-oriented factors such as market dynamism and e-business planning at 
work. It would appear that British and Korean digital businesses based on clear e- 
business planning are likely to advance the shaping process of WBSS in contemporary 
dynamic market contexts.
However, it seems that there are some differences with regard to specific factors that 
impact the diffusion of WBSS in the UK and Korean contexts. First, among the internal 
factors, Korean organisations involved in Web-based shopping tend to focus on a 
customer-oriented view (e.g., customer service quality, usability factors, and knowledge 
about customers and markets), whilst UK Web-based shopping businesses are more 
likely to concentrate on risk management. This difference is similar in terms of external 
factors. That is, global electronic markets factor has emerged as a key impact factor for
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WBSS diffusion in the UK, while customer segmentation has been found to be one o f 
the key impact factors in Korea.
Furthermore, among ICT-oriented and non ICT-oriented factors, a num ber o f  factors 
(e.g., usability, custom er segmentation, customer service quality, and knowledge about 
custom ers and markets) have been found to be m ajor facilitators for W BSS diffusion in 
the Korean context only. On the basis o f  this finding, it appears that K orean WBSS are 
likely to centre on a more custom er-oriented perspective while the UK W eb-based 
shopping businesses tend to invest their resource and capability into risk management, 
Internet technology adaptation and global electronic markets. As m entioned in an earlier 
chapter, it would appear that this difference is caused, in part at least, by the different 
national cultures and the national network infrastructures o f  the two countries.
In conclusion, based on a wide-ranging discussion o f  the research results so far, the key 
impact factors can be taxonom ically identified by empirical evidence in both countries. 
That is, a conceptual research framework developed in chapter 3 (see Figure 3-1) was 
verified for further research as a result o f  the empirical data conducted in both countries, 
as depicted in Figure 9-2.
WBSS
Diffusion
Common Key Impact Factors in the UK and Korean Context
Non ICT-Oriented Factors ICT-Oriented Factors
Factors
External
Factors
Internal
-Digital Business 
-Market Dynamism
internal Organisation I
-E-business Planning
External M arket F;
Internal System Factors
■Security management 
■Network Infrastructure
WBSS Diffusion
•Feasibility
■Trialability
External Technical Factors
Figure 9-2. Key Impact Factors o f  W BSS Diffusion
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According to the common key impact factors verified by empirical examination in the 
two countries, WBSS diffusion in the UK and Korea appears to be influenced by four 
groups of key impact factors: internal organisation factors, internal system factors, 
external market factors, and external technical factors. It would appear that the four 
categories of key impact factors are regarded as crucial facilitators for WBSS diffusion 
in contemporary Web-based shopping circumstances. This may imply that the diffusion 
of WBSS seems to be influenced by a set of factors in a global Web-based shopping 
fashion. O n t he b asis o f  t his d iscussion sofar, i t c a n b e a  rgued t hat t he d iffusion o f 
WBSS can be seen as a global shaping process influenced by internal organisation and 
internal system factors, as well as external market and external technical factors.
9.2.3 Concluding Remarks
In this section, an attempt has been made to explore the theoretical implications of the 
research findings derived from the empirical results presented in chapter 8, highlighting 
the c rucial p oints a nd 1 inking b ack t o t he 1 iterature o n t he t opic. This i s a chieved i n 
particular by comparing the research findings with previous ICT diffusion studies.
To recap, the factors related to previous ICT innovation diffusion studies were classified 
into ICT-related factors and non ICT-related factors. The analysis showed that previous 
ICT innovation diffusion research hardly considered the ICT-related factors or, rather, 
such s tudies generally focused o n v ery common i nnovation d iffusion f  actors s uch a s 
compatibility, relative advantage, and complexity. However, the prominent and crucial role 
of ICT-related factors in e-commerce architectures and the digital economy has been 
emphasised by several researchers (e.g., Kalakota and Whinston, 1996; Laudon and 
Laudon, 2000; Barua et al., 2000; Korper and Ellis, 2000; Load, 2000; OECD, 2000; 
Arlitt et al., 2001; Porter, 2001; Howcroft, 2001; Brynjolfsson and Kahin, 2002; Hudson, 
2002; Looney and Chatteijee, 2002). On the basis of this discussion and the empirical
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evidence derived from the WBSS diffusion model described in Figure 9-1, the dissertation 
highlights the significance of a balanced view considering both ICT-related factors and 
non ICT-related factors within the contemporary Web-based shopping and electronic 
commerce research agenda. This is because each factor seems to have a significant 
impact on new ICT diffusion settings.
In addition, according to the comparison of key impact factors, this study has identified 
the four groups of key impact factors that appear to influence WBSS diffusion: internal 
organisation factors, internal system factors, external market factors, and external 
technical factors. WBSS diffusion in the UK and Korea can be seen as a global shaping 
process affected by both organisation and market issues as well as external technical and 
internal system factors, interacting in a global and dynamic Web-based shopping setting. 
The WBSS diffusion model and the comparison model of key impact factors arising from 
this research could thus provide a launch pad for further studies of WBSS and electronic 
commerce, and for research on new ICT innovation diffusion.
9.3 Practical Implications
In the 2 1st c entury, the UK and Korea are encountering further challenges p osed by 
economic, legal, social, political, and technical issues. In particular, the digital economy 
based on Internet technologies is now a new driving force of economic growth and 
social change. This section aims to serve as a guideline for establishing a more solid 
basis to encourage Web-based shopping business and e-commerce in both countries. 
With this objective, practical implications concerning the further diffusion of WBSS in 
both countries are made, arising from the research results obtained thus far.
First, in the UK context, the diffusion of WBSS was found to be roughly equally 
influenced by internal organisation and internal system factors, as well as external
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market and external technical factors. In this context, a comment made by the vice 
president at Avaya UK is aposite:
The UK government has aimed for electronic commerce by 2005, the desire for 
everyone to be online. The UK government has recently instigated an initiative 
to make sure all of its councils and all of its government and local authorities are 
online, in a very short period of time. There’s a whole project for it. It means a 
lot m ore c ouncils a re m aking efforts t o b e o nline. A s p art o f  t hat, t here’ll b e 
extranet facilities, procurement facilities etc.
However, the CEO of a dot-com saw the UK situation somewhat differently to the 
formal UK Government stance:
I think it’s going to be like a beach. There’ll be thousands of people swimming 
in the shallows, a couple of great big boats stuck in dry dock, never getting out 
to sea, and a couple of medium sized fishermen bringing in stuff, and a whole 
heap of other people on the wreck. I think that’s the current UK situation on the 
Internet business.
Although the UK showed a well-balanced diffusion of WBSS, further diffusion in the 
UK seems to depend on the extent of investment to increase both network capacity and 
the speed of data transmission -  two requirements highlighted by British businessmen 
in interviews. Both are important to ensure greater usability of the Internet in the UK. A 
more detailed account was provided by one interviewee, the CEO of dot-com in the UK:
Most people in the UK are still on dial up connections and it costs money, and 
it’s not easy. Dial up connections are not very quick, pages take much longer to 
download. Web-based shopping is a much more laborious experience than if 
you’re on an ADSL connection where your page is loading instantly, where your 
transaction is happening instantly. Also where you are paying a monthly 
subscription or whatever, it happens to be and you can stay on as long as you 
want. So you don’t have in the back of your mind that worries about, ‘how much 
is this costing me in terms of my dial up?’ and you don’t have the frustration of 
pages loading slowly and things like that. I think if we move to more broadband 
access a lot more people will start to shop online and it will become a very 
viable alternative for Web-based shopping business.
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It is believed that 30% of British households being connected to the Internet via a 
narrowband connection poses a major impediment to the Internet business (ref. section 
2-3). As previously explained, among the G7 countries, the UK has the lowest 
penetration of broadband access (OECD, 2001). Moreover, London keeps absorbing a 
large amount of business, leaving other regions bereft of fibre links. In relation to this 
situation, a CEO of a dot-com company noted that:
Once you get out of London, for example, Scotland or Wales, just 10 or 20 users 
are there to use the broadband network on the one line. So the installation cost of 
broadband network is relatively expensive and users are a burden for the cost. 
Outside of London, people can usually chat, listen to music or do Web-based 
shopping occasionally on the base of a modem. You can also meet some 
companies that are really seeing e-commerce. In addition, there are many 
districts in which a telephone wire was installed long years ago. So there are 
many communication jams. The users are dissatisfied what with the old and 
worn network infrastructure and the high cost for telecommunication. These 
factors are the main hindrances in the diffusion of Internet business in the UK.
The UK is confronted with this difficulty of prioritising the development of clusters of 
capacity, allowing for many regional “black holes” to be filled. As regards these 
circumstances, fibre optic cable seems to be the technology most likely to be able to 
meet current and anticipated bandwidth requirements. However, to build such links, 
considerable investment is likely to be required. In addition, it appears that the extent of 
broadband network infrastructure in the UK might also be affected by the degree of 
cultural sensitiveness. The following interesting comment provided by a British 
interviewee, the vice president at Avaya UK, who lived in Asia for ten years, is in line 
with this:
When I left the UK they were talking about Terminal 5 at Heathrow; ten years 
later when I came back they were still talking, talking, talking. In Hong Kong, 
Singapore and Korea (the new Incheon Airport) in ten years they’ve built three 
new airports. It’s a difference of cultural sensitiveness.
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To summarize, Internet-based global electronic commerce could provide the UK with a 
real opportunity, but in order to achieve this, however, a broadband network 
infrastructure throughout the UK area would appear necessary.
On the other hand, a view of the current Korean Internet business circumstances was 
provided by a Korean Interviewee, a deputy managing director of SAMSUNG 
Telecoms Ltd.:
In Korea, 60% of the people use the Internet now, so it is possible to support the 
broadband network in any place. At the same time, 300 or 400 homes can use 
the broadband network of 1GB capacity on the one line, so that the installation 
and use of broadband network is relatively inexpensive. Hence, when we 
develop WBSS, we can adopt and apply graphics, virtual reality and many kinds 
of new Internet technologies. Thus, it is universal for users to do online game, to 
watch drama, or movies online and to do Web-based shopping on the base of the 
broadband network.
More recently, in line with the above opinion, Scofield (2002) provides a contrast 
between the two countries:
Korea has shown the world what the broadband future looks like. Comparisons 
with the UK are embarrassing. Some 67% of Korean households now have 
broadband, while the UK figure is about 4%.
This comment is coincident with the OECD report (2001) in that Korea has the highest 
broadband penetration among all members of the OECD countries. In relation to this, a 
British interviewee, who lectures at the University of London and who lived in Hong 
Kong for ten years, visiting Korea several times, emphasized the following point:
While actually Korea has a fantastic network infrastructure, Korea will be at the 
center of attention in the Internet business in Asia, depending on how much 
more efficient it is to use this kind of broadband network infrastructure.
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Since K orea h as t he h ighest r ate o f  b roadband access, Korean o rganisations s eem t o 
concern themselves more with non-technical matters such as legal, social, and economic 
issues raised by the rapid spread of Internet usage. In relation to this, an interesting 
comment was provided by the CEO of Korean a dot-com:
One of the problems is that the people who are setting up a lot of dot-coms 
didn’t have business experience. They are coming from a technical background 
on the whole and are straight out of university. So, there are no people to say, 
‘well hold on a minute’: this isn’t how business actually works in the real world. 
So, because of the lack of experience a huge amount of borrowing went on, the 
result of that is, a lot of dot-com companies have gone out of business.
This example was already presented in the previous examination of hypotheses for the 
Korean data. At that time, the risk management variable did not show any significance 
in relation to WBSS diffusion. Though this research regards risk management as a 
broad concept related to financial and regulation issues, it could be carefully considered 
in Web-based shopping business and electronic commerce more generally. It seems that 
Korean organisations involved in Web-based shopping would do well to concentrate 
more on external issues and non ICT-oriented factors such as risk management. In 
relation to this, a Korean interviewee, who is a deputy managing director of Samsung 
Telecoms Ltd., made the following point:
On the base of broadband network infrastructure of a high level, we need to 
make all the necessary preparations for setting up the new global economy such 
as a free trade zone among Korea, China and Japan. That is, we must be 
prepared for the new global market of East Asia in the face of electronic 
commerce, in particular economic, social and legal issues.
As regards the above interview data and reflections, it appears that attention could 
usefully be paid to legal, social, and economic issues in developing Web-based 
shopping business in Korea. As a result, we would propose some practical concluding 
suggestions to promote WBSS diffusion and e-commerce generally in the Korea context, 
based on the findings from this research.
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Korea has invested enormous money and time in promoting its IT industry and 
establishing its broadband network infrastructure. However, while the broadband 
network infrastructure is regarded as being in the lead among the OECD member 
nations, the consideration of legal, social and economical issues has lagged somewhat 
up to now. Therefore, to secure balanced and substantial growth of Web-based 
shopping businesses and electronic commerce, it is recommended that Korea should 
give careful consideration to the following issues.
First, consideration might usefully be given to the regulatory environment, for example, 
in relation to cyber crime, digital signatures, indiscreet advertising on the Internet. The 
employment of international specialists to advise on issues related to e-commerce and 
global digital economy might also be considered.
Second, it might be concluded that Koreans tend not to understand the rapidly growing 
IT industry in particular and digital economy in general particularly well. That is, they 
tend to assume it is for all the very heart of future business. However, it would appear 
that a more level-headed approach might be required. A television campaign or 
documentary, for example, might be useful means of informing people about the 
realities of e-business and digital economy, enabling them to more readily recognize the 
possible dangers of over-high expectations.
Third, given that electronic commerce in Korea tends to centre on business to customer 
(B-to-C), greate emphasis might be paid to the more high value e-commerce -  business 
to business (B-to-B).
It m ight b e s aid t hat K orea i s s tanding o n t he b rink o f  a h istorical m oment w ith t he 
advent of the global digital economy. The future of Korea in the 21st century will 
depend on how to handle this new vision and meet the associated challenges. A
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mission-oriented, balanced approach to the legal, social, economic and technical issues 
would therefore appear to be required.
9.4 Summary
This chapter has discussed the implications of the research findings derived from the 
quantitative survey and qualitative interviews, on their discussions.
Theoretical implications were highlighted by comparing major aspects of the WBSS 
diffusion model with previous ICT diffusion studies. On the basis of this, the thesis 
might claim that the WBSS diffusion model and the comparison model of key impact 
factors could provide a launch pad for further studies of WBSS and electronic 
commerce, and a theoretical background for new research relating to ICT innovation 
diffusion.
Practical suggestions were provided for both countries with a view to promoting e- 
commerce on the one hand and to establishing a solid base for the digital economy on 
the other.
In conclusion, it is hoped that the theoretical and practical implications identified from 
this research might prove useful not only in providing a synthesis of research related to 
the WBSS phenomenon, but also in encouraging a more thorough understanding of 
WBSS diffusion.
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Chapter 10. Contributions, Limitations, and Further Research
10.1 Introduction
This has been a very interesting intellectual journey that has taken the researcher across 
academic and business fields, in the context of both a Western country and a Far Eastern 
nation. While Web-based shopping business and global digital economy is considered to 
be an important development, there has actually only been a limited amount of empirical 
research concerning the diffusion of WBSS per se. In particular, this thesis has addressed 
the following questions: What are WBSS? What kinds of factors influence WBSS 
diffusion? What are the characteristics of WBSS diffusion in different national contexts? 
In addressing these questions, this research has attempted to trace key impact factors 
affecting WBSS diffusion by analyzing the results of surveys and interviews in both the 
UK and Korea. The research findings have provided insights into the multifarious nature 
of WBSS diffusion.
The final chapter of this thesis is therefore concerned with how the findings of this study 
extend our knowledge about the diffusion of WBSS in different national contexts. The 
findings reported on in previous chapters 1 ead to interesting conclusions related to the 
contributions of this research, its limitations and further research into WBSS diffusion. 
The following section describes the theoretical, methodological and practical 
contributions of this study. Section three focuses on the limitations of this research. The 
final section concludes the thesis by addressing the challenges and opportunities for 
further research in this area of study.
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10.2 Contributions of the Study
This study has attempted to provide a better understanding o f  WBSS diffusion. It has 
shown that WBSS are becoming the global marketing media for buying and selling goods, 
services and information, as enablers of new business models, new business processes and 
new systems architecture. The key impact factors influencing the diffusion of WBSS in 
the UK and Korea have been examined, and the four groups of key impact factors of 
WBSS diffusion have been identified. With reference to this, more detailed contributions 
are given below, dealing first with the theoretical contributions of this research.
10.2.1 Theoretical Contributions
In the first place, most ICT diffusion research focuses on a single context such as the 
West or the East. However, such research clearly has limitations in explaining the 
global phenomenon of the diffusion of electronic commerce, the Internet, and WBSS. 
As mentioned earlier, WBSS are a new global phenomenon that have impacts on the 
economy, society, politics, culture, organisations, consumer behaviour and ICT 
infrastructure. In light of this, this study has investigated the diffusion of WBSS in two 
quite different national contexts: the UK and Korea, with regard to internal and external 
issues, as well as ICT and non-ICT oriented-factors. Thus, it might reasonably be 
claimed that this dual contextual approach has been useful in enabling understanding 
and interpreting the multifarious nature of WBSS diffusion.
In addition, this study has proposed a research model for WBSS diffusion in two 
different national contexts. Based on a wide-ranging review of the literature, the 
research variables have been grouped into four categories: external market factors, 
external technical factors, internal organisation factors, and internal system factors. As
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mentioned in the previous chapter, the WBSS diffusion model has originality in that it is 
a balanced model that incorporates internal and external factors, as well as ICT and non 
ICT-related issues. It also includes novel variables that have not been empirically 
considered in previous information systems (IS) research but which have been seen to 
be significant in explaining WBSS diffusion: e.g., global electronic markets, digital 
business, market dynamism, customer segmentation, connectivity, feasibility, e- 
business planning, risk management, knowledge intensity, security management, 
network infrastructure and Internet technology adaptability. B y applying the research 
model of WBSS diffusion in the two different national contexts, it was observed that the 
WBSS diffusion model described in this research has explained the phenomenon of 
WBSS diffusion in the UK and Korean contexts reasonably well. Thus, the WBSS 
diffusion model (ref. Figure 9-1) might provide some theoretical underpinning to further 
research on ICT diffusion and electronic commerce.
On the basis of the comparison between the major findings arising from the application of 
the WBSS diffusion model and previous ICT diffusion studies, this dissertation has 
highlighted the significance o f  ICT-related factors and market-oriented i ssues within a 
further research agenda on ICT innovation diffusion and e-commerce.
Furthermore, not only is this study the first empirical research examining the key impact 
factors of WBSS diffusion in the two national contexts, but also the results identify four 
categories of key impact factors facilitating WBSS diffusion. Based on the comparison 
model of key impact factors (ref. Table 9-3), this research has identified the four groups 
of factors that influence WBSS diffusion. That is, applying the key impact factors 
derived from empirical survey data, it would appear that diffusion of WBSS in the UK 
and Korea may be seen as dynamic, complex and interactive processes being influenced 
by four sets of key impact factors: internal organisation and internal system factors, as
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well as external market and external technical factors. As such, the comparison model of 
key impact factors provides a launch pad for further studies of WBSS and electronic 
commerce, and for research on new ICT innovation diffusion.
10.2.2 Methodological Contributions
As discussed previously, one of the objectives of this research was to construct a 
theoretical background that could generally explain the phenomenon of WBSS diffusion. 
To achieve this, a solid methodological approach was an essential precondition. 
Although researchers have previously used triangulation (Denzin, 1978; Jick, 1979) in 
Information Systems research, there is little evidence of this approach in diffusion 
research regarding the Internet and electronic commerce, especially in different national 
contexts. As mentioned earlier, to explain more clearly the global phenomenon of 
WBSS diffusion and to provide generalized findings, this study has carried out 
empirical research based on a combination of qualitative and quantitative research 
approaches. That is, first, in the theory building phase, a conceptual research framework 
(ref. Figure 3-1) and a research model of WBSS diffusion (ref. Figure 6-2) were derived 
from the literature review and verified by interviews. The second was the theory testing 
phase, which attempted to rigorously test the explanatory power of the research model 
in different national contexts, on the basis of quantitative survey and qualitative 
interviews. It is apparently one of the first studies to perform a multidimensional 
analysis of WBSS diffusion in different national contexts, based on this kind of 
triangulation.
In addition, according to the literature review relevant to the identification of research 
variables, this study has developed multiple measurement items for three dependent and 
thirteen independent variables. As demonstrated by the analysis of reliability and
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construct v alidity of t he m easuring i nstrument, t hese m ultiple c onstructs h ave s hown 
high reliability and construct validity, and have provided an adequate means of 
measuring the factors related to WBSS diffusion. Thus, it would appear that the 
multiple survey items developed in this study could be used for further research on ICT 
diffusion and e-commerce.
10.2.3 Practical Contributions
Business is moving rapidly into the Internet age as certainly as it moved into the global 
digital economy (OECD, 2000; Howcroft, 2001; Brynjolfsson and Kahin, 2002; Hudson, 
2002). No longer can organisations depend on traditional information systems (Korper 
and Ellis, 2000). According to Load (2000), however, 75% of all e-commerce ventures 
will fail, due to a lack of technological understanding and poor business planning. We 
had already seen this situation in early 2000, as many dot-com companies vanished 
from the Internet business area.
A lesson to be learnt from this might be that academic circles might reasonably be 
expected to provide some theoretical background and guidance to society in better 
understanding such new social phenomena. This research aims to do just that by 
providing specific guidelines for practitioners in relation to various aspects of WBSS. 
For example, it presents guidance concerning the most appropriate approach to the 
adoption and utilization of WBSS: e.g., how organisations can better utilize their WBSS 
and what kinds of factors should be considered to diffuse WBSS. More specific 
practical contributions are given as follows.
This research has presented a classification model of WBSS, a research model of WBSS 
diffusion, and comparison model of key impact factors. It may therefore provide some 
help to organisations in establishing effective planning and management for more
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rapidly spreading Web-based shopping business within and across national boundaries.
Finally, this research serves as a guide for evaluating an organisation’s strategic options 
in successfully adopting WBSS. Without knowing key impact factors, organisations 
may be expending limited resources and energy on less important elements that have 
limited contributions to the successful diffusion of WBSS.
10.3 Limitations of the Study
Notwithstanding the above contributions that can be claimed for this research, there are 
clearly a number of limitations to the approach adopted.
First, although this study examined the phenomenon of WBSS diffusion based on the 
research model of WBSS diffusion, derived from an extensive literature review and 
verified by interviews, it cannot hope to cover all factors and social contexts related to 
WBSS diffusion.
In addition, this study compared the different characteristics of WBSS diffusion in the 
UK and Korea. This cannot by any means claim to be representative of WBSS diffusion 
in all Western and Eastern countries. However, it is a meaningful study to examine the 
relationship of WBSS diffusion between two such different national contexts, and may 
be considered, at leas, as a starting point.
Finally, the results of this research represent something of a snapshot only at the 
moment that the research was undertaken. No trend data are presented, other than from 
the mouths of those interviewed. It might therefore prove insightful for international 
comparative research on WBSS diffusion to be executed, on the back of this research,
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every two years or so. This would help to provide greater insight into trends in the 
diffusion of WBSS and electronic commerce in different national contexts.
10.4 Further Research
This study has attempted to provide a platform for researchers to undertake meaningful 
research related to the WBSS diffusion in the future. It provides a first step in building a 
research model for a specific type of new ICT diffusion. In expanding the boundaries of 
existing knowledge, a number of research agendas can be suggested for the future as 
follows.
First, focusing on the WBSS diffusion model proposed in this thesis, further research 
might attempt to address fundamental variables that are not verified in this study. For 
instance, further investigation would be facilitated by the consideration of specific 
research subjects, such as customer preferences relevant to Web-based shopping. This is 
because the growth of Web-based shopping business might be affected by the extent of a 
customer’s accessibility for any type of WBSS.
Second, while a focus of this study was on the analysis of factors related to WBSS 
diffusion, further research would be fruitful if it examined the process of WBSS 
diffusion through longitudinal study. A process-based approach would provide 
additional insight into the hows and whys of certain processes relevant to WBSS 
diffusion. For instance, how does e-business planning facilitate the shaping process of 
Web-based shopping business or e-commerce?
Third, while this study focused on Web-based shopping businesses in general, i.e., 
business-to-customer and business-to-business, further research could usefully
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concentrate on one particular type of Web-based shopping business, such as 
imtermediary-sales or Web-based auction business, both of which are becoming 
increasingly prominent. That is, since this study provided a snapshot only of the 
phenomenon of WBSS diffusion, it would be valuable if further research focuses on a 
particular Web-based shopping business to investigate specific diffusion patterns in 
much greater depth.
Finally, the theoretical and practical findings presented by this research have given new 
insights into the diffusion of WBSS and electronic commerce, by linking a theoretical 
model and the empirical findings of this thesis. On a more general note for further 
research, and as an extension of this study, it would be worthwhile to try to utilize the 
various research models and the findings presented herein, and revalidate them within a 
broader electronic commerce and ICT diffusion research context.
10.5 Concluding Remarks
This dissertation has attempted to review the major conclusions that can be drawn from 
the r esearch. It h as n oted t hat, w hile t he topic i s s een t o b e a n ewly i mportant i ssue 
facing the Internet business, there has actually been only a limited amount of empirical 
evidence available in terms of understanding WBSS diffusion. This thesis has intended 
to explore this untrodden path by analyzing the results of quantitative surveys and 
qualitative interviews undertaken in the United Kingdom and Korea.
This dissertation was designed to investigate the key impact factors influencing the 
diffusion of WBSS in two different national contexts: the UK and Korea, and to 
examine whether there are any major characteristics of WBSS diffusion in Web-based 
shopping circumstances. As a consequence of this research, it is reasonable to argue that
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the diffusion of WBSS is seen as a series of shaping processes being influenced by 
different national cultural issues and similar ICT-related factors in global Web-based 
shopping contexts.
In addition, the significance has been emphasized of taking a balanced view considering 
both ICT-related factors and non-ICT related factors in contemporary Web-based 
shopping research settings. Each factor appeared to have a significant impact on WBSS 
diffusion. Therefore, an attempt was made to explore major characteristics of WBSS 
diffusion -  both ICT-related factors and non-ICT related factors -  in order to highlight 
the significance of both aspects within the ICT diffusion research agenda.
Furthermore, in the dissertation, an attempt has been made to identify the key impact 
factors influencing the shaping process of contemporary WBSS in the UK and Korean 
contexts. By a comprehensive review of research findings arising from empirical survey 
data, it is reasonable to argue that the WBSS diffusion in the UK and Korea has been 
driven by both internal organisation and internal system factors, as well as external 
market and external technical factors within a contemporary global digital economy.
In conclusion, this research has attempted to provide a more systematic understanding 
of the phenomenon of WBSS diffusion, opening up what is considered to be an 
interesting new research agenda. In particular, it is hoped that this dissertation will mark 
the starting point in on-going research towards many unresolved issues in Web-based 
shopping and will serve as a catalyst for triggering new research agendas relevant to 
ICT innovation diffusion and electronic commerce.
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Appendix 1. Initial UK Version of the Survey Instrument
Dear Sir/Madam,
Web-Based Shopping Systems (WBSS) are diffusing very rapidly across national boundaries. 
The WBSS means an Internet-based shopping system for selling and buying products, 
information, and services. Though the diffusion of the WBSS is gradually being recognized as 
one of the most important issues of electronic commerce to be addressed, the research on WBSS 
is just beginning. To provide meaningful guidance for designing and planning the new 
opportunity of Internet business to society, the London School of Economics and Political 
Science (LSE) is researching “ The Diffusion of Web-Based Shopping Systems”.
To gain useful information for this project, we need your assistance. We have enclosed a 
carefully designed instrument to investigate the diffusion of WBSS. Please keep in mind that 
your response is very valuable to the study. Please return your completed questionnaire in the 
enclosed postage-paid envelope as promptly as possible.
Please be assured that the information you provide will be kept strictly confidential. I do hope 
you will be willing to help with this important piece of research. Your voluntary participation in 
this project is greatly appreciated, and your assistance will provide significant insights into the 
multifarious nature of WBSS diffusion.
Yours Sincerely,
A Project Conducted by 
Information Systems Department
London School of Economics & Political Science
Houghton Street,
London WC2A2AR
Dr. Robert Galliers 
Professor, Project Director
Dr. Changsu Kim 
Project Coordinator
Tel. 020-7955-6019 
E-mail: r.d.galliers@lse.ac.uk
Tel. 07870-407-347
E-mail: c.kim@lse.ac.uk
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Instructions
This questionnaire is about your com pany’s status o f  W eb-Based Shopping System s (W BSS). 
W BSS mean Internet-based shopping system s for selling and buying products, inform ation, and 
services. The inform ation provided will be treated in the strictest confidence and will be used 
only for academ ic research.
1. If  your com pany is currently using such a W eb-based shopping system  for customers, 
please answ er all parts o f  this questionnaire.
2. I f  your com pany is not using any type o f  W eb-based shopping system  for customers, 
you need respond only to Part I.
Part I. General Questions
1-1. Organisational Aspects
Please indicate your job title or position
How old is your company? ( ) Years
How would you best describe your major industry? (Please tick one of the following)
( ) Banking, Finance, Insurance ( ) Retailing & Wholesale
( ) IT & Communication ( ) Entertainment (Theatre, Hotel, Recreation, etc.)
( ) Art & Design ( ) Business Service (Travel, Consulting, Legal, Estate, etc.)
( ) Manufacturing ( ) Social Services (Health Care, Education, Govt., etc.)
( ) Transport & Storage ( ) Utilities (Electricity, Gas, Water, Heating, etc.)
( ) Construction, Agriculture ( ) Others (Please write: )
The total number of employees in your company is 
( ) Less than 50 ( ) Between 50 & 100 ( ) Between 100 & 500
( ) Between 500 & 1,000 ( ) Between 1,000 & 2,000 ( ) Between 2,000 & 5,000
( ) Between 5,000 & 10,000 ( ) Between 10,000 & 50,000 ( ) More than 50,000
The annual turnover of your company is (in pounds)
( ) less than 100 thousand ( ) 100 thousand to < 1 million ( ) 1 million to < 5 million
( ) 5 million to < 20 million ( ) 20 million to < 50 million ( ) 50 million to < 100 million
( ) 100 million to < 250 million ( ) 250 million to < 500 million ( ) 500 million to < 1 billion
( ) 1 billion to < 20 billion ( ) 20 billion to < 50 billion ( ) 50 billion or more
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1-2. Systemic Aspect of WBSS
The total number of employees in the IS department is ( )
Are your Web-based shopping system’s customers: ( ) Business ( ) Individuals or ( ) Both
How many years has your company had a Web-based shopping systems? 
Years
( )
What department or group has been the strongest advocate of Web-based shopping systems?
( ) Accounting ( ) Finance ( ) Strategy/Planning
( ) Marketing/Sales ( ) Customer Service ( ) Logistics
( ) Information Systems ( ) Purchasing/Material ( ) None
( ) Other - Please specify ( )
Who developed the WBSS that your company is currently using? 
( ) Our company only ( ) Another company ( ) A third party provider
What kinds o f payment does your company use on WBSS? (Please tick as many as appropriate)
( ) Credit Card ( ) Electronic Cash ( ) Electronic Check
( ) Electronic Wallet ( ) Smart Cards ( ) Others
What technologies for WBSS does your company constitute? (Please tick as many as appropriate)
( ) LAN ( ) WAN ( ) ISDN
( ) Intranet ( ) Extranet ( ) Firewalls
( ) Web Server ( ) Search Engine ( ) Agent Technology
( ) Security Infrastructure ( ) Certification System ( ) Virtual Reality
( ) Customer Relationship Management System ( ) Payment Mechanism() Customer Relationship Management Sys em ( 
Which products does your company sell on WBSS? (Please note as many as appropriate)
______________________________________________________________L_
ic v n u r  rrminr ctrntf»ov to  on in r n m n p t i t i  nHvnntnop r»fWhat is your major strategy to gain co petitive advantage of your WBSS?
1 Differentiation is making a distinction between product and service in comparison to their competitor.
1 Cost is achieved through an increase in competitor’s cost, or decrease in one’s own cost.
1 Innovation is the act that renovates the product or the service.
1 Growth is achieved through product variety, the expansion of marketing areas, and the increase of dealt quantities.
’ Alliance  is achieved through the joining of inter-firms, the agreement o f inter-organisation, and joint investment. 
( ) D ifferentiation  ( ) C ost ( ) Innovation  ( ) G row th ( ) A lliance
Some potential benefits of WBSS are listed below. Please indicate the extent to which your company 
realized the proposed benefit.
has
• Reduce transaction costs 1 2 3 4 5
• Increase the flexibility of networkability 1 2 3 4 5
• Improve customer relationship 1 2 3 4 5
• Provide security and privacy 1 2 3 4 5
• Gaining competitive advantage 1 2 3 4 5
• Enable easier access to information related to the customer and market 1 2 3 4 5
• Provide new products or services to customers 1 2 3 4 5
• Align well with company goals 1 2 3 4 5
• Enable the organisation to create new business 1 2 3 4 5
• Establish useful linkages with other organisations 1 2 3 4 5
• Enable our organisation to catch up with competitors 1 2 3 4 5
• Save money by avoiding the need to increase the work force 1 2 3 4 5
• Change the way the organisation conducts business 1 2 3 4 5
• Enhance employee productivity or business efficiency 1 2 3 4 5
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P art II -  Impact Factors on WBSS Diffusion
The following statements describe your company’s aspects related to the diffusion o f Web-based 
shopping systems. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement by 
circling the appropriate response. Response choices for all questions are 1: Strongly Disagree (SD); 2j_ 
Disagree (DA); 3: Neutral: 4: Asree (AG) and 5: Strongly Agree (SA).
II-1. External M arket Factors
Global Electronic Markets SD <— D A<—Neutral-*AG SA
It is is quick to expand the size of electronic commerce generally within 
our industry, as compared to other industries. 1 2 3 4 5
It is is quick to expand Internet commerce with other firms within our 
industry, as compared to other industries.
1 2 3 4 5
It is is quick to expand Web-based shopping with customers within our 
industry, as compared to other industries.
1 2 3 4 5
It is is quick to expand WBSS application within our industry, as 
compared to other industries.
1 2 3 4 5
Digital Business SD <— DA<—Neutral—>AG —► SA
The transaction of digital business within our industry is diffusion as 
compared with other industries. 1 2 3 4 5
The quantity of digital business products within our industry is 
increasing as compared with other industries. 1 2 3 4 5
The amount o f digital business trade within our industry is growing as 
compared with other industries.
1 2 3 4 5
Firms doing digital business within our industry are expanding as 
compared with other industries.
1 2 3 4 5
Market Dynamism SD <— DA-*—Neutral—*AG —► SA
Competitors’ products quickly change in the industry which our 
company belongs to. 1 2 3 4 5
Customer’s preferences for product features quickly change in the 
industry which our company belongs to. 1 2 3 4 5
Competitors’ selling strategies quickly change in the industry which our 
company belongs to. 1 2 3 4 5
Competitors’ advertising strategies quickly change in the industry which 
our company belongs to. 1 2 3 4 5
The price customers expect to pay quickly change in the industry which 
our company belongs to. 1 2 3 4 5
Customer Segmentation SD <— DA<—Neutral—>AG —*• SA
Our company focuses on detailed target customers in the global 
electronic market.
1 2 3 4 5
Our company is aware of the characteristics of target customers in the 
global electronic market.
1 2 3 4 5
Our company understands Web-based shopping activities of targeted 
customers in the global electronic market.
1 2 3 4 5
Our company understands customers’ expectations of Web-based 
shopping in the global electronic market.
1 2 3 4 5
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II-2. External Technical Factors
Interactivity SD«- DA<—Neutral—► AG -*■ SA I
Our company perceives that Internet technology enhances the richness 
of customer relationships online. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that Internet technology enables our 
organisation to provide a better customer service online.
1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that Internet technology allows our organisation 
to entice customers to participate in the e-business experience.
1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that the Web site is a good technology to 
interact with global customer online.
1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that the Web site will increase interactivity with 
customers online.
1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that the Web site allows our organisation to 
reach new customers online.
1 2 3 4 5
Connectivity SD <— DA<—Neutral—*AG —► SA
Our company perceives that Internet technology will promote 
connectivity to communicate with different hardware and software 
platforms.
1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that Internet technology will increase new 
communication and co-ordination mechanisms, both across 
organisations and customers.
1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that Internet technology will provide our 
organisation with links to suppliers and business partners. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that our Web site is connected to one another 
without any intervention. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that our Web site is connected to any 
information systems without any intervention. 1 2 3 4 5
Feasibility SD <— DA<—Neutral—»AG —*• SA
Our company perceives that our Web site could be easily implemented 
with the existing hardware environment. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that our Web site could be easily implemented 
with the existing software environment. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that our Web site could be easily implemented 
with the existing technical resources. 1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation perceives that our Web site development is a simple 
process. 1 2 3 4 5
Trialability SD — DA+-Neutral—>AG SA
Before deciding on whether or not to adopt WBSS, our organisation 
would be able to use a Web site on a trial basis. 1 2 3 4 5
Before deciding on whether or not to adopt WBSS, our organisation 
would be able to properly try out the Web site to check the possibility of 
Internet business.
1 2 3 4 5
The Web site is good to see what it can do for Internet business on a 
trial basis. 1 2 3 4 5
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III-3 . In te rn a l O rg an isa tio n  F acto rs
E-business Planning SD <— DA<—Neutral—► AG —► SA
Our company has an e-business plan for the WBSS. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company devises a plan of new Internet business. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company works out a strategic plan to successfully establish e- 
business projects. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company formulates an information systems plan for new Internet 
system adoption. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company designs a development plan of Internet systems such as 
in-house or outsourcing. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company establishes a further upgrading plan of WBSS. 1 2 3 4 5
Risk Management SD <— DA<—Neutral—► AG —> SA
Our company provides authentication and secure mechanisms for 
payment on WBSS. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company establishes a plan to cope with financial risks such as 
credit card fraud. 1 2 3 4 5
Our c ompany p revents i ntentional o r a  ccidental f  raud r elated t o W eb- 
based shopping. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company has a special organisation dealing with the risk relevant to 
the selling of the product, information or service. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company provides the quality guarantee for all sales products. 1 2 3 4 5
Customer Service Quality SD <— DA<—Neutral—>AG —► SA
Our organisation provides a quick response to customers. 1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation provides assurance to solve customers’ problems 
related to Web-based shopping. 1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation has sympathy with customers’ problems related to 
Web-based shopping. 1 2 3
4 5
Our organisation provides follow-up services for customers. 1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation provides an e-mail message offering thanks and asking 
about the experience of products purchased. 1 2 3
4 5
Our organisation keeps the customers information confidential. 1 2 3 4 5
Knowledge Intensity SD <— DA<—Neutral—► AG —► SA
Our knowledge of customer needs is thorough. 1 2 3 4 5
We regularly process and analyze customer information. 1 2 3 4 5
We fully understand our customers’ needs and wants. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company continuously collects and leams market trends and 
changes.
1 2 3 4 5
We regularly use research procedures, e.g. personal interviews, focus 
groups and surveys, to gather market information.
1 2 3 4 5
Our company has a high level o f market knowledge related to Internet 
business.
1 2 3 4 5
Our company regularly collects and analyzes information about our 
competitors.
1 2 3 4 5
Our knowledge of our competitors’ strengths and weaknesses is 
[ thorough.
1 2 3 4 5
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II-4 . In te rn a l System  F acto rs
Usability of WBSS SD DA<—Neutral—> AG -* SA
Our WBSS provide well-organized hyperlinks. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS manage content in an efficient way. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS provide customized search functions. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS regularly check for broken links of Web-based shopping sites. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS provide a customized help function. 1 2 3 4 5
Security Management SD <— DA<—Neutral—>AG —* SA
Our WBSS provides security management on customer privacy or 
customer data.
1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS carries out security management on message security such 
as encryption or digital signatures.
1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS deals with security management on general regulation for 
computer hackers, intruders or viruses.
1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS has firewalls to shield vulnerable areas from some form o f 
danger.
1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS provides secure credit card transactions such as secure 
electronic traction (SET).
1 2 3 4 5
Network Infrastructure SD <— DA<—Neutral—>AG —► SA
Our WBSS interconnects with LAN (local area network) or Intranet. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS connects with WAN (wide area network) or Extranet. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS has routers or gateways such as network ware. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS consists of technology such as CORBA (common object 
request brokered architecture) that mediate transactions between our 
organisation and outside clients.
1 2 3 4 5
Internet Technology Adaptability SD <— DA*-Neutral—»AG —► SA
Our organisation is aware of recent Internet technology such as agent 
technology, cyber cash, virtual reality and so on.
1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation has an understanding of the newest trends of Internet 
technologies.
1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation has an adoption plan of new Internet technology. 1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation generally keeps abreast of the latest Internet 
technology.
1 2 3 4 5
Our company has a tradition of being the first to try new Internet 
technology.
1 2 3 4 5
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II-5. Dependent Variables
Extent of WBSS Access by Customer SD <— DA<—Neutral—►AG —*• SA
The WBSS is frequently used by customers.
The number of transactions related to Web-based shopping on our 
WBSS is growing._________________________________________
Services provided by our WBSS are extensively used by the customer.
Extent of Internal Usage of the WBSS SD <— DA<—Neutral—► AG —► SA
Internal staff in our company use the WBSS for communication in their 
work.
1 2 3 4 5
The WBSS has encouraged sharing of information within our company. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company has experienced an enhancement in communication after 
using the WBSS.
1 2 3 4 5
Extent of Integration of WBSS Application SD <— DA*-Neutral-*AG —► SA
Our WBSS is intergrating with various other systems, such as payment 
system, search engines, security systems, Intranet systems and extranet 
systems.
1 2 3 4 5
The level of our WBSS application is high compared with competitors 
in our industry.
1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS is highly coupled with other application systems such as 
supply chain management systems, customer relationship management 
systems or Internet banking systems.
1 2 3 4 5
Researchers sometimes miss subtleties of business reality by imposing particular perspectives on the 
phenomenon being studied. In order to minimize such an occurrence, please provide three o f  the most 
critical impact factors that you believe are necessary to make a Web-based shopping system successful.
Factor # 1 {_____________________________________________________ )
Factor # 2 £_____________________________________________________ )
Factor # 3 {_____________________________________________________ )
T h a n k  y o u  v e r y  m u c h  f o r  p a r t i c i p a t i n g  i n  t h i s  s u r v e y !
If y ou w ould 1 ike to r  eceive r esults f rom t he survey, p lease e nclose y our n ame, a ddress, e -mail 
address or attach your business card.
Name :
Address :
E-mail :
Please return this questionnaire in the enclosed postpaid envelope or mail 
To:
Professor Robert Galliers 
Department of Information Systems 
London School of Economics 
Houghton Street 
London WC2A 2AE
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A ppendix 2. Final UK  Version o f the Survey Instrum ent
Mr. First _Name M. Last_Name 
Title
Company Name 
Address
Dear Mr. Last_Name:
Web-Based Shopping Systems (WBSS) are diffusing very rapidly across national boundaries. 
WBSS means an Internet-based shopping system for selling and buying products, information, 
and services. Though the diffusion of WBSS is gradually being recognized as one of the most 
important issues of electronic commerce to be addressed, research into WBSS is just beginning. 
In an effort to provide meaningful guidance in relation to the new opportunities brought about 
by Internet business to society and in economic circles, the London School of Economics and 
Political Science (LSE) is undertaking a research project, “77?e Diffusion o f  Web-Based Shopping 
Systems in Different National Contexts
To gain useful information for this project, we need your assistance. We have enclosed a 
carefully designed instrument to investigate the diffusion of WBSS. Please keep in mind that 
your response is very valuable to the study. Please return your completed questionnaire by e- 
mail as promptly as possible.
Please be assured that the information you provide will be kept strictly confidential. We do hope 
you will be willing to help with this important research. As soon as the project is completed, we 
will send the summary of results to the participators who have actually filled in the 
questionnaire. These results will be useful as a guideline in establishing a new vision and 
growth strategy to gain competitive advantage of your company’s WBSS. Your participation in 
this project is greatly appreciated, and your assistance will provide significant insights into the 
multifarious nature of WBSS diffusion.
Yours sincerely,
A Project Conducted by London School of Economics & Political Science
Information Systems Department
Houghton Street, London, WC2A 2AR
Project Director, Professor Robert Galliers
Project Coordinator, Dr. Changsu Kim
If you have any further questions about our research, feel free to contact me by e-mail or telephone: 
E-mail: c.kim@lse.ac.uk or Tel. 020-8949-1758.
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Instructions
This questionnaire is about the status of your company’s Web-Based Shopping Systems (WBSS). WBSS 
are defined as Internet-based shopping systems for selling and buying products, information and services. 
The information provided will be treated in the strictest confidence and will be used only for academic 
research.
1. If your company is currently using such a Web-based shopping system, please answer all parts of 
this questionnaire.
2. If your company is not using any type of Web-based shopping system, you need only respond to 
the items related to your company in Part 1-1.
Part I. General Questions
1-1. Organisational Aspects
Please indicate your job title or position: ( Please write: )
How many positions are there between you and the chief executive officer?
□ Zero (Yourself are CEO) □ Two □ Four □ Six
□ One □ Three □ Five □ Seven
W hat functional area do you belong to ? (Please tick as many as appropriate)
□ Logistics □ Service □ Procurement
□ Manufacturing □ IT/IS □ Human Resource Management
□ Marketing & Sales □ General Management □ Others (Please write: )
How long have you been involved in Web-based shopping?
□ Less than 1 year □ Between 2.1 & 3 years □ Between 4.1 & 5 years
□ Between 1 & 2 years □ Between 3.1 & 4 years □ More than 5 years
What is your highest educational level?
□ A Level (High School) □ 3 Year College or University □ PhD
□ HND (2 Year College) □ Masters □ Others (Please write: )
How many years has your company been involved in Web-based shopping?
□ Less than 1 year □ Between 2.1 & 3 years □ Between 4.1 & 5 years
□ Between 1 & 2 years □ Between 3.1 & 4 years □ More than 5 years (Please write: years)
H ow  w ould you best describe your m ajor industry? (Please tick one o f the following)
□ Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry □Transport, Storage & Communication
□ Fishing □ Banking/Finance
□ Mining & Quarrying C Real Estate, Renting & Business
□ Manufacturing □ Public Administration & Defence
□ Electricity, Gas and Water Supply G Education
□ Construction □ Health and Social Work
□ Wholesale & Retail □ Social & Personal Services
□ Hotels and Restaurants □ Private Households With Employees
□ IT and Telecommunication
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What are the main categories of products your company sells on WBSS? (Please tick as many as appropriate)
□ Automotive (Car, Motors & Bicycles) □ Food & Drink
□ Books
□ Clothing & Fashion
□ Computing (Software&Hardware)
□ Computer Games
□ Electronic Equipment
□ Flowers
□ Gifts & Tickets & Gadgets
□ Health & Pharmacy
□ Home & Garden
□ Information
□ Music & Videos & DVDs
□ Office Supplies
□ Services
□ Sex Equipment
□ Sport & Leisure
□ Toy & Baby & Children
□ Travel & Transportation
□ Grocery & Department
□ Others (Please write:
Does your company’s WBSS provide comparative shopping functions of selling products? i.e can the 
customer search by product family? □ Yes □ No
How does your company deliver products sold on WBSS?
□ Company Delivery □ Via the Internet
□ Outsourcing □ Special Delivery Company (Please write:
Is your company considering WBSS conducted via customers’mobile phone or mobile business 
technology? □ Yes □ No
If yes, when would your company offer this service (mobile business)?
□ Now □ Within 6 months □ Within 18 months
□ Within 3 months □ Within one year □ Within two years
The total number of employees in your company is
□ Less than 10 □ Between 101 & 250
□ Between 10 & 25 □ Between 251 & 500
□ Between 26 & 50 □ Between 501 & 1,000
□ Between 51 & 100 □ Between 1,001 & 3,000
□ Between 3,001 & 5,000
□ Between 5,001 & 10,000
□ Between 10,001 & 30,000
□ More than 30,001
The annual turnover of your company is (in pounds)
□ less than 15 thousand □ 500.1 thousand -  2.5 million □ 50.1 -150 million
□ 15-50  thousand □ 2.51 - 5 million □ 150.1 - 200 million
□ 50.1 - 250 thousand □ 5.1 - 25 million □ 200.1 - 500 millon
□ 250.1 - 500 thousand □ 25.1 -  50 million □ 500.1 million or more
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1-2. Systemic Aspects
The total number of employees in the IT/IS department is:
What department or group has been the strongest advocate of Web-based shopping systems?
□ Accounting □ Customer Service □ Chief Executive Office (CEO)
□ Finance □ Logistics □ Other (Please write):
□ Strategy/Planning □ Information Systems □ None
□ Marketing/Sales □ Purchasing&Material
Who developed the WBSS that your company is currently using?
□ In house □ Outsourcing □ Package
How long did it take from the development plan to launch?
□ Less than 1 year □ Between 2.1 & 3 years □ Between 4.1 & 5 years
□ Between 1 & 2 years □ Between 3.1 & 4 years □ More than 5.1 years ( P l e a s e  write: yeare)
How much was invested in WBSS -  which your company is currently using -  before launch? (in pounds)
□ less than 5 thousand □ 30.1 - 50 thousand □ 300.1 - 500 thousand
□ 5-15 thousand □ 50.1 - 150 thousand □ 500.1 thousand to 1 million
□ 15.1-30 thousand □ 150.1 - 300 thousand □ 1 millon or more
Are your Web-based shopping systems’ customers: □ Business □ Individuals □ Both
What kinds of payment does your company accept on WBSS? (Please tick as many as appropriate)
□ Credit Card □ Bank Transfer □ Smart Cards
□ Direct Debit □ Electronic Cash □ Mobile Phone
□ Personal Cheque □ Electronic Cheque □ Others (Please write):
If your WBSS use credit card as payment method, what kinds of credit card does your company accept? 
(Please tick as many as appropriate)
□ Visa □ Switch □ Delta
□ Master □ American Express □ Others (Please write):
What technologies does your company use for WBSS? (Please tick as many as appropriate)
□ LAN □ Firewalls □ Certification System
□ WAN □ Web Server □ Virtual Reality
□ ISDN □ Search Engine □ Wireless Technology
□ Intranet □ Agent Technology □ Mobile Business Technology
□ Extranet □ Security Infrastructure □ Others (Please write):
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What kinds of product type does your company sell on WBSS?
Hlef.'k Sinrole Product Tvoe : the product o f a sinele industry such as a book, a CD. and software, flowers, etc. as well as unified eroun imaee 
products such as sports equipment, baby clothes and car sales, etc.
Multiole Product Tvne : more than two industrial Droducts as well as nroducts that are not unified into a s t o u d  image.
□ Simple Product Type □ Multiple Product Type □ Others (Please write):
What responsibility for a guarantee of delivery and quality for the sales products on WBSS does your
company have?
□ Direct Responsibility □ Indirect Responsibility □ Others (Please write):
What do you think is the most important strategy to gain competitive advantage for your WBSS?
(Tick one box only)
• Differentiation is making a distinction between vour product or service and vour competitor’s.
•  Cost is achieved through decreasing your cost of products or services.
•  Innovation is the act that renovates the product or the service.
•  Growth is achieved through product varietv. the expansion of marketing areas, and increased sales.
•  Alliance is achieved through the ioining with other firms, the agreement of inter-organisation, and ioint investment.
□  Differentiation □ Cost □  Innovation □ Growth □  Alliance
Some potential benefits of WBSS are listed below. Please indicate the extent to which your company has
realized the proposed benefit. StronglyDisagree StronglyAgree
•  Reduce transaction costs 1 2 3 4 5
•  Increase the networkability with other organisations 1 2 3 4 5
• Improve customer relationships 1 2 3 4 5
• Improve security management and privacy 1 2 3 4 5
• Enable competitiveness or create strategic advantage 1 2 3 4 5
• Enable easier access to information related to the customer and market 1 2 3 4 5
• Provide new products or services to customers 1 2 3 4 5
• Align well with organisational goals 1 2 3 4 5
•  Enable the organisation to create new business 1 2 3 4 5
•  Establish useful links with other organisations 1 2 3 4 5
• Enable our organisation to catch up with competitors 1 2 3 4 5
• Save money by avoiding the need to increase the work force 1 2 3 4 5
•  Cost saving by reducing the work force 1 2 3 4 5
•  Improve the way our organisation conducts business 1 2 3 4 5
•  Enhance employee productivity or business efficiency 1 2 3 4 5
•  Provide better products or services for customers 1 2 3 4 5
•  Enable our organisation to respond more quickly to change 1 2 3 4 5
•  Improve information for customer management 1 2 3 4 5
•  Enhance the reputation or prestige of our organisation 1 2 3 4 5
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Part II -  Impact Factors on WBSS Diffusion
The following statements describe your company aspects related to the diffusion of Web-based shopping 
systems. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement by circling the 
appropriate response. Response choices for all questions are 1: S tronglv D isasree (SD): 2: D isazree 
(DA): 3: Neutral: 4: Azree (AG) and 5: Strongly Agree (SA).
I I-1. External M arket Factors
Global Electronic Markets SD *- DA*—Neutral —►AG SA
The amount of electronic commerce within our industry is quickly 
expanding, as compared to other industries. 1 2 3 4 5
Internet commerce with other firms within our industry is quickly 
expanding, as compared to other industries. 1 2 3 4 5
Web-based shopping by customers within our industry is quickly 
expanding, as compared to other industries. 1 2 3 4 5
The number of WBSS applications within our industry is quickly 
expanding, as compared to other industries.
1 2 3 4 5
Digital Business -  D i g i t a l  B u s i n e s s  P r o d u c t s :  i n f o r m a t i o n ,  i m a g e s ,  s o f t w a r e ,  b o o k s ,  m o v i e s  e t c .  SD *— DA*—Neutral—*AG —► SA
Digital business transactions are diffusing within our 
industry. 1 2 3 4 5
The quantity o f digital business products is increasing within 
our industry. 1 2 3 4 5
The amount of digital business trade is growing within our industry. 1 2 3 4 5
Firms doing digital business are expanding within our industry. 1 2 3 4 5
Market Dynamism SD *-- DA*—Neutral—►AG -> SA
Competitors’ products quickly change within our industry. 1 2 3 4 5
Customers’ preferences for product features quickly change within 
our industry.
1 2 3 4 5
Competitors’ selling strategies quickly change within our industry. 1 2 3 4 5
Competitors’ advertising strategies quickly change within our industry. 1 2 3 4 5
The price customers expect to pay quickly changes within our industry. 1 2 3 4 5
Customer Segmentation SD *-- DA*—Neutral—►AG -* SA
Our company focuses on specific targeted customers in the global 
electronic market. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company is aware of the characteristics of target customers in the 
global electronic market. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company understands Web-based shopping activities o f targeted 
customers in the global electronic market. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company understands customers’ expectations of Web-based 
shopping in the global electronic market. 1 2 3 4 5
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II-2. External Technical Factors
Interactivity SD — DA<—Neutral—►AG — SA
Our company perceives that Internet technology enhances the richness 
of customer relationships online. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that Internet technology enables our 
organisation to provide a better customer service online. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that Internet technology allows our organisation 
to entice customers to participate in the e-business experience. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that a Web site is good technology for 
interactivity with global customer online. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that a Web site will increase interactivity with 
customers online. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that a Web site allows our organisation to 
reach new customers online. 1 2 3 4 5
Connectivity SD <—DA<—Neutral--►AG — SA
Our company perceives that Internet technology will improve 
connectivity between different hardware and software platforms. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that Internet technology will provide new co­
ordination mechanisms both across organisations and customers. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that Internet technology will provide our 
organisation with links to customers, suppliers or business partners. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that our Web site can be easily connected to 
other Websites without any technical mediation. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that our Web site can be easily connected to any 
information systems without any technical mediation. 1 2 3 4 5
Feasibility SD <—DA+—Neutral --►AG — SA
Our company perceives that a Web site could be easily implemented 
with the existing hardware environment. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that a Web site could be easily implemented 
with the existing software environment. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company perceives that a Web site could be easily implemented 
with the existing technical resources. 1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation perceives that a Web site development is a simple 
process. 1 2 3 4 5
Trialability SD«- DA*—Neutral—AG — SA
Before deciding on whether or not to adopt WBSS, our organisation 
perceives that the Web site could be tested on a trial basis of Internet 
business.
1 2 3 4 5
Before deciding on whether or not to adopt WBSS, our organisation 
would be able to properly try the Web site to check the possibility of 
Web-based shopping.
1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation perceives that the Web site is a good way to see what 
it can do for electronic commerce on a trial basis. 1 2 3 4 5
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II-3. Internal Organisation Factors
E-business Planning SD — DA—Neutral —►AG — SA
Our company works out a strategic plan to successfully establish e- 
business projects.
1 2 3 4 5
Our company has an e-business plan for Web-based shopping. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company devises planning for new Internet business. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company formulates information systems planning for the adoption 
of a new Internet system. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company establishes a further upgrading plan for WBSS. 1 2 3 4 5
Risk Management SD <--DA— Neutral—►AG — SA
Our company provides authentication and secure mechanisms for 
our Web-basea shopping system. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company has established a plan to cope with various financial risks 
such as credit card fraud or false transactions. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company prevents legal risks such as intentional or accidental fraud 
related to Web-based shopping. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company has a special team dealing with the risk relevant to the 
selling of the product, information or service. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company provides the brand guarantee for sales products on WBSS. 1 2 3 4 5
Customer Service Quality SD <--DA—Neutral—AG — SA
Our organisation provides a quick response to customers’ inquiries. 1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation provides an assurance to solve customers’ problems 
related to Web-based shopping. 1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation deals quickly with customers’ problems related to 
Web-based shopping. 1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation provides follow-up services to customers. 1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation provides an e-mail message offering thanks and asking 
about the experience of products purchased. 1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation keeps the customer’s information confidential. 1 2 3 4 5
Knowledge Intensity SD — DA—Neutral—AG — SA
Our knowledge of customers’ needs is thorough. 1 2 3 4 5
We regularly process and analyze customer information. 1 2 3 4 5
We fully understand our customers’ needs and wants. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company continuously studies market trends and changes. 1 2 3 4 5
We regularly use research procedures, e.g. personal interviews, focus 
Groups and surveys to gather market information. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company has a high level of knowledge related to Internet business. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company regularly collects and analyzes information about our 
competitors.
1 2 3 4 5
Our knowledge of our competitors’ strengths and weaknesses is 
thorough. 1
2 3 4 5
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II-4. Internal System Factors
Usability of WBSS SD <—DA<—Neutral--►AG — SA
Our WBSS provide well-organized hyperlinks. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS manage content in an efficient way. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS provide customized search functions. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS regularly check for broken links of Web-based shopping sites. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS provide a customized help function. 1 2 3 4 5
Security Management SD — DA<—Neutral —►AG SA
Our WBSS provides security management on customer privacy or 
customer data.
1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS carries out security management on message security such 
as encryption or digital signatures.
1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS deals with security management on general regulation for 
computer hackers, intruders or viruses.
1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS has firewalls to shield vulnerable areas from some form of 
danger.
1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS provides secure credit card transactions such as secure 
electronic traction (SET).
1 2 3 4 5
Network Infrastructure SD ♦- DA<—Neutral—AG — SA
Our WBSS interconnects with LAN (local area network) or Intranet. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS connects with WAN (wide area network) or Extranet. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS has routers or gateways as network-ware. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS consists of network infrastructure such as CORBA (common 
object request brokered architecture) that mediate transactions between 1 2 3 4 5
our company and outside clients.
Infprnpt TTppHnnlnov AHntahilitv Qn <-. DA—Npntrfll—AG -_► SAiiiivi uvi i vviiui/iugj riuaiauiiiiy jl / t L’(CUU CL 1
Our organisation is aware of recent Internet technologies such as 
agent technology, cyber cash, virtual reality and so on. 1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation has an understanding o f the newest trends in new 
Internet technologies. 1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation has an adoption plan for new Internet technologies. 1 2 3 4 5
Our organisation generally keeps abreast of the latest Internet 
technologies. 1 2 3 4 5
Our company has a tradition of being the first to try new Internet 
technologies. 1 2 3 4 5
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II-5. Dependent Variables
Extent of WBSS Access by Customer SD «- DA<—Neutral —AG — SA
The WBSS is frequently used by customers. 1 2 3 4 5
The number of transactions related to Web-based shopping on our 
WBSS is growing. 1 2 3 4 5
Service functions provided by our WBSS are frequently used by the 
customer. 1 2 3 4 5
Extent of Internal Usage on the WBSS C/D D T u > TNeutral —AG — SA
Internal staff in our company use WBSS for communication in their 
work. 1 2 3 4 5
The WBSS has encouraged the sharing of information within our 
company. 1 2 3 4 5
Communication in our company has been enhanced since WBSS was 
introduced. 1 2 3 4 5
Extent of Integration of WBSS Application SD — DA—Neutral —AG — SA
Our WBSS are integrating with various other systems such as payment 
systems, search engmes, security systems, Intranet systems ana extranet 
systems.
1 2 3 4 5
The sophistication of the level of our WBSS application is high 
compared with competitors in our industry. 1 2 3 4 5
Our WBSS are highly coupled with other application systems such as 
supply chain management systems, customer relationship management 
systems or Internet banking systems.
1 2 3 4 5
Researchers sometimes miss subtleties o f business reality by imposing particular perspectives on the 
phenomenon being studied. In order to minimize such an occurrence, please provide three o f the most 
critical impact factors that you believe are necessary to make a Web-based shopping system successful.
Factor # 1 (________________________________________________________)
Factor # 2 (________________________________________________________)
Factor # 3 (________________________________________________________)
If you would like to receive results from the survey, please enclose your name, address, e-mail 
address or attach your business card.
Name 
Address :
E-mail :
Please return this questionnaire by e-mail or post.
To:
Dr. Changsu Kim
Department of Information Systems 
London School of Economics 
Houghton Street 
London WC2A 2AE
E-m ail address: c.kim(a),lse.ac.uk
T h a n k  y o u  v e r y  m u c h  f o r  p a r t i c i p a t i n g  i n  t h i s  s u r v e y !
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Appendix 3. Initial Korean Version of the Survey Instrument
*1
7> ^
T
^^1-
^ 7 ltiV (Web-Based Shopping Systems: WBSS)°1 ^ 7 \ jY  ^ T lll-
7 > 5 .^ e i -g ^ S ] 9 X w ^ .  £  ^7lwV ^ A l^ E f l(WBS)o. «7j|f-o li4  ^
ZLZ]JL 7ltiVs}^ X[3L #  -r  ^ n ]f -u |c } .
^ I ^ T ]  2fl (Electronic Commerce)0!] °] si ° 1 t t #  (Issues) 7]-£cl] WBSS 7} ^^.S|-7l]
j ! 3] 5 ]o]o]: ^  o]>p Sj-I+S. S]JL 7 ] ^  WBSS °ll tfltt ^ 1^ >H-^ 1 £  nf1^  ^  ?1 
^^l°!l °1 °fl (LSE: London School of Economics and
Politics, University of London) ^H l*] ^liLsL ^rfir 1^^ -i u] 2:1-] 2.°]]
if lS H  ^ 7 ]^ :  4 :^  a] ( w b s s )0] ^ (D if fu s io n )  
°!l -^Tl] V )3 2 .< £ ^ ^ $ f> } jL
£  -fr-g-^ V ^ ^ > 7 l  3]sM, 7]°]
IA S . Sj-uL ^ H l  7\s\ ^^TllrOl 711^  I W c ] .
^  7 }x}<&7) 1 £ S * K !  ^ 7 ] ^  7 i7 H l^ (e -
mailM: ° l-g -« H  7 ] - ^  ^ e ]  ^ A ^ ^ i - ]  4 .
^^^■ 1:01 £ 1 ^ 3  °l^°ll^  0l-g-5]7l ^  ^o]u]) <^^^1 t a ] ^
^ * R 1  £ 1 - 4 |  <3^1*1-
^*HM1 ik&^t £  < 3 ^  ^ 1 - ° ]  s^L-i- -t]
^e^w.0] o c ^ ^ o ]]  tfl^H 7 ]^ tM 4 .
^  -tl  ^  7}-: ^  1^7] 2 i efl «]-7]- Professor Robert Galliers 
< 2 7]-: 7$<$ ^ « U ]  Dr. Changsu Kim
University of London
London School of Economics & Political Science (%-H- Web site: www.lse.ac.uk)
Houghton Street 
London WC2A 2 AR
£  ^ T 10!] ^ ^ 7 > ^ o ]  ° ) ^ A ] ^  ^ ^ 7 ] ^  c ^ f l  £ 5 ] ^ C f .
E-mail: c.kim@lse.ac.uk Tel. 44-20-8949-1758.
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Part II -  WBSS^]
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II-3.
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(Risk M anagement) ^ h|^ s)<_«i^ o|<_ ^  ^
4 4 ¥  ^ 4 4 : 4 : 4 4 ^ 4 1  4 $  jioV ^  ¥ ¥ 4 4  A j^^-g- 1 ¥ ¥ 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 4 ¥  4 4 4 3 1 4  ¥ 1 4 H A > 7 l  f - 4  £ 1  ¥ 4 4 5 1  431 4 4 1 3 1  
4 4  3 1 1 4 1 4 1  1 3 3 1 4 .
1 2 3 4 5
1 4 ¥  ^7l«V ^ o f l  ^ 4  tg ^ o ]  JIB]5]-Jl $14. 1 2 3 4 5
4 4 ¥  ^7lwv ^ 0 1 4  44^1-1-
l a i  514.
1 2 3 4 5
4 4 ^  ^ 4 4  4 : ^ 4 ^ oil ¥ 4 4 4  4 3 1 4  31131 3 1 4 4  3 l l i L ¥ l  
3 1 4 4 4 .
1 2 3 4 5
513j A^ujTi -§-;§) (Customer Service Quality) tfSM-i-sl-al-s-si-f13 --&
4 4 tt jx4 1 4  ¥ 4 3 ]  4 4 4  4 4 4  - § - 4 4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 4 ¥  ^ 4 4  ^ 3 1  4 4 4  2 ^ t s ]  ¥-311- 4 4 4 4  4 4 4  H ¥ 1  
3 1 1 4 4 .
1 2 3 4 5
1 4 ¥  ^ 4 4  A ^ 3 |  4 4 4  ^ 4 1 4  ¥ 3 1 1  ¥ 1 4  4 4 4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 4 ¥  : a 4 !  4 1 4 4 4  4 4 4  4 4 4  4 4 ^ 1  3 1 1 4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 a>o] ^  = ^Log^v j!7_floil c}14¥ 4 4 4  4 4 1 4 ( e - m a i l ) l
4 1 4 4 .
1 2 3 4 5
4 a| .^  j i I ^ m.1- 4 4 ^ ^ 3 1  1 4  4  4 4 4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 4 ^  4 ^  (Knowledge Intensity) 1 3 -  -s- s |- 7<}-€¥3
jl 3 )4  _a_¥31 4 4  4 4 4  4 4 1  ¥ ¥ 4  4 4 4 4  514. 1 2 3 4 5
4A }¥aL7Jj4 4  ¥ 4  m  ¥ 4 4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
jl 4 4  H 4 4 4-3-31 4 4 4  4 4 4  i ¥ 4  4 3 1 4 ^  4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 4 ¥  4 4 4  4 4 4  44-31 3 1 4 4  3 1 1 4 M  ^ > 4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 4 ¥ ^ 1 4 H H  4 4 -4 i - i  ¥ 3 4 4  4 1 4  j i 7 3 4 E m  A^afloi
¥ 1 1 * 8 4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 4 ¥  5 ! 4 V3 4 ^ 4 ^ 3 1  4 4 4  1 1  1 ¥ 4  4 4 1  i n  $1 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 4 ¥ 4 1 4 M 4 ¥  4 3 1 3 )  4 4  4 H I  1 4 4 - n .¥ 4 4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 * 8 4 3 4  4 4 4  4 4 3 1  4 4  4 4 4  4 4 1  ¥ ¥ 4  ¥ 4 4 4  514. 1 2 3 4 5
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II-4. Internal System Factors
a] ^  (Usability of WBSS)
4 a > 4  ^  7l av ^  Al #  £  4  ^  §}ol 4  *y 4  (hyperlinks)# 1 2 3 4 5
#A}o) ^  7} #  4 ^ #  #^11 ^ (contents)# J l 4 4  o_ S. # 4  $ 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 "A]-4 ^  7] «V a| ji*} x] ^=xt o] e}-,o| 7] #(search function)#
31 # ^ 4 .
1 2 3 4 5
#A}cq ^ y l t i l - ^ A l ^ ^  o. j iz f lx )^ ^ o ]  5 # 4 # ( h e lp  function)#
3 l# ^ :4 .
1 2 3 4 5
#A}o] ^  7l ti} ^  A l O .  A|.0] ^  4  o} 4 ^  <^#(link)#
4 # 4 5 S .  4 4 ^ : 4
1 2 3 4 5
(Security Management) -S3-*
4 a>4  ji7jBoi ^ 4 4 4 4 3 1  4 ^  5 4 ^ 4 #  
# 1 8 4 -5  4 4 .
1 2 3 4 5
xg-A>o] ^ 7 ) 4  4  o_ 0 1 ^ 4  DflAlxlJioVoll tflSH
S.4#4t- 31544. 1 2 3 4 5
4-AV4 ^ 4 4 4 5 4 ^ ^ 4 #4 sflTl, JZL^l JI 4°1 4 — #31 
4  4  s .° ! :4 4  #  # 4  4 j l  4 4 .
1 2 3 4 5
4  4 4 4  # ^ . o s . # b 1 ^ 7 1 4 ^ 4 4 ^ #  5 3 1 4 4  
4 4 4  # 4 ^ (firewalls)# # 4 4 5  4 4
1 2 3 4 5
4 4 - #  # # 4 -5 .4 3 1 3 1  4 #  4 4 #  471 4 4 4  s e t  4  # #  5 °>  4  #
* 5 5 # #  A > # 4 4 .
1 2 3 4 5
4]3=.-§! 4—4 —H4 4 (Network Infrastructure) #SW 2|
4 " 4 4   ^7l 4  A  ^Al—^3#  0 4  4  ## 4(LAN: local area network) ## 
4 ^ 4 ^ !  (Intranet)0!) 4 4 4 :0. 4 4 -
1 2 3 4 5
4 4 4  # 4 4  A1 5## 4 4  4 # # 4  (WAN: wide area network) ## 
4 ——4 ^  (Extranet)0!] 4 3 1 4 4  4 4 -
1 2 3 4 5
4 4 4  # 4  4  4 :4  A l^ a ] 4  4 # — (router)4 3] ° 1531 °1 (gateway) # 4  
4 #  315-1] 314 (network ware) sL 4  4  4 4 - 1 2 3 4 5
4a>4 ^ 4 4 ^ 4 a 1 > i ^ # 4 # 4  5 * 1 4 4 4 3 1  4 ^ # 4 ° ]  4 3 1 #
531 *14 # # 4# CORBA (common object request brokered architecture)
4  4 #  3 1 5 #  # 5 4 5 5 4 4 3 1  4 4 4 4 .
1 2 3 4 5
4 4  41 4 5  4 # #  (Internet Technology Adatability) 3 -•§- 3 - 7<H£fsi
4 Af # 3 1 o i 4 M 4 # , A H 4  # # ,  7} # - # #  # 4  # # 4 4 4  4 4 4 !  
4 # #  # 4 4 5  4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 A> #  Afls.°- o jEj ^  7 l# ° l  4 5 - 4 4 #  4 3 1 4 5  4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 a > #  Afls.# 4 4 4 !  4 # 4  £ 4 3 ]  4 4 4  3 1 4 #  4 4 5  4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 A> #  4 #  4 4 4 !  4 # 4  5 # 3 1  4 # 4  4 4  & 5 #  5 4 4 - 5  4 4 . l 2 3 4 5
4 4 - #  Afls.# 4 4 4 !  4 # #  5 4 4 5 3 1  4 # Aj # 4 4 - 4 #  4 4 = #  
7I-4  5  4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
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II-5. WBSS^I
JL7flofl 4 4 - WBSS-4 4^1^=
4 -A1-4 ^ 7 1 4  4 :^  4  ^ ’S: J ^ W  4  ^ A^ til 4 4 4  Af-g-4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
^ 7 1 4 ^ 4  4 4 4  7lHfl (transaction)4  4 4  f ^ K n .  014 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 -a>4  ^ 7 1 4 4 : 4 4 ^ 4 1 4  414-slfe4 4 ^  7 1 * * 4  j l 3 # 4  
4 ^ 4  4 - ^  oi-g-4j7 o j4 . 1 2 3 4 5
WBSS 4  4 4 4 1 -  4 ^  3 - # # ^
4 4 4 4 4  a y $ * * £  4 4 4 4  4 4 ^ 4 4 4 4  ^ 4 4 ^ 4 ^ ^  
1 4 1 4 4 .
1 2 3 4 5
4 4 4  ^  7 1 4 ^ 4 ^ ^ 4 1 ^ - 4  l i t -  # 4 4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 4 - 4  ^ 7 1 4 4 : ^ 4 ^ 0 1  o l^ l^ a lo l  i | 1 ^ 4 A l i f  
(communication)0! 4 4 4  5$ 4 - 1 2 3 4 5
w b s s  - § - - § - 4 ^  # 4  t - 4  3 3 E  w h m - kum- * * - *  m s h m
4 4 4  ^ 4 4 4 : 4 4 ^ ^ ^ 4 1 - 4 ^ ^ ,  a . 4 4 4 4  <34 * 4  £ 1  
4 ^  0 . ^ 1 4 4 4  o|cl-. 1 2 3 4 5
4 4  ^ 7 1 4 ^ 4 4 ^ 4  4 ^ 4 4 - 4 4 4  3 5 - ^ 1 4  ‘3 4 4 1 4  4 € -  
3 3 M 4 4  4  ^ 4 4  * 1  4 ^ 4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 4 4  ^ 7 l 4  4 :^A i^E fl o. jiz f l^ e l a J a ^ ^  f l ^ A i ^ * ,  h ^ jl 
1 - 4  4 4 4 ^ 4  4 4  4 4  - § - 4 4 ^ ^ 4 4  4 3 4 4  4 4 4 4  4 4 . 1 2 3 4 5
4 4  ^<3 4 4 - 4 4 4  t 4 1 4  ^ 3 # 1-4 4 ^^4 5 . <44 ai^ tjAo] wft-
444fe -^f7> 5^ 44- 4 44 4A<M 4=L447l 444, 447}- >$444 4^4 ^44^4
41-34 444 441- 41 *r 2Z4 7>4 f^ S.4 *\]7}x] £-°14 <=*>Hfl°fl 7l#sfl nr^ l7] 4-444-.
-fi- 4  # 1 {____________________________________ )
A 4 #2 (_______________________________)
A  4  #3 (________________________________________________ )
4 : 4  4  4 7 }  £  4 ^ 4  ^ luf-i- w > c ]-^ 7 ll-  4 4 - 4 ,  o]-2fl6j| n e ) u l  4 4 ~ f 4  (e-mail)
^ht- 7l<y^ A^]A.
4  4 :
^  ifc:
4 4 ^ 4  ;
7 )4 4 '£ £ -4 1 -7 }^ 4 -4 ^r4  o]-e)|4  44~T-4(e-mail) ^ 5 .  i£ifl^M7l 4 4 4 4 .
4 4 "4 4 4 
3-£4^ 44
44CH4HL
Houghton Street
London WC2A 2AE
E-mail address: c.kim(a).lse.ac.uk
£  WiF'V/ ■# a j^  -2^-2-S -gM/-E i ' L/ £? /
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Appendix 4. Final Korean Version of the Survey Instrument
^ 7 1 4  ^ € 4 ^  4 4 4 ^  4 4
4 4  ^H1 7 ] 4 4  ^ 7 )* }  ^(Web-Based Shopping Systems: WBSS)0] ^ 4 1
7>^4 ^ 4  4 4 4 2  4144 4 4144 7^]ti} ;&€4^ (WBS)1
ZLZ\5L 4 «1 i f  44VM 7] 444 42. € 1 44 4441 3^§a1^ »^^ - 
4 4 4 7 1 4  (Electronic Commerce) ]^ € 4 4  4 4  4 1 1  (Issues) 7> -^i l^ WBSS 7} 1.R4711 
JIB] £ 1 4 4  1[ °]^f 4 4 S  4 4  4  2L 4  4  4 ,  WBSS 4  4 4  4  3 H 1 4 4  <£ ^  o}^  ^  7l
4 4 H  &^U| 4 . o]^l < 3 4  4 4 ^  (LSE: London Schoolof Economics and
Politics, University of London) 4 4 1  4 4  3] 4  4  |^3 iLjsL 4 1  44*3! tijZ:U]^ 4  € 4 4  
4 4 4 4 2 .  *-g-$ ^ ^ . 4  4 4 2  3114-71 4 4 4  € 4 4  4 i€ 4 ^ € (W B S S )4  € 4  (Diffusion)
4  4 4  44-4 4 4-4 4-41 4 2 4 1 1  14 4 2  414 4.
4 413*iiL4H4 114 ^ iL i- 414-71 444, 44 4141-1 4441:4 41441- 
4 2  4144. 44114 41441 1 411- 44- 7H431 4:1- 4444. 4 4 4  
4 4  4 1 - 4 1 4  7 M 1 1 1 4 1  4 1 H 4  s . 1  4 1 4  4 4 4  4 4 4 4  ^ 4 4  44*44 . 
411 4^ -41 1141 44411(e-maii)l 4144 7}^  4  14 114 144 44- 
431144.
44114 4141 4iL! 4114 4441 4144 444, 444 4111114
1 4444-. 11 1 417]- 4^44! 4, 114 #411 4414 4444 4144 
-&.1H H ! 44444.1414 141 44 €44 4114 €S1- 44
44444-1441111114 44 124 4425.€111414444. 
4414 411-44 444 4422 442€44. 444 111144 411714444.
4 1 4  4  7}: ^  2  4  2  €  l^ ]-  Professor Robert Galliers 
4144 4: 4  4 444 Dr. Changsu Kim
London School of Economics & Political Science (4 -2 . Web site: www.lse.ac.uk)
University of London 
Houghton Street 
London WC2A 2 AR
1 414 44414444 &444 44s. 44144 414 14*11 2 4 3 ^ 4 4 .
E-mail: c.kim@lse.ac.uk Tel. 44-20-8949-1758.
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44-71-WBSS4 714:44 4 4 4 ' lr ^r-S-Tll^ 4 ^ 4 4 ^ 4 4 4 4 ?  (Sfl^ Slfe <^>11 7}^  SH
-S-^ l "Sfl ■^'^ >*'1.3.)
□ # 4 /-§ -^ /4 4 □ 4  4  —
□ 4 □ 4 i-/4 3 !A £ 4 □ 4^-g-^
□ □ 4 4 / 4  4 □ 3 S s / 4 4
D 4  TT 4  4  4. (Software&Hardware) □ 7>7§-g-# □ 4 4 4 / 4  4 4 /4 4 -0 -^
□ 4447114 □ 4  ^ -(Information) □ 4^/«114
□ -§-4/4 4  -2,/DVDs □ 4 4 4
□ 44-^^/7171 □ 714(71^-9-^: )
4 4 4  1 1 7 1 4 ^ 4 4 ^ 4
□ 4 □ 4-4-2-
4 4 ^  ^ 7 l 4 ^  4  ^  4  7] 4 4 4  4 4 4  4 is-^ r 4  ^  7il till 4?
□ ^ 4  7^1 tifl^^:^ □ 4 4 4  4 H 4 / 4 4  4 4  714 4 ^ 5 .=)
□ □ 4^- tiD4 4 4  (71^ ^ )
4  4  ^ 71 tiV 3§ Al >1f§.°- 3. zlj 6] 4 4 4 4 7 1  (mobilephone) 4  4  4 4  4 ^ 4  ^  4  4  3-H-
^ 4 4 ^  & w 44? □ 4 □ 44-2.
4  4  ^ 4  4  4 4  4 4 ^ -  5 .4  4 4 4 4 , 4 4 4  4 4  4 4 £ §r S .^ 4  til ^  (mobile business)#
4 ^ 4  3 1 4 4 4 4 ?
□ 4 4 □ 67fl# 4 4 □ 14 67114
□ 37fl£] 4 4 □ 14 4 4 □ 24  4  4
4 4 4  441 # 4 4 4 ^  4  4 4 4 4 ?
□ 104 4 4 □ 101-250 4 □ 3,001 - 5,000 4
□ 10-25 4 □ 251 -500 4 □ 5,001 - 10,000 4
□ 26-50 4 □ 501 - 1,000 4 □ 10,001 - 30,000 4
□ 51 -100 4 □ 1,001 -3,000 4 □ 30,001 4  4 4
4 4 4  71-44 ^ 4  4 4 ^ 4 # 4 #  4 4 4 4 4 ?  (4/44-71
□ 3000 4 4  4  4 □ io.i 4 4 - 5 0 4 4 □ iooo.i 44-3000 4 4
□ 3000 4 4  - 1 4  4 □ 50.1 4 4 -  i o o 4 4 □ 3000.1 44-6000 4 4
□ l.i 4 4 - 5  4 4 □ ioo.i 4 4  -500 4 4 □ 6000.144-13:4
□ 5.1 4 4 - 1 0 4 4 □ 500.1 4 4 -  io o o 4 4 □ l.i 3 4  44-
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1-2.
^ A } 7 ] - ^ 7 l w V ^ A ] i B ^ ^ - ^ . ^ ^ i : - i l  SXo] o l ^ ^ - A l / ^ o l  7 ^ * } 7 ) )  ^ % f > } < % ^ 7 7 } ?
□ ^Tfl □ Jizfl A]ti]i □ ^JL^^^l-(CEO)
□ f^l-T- □#-¥?- 0 7)^ (7]<$SL^ : )
D 7 ] m ^  D^^Al^Efl
□ q ^ /S H I  Q W t
^ A j-o ]
□ *H) 7M □ q -3 -^ i n W ^
^ A f l ^ i V ^ A i A E j o ]  q q ^ - E )  A jq  7 fl^ rq - q  ^ q q ^ q  71^1-0] ^ A q & ^ q q ?
□ I 'd * ] #  □ 2.1 -3 Hi □ 4 .1-5 Hi
□ 1 - 2  Hi □ 3 . 1 - 4  Hi 0  5.1 Hi ° 1 ^ (71^ 11« :  v!>
« 7 i i M ^ 5 a f e ^ > ^ 7 m i f l A i ^ o i i  q s H  7 m » ) ^
□  l ^ q ^ q q  □  6 . 1  q q - d - 1  < 3 3 1  □  6 . 1  < 3 3 1 - 1 0  < 3 3 1
□  l - 3  3 l S M i  □  1 . 1  < 3 3 1 - 3 3 3 1  □  1 0 . 1  3 J 3 1 - 2 0  9  S I
□  3 . 1 - 6 * l S M !  D 3 . l 3 3 l - 6 3 3 l  □  2 0 . 1  3 3 1  3 t f
^A > ^  7] 3> 4 ^ * 1 ^ 1 1 3  ^ A ^ r J IT ^ ^ r?  □ 7 l « 3  □ ± .q A f  □ 7 1 ^  + ^ 1 * 1 -
q ^ l - q  ^ ]7 l« >  f ^ 3  q  I r ^ r  q (paym en t)^8 : A f - g - t N ? } ?  ( « H ^ f e 5 y & W < 4
cfl«H 5.^1 «fl r^'fcH-fi-)
□ A] -% -9}B. □ 711 □  ^ q B ^ - H
□ ^  ^  7>H □ □ 7HHl^q^- (Mobile phone)
□ 7fl3^3. n ^ H r *  □7iq-(7l<yj8J£: )
H i q  3  Af q  ^  7 l H> Al ^  6] i ^ } n |  * | f ^ C l O S  A j - g - ^ q q ,  q  q  ^ l - g ^ B l -
^-g-(accept)sl-^ q  q ?  («n^£ l^  M -  iH H  41 « H  £ * 1*11 ^  3-S-)
□ q q  □ ^ q q  (Switch) □ <iq-(Deita)
□ q ^ E j  □ o|-pfl ^(A m erican Express) □ 7 ]e}- (7|<y .a.#: )
^ A ] ^  ^ 7 l « i 4 i ^ A ] ^ ^ ^ r  1 ^ 3  7 l ^  A > - g - ^ q ^ l - ? ( « | |x 3 - £ ) ^ a E.i8-s.(>ll tf)«W  £ * l*fl
^ * U )
□ HE-3  3  q(L A N ) □ q q 3  (Firewalls) □ ^ 1 ^ 7 ]  ^-(Certification)
□ 3 1 3 3 DoV(WAN) □ ^  A)q(W eb Server) □ 7 K vq ^ l  (Virtual Reality)
□ ISDN □ 3  3  <$ 3  (Search Engine) □ ^ 3 7) ^(W ireless)
□ q H q - viI(In tranet) □ °I] 3  3.1=.7]"gr(Agent Technology) □  7fl 3 3 r 3 |  q.5}-7l (Mobile Phone)
D q ^ n q ’i!(Extranet) □ iL ^ l^ ( S e c u r i ty )  □ 3 3 -  (7l<y )
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Part II -  WBSS^I iH M  ^ I N r  -£-<£]
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Appendix 5. Pilot Survey Letter for UK
Dear Sir/Madam,
The Web-Based Shopping Systems (WBSS) are diffusing very rapidly across national boundaries. The 
WBSS means an Internet-based shopping system for selling and buying products, information, and 
services. Though the diffusion of the WBSS is being recognized as one of the most important issues of 
electronic commerce to be addressed, the research on WBSS is just beginning. To provide meaningful 
guidance for promoting the new opportunity of Internet business to society and in economic circles, the 
London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) is researching “The Diffusion of Web-Based 
Shopping Systems in Different National Contexts. ”
To gain useful information for this project, we need your assistance. Please be assured that the 
information you provide will be kept strictly confidential. We do hope you will be willing to help with 
this important research project. Your voluntary participation in this project is greatly appreciated, and 
your assistance will provide significant insights into the multifarious nature of WBSS diffusion. Before 
we carry out the major research process, we are writing to enquire whether you would be willing to 
contribute to research concerned with the topic of the successful diffusion of WBSS. We thus would 
sincerely appreciate it if  you could inform me of your company’s availability for the following options.
Option A. Short interview of no more than 30 minutes to collect information of WBSS diffusion.
Option B. Response to the carefully designed survey questionnaire. This should take no longer than 30 minutes.
Based on the above two options, please indicate how your company could participate:
( ) Our company can assist with both options.
( ) Our company can assist with option A only.
( ) Our company can assist with option B only.
( ) Our company is unable to assist with either option.
As soon as the project is completed, we will send summary results to participators. These results will be
useful as a guideline in establishing a new vision and growth strategy to gain competitive advantage for
your company’s WBSS. Thank you for your interest and time. We look forward to receiving good news 
from you.
Yours sincerely,
A Project Conducted by London School of Economics & Political Science (LSE)
Information Systems Department 
Houghton Street, London, WC2A 2AR 
Project Director, Professor Robert Galliers 
Project Coordinator, Dr. Changsu Kim
If you have any further questions about it, feel free to contact me by e-mail or telephone:
E-mail: c.kim@lse.ac.uk or Tel. 020-8949-1758.
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Appendix 6. Thank You Letter for UK
Dear first name,
Thank you very much for participating in our study on the diffusion of WBSS. We are 
very pleased with your response.
We are currently preparing the major research instrument. We will thus get in touch 
with you as soon as we are ready to research.
Thanks again for your assistance. You have been a great help!
Professor Bob Galliers Dr. Changsu Kim
Project Director Project Coordinator
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Appendix 7. Pilot Survey Letter for Korea
^ 7 ]#  4 4 4 4  4 4
4  4 4 ^ 1 1 4 ^  (University of London) 4| 4  4 4 ^  4  4| (LSE: London School of Economics & 
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4 4 4 ? 1  4 4 4  4 7 } 4  % H a | t i s .  ^ o V ^ a } -  S}_$_u| 0>Eflo] ^ -7> ^ 1  # 4 4  0 7 1 4 4
M A . ^ 7 1 4  ^  4  ^ o ] ]  # ^ 5 ! 4 2 . 1 - 4 4 4 7 1  4 4 3 0 1  4 4 4  4 4 # .
# 4  B. 4  4  -X- 4  (E-mail)#  ° 1 # 4  30 1  °1'LH0!] 4 ^  7 } #  4  1 1 4  (Questionnaire) °!l 4 4  -§-4 .
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4 4 4  4 4 - 4  4 ^ - 4  4 4 4  4 4 4  4 4 4 4 4 .  4 4 4 4 4 .
4 4 4 4 7 } :  4 2 - 4  4 4  Professor Robert Galliers
4 4 4 4 7 } :  4  ^  4 4 7 }  Dr. Changsu Kim
London School of Economics & Political Science (%vj1 Web site: www.lse.ac.uk)
University of London 
Houghton Street 
London WC2A 2 AR
4  4 4 ° 1 l  4 4 4  £ - 4 7 H M  x l ^ H ^  4 4 4 7 1 4  7 ^ * 1  4 4 ^ 1  h 4 ^ w 4 4 .
E-mail: c.kim@lse.ac.uk Tel. 44-20-8949-1758.
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Appendix 8. Thank You Letter for Korea
H  7l X\ 4 4 4 4  4  4 ,
4 4 4  4 4 4  |7 ] 1 >  4 4 * 1 1 4  # 4
4 4 #  iiv^  4 -^ A s  4 a} h  ^ 4 4 .
4 4  - S ^ t - S r  4 4  4 4 4 1  4 4 4  4 f ^ 4  4 ^ 4 - 8 :  4 4 4  4 ¥ ' i # 4 - »  
$4 4a 4. 4 S| 4 §«17} 4s4 fe 313.4 4°ll Til 44-4 «■ 4^44 
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4  ~T~ ^  4  4  Professor Bob Galliers 
4 4 4 4 4  Dr. Changsu Kim.
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Appendix 9. Actual Survey Letter for UK
Dear Sir/Madam,
Thank you very much for participating in our research project on the diffusion of Web-Based 
Shopping Systems (WBSS). To provide meaningful guidance for promoting the new 
opportunity of Internet business to society and in economic circles, the London School of 
Economic and Political Science (LSE) is researching the phenomenon of “The Diffusion of 
Web-Based Shopping Systems in Different National Contexts”
Recently, we have developed and elaborated the major research instrument to measure the 
phenomenon of WBSS diffusion. Thus, we are sending you the final version of the survey 
questionnaire. Please fill out the enclosed questionnaire according to the actual status of your 
company’s WBSS, as this will provide meaningful research results. However, if you are busy or 
you are still on holiday at the moment, please fill in the questionnaire when you are free. Please 
be assured that the information you provide will not be used other than in our research and will 
be kept strictly confidential. Please return your completed questionnaire by e-mail as promptly 
as possible. Please refer to the following option when you fill in the questionnaire:
♦Indicate your selection by removing the appropriate box ([]) or number (eg.4) and replacing it with a cross (x) 
eg.) [] One [] Tw o [] Three X  Four [] F ive
As soon as the project is completed, we will send a summary of results to participators who 
have filled in the questionnaire. These results will be useful as a guideline in establishing a new 
vision and growth strategy to gain competitive advantage for your company’s WBSS. We 
sincerely appreciate your assistance and look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,
Dr. Changsu Kim.
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Appendix 10. Reminder Letter for UK
Dear Sir/Madam,
Thank you very much for participating in our research project on the diffusion of Web- 
Based Shopping Systems (WBSS). Last week, we sent you an elaborated questionnaire 
to measure the phenomenon of WBSS diffusion. This letter is to remind you of the 
questionnaire we sent. If you have recently replied to us, please accept our thanks and 
apologies for having troubled you. However, if you haven’t, please receive the 
questionnaire we enclose again and fill it out according to the actual status of your 
company’s WBSS. Then, please return your completed questionnaire by e-mail as 
promptly as possible. Please be assured that the information you provide will not be 
used e xcept i n o ur research a nd w ill b e k ept s trictly confidential. P lease r efer t o t he 
following option when you fill the questionnaire in:
"■Indicate your selection by removing the appropriate box ([]) or number (eg.4) and replacing it with a cross (x) 
eg.) [] One [] Tw o [] Three X  Four [] Five
As soon as the project is completed, we will send a summary of results to participators 
who have filled in the questionnaire. These results will be useful as a guideline in 
establishing a new vision and growth strategy to gain competitive advantage for your 
company’s WBSS, providing meaningful guidance for promoting the new opportunity 
of Internet business to society and in economic circles. We sincerely appreciate your 
assistance and look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,
Dr. Changsu Kim.
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Appendix 11. Final Survey Letter for UK
Dear Sir/Madam,
Thank you for your attention in our research project on the diffusion of Web-Based Shopping 
Systems (WBSS). To provide meaningful guidance for promoting the new opportunity of 
Internet business to society and in economic circles, the London School of Economic and 
Political Science (LSE) is researching the phenomenon of “T h e  D i f f u s i o n  o f  W e b - B a s e d  
S h o p p i n g  S y s t e m s  i n  D i f f e r e n t  N a t i o n a l  C o n t e x t s  ”.
This letter is to ask your opinion of a questionnaire we attach. Please indicate the status of your 
participation among the following three conditions, as this will be helpful for further research 
processes and planning.
( ) 1. If you have already returned a marked questionnaire to us, please accept our thanks and 
check a cross (x) at ( ) in front of this sentence.
( ) 2. If you haven’t until now, but would be willing to contribute to this research, please fill 
in the questionnaire attached, referring to the following guide and email it back to us:
• Indicate your selection by removing the appropriate box ([]) or number (eg .4) and replacing it with a cross (x) 
eg-) [] One [] Two [] Three X Four [] Five
( ) 3. If you finally decide that you cannot participate in our research project, please inform 
me of the reasons ticking as many as appropriate:
( ) Company security
( ) Heavy work load
( ) Research project not helpful for our company
( ) Do not run Web-based shopping systems or run a small Web-based business 
( ) Not appropriate person for marking the questionnaire
( ) On a holiday or out of work
( ) Currently changing and upgrading our WBSS
( ) Questionnaire too long
( ) Other (please write: )
As soon as the project is completed, we will send a summary of results to participators who
have filled in the questionnaire. These results will be useful as a guideline in establishing a new
vision and growth strategy to gain competitive advantage for your company’s WBSS. I would 
sincerely appreciate it if you could forward this letter to me after checking the above options. 
We send our best wishes and look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,
Dr. Changsu Kim.
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Appendix 12. Actual Survey Letter for Korea
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